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Editorial
It’s hardly believable that humankind is nearly approaching its third year
of the global Covid 19 pandemic. All seemingly became used to operate
more remotely and perhaps travel less while daily tasks continue, and all
requirements to meet remained unchanged or became even more challenging.
It’s in this context that the researcher of History is thought of and appreciated
for their continuous support and contributions to the New Contree. The New
Contree Editorial team is also excited to share with you the research content of
the December 2021 issue in which some authors critically debate, while others
critically analyse historical narratives in various fields of the discipline. The
recent regional history studies webinar focussing on community engagement
and history in Higher Education and Training environments of the future is
covered in a commentary article, with hopes to further instil debate on this
possible new “turn” for the discipline in South Africa and in the rest of the
continent.
As far as the December 2021 issue is concerned, Vivian Bickford-Smith kicks
off with an interesting discussion on Race and ethnicity in South African urban
history: a call to investigate ‘mingling’ as well as ‘separation’ in the city. More
methodical attention to the extent and nature of racial, ethnic and cultural
mingling in South African cities (and beyond) is the plea of Bickford-Smith.
He points out the lack of research on convivial, co-operative and creative kind
of mingling since the implementation of forms of segregation from the late
nineteenth century onwards. To be able to do so the concepts that co-embrace
the term mingling should first be critically understood within their historical
context. Bickford-Smith exemplifies this concept through a case study history
of late colonial-era Cape Town. He shows out how the mingling – of people,
ideas and cultures – threatened the ideology of racial and ethnic purity on
which the establishment of apartheid was based.
In Natal Afrikaner women and the South African War (1899-1902), Johan
Wassermann draws on a variety of unique experiences by Natal Afrikaner
women (as British subjects) who viewed themselves as related by blood and
culture to the Boers of the Republics of the Transvaal and the Orange Free State.
Their experience of the South African War, unfolding, is analysed. Difficult
relationships and hardships are investigated. However, Wassermann observes
out that the Natal Afrikaner women were not archetypical “volksmoeders”
[mothers of the people] because they did not share the tradition of militarised
I
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citizenship, as embodied by the Boer Republics. Hendrik Snyders in Changing
lifestyles, business, and the politics of the nineteenth-century Cape ice and
refrigeration trade covers the 60 years prior to the South African War in Cape
Town. He views the topic as a neglected aspect of South Africa’s water history.
Snyders discusses the initial woes and later successes in ice trade (frozen
water trade) by expatriate American and British citizen-businessmen. This
history, to a large extent, features the same development path of its overseas
counterparts.
A horse of a different colour is the research topic discussed by Juan Klee. In
The Phelophepa train, “train of hope, train of healing”, Klee elaborates on the
history of the Phelophepa Health Care Train. It is a train creatively initiated
by Transnet to provide primary health care services in many rural areas of
South Africa. For medical and para-medical students this service-learning
opportunity with and in communities provide valued practical experience.
Marizanne and Albert Grundlingh move into the sports history world of
a former renowned rugby doyen of the Western Cape and South Africa: Dr
Danie Craven. With “Volkekunde” in the academic and rugby world of South
Africa’s Dr Danie Craven, the Grundlinghs argue that:
Craven was not only influential as a leader in his day but also an outstanding
player of rugby. They argue that his academic exposure to “volkekunde”
(anthropology and some ethnology) heightened for instance his understanding
of the role of New Zealand’s (NZ’s) Māori as part of NZ’s rugby culture. As
a result, some insights spilled over into his attempts to bring coloured South
African players closer to the mainstream of rugby in South Africa. The authors
debate that Craven’s reference to the “spirit” or “soul” of rugby, might have
been partially informed by anthropological principles.

The past cultural experiences of the M’mbelwa Ngoni of the modern Mzimba
district of Malawi is author Jamu Nyirenda’s concern. In “Inkosi Yetu Ngu
Kamuzu Yedwa” (Our Only King Is Kamuzu): The M’mbelwa Ngoni’s relations
with Hastings Kamuzu Banda in Malawi from 1964 to 1994, Nyirenda explores
the ways of the M’mbelwa Ngoni with Dr Banda in his term of leadership.
Nyirenda asserts that the dictatorial cultural policy under Dr Banda was used
by the M’mbelwa Ngoni to serve and preserve their unique traditions. One
such a tradition is the traditional war dance or Ingoma.
Johan Fourie and Amy Rommelspacher rightly contend that marriage as a
social institution permeating almost all societies, is studied across the social
sciences. Looking then at marriages from an economic-historical lens in
II
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Marriage in the Mother City: Anglican marriage records of Cape Town, 18651960, Fourie and Rommelspacher emphasise marriage trends in the South
African past. The authors used a dataset of more than 55 000 marriages
between the years 1865 and 1960 on couples solemnised in the Anglican
church of Cape Town. Though the economical part of the study appears
more clear-cut to the authors they declare the challenges they experienced
to write about ordinary people in history. Simply because of the reality that
the histories of many people pose silences due to a lack of thoughts, actions,
traces and proper records, the authors decided to apply more writing freedom
by reading snippets of histories identified in archives “against the grain”. By
using some newly discovered sources, Fourie and Rommelspacher were able
to affirm that interracial marriages were a taboo in Cape Town even before the
1948-apartheid years.
To conclude the issue, Andy Manson provides a very deepening book review
by Kevin Shillington on Charles Warren: Royal Engineer in the Age of Empire
(2021). A still contentious topic of War party: How the ANC’s political killings
are breaking South Africa is critically addressed by Greg Arde and reviewed by
Collin Olebogeng Mongale.

III
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Race and ethnicity in South African urban history: A call to
investigate “mingling” as well as “separation” in the city1
Vivian Bickford-Smith
University of Stellenbosch2
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Abstract
This article argues that more methodical attention should be given by
historians to both the extent and nature of racial and ethnic mingling of
people, ideas and cultures across the range of such potential divides in South
African cities, and indeed cities beyond South Africa. Understandably, the
focus of much of South African urban history has been on the origins,
implementation, and effects of forms of ethnic and racial separation, especially
residential segregation. Such history has commonly also focused on only one
ethnically or racially categorised group in any detail. As it is, there has been
relatively little research into mingling of a convivial, co-operative and creative
kind, and how this was still possible and with what ideological and practical
consequences after the implementation of forms of segregation from the late
nineteenth century onwards. This article suggests that it is important while
conducting such work to revisit our understanding of the terms race and
ethnicity themselves, to explain why urban inhabitants may have perceived
themselves in group terms along these lines. Mingling means the crossing of
potentially rigid boundaries of group pride and prejudice that can accompany
such self-identification and/or imposed categorisation, even if many doing
the crossing could still retain a racial or ethnic identity among their other
self-identities. It then explores concepts encompassed by the term mingling –
such as transnationalism, integration, creolisation and cosmopolitanism – to
explain some of mingling’s potential historical consequences. The final section
uses a case study drawn from research on late colonial-era Cape Town as brief
demonstration in this respect.
Keywords: Race; Ethnicity; Urban History; Segregation; Transnationalism;
Integration; Creolisation; Cosmopolitanism; Cape Town, South Africa.

1

2

The last paragraph of my introduction and first paragraph of the following section explain what is meant by
the terms “mingling” and “separation”. My gratitude to the three anonymous reviewers of this article for their
very useful comments and suggestions that have influenced this final version, as well as to Jennifer Davis in this
respect and for much discussion of “race”. Any remaining inadequacies are clearly my fault alone.
Professor Bickford-Smith is Extraordinary Professor at the University of Stellenbosch and Emeritus Professor at
the University of Cape Town (Orcid number: https://orcid.org/0000-0003-0400-5960).
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Introduction
Most urban historiography, for South Africa as well as globally, has focused either
on racial and ethnic separation or on the mingling of members of different groups
along these potential divides. Seldom, it seems, is equal attention given to both in
the same study. Even though establishing the extent of urban separation within a
city would seem to be impossible without equivalent consideration of the amount,
nature and consequences of any mingling that might co-exist with separation, and
vice versa. For instance, one consequence of forms of mingling might be, over time,
to reduce or even undermine separation of people, cultures, and ideas: not least
by challenging and offering an alternative to in-group beliefs, national ideology or
social practices that had explained and promoted more rigid separation in the first
place. Likewise, extreme forms of separation that encompass not only the residential
but almost every conceivable variety of the social – as in apartheid legislation that
attempted to impose cradle to grave separation in everyday urban South Africa – were
intended to make physical mingling other than at the workplace (where it would
be in racially hierarchical fashion) all but impossible; thereby to limit its potential
to subvert separation ideology, making (over time) the practise of separation and
“reality” of ethnic or racial difference seem natural.
This leads to questions of how and where in a highly separated city mingling could
still happen (openly or in secret), who was involved, why, what transpired and with
what results. These are questions that are informing my current research on cooperative and creative encounters across racial barriers in the apartheid city. The
aim of this article though, is to introduce a more general case for studying mingling
alongside separation, with attendant definitions of these terms as well as some they
encompass. Having done so, it will conclude by revisiting earlier research on late
nineteenth and early twentieth-century Cape Town by way of brief demonstration.
This earlier research had not made the relationship between mingling and separation
its central concern. Its main aim instead was to explain the growth of separation and
the creation and/or maintenance of accompanying racial and ethnic identities through
the hierarchical and spatial barriers that helped promote them. Far less attention
was directed to mingling and its consequences, though its continued if more limited
existence was noted and examples provided. So, the purpose here is to suggest briefly
what the extent, nature and significance of mingling consisted of for this place and
period. Thereby, to begin to demonstrate the potential of more thoroughly studying
this phenomenon for South African cities in whatever period; or indeed for cities in
any other part of the world with histories of ethnic or racial separation.
Within separation historiography globally, scholars have written about the likes
of colonial Dual Cities and segregation in colonial Africa including pre-apartheid

2
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South Africa.3 In the twenty-first century, there has also been a growing literature
on Divided Cities – places of recurring ethnic conflict – like Beirut, Mostar, Belfast
and Jerusalem.4 Also on separation, by way of socio-economic exclusion, whether in
supposedly cosmopolitan metropolises like Paris or post-apartheid Johannesburg, to
cite but two examples.5
Historiography such as this has considerably outweighed that on mingling, it would
seem.6 This is evident, unsurprisingly, for South African urban historiography, if
more so before 1994 than after.7 Much of the pre-1994 work explored in impressively
thorough fashion the origins and history of urban (if mainly residential) racial
segregation, “Native” administration, township culture, consciousness and resistance.8
With notable exceptions – such as work on pre-industrial Cape Town, early socialist
3
4

5

6

7
8

CH Nightingale, Segregation: A global history of divided cities (Chicago and London, University of Chicago
Press, 2012), provides a magisterial synthesis of existing scholarship amid his own original insights into urban
separation on a global scale.
Nightingale’s focus is more on racial segregation than on what might be described as ethnically separated and
conflicted cities. For these, see for instance: AC Hepburn, Contested cities in the modern west (Basingstoke,
Palgrave Macmillan, 2004); J Calame and E Charlesworth, Divided cities: Belfast, Beirut, Jerusalem, Mostar and
Nicosia (Philadelphia, University of Philadelphia Press, 2009).
For a very readable article on the history and twenty-first century-problems of Parisian banlieues, see M Angelil
and C Siress, “The Paris banlieue: Peripheries of inequality”, Journal of International Affairs, 65(2), 2012, pp.
57-67. MJ Murray, Taming the disorderly city: The spatial landscape after apartheid (New York, Cornell University
Press, 2008) takes an almost entirely pessimistic view of continued and extensive social and economic exclusion.
For two collections that are somewhat less pessimistic but give due weight to social exclusion see R Tomlinson,
RA Beauregard, L Bremner and X Mangcu (eds.), Emerging Johannesburg: Perspectives on the post-apartheid city
(New York and London, Routledge, 2003); and J Beall, O Crankshaw and S Parnell, Uniting a divided city:
Governance and social exclusion in Johannesburg (New York and London, Routledge, 2002).
It seems that historical research is far overshadowed in this respect by (relatively) contemporary studies by nonhistorians. Much of the historiography that exists focuses on either “mixed” marriage or miscegenation patterns
or examination or observation of degrees of residential integration. Neither of these phenomena of course
preclude concomitant existence of enduring racial prejudice, as recent work on Latin America has confirmed.
A useful multi-book review essay here, albeit not confined to the urban, is P Wade, “Racism and race mixture
in Latin America”, Latin American Research Review, 52(3), 2017, pp. 277-485. For South Africa, much work
is on the pre-industrial Cape colonial era before increased segregation in the late nineteenth century. Two
detailed studies for Cape Town in this respect are VC Malherbe, “Illegitimacy and family formation in colonial
Cape Town, to c.1850”, Journal of Social History, 39(4), 2006, pp. 1153-1176; and G Groenewald, ‘“A mother
makes no bastard’: Family law, sexual relations and illegitimacy in Dutch colonial Cape Town, c.1652-1795”,
African Historical Review, 39(2), 2007, pp. 58-90. For an overview social history of pre-colonial Cape Town,
see N Worden, E van Heyningen and V Bickford-Smith, Cape Town: The making of a city (Cape Town, David
Philip, 1998). A rare exploration of the relationship between mingling and residential segregation, albeit for
the United States in the last decade of the twentieth century, is SR Holloway, R Wright and M Ellis, “The
racially fragmented city? Neighbourhood racial segregation and diversity jointly considered”, The Professional
Geographer, 64(1), 2012, pp. 63-82.
V Bickford-Smith, “Urban history in the new South Africa: Continuity and innovation since the end of
apartheid”, Urban History, 35(2), 2008, pp. 288-315.
P Maylam, “Explaining the apartheid city: 20 years of urban historiography”, Journal of Southern African Studies,
21(1), 1995, pp. 19-38, provides an excellent overview of much of this work with its own original insights, not
least into whether material or ideological factors were more important in explaining segregation. Maylam leans
towards favouring material factors, though it would seem safe to conclude that material and ideological factors
are usually entangled. See also MW Swanson, “The sanitation syndrome: Bubonic Plague and urban native
policy in the Cape Colony, 1900-1909”, Journal of African History, 18(3), 1977, pp. 387-410, which provides a
pioneering argument for taking ideology seriously in explaining segregation.
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movements or the South African Communist Party – there was little on the nature
and consequences of (especially social) mingling. Albeit this may have been noted
for (themselves exceptional) places like District Six (Cape Town) or Sophiatown
(Johannesburg), destroyed under apartheid, not least by ex-residents themselves.
My use of the term mingling here, as with separation, is because of its utility as
another catch-all expression for different words used by scholars to describe processes
and attitudes for what can be connected, overlapping or distinct phenomena. In
the case of mingling, these are phenomena that have led to the mixing of people,
cultures, ideas, and material objects within cities, and what has resulted from this.
Words to describe such phenomena, ones deployed below, include transnationalism,
integration, creolisation, and cosmopolitanism perceived as either neutral or positive
in social effect.This is in contrast to how mingling, or intermingling, have sometimes
been used in everyday language in South Africa or elsewhere in disapproving fashion
by racial nationalist proponents of separation, and thereby of racial or ethnic “purity”.

Revisiting definitions of ethnicity and race
Like mingling, separation is a term seldom used by urban historians, but usefully
encompasses the range of ways in which cities have been divided along lines of
ethnicity or race even when such divides are not part of legislated segregation.
Human history has after all suggested that homo sapiens is a clannish species, initially
(and perhaps still) for defensive purposes.9 Also, that humans have tended to seek
to explain the world by way of categorisations and perceived patterns in the world
around them expressed as generalisations, often simple binary categorisations such
as “us” and “them”. These are duly labelled with “our name” or the name we give
to “them”, that may or may not be the name they have given themselves. These
labels – whether suggestive of race or ethnicity, or indeed clan, nation, class or
gender – are then associated with behavioural stereotypes: how in-group members
are expected to behave among themselves, or towards others, or others expected to
behave towards them. Labels and accompanying stereotypes “entrain norms about
how people who have the labels [names] should behave and how they should be
treated”.10 Once labelled, members can also develop a belief that there is some inner
“essence” that explains why they have so much in common beneath some observable
surface difference like outward physical appearance including skin colour or dress
or their voice, language or accent: “an underlying reality or true nature that one
cannot observe directly”.11 Governments have commonly taken part in this process
by ascribing labels to people in the likes of census categories, thereby giving them
additional validity and rigidity among those who use or identify with them: the
9

The argument in this paragraph is drawn from Kwame Anthony Appiah, The lies that bind: Rethinking identity
(London, Profile Books, 2018), pp. 1-100.
10 KA Appiah, The lies that bind…, p. 20.
11 KA Appiah, The lies that bind…, pp. 25-26.
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more so if this is then followed by official policies that favour or discriminate against
people based on such categorisation.
The two kinds of (frequently overlapping, at least in part) identity groups this
article is concerned with are those that have been described by modern scholars as
racial and ethnic. In both cases, there will usually be material as well as imagined
components to such identities that can provide adherents with a sense of belonging,
perhaps pride in belonging, to a group (rightly or wrongly) perceived to have shared
ancestry, history and/or culture. This might in turn be psychologically helpful in
overcoming feelings of individual insignificance in a big city by offering friendship
and kinship networks that render material and emotional support. Shared language
(or dialect), institutions, occupations, material culture (including dress), social
facilities and neighbourhoods give senses of perceived ethnic or racial belonging
practical dimensions.12 In other words, they might provide a feeling of belonging
to a community that is more than purely imagined, as reading Benedict Anderson
on nationalism as an imagined community might have us believe.13 This sense of
community might then give adherents a visceral pride in the achievements of other
members of the group at large, even if they are people they have never met, as well
as potential prejudice against those of other groups. Such pride and prejudice are
frequently encouraged by the likes of politicians or journalists, as well as by spatial
segregation or divisions of labour that coincide with race or ethnicity.
Ethnicity and race are often used interchangeably with one another, and indeed
with nation, that object of Anderson’s attention. Yet a way in which they have been
distinguished is that race is commonly used to refer to some observable physical
difference between groups of people – that might or might not have cultural (ethnic)
components as well – whereas ethnicity (derived from ethnos, the Greek word for
people or nation) has implied a necessary cultural dimension, usually including
a shared language and/or religious beliefs, but may or may not involve any overt
physical distinction. By these definitions, a racial group could consist of people of
(possibly many) more than one ethnicity, an ethnic group in turn may have members
of more than a single racial one.14

Race as a term attached to groups of people along lines of physically visible
or imagined biological difference associated with supposedly heritable
characteristics – or their inner essences – was a product of pseudo-scientific
invention in nineteenth century-Europe, growing in usage from mid-century
onwards. Such belief in the existence of races was found by the mid-twentieth
12 A Oberschall, Conflict and peace building in divided societies: Responses to ethnic violence (Abingdon, Routledge,
2007), pp. 4-7; KA Appiah, Cosmopolitanism: Ethics in a world of strangers (London, Penguin, 2008).
13 B Anderson, Imagined communities: Reflections on the origin and spread of nationalism (London, Verso, 1983).
14 V Bickford-Smith, Ethnic pride and racial prejudice in Victorian Cape Town: Group identity and social practice,
1875-1902 (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1995), pp. 2-4.
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century to have no basis in science, a verdict reinforced in the twenty-first
century through DNA analysis. So, race was not real in any scientific sense.15
The argument made by many academics today, though, is that despite the
fact that race is a historical and social construction, in other words a human
invention and thus not real, it should nevertheless be deemed to be real.
This is because most people still believe it to be, notwithstanding scientific
evidence to the contrary. So, race may be a social construction of reality by
human beings, as the title of Berger and Luckman’s influential book puts
it, yet it makes race real for practical purposes in their everyday lives.16 Selfidentity along racial lines, and labelling others in this way with potentially
discriminatory effect, becomes part of everyday reality. Karen and Barbara
Fields, who describe themselves as Afro-American, argue as much in a book
called Racecraft: the soul of inequality in American life (2012). For them race is
a socially constructed ideology, with ideology:17
…best understood as the descriptive vocabulary of day-to-day existence
through which people make rough sense of the social reality they live and
create from day to day ... as such, ideologies are not [ephemeral] delusions
but real …[but] an ideology must be constantly created and verified in social
life; if not, it dies, even if it seems to be safely embodied in a form that can be
handed down.

A major rationale for their book is the view expressed by the Fields that instead of
belief in race dying out, as it may have seemed destined to once its lack of foundation
in science became apparent and declarations to this effect were adopted by the United
Nations, the USA was in an age of renewed reification and thereby verification of race
belief, what they dubbed “racecraft”. In doing so, they were likening belief in race
to belief in witchcraft, one that was previously widespread across the world but has
now greatly diminished. Clearly, believing in witches once had efficacy in everyday
life and for some, not least in Africa, still does. Yet while the rise of science may
have been responsible for the retreat of witchcraft, it has not yet much diminished
racecraft in the USA. Indeed such belief would seem to have been revivified in recent
times. The same might be said for other parts of the world, including South Africa
three decades after apartheid’s formal demise.

15 AH Goodman, YT Moore and JL Jones, Race: Are we so different? (Hoboken NJ, Wiley Blackwell, 2020) is
an accessible read that sets out the scientific evidence here. See also A Rutherford, How to argue with a racist:
History, science, race and reality (London, Weidenfeld and Nicholson, 2020).
16 P Bergman and T Luckmann, The social construction of reality: A treatise in the sociology of knowledge (London,
Penguin, [1966] 1991).
17 KE Fields and BJ Fields, Racecraft: The soul of inequality in American life (London and New York: Verso, 2012),
p. 134.
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In the Fields’ view we – especially those of us in the academy – should not just
accept this. For the Fields, the popular belief in the existence of race, fuelled by the
unchallenged everyday use of the term or labels associated with it, underpins the
continuation of racism, even if this racism is not necessarily tied to old notions of
racial essence, or not openly acknowledged as such. Historiography itself, and this is
certainly true of most South African historiography, adds to this potential problem
by accepting racial labels – like coloured, white, Indian and black – as real without
any explanation or qualification.
The philosopher Kwame Anthony Appiah, in his 1992 book In my father’s house,
at least partially agrees with the Fields’ views on race, albeit adding the distinction
between extrinsic racism – the belief that there are different racial essences that
warrant different treatment (a view used to justify colonialism and slavery) – and
intrinsic racism: the belief that you should favour your own race ahead of others,
whether or not you believe in racial essence. Appiah also acknowledges that there
may be instances where race consciousness could have positive outcomes. To this
end, he distinguishes between racialism and racism: where the former refers to the
view that different races could in theory be distinct but equal, while racism denies
this possibility; save perhaps in some distant (perhaps unobtainable) future. He takes
the view that racial beliefs, and consequent race consciousness, might at times be
beneficial in underpinning racial solidarities that could prove to be an appropriately
constructive and effective response to racism. After all, race and thus racism can be
something imposed on you whether you accept the existence of race or not. Racial
consciousness could then be helpful in promoting policies that might provide some
remedy for centuries of discrimination.
Yet Appiah nonetheless concludes that he is sceptical that either national or racial
solidarity “can do the good that they can do without the attendant evils of racism
– and other particularisms, without the warring of nations” or, by implication, of
races. “African unity, African identity, need securer foundations than race”. So Appiah
believes, and this a belief shared by others including historian of the “Black Atlantic”
Paul Gilroy, that it is the duty of those in academia to play at least a small part in
disrupting the idea that racial difference is real.18 They can do this by challenging the
“myth of race” rather than simply or seemingly endorsing what on occasion might
be an “ennobling lie”.19 Appiah believes that otherwise there is “no answer to the
question of what identification our antiracism [if employing race consciousness]
may lead us into”. The implication is that the reification of race embraced by this

18 P Gilroy, Between camps: Nations, cultures and the allure of race (Oxford, Routledge, 2004). This is also a point
made for contemporary South Africa by sociologist Zimitri Erasmus in Z Erasmus, Race otherwise: Forging a new
humanism for South Africa, (Johannesburg, Witwatersrand University Press, 2018).
19 KA Appiah, In my father’s house: Africa in the philosophy of culture (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1992), pp.
175-176.
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form of doubtless often well-intentioned antiracism could be counter-productive.20
The title of Appiah’s 2018 book, The lies that bind, succinctly suggests as much:
namely that racial consciousness – and indeed ethnic consciousness - may not only
bind people together in potentially positive fashion but can then blind them to
commonalities with others perceived to be of a different race or ethnicity. The effect
can be to build impenetrable fences around ethnic and racial group identities by
only, or overly, stressing difference instead of experiential commonalities. Including
those that have resulted from forms of mingling. It is the forms of racial or ethnic
consciousness that build confining and stifling walls between in-group members and
outsiders that Appiah rightly deplores.21

Transnationalism, integration, creolisation and cosmopolitanism
Transnationalism is the term Ulf Hannerz used in the 1990s, in preference to the
more commonly deployed “globalisation”, to describe a process that led to racial and
ethnic admixture. It was the increase in worldwide interconnectedness, circulation
and thus mingling – of people, cultures and commodities – itself spurred by the
growing global reach of capital and commerce.22 This process has an ancient history
but has increased at ever accelerating pace over recent centuries with technological
innovation and ever speedier forms of global communication. Hannerz preferred
the term transnationalism to globalisation as the former could be used for forms
of interconnectedness that might not be global, not stretch across the entire world.
Also, because the term could refer to studies of interconnectedness not global in
scale, scholarly work on a particular territorial region or oceanic world, say. Hence
the likes of scholarship on transnationalism across the Atlantic Ocean, for which
Paul Gilroy’s ground-breaking The Black Atlantic is a prominent example.23
For South African urban historiography, a special edition of the Journal of Southern
African Studies on South African port cities and the Indian Ocean world, offers a
very useful starting point. Isabel Hofmeyr’s introduction and the contributions that
follow provide a guide to the nature and extent of existing work in the transnational
field, and scholars responsible for it up to 2016. A field that had grown apace since
the early 1990s.24
Integration – what might (to a lesser or greater extent) happen to people, cultures
and commodities at their transnational destination – was one of the earliest terms
used by scholars to describe urban residential and social mingling in cities, or parts
20
21
22
23
24

KA Appiah, In my father’s house…, p. 42.
KA Appiah, The lies that bind: Rethinking identity (London, Profile Books, 2018).
U Hannerz, Transnational connections: Culture, people, places (London, Routledge, 1996), p. 6.
P Gilroy, The Black Atlantic (London, Verso, 1993).
I Hofmeyr, “Durban and Cape Town as port cities: Reconsidering southern African studies from the Indian
Ocean”, Journal of Southern African Studies, 42(3), 2016, pp. 375-387.
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of them, along lines of race and ethnicity. Integration in this sense does not have
to mean the production of cultural conformity. What the study of integration has
provided for academics and policy makers is a potentially helpful indication of the
urban social geography of ethnic or racial intermingling. A qualitative investigation
might follow that could result in a range of findings along a temporal and emotional
spectrum. At least according to the results of one research project on migrants in
Glasgow and London. The feelings they found among migrants ranged from senses
of active discrimination towards you along racial/ethnic lines by older residents in
the neighbourhood; through a sense of more trouble-free mutual co-existence; to
socialising with at least some neighbours across potential ethnic/racial divides; to
forming enduring friendships across these lines; to a sense of urban belonging.25
Work on urban integration for the United States goes back at least as far as the
1950s.26 There was similar work for Cape Town conducted by an urban geographer in
the same decade. Scott’s 1955 survey demonstrated among other things, in detailed
case-study fashion, that sections of Salt River still contained areas where people he
believed belonged to different races – in his definitions “coloured” and “white” –
were residentially mingled.27
Scott’s work was drawn on by another geographer, John Western, in his pioneering
study of the effects of the Group Areas Act on residential patterns in the city, Outcast
Cape Town, in 1981.28 This argued that in the case of The Valley, Mowbray (Western’s
case study) by the mid-1960s – on the eve of the removal of its inhabitants to the
Cape Flats – there was a clearer racial delineation between what he deemed to be a
coloured residential “pocket” and surrounding white housing than Scott had found
for Salt River a decade earlier. Yet this development may have involved some people
who were “passing” for white, which itself draws sharp attention to the socially
constructed nature of racial (and ethnic) identities.29
As it is, there are now numerous accounts by residents who lived in parts of South
African cities that remained open to all before eventual Group Areas Act removals,
if only most famously District Six, Sophiatown and the Grey Street area of central
Durban. These accounts generally emphasise the existence of integration – albeit
there may have been a numerically (very) preponderant group – characterised by
25 A Ager and A Strang, The experience of integration: A qualitative study of refugee integration in the local communities
of Pollokshaws and Islington (London, Home Office Report 55, 2004).
26 R Sin and M Krysan, “What is residential integration? A research synthesis, 1950-2013”, Sociology of Race and
Ethnicity, 1(4) , 2015, pp. 467-474.
27 P Scott, “Cape Town, a multi-racial city”, Geographical Journal, 121, 1955, pp. 149-157.
28 J Western, Outcast Cape Town (Cape Town, Human and Rousseau, 1981).
29 The notion of ‘passing’ as someone of a supposedly different race to your own – thus a ‘coloured’ person passing
for a ‘white person’ – only makes sense within a delusionary societal acceptance of the ‘reality’ of different races
in the first place. In apartheid South Africa, this was given legal form: all South Africans had to be identified
and registered within a racial category from birth according to the Population Registration Act of 1950.
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mutual tolerance, neighbourliness, and friendships across lines of race and ethnicity.30
There have also since the 1990s been academic studies of urban “desegregation”, as
the enforcement of the Group Areas Act slackened in the 1980s before abolition in
the early 1990s. This though has largely been a matter of a racialised movement of
inhabitants from a poorer area, one that remains (largely) racially homogeneous,
to a “better” neighbourhood. In some cases, this new neighbourhood may become
integrated along the range of quantitative possibilities we identified. Yet frequently
this has been followed by the racialised flight elsewhere of its “host” inhabitants.31
The term creolisation – one borrowed by other disciplines from linguistics – has
been used to describe the cultural mingling, sometimes called hybridity, that can
result from transnationalism and social and residential integration. In addition,
creolisation might usefully describe supposedly biological as well as cultural hybridity,
even if scientifically there is no such thing as race. Hannerz has stressed that the
cultures that people bring with them to cities are also not as “pure”, as racial or ethnic
mobilisers might still have us believe. Partly by way of countering this idea – that
homogeneous and confined cultures or races exist and are superior to mingled ones
– Hannerz sees creolisation as culturally creative, often richly so. For Hannerz, it is a
cultural global gain even if he also rightly emphasises, as have others, that creolisation
has customarily taken place in socially unequal (core-periphery, coloniser-colonised)
contexts.32 James Campbell made this apparent in a piece on “The Americanization
of South Africa”, published in 2000. This might suggest for some, speaking to a
fear very far from realised, that transnationalism, rather than creating a multitude
of exciting new and differing cultural forms around the world, might be producing
30 V Bickford-Smith, The emergence of the South African metropolis: Cities and identities in the twentieth century
(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2016), pp. 262-271 gives a brief overview of such accounts for Cape
Town, Durban and Johannesburg.
31 B Maharaj, “Segregation, desegregation and de-racialisation: Racial politics and the city of Durban”, B Freund
and V Padayachee (eds.), (D)urban Vortex: South African City in Transition (Pietermaritzburg, University of
Natal Press, 2002), pp. 171-194; B Maharaj, “The politics of local government restructuring and apartheid
transformation in South Africa: The case of Durban”, Journal of Contemporary African Studies, 15, 1997, pp.
261-285. Two early collections that contained a number of essays on the history of the apartheid city but
looked forward to the problems and possibilities of transition are DM Smith (ed.), The apartheid city and
beyond (London and New York, Routledge, 1992), and M Swilling, R Humphries and K Shubane (eds.),
Apartheid city in transition (Cape Town, Oxford University Press, 1991). See also GR Saff, “The changing
face of the South African city”, International Journal of Urban and Regional Research, 18, 1994, pp. 371-391;
and O Crankshaw and C White, “Racial desegregation and inner-city decay in Johannesburg”, International
Journal of Urban and Regional Research, 19, 1995, pp. 622-638; KSO Beavon, “Johannesburg: A city and
metropolitan area in transformation”, C Rakodi (ed.), The urban challenge in Africa: Growth and management
of its large cities (London, Routledge, 1997), pp. 150-191; A Morris, Bleakness and light: Inner city transition in
Hillbrow, Johannesburg (Johannesburg, Wits University Press, 1999); S Oldfield, “State restructuring and urban
transformation in South Africa: Negotiation of race, place and poverty”, University of Minnesota PhD. thesis,
2000; J Beall, O Crankshaw and S Parnell, Uniting a divided city …; L Bremner, Johannesburg: One city, colliding
worlds (Pretoria, STE Publishers, 2004); AJ Christopher, “The slow pace of desegregation in South African
cities, 1996–2001”, Urban Studies, 42, 2005, pp. 305-320; GR Saff, Changing Cape Town: Urban dynamics,
policy and planning during the political transition in South Africa (Lanham, University Press of America, 2005).
32 U Hannerz, Transnational connections…, pp. 10; 66-67.
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greater cultural homogeneity.33
Although creolisation has not been a term used often by most South African
urban historians, much urban social history from the 1980s onwards has included
examples of this culturally creative process whether in passing or as a central focus.
Not least when addressing aspects of, for example, religious and political beliefs,
material culture, leisure activities, language, gang culture and music.34 Like Hannerz,
Denise-Constant Martin, in a monograph on music at the Cape, made the concept
of creolisation central to what he deemed was this music’s creative originality. He
went further though, and suggested that a focus on creolisation of cultural forms,
including music, might begin to demonstrate what South Africans could claim to
share across racial or ethnic categorisation. Albeit racial or ethnic mobilisers might
ever prefer an emphasis on what divides them.35 The point being that once you start
looking for examples of creolisation in South Africa, they can be found ubiquitously
in both the urban and rural past and present. Creolisation may have affected South
Africans differentially, though not entirely predictably, across the social spectrum,
but it is far from an entirely one-way process that eradicates all traces of one’s “own”
local culture and affinity.
Cosmopolitanism can and has been a term associated with all three of the previous
ones. It has been used, for instance, almost as a synonym for residential integration,
to refer to residential intermingling that has been characterised by relative mutual
tolerance in a way that suggests at least a degree of acceptance of the ethnic or racial
“difference” of neighbours. It has also been used to refer to global travellers who
have learnt about, lived in, and felt at ease in places with different cultures to their
own. The corollary is that the term “cosmopolitan” has also been used to refer to
someone who does not identify sufficiently with the (genuine, racially pure) nation/
state, a charge infamously levelled at Jews by Nazis and Stalinists alike. For Hannerz
though, proper cosmopolitanism is virtuous and means displaying an “orientation,
a willingness to engage with the other”.36 This can include virtual engagement – and
empathy – with said other through the media, whether literary or electronic.
In Cosmopolitanism: Ethics in a world of strangers, Appiah also suggests that
cosmopolitanism should mean more than mere trouble-free mingling. For him, like
for Hannerz, it involves an active “obligation to others, that stretches beyond those
33 JT Campbell, “The Americanization of South Africa”, R Wagnleiter and ET May (eds.), Here, there and
everywhere: The foreign politics of American popular culture (Hanover and London, University Press of New
England, 2000), pp. 34-63.
34 There is a particularly rich literature that has explored how new musical forms were generated in South African
cities that are describing a process of creolisation. See V Bickford-Smith, “Urban History in the new South
Africa …”, Urban History, 35(2), 2008, footnote 121, for references to pioneering work in this field before
2008.
35 D-C Martin, Sounding the Cape: Music, identity and politics in South Africa (Somerset West, African Minds, 2013).
36 U Hannerz, Transnational connections, p. 102.
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we are related to by kin, or even the more formal ties of a shared citizenship”. This
does not mean, though, giving up all “local affiliations and partialities” in favour of
an abstract common humanity, because cosmopolitans should also take seriously
“particular human lives, which means taking an interest in the practises and beliefs
that lend them significance”.37 So cosmopolitanism does not necessitate revoking
your “own” ethnic or racial identity, if you have one, but it does require not being
confined by it. Perceptions and realities of difference that blind the perceiver to
seeing commonalities contain potential seeds of conflict.38
What cosmopolitanism requires instead is “interacting on terms of respect with
those who see the world differently” to you. People whose culture and behaviour may
be different in various – and not always readily acceptable – ways to you.39 Ideally,
experiencing different cultures should not just be exotically exciting for cosmopolitans,
it should also be informative by inducing self-reflection and questioning of their own
cultures and prejudicial pre-conceptions.40

Mingling and separation in late nineteenth and early twentieth-century
Cape Town
George Fredrickson, in his comparative study of South Africa and the American
South in White supremacy (1981), claimed that Cape Town in this period was an
exceptional place in southern Africa – and compared to cities in the American South
– because of “its traditional toleration of white-colored intermingling in public
places.” For Fredrickson, Cape Town had a “special tradition of multi-racialism”,
because “fraternization between racial groups…remained relatively free and
unimpaired by laws or even strong and consistent patterns of customary exclusion
until well into the twentieth century”. Fredrickson advanced several reasons for
this special tradition. One was that it was the result of the Cape liberal tradition:
the legal and political equivalence between Cape Colony inhabitants conferred by
Britain through the abolition of slavery in 1834, followed by the non-racial (but
male only) franchises that accompanied representative (1853) and responsible
(1872) government. In several constituencies, including Cape Town, black (used
here as a synonym for all those not officially categorised as white) voters could play a
decisive role in election outcomes, potentially deterring candidates or the city’s MPs
from advocating discrimination. A further reason was “the notorious permeability of
the colour line” that made drawing a clear demarcation along lines of race between
inhabitants after two hundred years of “miscegenation” difficult. This had resulted
in a large proportion of supposedly “mixed race” inhabitants with skin colour that
37
38
39
40

KA Appiah, Cosmopolitanism…, p. xiii.
Oberschall, Conflict and peace...
KA Appiah, Cosmopolitanism, pp. 145-146.
L Sandercock, “Cosmopolitan urbanism: A love song to our mongrel cities”, J Binnie, J Holloway, S Millington
and C Young (eds.), Cosmopolitan urbanism (London, Routledge, 2006), p. 49.
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varied on a continuum between white and black. So racial distinction was harder
than in towns in the Boer Republics or Natal where distinguishing between white
and black was generally (visually) easier. Frederickson also believed that the absence
of discernible black institutional parallelism was a factor.41
My early career research involved investigating Fredrickson’s claims, as well as his
explanations of them. It found that in addition to the reasons Fredrickson gave
for Cape Town’s special tradition was the fact that its main economic activity was
commerce not mining, with Cape Town employers generally favouring a mobile
and seasonal labour pool of urbanised residents while the mine owners of Kimberley
and Johannesburg favoured migrant labour brought to segregated, easily controlled
mine compounds on fixed contracts. Also, “older towns [like Cape Town] possessed
pre-existing racial patterns that altered more slowly [towards more complete
segregation]”.42
Yet the focus of what became Ethnic pride and racial prejudice in Victorian Cape
Town: Group identity and social practice, 1875-1902 was, as its name suggests,
to demonstrate that Fredrickson had seriously discounted the degree to which
racial separation, and racist rhetoric, had grown in the city by the early twentieth
century.43 It argued that compared to the 1870s, by the early 1900s there was far
greater segregation along racial lines in many organisations, recreational facilities,
government institutions and residential areas. This served to separate more workingclass Capetonians along such lines, including now through legislation the removal
of whites from inner-city mission schools into better, publicly funded government
ones in 1905. There had also been the introduction of de jure residential segregation
through title deeds in some new whites-only housing developments (in the suburbs
of Milnerton and Camp’s Bay, for instance).
Notably, the coming of bubonic plague to the city in 1901 had led the Cape colonial
government to pay for the forced removal of most inhabitants deemed to be “Natives”
(i.e. Bantu-language speaking people, who will henceforth be referred to as Africans)
– only those who qualified for the Cape franchise were not subject to removal (later
confirmed by legislation) – from those multi-racial inner-city residential areas like
District Six into two locations. One was at the docks, for migrant workers brought
to Cape Town to work there from the Eastern Cape; the other at Ndabeni on the
outskirts of the city accommodated both migrants and families. Legislation in 1902
retrospectively sanctioned this supposedly health emergency measure. Legislation
was also introduced by the Cape government that prohibited Africans from drinking
41 GM Fredrickson, White supremacy (New York, Oxford University Press, 1981), pp. 257-268. The quotations in
this paragraph are respectively from pp. 258; 260; 267.
42 JW Cell, The highest stage of white supremacy (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1982), p. 134.
43 Unless otherwise specified in footnotes that follow, arguments and information in this section are drawn from
V Bickford-Smith, Ethnic pride...
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“European” liquor.
The use of African migrant labour, residential segregation and the liquor laws acted
as further catalysts to redefining the term “coloured”. Though this may often already
have been a term used as a label or self-identification for, or by, many “mixed race”
Afrikaans-speakers, it had not infrequently been used in the course of the nineteenth
century to refer to all those deemed not to be white in the Cape. By the end of the
century, coloured had almost exclusively come to refer to those within this category
not deemed to be Native, as well as a label of self-identification.
These are developments that Ethnic pride attempted to explain at length, and that
cannot be repeated in any detail here. Suffice it to say that a key role was played
by social Darwinian notions of the world hierarchically divided into different
races. Also by the Cape colonial racialisation of British middle-class perceptions
of the poor. The poor were thereby divided into those “deserving” (of sympathy
and assistance) and the “undeserving” who were not. In Cape Town, this translated
into “white” and “black” (in the sense of all those not deemed to be white).44 Most
of Cape Town’s predominantly anglophone middle-class sympathised with poor
whites while blaming black poverty and urban problems of disease or crime on black
racial inferiority and miscegenation.45 Separation, by means of residential or social
segregation, came to be seen in racist fashion as a means of rescuing poor whites from
a dangerous black residuum. Equally social separation that involved exclusion from,
or segregation within, many private and state facilities served as a gatekeeper for what
had become a more virulently assertive and racist white identity. Cooper and Stoler
have confirmed that such metropolitan notions of class affected race relations in
many colonial cities and societies beyond the Cape.46 The end result of this rhetorical
reification of race and the increased separation that resulted was in turn to create
or maintain more rigid ethnic and racial identities. Doing so made them appear a
natural and normal part of everyday life, with associated prides, prejudices, and then
policies that reinforced this process.
If the main arguments and theoretical approaches within them of Ethnic pride
gave considerably more attention to separation than mingling, the latter was not
ignored. The book’s findings partly concur with Fredrickson’s idea of Cape Town
exceptionalism in as much as they reveal many further instances of mixing, of lack
of de facto or de jure social or residential separation. If especially for the 1870s and
1880s, and among the less well off. For these two decades, as indeed for much of the
period from the abolition of slavery in the 1830s up to the late 1880s, class appeared
44 G Stedman Jones, Outcast London (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1976) for the explanation of British middle-class
attitudes to poverty in London.
45 V Bickford-Smith, Ethnic pride…, p. 211.
46 F Cooper and A Stoler, Tensions of empire: Colonial cultures in a bourgeois world (Oakland, CA: University of
California Press, 1997).
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to be as or more important than race in terms of how Cape Town society was ordered
overall. There was certainly a close correlation of lightness of pigmentation with
upper and middle-class status, but considerable residential and social mingling across
lines of race existed among the less well off. This was a kind of cosmopolitanism of
the poor akin to that which existed in inter-war Alexandria, Egypt.47
Yet what such mingling might mean in terms of generating its own practices
and ideologies received too little direct attention. So, the remaining part of this
article will deploy those concepts associated with mingling, as defined above, to
demonstrate some of its practical consequences in the Cape Town of this period.
Also, by extension, this might suggest how mingling might affect other cities in this
or other periods, whether in South Africa or beyond, in at least some similar ways.
The transnational component in much ethnic and racial mingling that encompassed
people, cultures and ideas was clearly of significance to the nature and consequences
of mingling in Cape Town. It was transnational immigration as well as rural-urban
in-migration that not only greatly increased the size but also the demographic
diversity of its population. Between 1875 and 1904, the number of inhabitants
grew from some 45 000 to around 170 000. This was mainly the result of greater
economic activity and employment opportunities resulting from the discovery of
diamonds and gold in the interior and consequent accelerated industrialisation and
commercial activity in South Africa’s port cities. Many immigrants from overseas,
as well as rural-urban migrants from within Africa, made their way to Cape Town.
In addition, to meet labour and skills shortages, the Cape government also assisted
the passages of 22 000 people from Europe and St. Helena to the city between 1873
and 1884, as well as bringing 4 000 Eastern Cape Africans to the city during 18781879. A further 70 000 migrants and immigrants arrived between 1890 and 1904,
including 34 000 from Europe. These included 9 000 Jews from the western parts
of the old Russian Empire and 2 000 immigrants from India. But, albeit often in
very small numbers, there were representatives of almost all geographical regions of
the globe, from Afghanistan to Zanzibar, among Cape Town’s population by 1904.
Among rural-urban migrants from within Africa in this period, and using official
census classifications of 1904, about 21 000 newcomers were Coloured, 9 000 were
Bantu (Africans, and who included many migrant labourers) and 2 000 were White
(mainly Afrikaans-speaking).48
Having arrived, many of the less well-off migrants – with their diverse ideological
and material cultures – squeezed into inner-city areas like District Six, east of the
Dutch East India Company’s Castle, Woodstock (with its own local government
until 1913) to the East of District Six, and District 1 near the harbour. These became
47 J Moore, “Between cosmopolitanism and nationalism: The strange death of liberal Alexandria”, Journal of Urban
History, 38(5), 2012, pp. 879-900.
48 V Bickford-Smith, Ethnic pride, p. 131 for these statistics and references to sources used to compile them.
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the Cape Town areas most characterised by a high degree of residential integration
of the relatively trouble-free kind. In the 1870s and 1880 at least, there was still
considerable institutional and social integration in the city, if especially in these areas.
In terms of government institutions, hospitals and prisons had yet to be segregated,
and the same was true of at least some government schools. Beyond government
institutions, there was wide ethnic/racial diversity among the pupils at inner-city
British church mission schools like St Paul’s or St Mark’s in central Cape Town, as
well among the patrons of many “canteens” (pubs/hotel bars) in similar parts of the
town. This was often also true of stage entertainments and early cinema or bioscope
shows, including those in some venues not confined to the poor. In addition, some
trade unions as well as sports teams were also ostensibly open to all, including the
Docks and Woodstock cricket teams.
The integration described above may well have been mainly of the limited kind
where people of diverse ethnicities or racial affinities mingled in a (largely) mutually
tolerant way rather than socialising, co-operating in work ventures, or becoming firm
(perhaps lifelong) friends across such affinities. Yet evidence suggests that integration
of these deeper kinds was not uncommon. The governor of the Cape Colony, Sir
Walter Hely-Hutchinson suggested as much in a letter he wrote to Britain’s colonial
secretary, Joseph Chamberlain, in 1901. Hely-Hutchinson referred to Cape Town’s
“mixed population closely intermingled in their domestic relations, comprising
Europeans…Jews, Malays, coloured persons, Chinese, Indians and Aboriginal
Natives”.49 In the same year, the lead article in a local newspaper commenting on
British artisan immigrants stated that “we have been astonished … to find how
surprisingly large is the percentage of such settlers who marry coloured women”.50
This last comment suggests, unsurprisingly, a gender dimension to cosmopolitan
mingling. One calculation for Cape Town given during evidence to a Labour
Commission in the early 1890s was that roughly 15% of all marriages were “mixed”.
Such marriages were not entirely confined to the working-classes, with a local journal
reporting in 1883 that a British immigrant, the Earl of Stamford, had married a
“coloured” woman.51
Maurice Evans, author of Black and White in South East Africa: A Study in Sociology,
who visited Cape Town from Durban in 1911, confirmed these impressions and
added further telling detail: 52
He hears that it is quite a common thing for the European immigrant
introduced for railway and mechanical work to marry, even to prefer to marry,
women of colour … he sees toleration of colour and social admixture to
49
50
51
52

Cape Archives, Government House files 35/40, Governor to Joseph Chamberlain, 23 April 1901.
South African News, 4 April 1901.
N Worden, E van Heyningen and V Bickford-Smith, Cape Town…, p. 227.
MS Evans, Black and white in South East Africa (London, Longman’s Green, 1916), pp. 296-297.
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which he is quite unaccustomed; it is evident on the streets, on the tramcars,
in the railway stations, public offices, and in places of entertainment … a
sight impossible in an eastern town such as Durban, or Pietermaritzburg …
Young white men will be walking with well-dressed coloured girls, and an
older European may often be seen with coloured wife and children of varying
shades … [in a bioscope/cinema audience one sees] representatives of every
colour from the light-haired fair complexioned Scandinavian sailor or English
workman to the sooty black of the Shangaan … he will find no distinction
made, all and any colour occupy the same seats, cheek by jowl, and sometimes
on each other’s knees.

Marriages and co-habitations also included white women and coloured men.53
Indeed it seems as though it was quite common throughout the nineteenth century
for women immigrants from Britain to prefer Muslim husbands (then also known
as Cape Malays, and often of slave descent), in part because of their abstinence
from alcohol.54 There could still be prejudice against inter-racial unions from family
members on either side. For instance, white relatives disassociated themselves from a
Mrs Niemand after she married a coloured man.55
This may well have reflected a growing alarm among many who self-identified
as white about sexual liaisons of any kind across white-black racial divides. Such
alarm was in keeping with growing social Darwinian fears in the late nineteenth
century that “miscegenation” led to “race” degeneration. White supremacy was
predicated on the existence of white racial “purity”. White women in particular,
in patriarchal perspective, required protection from black men. By the early
decades of the twentieth century, this was expressed both in periodic occasions
of “Black Peril” urban panic – over the supposed threat that black men posed to
white women – alarmist colonial literature to this effect, and official investigation.
In time, it also gave rise to legislation prohibiting such sexual liaisons.56
Yet the extent of friendly or intimate mingling described in accounts above helps
to explain the existence of inter-racial cosmopolitanism frequently displayed in the
city well into the twentieth century, and that never completely disappeared, though
drastically reduced, even with the advent of apartheid. Perception of commonalities
in ideas or life experience (despite likely simultaneous awareness of difference)
was usually part of the explanation, with gender playing an important role here.
One such display was provided by 500 dockworkers of very diverse origins who
temporarily paralysed work at the docks when going on strike for better pay. Their
53 VC Malherbe, “Family law and the ‘great moral public interests’ in Victorian Cape Town, c.1850-1902”,
Kronos, 30, 2010, pp. 7-27.
54 VC Malherbe, “Christian-Muslim marriage and co-habitation: An aspect of identity and family formation in
nineteenth century Cape Town”, The Journal of Imperial and Commonwealth History, 31(1), 2008, pp. 5-24.
55 VC Malherbe, “Family law…”, p. 26.
56 V Bickford-Smith, Ethnic pride, pp. 115-119. See also V Bickford-Smith, Emergence of the South African
metropolis, pp. 114-121 for discussion of Black Peril panics, investigations and literature.
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leaders included Jamaican immigrant John Titus, an Englishman called Henry
Yateman and French West African Phillip Susa. A bar near the docks at the Queen’s
Hotel became their headquarters, masculine conviviality and co-operation between
them thereby duly lubricated. All three were eventually arrested for attempting
to introduce picketing to the Cape and intimidating those who wished to work.
Willingness to engage with others across racial lines was presumably facilitated by
shared western education, Christianity and a desire to help the less fortunate in an
instance of more middle-class cosmopolitan co-operation. This featured Estcourt
born and Zulu home language speaking Alfred Mangena – who later qualified as
a barrister in London, and became a founder-member of the ANC – and British
immigrant Cowley Evangelist Father Bull, who lived among the poor in District
Six. They worked together to help African migrant workers at the docks as well as
Africans moved from the inner-city to Ndabeni.57
There were many other individuals who because of personal background, life
experiences, or deeply held ideological convictions, or a combination of all three,
participated in what might be described as cosmopolitan initiatives. One such was
John Tobin, himself the creolised son of an Irish immigrant and a slave descendant,
who initiated outdoor gatherings in District Six known as the Stone meetings in
the early 1900s. These were addressed by speakers of, physically and figuratively, all
political complexions. Another was ex-Coldstream Guardsman Wilfred Harrison who
became the founder member of the non-racial Social Democratic Foundation (SDF)
in 1903. He gave speeches to all comers on the merits of socialism at Van Riebeeck’s
statue, at the foot of Adderley Street, on Sunday mornings. Three years later, in 1906,
it was the SDF that called mass meeting and demonstrations of thousands of the
unemployed without distinction of race or ethnicity on the city’s Grand Parade. This
was amid a severe economic depression, and the meetings eventually led to major
riots that included working-class women as well as men.58 By the mid-twentieth
century, individual women become more prominent in the historical record of Cape
Town cosmopolitanism. This was influenced by gradually changing gender patterns
of employment as well as perceptions of acceptable gender roles in public life. Ray
Alexander, Cissie Gool, Phyllis Ntantala and Pauline Podbrey, to give but four notable
examples, were part of an inter-racial and politically aware (predictably left-leaning)
social network of political and trade union activists in 1940s and 1950s Cape Town.59
Given the extent of mingling described by Evans and others, considerable
creolisation of cultures and ideas was inevitable. Indeed, our earlier mention of trade
57 V Bickford-Smith, Ethnic pride, pp. 108, 183.
58 V Bickford-Smith, “Ethnicity, place and protest: Perspectives on radical cultures and local identities in South
African cities”, K Cowman and I Packer (eds.), Radical cultures and local identities in international context
c.1780-c.1980 (Cambridge, Cambridge Scholar, 2010), pp. 195-212.
59 V Bickford-Smith, E van Heyningen and N Worden, Cape Town in the twentieth century (Cape Town, David
Philip, 1999), p. 121.
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unions and sport teams suggest as much. So do references to theatre and cinema
entertainment, or mission schools, or newspapers. All of these transmitted a range
of ideas and cultural influences from abroad, if only most notably Britain and the
United States. They inclided the likes of musical traditions, dress fashions, hairstyles,
gangster and cowboy machismo and other mannerisms, picketing, trade unionism,
socialism and ideas of freedom of speech and assembly. Much of this might have
been creolisation of a seemingly unequal, core-periphery, or coloniser-colonised,
anglicising of the colonial working-class kind. One that helped underpin a crossracial, cross-ethnic British Empire loyalism, most notably in time of war or on royal
occasions like Victoria’s Jubilee in 1887: “even the poorest Malays in the back streets
illuminated their tenements” according to a local newspaper.60 When the Queen
died in 1901, apparently “everyone” wore signs of mourning.61
Yet one can argue that creolisation in Cape Town was not merely a unilinear
process. This was something explored in some of my research after the completion of
Ethnic pride that paid more attention to the phenomenon. From the perspective of
locals, including slave descendants, taking on elements of British or other “foreign”
culture could be a matter of considered choice as much as Imperial imposition. In
the case of some ideas and political ideologies it meant learning the language of
anti-Imperialism, in English, as well as offering socio-economic advantages. Nonimmigrant Capetonians had considerable agency in deciding what cultural forms to
accept and why, and in making adaptations. This could produce the likes of syncretic
forms of Christianity, perhaps in independent churches; or a fusion of imported and
existing musical and lyrical styles; or adaptations of local languages and adoptions
of imported accents; or the use of trade unions and the political party system to
argue for improvement in work conditions or of Cape society in general, albeit with
growing frustration.62
In addition, as Hannertz suggests, creolisation produced some particularly complex
and innovative creative adaptations. One such example was an annual showpiece
of assertive working-class coloured community consciousness, the self-named and
purposefully self-mocking “Coon Carnival” at New Year. This emulated yet also
appeared to parody British military parades. Participants adopted, but adapted (and
continued to do so over time), the dressing-up, disguising one’s face, self-mockery and
street parading itself that were features of many other festive or theatrical occasions
in nineteenth century-Cape Town: whether a cross-racial carnival that celebrated a
60 Excalibur, 24 June 1987.
61 Cowley Evangelist, 1901, p. 126.
62 V Bickford-Smith, “Revisiting anglicisation in the nineteenth century Cape Colony”, Journal of Imperial and
Commonwealth History, 31(2), 2003, pp. 82-95; V Bickford-Smith, “The betrayal of Creole elites, 1880-1920”,
P Morgan and S Hawkins (eds.), Black experience and the empire (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2004), pp.
194-227; V Bickford-Smith, “Meanings of freedom: Social position and identity among ex-slaves and their
descendants in Cape Town, 1875-1910”, N Worden and C Crais (eds.), Breaking the chains: Slavery and its
legacy in the nineteenth century Cape Colony (Johannesburg, Wits University Press, 1994), pp. 289-312.
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British royal wedding in 1863, or a summer fete in the centre of town in 1866. On
this second occasion, 5 000 patrons across the social and melanin spectrum wore
fancy dress or false noses while watching performances by white Christie minstrels
in black-face make-up who were themselves emulating visiting American minstrel
groups. There was also the way that coloured street songs that might be part of New
Year Carnival ranged from old “street” or “drum” ditties, ghoemaliedjies (themselves
the result of slave cultural creolisation in the Dutch colonial period), through those
that stemmed from American minstrelsy, to London music hall favourites like
“Daisy”, “After the ball was over”, and “My grandfather’s clock”. Yet despite all this
creolisation, marching as self-proclaimed Coons through the central streets of Cape
Town was a defiant act of coloured working-class solidarity and self-assertion.63

Conclusion
Thinking anew about the relationship between mingling and separation comes at a
time in many parts of the world when there appears to be renewed emphasis in the
academy and the media on the reality of racial difference and its transgenerational
heritability. An emphasis that on occasion at least seems to be reifying rigid and
immutable divides between (a racially determined) “my group culture” and “your
culture/s”, or “my lived experiences” and those of others. There may well be political
efficacy in doing so. Yet there might also be a danger that this can begin to resemble
belief in monolithic, tightly bounded, racial/ethnic groups that justified apartheid,
or segregation in the American South, or concomitant ideologies of black separatism
as advocated by the Nation of Islam in the early 1960s. Albeit evocations of racial
difference today are at least at times accompanied by some acknowledgment of the
socially constructed nature of its “reality”.
Yet in contrast, there are many writers and academics who have pointed to the extent
of cosmopolitanism and creolisation evident in so many cities today. This has resulted
from transnationalism-induced mingling celebrated by the likes of Salman Rushdie
as: “the transformation that comes with new and unexpected combinations of human
beings. Cultures, ideas, politics, movies, songs … Rejoice in mongrelisation, fear
the absolutism of the Pure”.64 There are echoes here of words deployed by Breyten
Breytenbach speaking at the University of Cape Town’s Summer School two decades
earlier. The year was 1973, still within the heyday of apartheid, during a brief visit
back to South Africa with his Vietnamese wife Yolande (Ngo Thi Hoang Lien) from
exile in Paris. In typically provocative and celebratory fashion, Breytenbach spoke of
63 V Bickford-Smith, “Leisure and social identity in Cape Town, British Cape Colony, 1838-1910”, Kronos:
Journal of Cape History (Pre-millenium issue, 1998/9), pp. 103-128. For later and far more extensive treatments
of the Cape Town Carnival see D-C Martin, Coon Carnival: New Year in Cape Town, past and present (Cape
Town, David Philip, 1999); JE Mason, One love, ghoema beat: Inside the Cape Town Carnival (Charlottesville:
VA, University of Virginia Press, 2010).
64 S Rushdie, Imaginary homelands (Cambridge, Granta Press, 1992), p. 394.
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Afrikaners such as himself as belonging to a “bastard people with a bastard language.
Our nature is one of bastardy. It is good and beautiful thus.” The problem, he argued,
was when “we began to adhere to the concept of purity. That is apartheid”.65

In this view, the architects of apartheid had built the kind of walls between
racial groups that Appiah deplored, walls that stifled and confined people
within fixed racial/ethnic group affiliations. Mingling – of people, ideas
and cultures – threatened the ideology of racial and ethnic purity on which
the establishment of apartheid was based. The nigh complete social and
political separation between groups, and the divide and rule this enabled,
that its plethora of legislation aimed at maintaining. Mingling threatened to
undermine those walls.

65 B Breytenbach, A season in paradise (San Diego: Harvest, [1980] 1994), p.156. The whole of Breyten
Breytenbach’s talk at UCT entitled “A view from outside” is published in this account of his return to South
Africa. The talk was part of a series presented by Sestigers, the avant-garde Afrikaner writers of the 1960s.
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Abstract
In this article, the variety of experiences of Natal Afrikaner women as British
subjects who were related by blood and culture to the Boers of the Republics of
the Transvaal and the Orange Free State, with which the British Empire was at
war with, are analysed. This is done in a blended, thematic, and chronological
manner. Drawing on primary and secondary sources, the encounters of Natal
Afrikaner women with the Boer commandos, the British Army, the Natal
colonial authorities as well as other wartime encounters are scrutinised. For
the period of the South African War from 1899-1902, as per social history,
this paper attempts to give an authentic voice to Natal Afrikaner women in
what is a gendered history. In so doing, the article contributes to the neglected
historiography of the unique war experiences of Afrikaner women. More
specifically, the difficult relationships of Natal Afrikaner women with both the
invading Boer commandos and the British Army as well as the Natal colonial
authorities are laid bare. At the same time, economic and other hardships,
removals, imprisonment in concentration camps, and general physiological
and physical hardships are investigated. The end result was an alienation of
Natal Afrikaner women from the Natal authorities and a drift towards an
emerging post-war Afrikaner Nationalism.
Keywords: Natal Afrikaners; South African War; Women; Gender; Natal.

Introduction
The role and plight of republican Afrikaner women form an integral, and sometimes
even central part of the historiography of the South African War. The emphasis in
the large number of academic and popular works and published memoirs invariably
falls on the suffering of Afrikaner women and children in the concentration camps.
This is in itself, a diverse and contentious historiography.2 Despite this volume of
1
2

Orcid number: https://orcid.org/0000-0001-9173-0372.
For general works from various historiographical perspectives on the concentration camp system, see, among
others, the following: E van Heyningen, The concentration camps of the Anglo-Boer War: A social history
(Johannesburg, Jacana, 2015); N Devitt, The concentration camps in South Africa during the Anglo-Boer War
of 1889–1902 (Pietermaritzburg, Shuter & Shooter, 1941); AC Martin, The concentration camps 1900–1902:
Facts, figures and fables (Cape Town, Howard Timmins, 1957); JC Otto, Die konsentrasiekampe (Kaapstad,
Nasionale Boekhandel, 1954); SB Spies, Methods of barbarism? Roberts and Kitchener and civilians in the Boer
Republics, January 1900–May 1902 (Cape Town, Human & Rousseau, 1977).
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work, Helen Bradford maintains that one of the seminal questions faced by the
historiography of the South African War is the neglect of the unique war experiences
of women.3
One group whose war experiences were previously neglected was Natal Afrikaner
women, that is, women who were citizens of the Colony of Natal but who were, by
dint of culture and blood, related to the Afrikaners of the Cape Colony and the Boer
Republics of the Transvaal and Orange Free State. In contrast to Cape Afrikaners who
constituted a large majority when compared to English-speakers, Natal Afrikaners
were a minority group and totalled about 5 000. Many of these families resided on
farms north of the Tugela River and had close ties with the Afrikaner populace of the
two Boer Republics bordering Natal and with whom the British Empire was at war.
Natal Afrikaner women formed a stratified and diverse group. Some, like MJ
Zietsman of the farm Snelster, near Estcourt, whose daughter, the widow Wallace,
had been to England and who kept thoroughbred Pointer dogs, were wealthy and
sophisticated.4 Another, like ME Kock, read Tennyson and Shakespeare,5 while
Emily Pieters owned 20 bound music books for playing the piano and harmonium.6
At the other end of the socio-economic spectrum were women like Annie Katrina
Slabbert of Dundee who sewed and took in laundry to survive.7 These socio-economic
differences were underpinned by the patriarchal system under which Natal Afrikaner
women functioned. Married women had the least amount of power and received
little support or recognition from the Natal colonial authorities. By contrast, widows
and unmarried women seemingly wielded much more economic and political power.
However, regardless of their educational, social, economic, or marital status, most
Natal Afrikaner women suffered in one way or another during the war.
In this paper, an understanding of the South African War is sought by paying
attention to the experiences of Natal Afrikaner women and specifically how the
conflict impacted on them. At the same time, as a gendered history, relations between
men and women, women and women, and between Natal Afrikaner women and
the political and military authorities of both warring parties, will come under the
spotlight. This was deemed necessary because the wartime experiences of Natal
Afrikaner women, when for example compared to those in the Cape Colony and
those who were resident in the Boer Republics, differed markedly and cannot be
conflated in a homogeneous and uniform manner. This article, as a narrative history,
3
4
5
6
7

H Bradford, “Gentleman and Boers: Afrikaner Nationalism, gender, and colonial warfare in the South African
War, G Cuthbertson, A Grundlingh, and M-L Suttie (eds.), Writing a wider war. Rethinking gender, race, and
identity in the South African War, 1899–1902 (Athens, Ohio University Press, 2002), pp. 37-67.
Pietermaritzburg Archival Repository (PAR), Colonial Secretary’s Office (CSO) 2911: Invasion Losses Enquiry
Commission: Claim by MP Wallace, 6 April 1900.
PAR, CSO 2888: Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission: Claim by ME Kock, 24 October 1902.
PAR, CSO 2899: Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission: Claim by E Pieters, 18 April 1901.
PAR, CSO 2905: Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission: Claim by AK Slabbert, 6 December 1900.
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which draws extensively on archival and secondary evidence, aims to fill the gap in
the current historiography on women and the South African War. This will be done
by focussing on Natal Afrikaner women in a blended, thematic and chronological
manner. At the same time, a concerted effort is made, as per the requirements of a
sound social history, to give an authentic historical voice to these Afrikaner women
and their diverse wartime experiences.

Early months of the war and Natal Afrikaner women
One of the lasting controversies surrounding the South African War relates to the
military role played by Boer or Afrikaner women in the conflict. Historian Fransjohan
Pretorius de-mythologises claims by American journalist Howard C Hillegas and
other authors who posit that “scores of Boer women” fought in the commandos.8
A photograph of 15 women and seven children dressed up in their Sunday best,
posing with rifles and bandoliers in front of the Newcastle Town Hall, links Natal
Afrikaner women to this myth. The photograph appeared in A few months with the
Boers by Sophia Izedinova with a caption claiming that these women from Newcastle
took up arms.9 The original photograph, titled “Dutch Amazons at Newcastle Natal”
was taken by RE Gell on 16 December 1899,10 possibly during commemoration
of what was then known as Dingaan’s Day, now the Day of Reconciliation. This,
along with it being a Sunday, would explain the elaborate dress and posed nature
of the photograph.11 In fact, it must have been a festive weekend in Newcastle since
President Paul Kruger, the president of the Transvaal, had declared Sunday 17
December 1899 a day of thanksgiving for the victories of the Boer commandos over
the British Army at the battles of Stormberg, Colenso and Magersfontein.12
If direct military involvement of a number of women is untrue, how then did Natal
Afrikaner women really feel about the outbreak of war in October 1899 and the
subsequent invasion of Natal by the Boer Commandos? A glimpse into this can be
gleaned from an incident during the visit of General Piet Joubert, the commandantgeneral of the Transvaal forces, to Helpmekaar in Northern Natal on 13 December
1899. This took place three days before the above-mentioned photograph was

8

F Pretorius, Kommandolewe tydens die Anglo-Boereoorlog, 1899–1902 (Cape Town, Human & Rousseau, 1991),
pp. 347-350; and P Marais, Die vrou in die Anglo-Boereoorlog, 1899-1902 (Pretoria, JP van der Walt, 1999), pp.
162-167. This book provides a general summary of the work done by Pretorius.
9 S Izedinova, A few months with the Boers (Johannesburg, Perskor, 1977), p. 186.
10 PAR, C 1482: Photograph of Afrikaner women taken in front of the Newcastle Town Hall, by RE Gell, 16
December 1899. The photo is of a poor quality and could therefore not be reproduced in print.
11 PAR, Attorney General’s Office (AGO) I/7/5: Regina vs GH Shorter, pp.121-124; Natal Witness, 2 November
1900.
12 OE Prozesky (Private Collection), Diary of JJA Prozesky: Diary entry, 17 December 1899, p. 107.
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taken. On this occasion, 22 Natal Afrikaner women gave a voice to their feelings by
presenting the following address: 13
Highly respected General, on this occasion of your visit to the laager of the
Natal Burghers here, we, the undersigned, female members of the families of
these burghers, heartily welcome your Honour to Helpmakaar. We gloty [sic]
in your material genius again proved in this war and heartily congratulate
you on the brilliant victories gained by our people under your direction and
with the arms blessed by the Almighty. We pray God’s blessing to continue
with us and that He may continue to grant you the wisdom and strength to
bring under His higher assistance this difficult war to a prosperous conclusion,
and that you may be in a position to speedily return to your home as victor,
covered with the thanks of the whole Africander people, and we hope that
then also will be fulfilled the desire of all true Africanders, namely unison of
the different states of South Africa into a united South Africa under the Boer
flag, so that the ground shamefully robbed from our ancestors shall once more
belong to the Africanders. This your obedient servants hope, pray and beseech.

The address, later carelessly left behind by the retreating Boer forces, was discovered
by the British military in Pretoria. The Natal authorities made much of the
document, especially the part they had underlined. The gist of the address was clear,
the republican war effort was strongly supported. Of the 22 women who signed the
document, the Vermaaks, Hambridges and Kemps were related, while Mrs Webb’s
husband was a sharecropper working for the Vermaaks. In all likelihood, the five De
Villiers women were also related to each other, meaning that the petition came from
a few extended families who constructed themselves as “true Africanders” and not
from Natal Afrikaner women at large. Nevertheless, the photograph and petition
provide evidence of very strong pro-Boer sentiments among some women during
the early phase of the South African War in Natal. However, such support by Natal
Afrikaner women was by no means universal in nature and it is fair to say that
they, like their menfolk, were divided by the war effort and about direct physical
involvement in the war.
Substantial evidence exists of Natal Afrikaner women not wanting the men related to
them becoming involved in the war. For example, the invading Boers commandeered
the youngest son of Mrs ME de Waal of Carolina, Dundee, in November 1899,
against his will and hers. Three weeks later she wrote to him asking him to come
home. Only “after considerable trouble” did he manage to get an order from General
Louis Botha which gave him permission to return to his mother. Young De Waal
handed back his rifle and, despite being commandeered on six subsequent occasions,
13 Public Record Office, Kew, London (PRO), Colonial Office (CO) 179/213: Address of welcome to
Commandant-General PJ Joubert as well as related correspondence, 23 September 1900 to 25 September
1900. See also PAR, CSO 2874: Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission: Claim by ME de Waal, 27 February
1902. Underlining original.
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refused to comply.14 Similarly, the sister of the Strydom brothers of Dundee, Johanna
de Jager, who was married to Fritz de Jager, all of whom remained loyal to Britain,
stated that she had tried to convince her husband not to join the Boers but he did
not listen to her or her brothers.15 Furthermore, a young Afrikaner from Weenen,
only identified by his Zulu name, Bensela, wanted to join the Boers but his mother
forbade him to do so.16 We also learn that JJ Kemp’s wife became hysterical when she
was told that the Boers had commandeered her husband.17
MMCW Kemp of Kempenveldt, near Dundee, in referring to her sons, possibly
sums up the views of the Natal Afrikaner women who were either suspicious of or
decidedly against all involvement in the war on the side of the republics: 18
I spoke to them [her sons] when there was rumour of war and after war
broke out about not joining the Boers. This was about Nov 1899 and January
1900 and on other occasions whenever I had the opportunity. My sons joined
the enemy between December 1899 and February 1900. In the month of
January 1900, I visited my son Johannes at his house and pleaded with him
not to join the Boers and he promised he would not do so but the pressure
was too great and he eventually joined the Boers during the month of January
1900. Several times before the commandeering before they had gone to the
laager I did my utmost to keep my sons back also after they had gone to the
laager.

In light of the above and in the historical context of the war, Natal Afrikaner women
were divided on who to side with and were, in all probability, filled with a certain
ambiguity. Many of them did not possess the same rabid patriotism as the women
resident in the two republics. Despite this, the British military forces regarded Natal
Afrikaner women as the most “disloyal” inhabitants of the colony,19 a view possibly
shaped by Lord Herbert Kitchener, the officer commanding for the British Army
during the war, when he stated that the women were often more “bitter” than the men.20
The closest any Natal Afrikaner woman came to possible military participation in the
war was a Miss L Meyer of Weenen, who was captured at Newcastle together with a
large number of Natal Rebels, that is, Natal Afrikaners suspected of committing high
treason by, as British subjects, supporting the Boer war effort.21 It is not known what
became of her. Except for one occasion, no Natal Afrikaner women were charged
with high treason. The exception was Annie Catherina Gowthorpe of Newcastle,
14 PAR, CSO 2874: Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission: Claim by ME de Waal, 27 February 1902.
15 PAR, AGO I/8/74: Correspondence regarding the looting of property belonging to J de Jager, 4 October 1899
to 5 January1901.
16 PAR, Secretary of Native Affairs (SNA) I/7/40: Report of native intelligence officer No. 1, 14 December 1899.
17 Vaal Technorama (VTR), JC Vermaak Collection, 03/14223: Declaration by JJ Kemp, 22 May 1900.
18 PAR, CSO 2888: Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission: Claim by MMCW Kemp, 6 December 1901.
19 PAR, AGO I/8/79: Application by JJ Kemp to return to his farm, 12 April 1901–24 April 1901.
20 P Warwick, and SB Spies (eds.), The South African War (London, Longman, 1980), p. 168.
21 Natal Witness, 17 October 1900. For her husband, JW Gowthorpe, the shame of being convicted of treason was
unbearable and not long afterwards he committed suicide.
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who was accused of sheltering, harbouring, and supplying food to the Boers, and of
joining and accompanying them to Volksrust in the Transvaal. However, numerous
members of the local community testified in her favour. WM Rogers, for example,
stated that she had given him £50 to flee to Delagoa Bay in Mozambique, and H
Dunn testified that she had even nursed a wounded Hussar of the British Army. All
charges against her were eventually dropped.22
In an incident unconfirmed by any official sources, JH Labuschagne, who was
imprisoned in Pietermaritzburg on charges of treason, declared that Mrs Hannie van
Tonder had been found guilty of aiding and abetting the commandos.23 Apparently
her two sons, who had joined the invading Boers, had visited their mother at
her home near Helpmekaar. When they left, they were spotted by Africans, who
reported the incident to the military. As a result, Mrs van Tonder was arrested and
sentenced because she had not reported their visit as required by martial law.24 The
Natal Government was also (erroneously) under the impression that the wife of NM
Dekker of Bloemhof, Dundee, was imprisoned alongside him in Pietermaritzburg.
This was, however, denied by the governor of the prison.25 From the available
evidence, it is thus clear that no Natal Afrikaner women were convicted for actively
supporting the invading Boer forces.
Nevertheless, a small group of Natal Afrikaner women were involved in auxiliary
roles as go-betweens, providers of food, purveyors of war news, nurses, and agents
in the field of intelligence.26 The widow Jacoba Barrett,27 née Groenewald, was a
loyalist Natal Afrikaner woman who did work for the British authorities and was
described by Attorney-General Henry Bale as “the only loyal Dutch woman I know
of ”. Barrett was born in Natal but had resided in the Transvaal for a number of years.
Shortly before war broke out, she and some family members returned to Natal.28
It seems that during this time she was recruited into the intelligence department
to gather information on Afrikaner attitudes in Umvoti County. To enable her to
do this successfully, Barrett managed to move in with a leading Afrikaner of the
Greytown, Umvoti area, LL (Lang Lewies) Nel and his family.
Two days after her arrival, on 19 October 1899, she submitted her first report
that three people related to the Nels had joined the Boers. The Nel’s youngest son
22 PAR, AGO I/7/46: Lists of Natal rebels captured between 10 May 1900 and 4 June 1900 as well as incriminating
documents compiled by Lt-Col AE Sandbach.
23 War Museum of the Boer Republics (WM), Dagboek van Johannes Christoffel Buys: Deel 2, 23 September
1901, p. 30.
24 OE Prozesky (Private Collection), Diary of JJA Prozesky: Diary entry, 22 September 1901, p. 527.
25 PAR, CSO 1648: Passenger account for discharged prisoners, 6 August 1901 to 29 August 1901.
26 P Marais, Die vrou in die Anglo-Boereoorlog…, pp. 167-177, for an overview of the spy activities of Boer women
during the war.
27 Not to be confused with Mrs Berrett, who is referred to in PHS van Zyl, Die Heldealbum (Johannesburg,
Afrikaanse Pers, 1944), p. 86.
28 PRO, CO 179/208: Letter from Attorney-General H Bale to Prime Minister AH Hime, 11 December 1899.
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was also recalled from school “so that he could ride around and warn the local
Natal Afrikaners when they were to mobilise”. On the same day, the eager Barrett
submitted a second report notifying the authorities that the local Afrikaners were
keeping their wagons back and not using them to despatch wool to the market. The
wagons and horses were apparently kept at the ready for the planned arrival of the
commandos in Greytown on 25 October 1899. This plan, according to Barrett, was
underpinned by boastful talk about taking the magazine in Greytown by force; about
teaching England a lesson; about God being on their side; and how they would
not hesitate to kill women and children. A very alert Barrett undertook to warn
the authorities immediately if danger arose. Barrett also reported that the Battle
of Talana dominated discussions among the local Natal Afrikaners, some of whom
were criticising the sluggish Boer commanders for allowing large numbers of British
troops to escape to Ladysmith. The envisaged Boer invasion of Umvoti remained
very much on the cards and Barrett also reported that the local Afrikaners were full
of passion and excitement while they waited for any sign of the Boer invasion of
Umvoti such as the cutting of the telegraph wires. In preparation for the invasion,
they were stocking up on rusks and ammunition.
War talk, however, only took place when the local Englishmen and loyal Afrikaners
such as Tony Keyter and “Old Laatz” were absent. Barrett’s overt eagerness and the
fact that she was an outsider, seemed to hamper her, for in her report dated 21
October 1899, it became clear that her hosts distrusted her. By now, Barrett had
perceived a change in the attitude of the local Afrikaners. This was brought about
by the Boer losses at the Battle of Talana and the lack of success around Ladysmith.
Barrett’s short mission ended on 22 October, four days after her arrival. She had
failed to infiltrate the close-knit Afrikaner community of Umvoti. In her last report,
she stated, “I dare not send a wire for the Dutch Boys [messengers] let the news out
– they know all the magistrate knows, or how do they find it out”.29 It seems that
immediately thereafter she left the Nels to go and reside in Pietermaritzburg.
Jacoba Barrett must have felt that very little had come of her efforts. She attempted
to convince the authorities of her worth as a source of information and found a
sympathetic ear in the attorney-general, Henry Bale. Barrett repeated the same
information she had despatched earlier, but also added some known facts, rumours,
half-truths, and gossip. She even offered Bale the services of her son “who knows the
Transvaal well”. The encounter with Bale prolonged interest in Barrett’s reports for a
few days. Her earlier reports were dug up and she had to confirm their authenticity
by signing each of them. Governor Hely-Hutchinson then forwarded the reports to
the Colonial Office where they were duly filed.30

29 PRO, CO 179/208: Letter from Attorney-General H Bale to Prime Minister AH Hime, 11 December 1899.
30 PAR, AGO I/7/40: Statements by Jacoba Barrett before SO Samuelson, 22 December1899.
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If Allan Hershensohnn, a Natal Afrikaner and intelligence officer for the civil
intelligence department, is to be believed, a Mrs Eksteen of Ingogo, who stayed
at Pieter Keytel’s31 home in Pietermaritzburg, was actively involved in the Boer
intelligence department. Hershensohnn claimed that Eksteen received information
from Keytel about the undefended areas along the railway line and an indication that
Boer forces might succeed in raiding the line near Ingogo. When Eksteen returned
to her farm, she apparently forwarded this information to the Boer forces, possibly
using an African runner. As with the reports by Barrett, the military did not see fit
to act upon these tales.32
Natal Afrikaner women also became involved in the South African War by giving
logistical and humanitarian support. A certain Mrs Meyer provided logistical
support by working in Handley’s store in Dundee when it was taken over by the Boer
commissariat,33 while Mrs Arnold Boers of the Klip River district, who had lost a son
in the war, baked 14 loaves of bread per week for three weeks for the Boer hospital
north of the Tugela River. The hospital authorities supplied the flour and she was
allowed to retain a small portion for her services. According to Mrs Boers, who at this
stage was cut-off from Ladysmith by the siege of the town, the arrangement was their
saving grace. Without it, her children would only have had mealie-meal porridge to
eat. Mrs Boers also received medicine for her services.34 Her sister-in-law, Mrs Gert
Boers, baked bread for the Boer hospital under the same arrangement, while Mrs
CM Vermaak endured comparable support around Dundee.35 Similarly SJ Laas of
Paardeberg, Dundee, who eventually had four sons and two sons-in-law convicted
as rebels, also baked bread for the Boers. The response of the Natal Government to
these actions on the part of the women was to declare that “the baking (of ) bread for
the enemy” was regarded as “active assistance”.36 However there is no evidence that
any of these women were, charged with high treason. Within the context of the time,
it was not seen as “fitting” to charge women with such an offence.
Several Natal Afrikaner women took to nursing the casualties of war albeit on
opposite sides. Nurse SMG Otto, a Natal volunteer nurse and member of a very
pro-British Natal Afrikaner family, nursed at Intombi Hospital during the siege of
Ladysmith. Lt-Col Hyslop had no hesitation in saying that but for the devotion of

31 The house of the Keytel’s seems to have been a hotbed of pro-Boer activities. Mrs Keytel apparently helped Felix
Coetzee, a burgher sentenced to seven years’ imprisonment with hard labour for executing a “joiner”, to make it
to the Boer lines once he had escaped from the Pietermaritzburg Prison. Coetzee was arrested ten days later by
Africans in Zululand. See VTR, JC Vermaak Collection, 03/2553/1: Memoirs of JC Vermaak, pp. 4-5, 1941.
32 PAR, Minister of Justice and Public Works (MJPW) 117: Report by the civilian intelligence officer, A
Hershensohnn, 25 May 1901.
33 PAR, CSO 2914: Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission: Claim by LLA Zietsman, 18 March 1901.
34 Natal Witness, 9 JUne 1900.
35 PAR, CSO 2910: Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission: Claim by CM Vermaak, 6 October1900.
36 PAR, CSO 2888: Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission: Claim by SJ Laas, 11 December1901.
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nurses like Otto, the number of deaths would have been far higher.37 As a result,
he recommended her for the Royal Red Cross. Like Otto, Mrs MC (Gert) de Haas
also worked as a nurse during the siege. The difference was that she only nursed
Boer prisoners-of-war for a brief period before she and her family were removed
to the Intombi Camp.38 Medical work was also undertaken by CM Vermaak of
Rooifontein, Dundee, who provided medical assistance by nursing an invalid Boer
from Pretoria for eight days.39
Nursing the wounded was also undertaken by Lucy Lydia Bester of Fourieskraal,
Ladysmith, the sister-in-law of Ds HF Schoon. Lucy left for the Paarl district shortly
before war broke out to study organ music. When large numbers of Boer POWs
started arriving in Cape Town, many of them severely wounded, Bester abandoned
her studies and volunteered as a nurse at the Simon’s Town POW Camp. In a letter
written in English to her sister, Mary Schoon, she reflected poignantly on the nature
of her work: 40
I have lost 4 patients: oh Mary, the one I shall never forget, he was too sweet
a boy about 16 or 17. His eyes looked me full in the face till the end and after
his death such a Heavenly Smile... I can never tell you how pleased I am that
I have come to nurse them.

Her working conditions were made even more difficult by the animosity which
was shown towards her. On one occasion this forced her to decline an invitation to a
lunch that had been extended to all the nurses; her reason for not attending was that
as an “Africander and especially [at] this time when politics are always discussed” she
would not feel welcome. Bester eventually took ill with typhoid in mid-June 1900,
but managed to survive. It is uncertain if she resumed her nursing career.41
Two of Lucy Bester’s sisters, Maggie and a Mrs Mandy, also took up nursing during
the war. Maggie Bester and her family arrived in the Harrismith area of the Orange
Free State in the wake of the retreating Boers in March 1900.42 She initially resided
on their farm near Elands River Bridge, Harrismith, before she joined her sister in
town where the pair nursed for two and a half months.43

37 PAR, Prime Minister (PM) 90: Recommendation by Lt-Col Hyslop, 3 May 1901; Nurse Kate Driver (JJ Boyd)
Experience of a Siege (a Nurse looks back at Ladysmith. Ladysmith Historical Society, 1978.)
38 PAR, HF Schoon Collection, A 72: Dairy entry, 28 October 1899, p. 35.
39 PAR, CSO 2910: Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission: Claim by CM Vermaak, 6 October 1900.
40 PAR, HF Schoon Collection, A 72: Dairy entry, 16 June 1900, p. 371.
41 A Davey, “Lucy Bester and the nursing of Boer prisoners at Simon’s Town, 1900”, Simon’s Town Historical Society
Bulletin, 19(1), 1996. In time, Bester followed two of her sisters to the USA where they eventually settled.
42 PAR, HF Schoon Collection A 72: My experiences during the Anglo-Boer War by Maggie Bester, 26 September 1900.
43 OE Prozesky (Private Collection), Diary of JJA Prozesky: Diary entries, 14 October 1899 and 14 November
1899, p. 26 and pp. 84-86.
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Natal Afrikaner women and the psychological and physical trauma of war
The general war experience of Natal Afrikaner women in the areas first occupied
by the Boer forces and then liberated by the British Army meant psychological
or physical harassment at the hands of either the Boer commandos or the British
Army or both. One of the first encounters between Natal Afrikaner women and
British soldiers proved extremely traumatic for the women involved. Reverend Oscar
Prozesky, a German missionary with a station outside Newcastle, noted in his diary
that British soldiers violated women in northern Natal from the beginning of the
war. The first-mentioned case took place on 14 October 1899, when African women
were shamefully treated near Dundee and Ladysmith.44 Soon afterwards, a family of
Natal Afrikaners experienced similar treatment. According to three unrelated sources,
the 17th Lancers visited the De Waal’s farm near Ladysmith in early November
1899. The whole family was accused of being spies and were arrested. Mrs de Waal
and her two daughters were then raped. On arrival in Ladysmith, Jan de Waal was
imprisoned as a spy while his wife, two daughters, one of them a mere 15 years old,
and an African servant were kept in military confinement. Here they were allegedly
raped on a number of occasions, with one daughter claiming that she was raped by
ten “young officers” in one night. The two girls and their African servant eventually
managed to escape to the Boer lines. In the meantime, their mother had died as a
result of the “outrage and exposure perpetuated on her by Lancers”. The two De
Waal girls were then sent to Pretoria by the Boers for medical treatment.45
Fears of sexual harassment were also expressed by Mrs van Niekerk, whose husband
was in the lunatic asylum in Pietermaritzburg where he later died. She lived with her
children at Lennoxton near Newcastle and complained that an African had behaved
insolently towards her. As a result, she asked the local magistrate for protection. He
subsequently ordered the arrest of the African in question. Several nights later, four
drunken soldiers arrived at her house and made “shameful suggestions” to her and
her daughters, aged 12 and 15 years. The women had to keep them at bay all night.
Mrs van Niekerk again complained to the magistrate, who this time would not accept
the charge. His reason, according to Mrs van Niekerk, was that the soldiers would be
punished too severely. At the same time, he released the African in question.46
Natal Afrikaner women also suffered during the first month of the war because of
the actions taken by the British Army against their husbands as suspected rebels. A
case in point was the arrest of PC Cronjé of the farm Rest in Dundee in October
1899. Three months later, in a letter written on her behalf and signed by her, Mrs
44 OE Prozesky (Private Collection), Diary of JJA Prozesky: Diary entries, 14 November 1899 and 18 November
1899, pp. 84-92; ES Leversage, Christiaan de Wet Annale, 10, pp. 135-136.
45 National Archival Repository, Pretoria (NAR), A 739, Vol 5 Book 2: Telegram Roos to Reuter, 15 November
1899.
46 OE Prozesky (Private Collection), Diary of JJA Prozesky: Diary entry, 13 September 1900, p. 298.
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EM Cronjé asked the colonial authorities about the whereabouts of her husband. PC
Cronjé had, in the meantime, been released on parole on 6 February 1900 with strict
instructions to reside in Pietermaritzburg. It is unclear when Mrs Cronjé received
this information because letters addressed to areas under Boer occupation were kept
back until after the war.47
Harsh treatment of Natal Afrikaner women by Boers was almost exclusively reserved
for the female family members of loyalists. The treatment of Mrs Liebenberg of
Dundee, whose husband Barend remained loyal, was such an example. Liebenberg
and her children were given passports to cross into the British-held territory via
Pomeroy and Greytown by wagon. When the family reached Helpmekaar, they were
stopped and kept prisoner for three days. Guards surrounded the wagon and the
Liebenbergs were told that they would be shot should they try to escape. The family
was returned to Dundee where the eldest Liebenberg boy was imprisoned, apparently
because he was a British subject. On 2 January 1900, Mrs Liebenberg and the rest
of her family were banished to Pretoria from where they were eventually allowed to
proceed to Durban via Lourenco Marques in Mozambique. 48
A similar fate befell the widow Emily Pieters, owner of the farm Maxwelton, and
her two young sons in May 1900. When the British attacked the Boer positions on
the Biggarsberg, she and her children attempted to reach her loyalist uncle, Adrian
(AL) Jansen. They were, however, stopped by two Boers who became angry when
she told them she was going to the farm of a loyalist. She was subsequently ordered
to Dundee under guard. Here her request to proceed to the farm of her father,
WS Naudé, was denied. Pieters was then sent to Johannesburg by rail and later
to Lydenburg where she stayed with an aunt. Eventually, in September 1900, she
received permission to go to Lourenco Marques.49 Pieters and her sons could not
make their way back to Natal since the military had prohibited the British consulgeneral from issuing permits to people wishing to travel to Durban because of the
overcrowded state of the city. It was only after the intervention of her father, the
Dundee magistrate and editor of the Natal Afrikaner, Joshua Hershensohnn, and
testimonies from loyal Natal Afrikaners that Governor Hely-Hutchinson issued a
permit to Pieters enabling her to proceed to Durban. A short while later, she and her
sons joined Adrian Jansen.50
Frequent contact between British soldiers and Natal Afrikaner women in the war
zone resumed when the siege of Ladysmith ended. The relationship was, for the
most part, problematic and the British Army, smarting from their humiliation at the
47 PAR, CSO 1640: Correspondence regarding the whereabouts of PC Cronjé, 23 January 1900-19 February 1900.
48 PRO, CO 179/211: Letter from Mrs B Liebenberg to PUS, C Bird, 24 April 1900.
49 PAR, CSO, 1659: Documents relating to the daughter of WS Naude in Lourenco Marques, 1 October1900-11
October 1900.
50 OE Prozesky (Private Collection): Diary of JJA Prozesky: Attached statements, p. 438.
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hands of the Boer forces, were looking for rebels everywhere.
There is a snapshot of evidence in this regard which has been raised many-a-time
as an example of the experience of Natal Afrikaner women whose husbands were
arrested on high treason as rebels, exists. One of the first Natal Afrikaner woman
to become the butt of British wrath was the heavily pregnant Mrs SM (Sannie)
Colling of the farm Georgina near Ladysmith. Here, husband Fred Colling, was
commandeered by the Boers as a smallpox guard responsible for inspecting African
homesteads to prevent the spread of the disease. A posse of Natal Police ran into
an ambush when they approached her farmhouse on 15 March 1900.51 Not long
afterwards, another group of policemen arrived and proceeded to kill all her poultry
and damage the property. Colling and her two children were removed to the farm,
Fourieskraal, on the outskirts of Ladysmith. They remained there as prisoners, only
receiving porridge for food. After persistent requests, Colling was allowed to proceed
to Ladysmith where her child was born.52
The military’s attitude towards Colling was expressed by Lt-Col AE Sandbach who
stated that no consideration was to be shown to her because her husband was a rebel.
Instead, she and her family were to be sent to Pietermaritzburg before the end of
April 1900, without expense to the military authorities. Since the Natal Government
refused to maintain people deported to Pietermaritzburg by the military, Colling’s
livestock was sold to pay for her keep in Ladysmith and Pietermaritzburg. The
balance was left in credit with the director of supplies.53 When her new-born child
was 10 days old, she was deported to Pietermaritzburg. Shortly after her arrival,
the commandant informed her that there was no more money and that she had to
see to her own needs.54 She was obliged to spend some time on nearby Afrikaner
farms between Durban and Pietermaritzburg and Greytown.55 The physical and
psychological trauma suffered by Colling took its toll and she fell very ill after the
birth of her child.56 Initially she lost her speech but, in time, her health improved.57
On 17 August 1900, she was well enough to return to Ladysmith to visit her
imprisoned husband.58 A week later she was allowed to return to the farm of her
mother, Mrs Cronjé. Colling’s experiences at the hands of the British caused much
bitterness in the area. As a result, she and her mother were suspected of providing
accommodation to six members of the party of Boers who had attacked the Wasbank
51 PAR, HF Schoon Collection A 72: Diary entries, 6-7 May 1900, pp. 311-312; PRO, CO 179/213: Statement
by Trooper ATS Boyle to Sub-Inspector Hellett, 24 March 1900.
52 PAR, AGO I/7/42: Letter from Lt-Col AE Sandbach to provost marshal, 26 April 1900.
53 PAR, HF Schoon Collection A 72: Diary entries, 6-7 May 1900, pp. 311-312; PRO, CO 179/213: Statement
by Trooper ATS Boyle to Sub-Inspector Hellett, 24 March 1900.
54 OE Prozesky (Private Collection), Diary of JJA Prozesky: Attached statements, p. 438.
55 PAR, HF Schoon Collection, A 72: Dairy entry, 29 May 1900, p. 338.
56 PAR, HF Schoon Collection, A 72: Dairy entry, 23 June 1900, p. 378.
57 PAR, HF Schoon Collection, A 72: Dairy entry, 17 August 1900, p. 423.
58 PAR, HF Schoon Collection, A 72: Dairy entry, 25 August 1900, pp. 430-431.
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Station in October 1900.59
When Buller’s Army advanced north, other Natal Afrikaner women suffered a fate
similar to that endured by Colling. According to RC Billington, a muleteer with
the advancing force of General Redvers Buller, the British force encountered their
first three Natal Afrikaner women on 12 May 1900 on the farm Vermaakskraal.
These women were immediately arrested and sent under escort to Ladysmith. The
same happened a short distance away at the farm of the Kemp family where two
more Afrikaner women were taken prisoner.60 Approximately one month later, on
9 June 1900, the three women captured at Vermaakskraal (the wives of PR and
Coenraad Vermaak and P van Breda) arrived in Pietermaritzburg telling tales of
horror, destruction, and the looting of livestock by the military. The wife of Coenraad
immediately left to seek shelter with her parents, the Odendaals, at Noodsberg.61 The
others, in all probability, remained in Pietermaritzburg becoming, along with Sannie
Colling, the first of hundreds of Natal Afrikaner women to be removed from their
homes to the capital. The experiences of the above-mentioned groups of women were
repeated in one form or another at almost every Afrikaner farm in Northern Natal
as is outlined below.62
The men MC Cronjé of Camelot, JS van Niekerk and LP Adendorff of Welgedacht,
and JJ Smit were commandeered by a Boer force when it occupied Northern
Natal. With the arrival of the British forces in Newcastle, these men adhered to
Buller’s proclamation and surrendered. The men were subsequently arrested in
Pietermaritzburg or on the Catalonia at sea in Durban harbour and imprisoned.
On 30 May 1900, some days after the surrender of their husbands, the women were
surprised when members of the Natal Police arrived on the respective farms. The
police took all Cronjé’s cattle and horses as well as a spider and wagon, leaving Mrs
Cronje with only three cows and calves. On the same day, they took all the livestock
belonging to Van Niekerk, Smit, and Adendorff, leaving Mrs Adendorff completely
without means and a baby and blind brother to care for.63 Also, near Newcastle, Mrs
Boshoff, whose husband was arrested as a suspected rebel, owned more than 1 300
head of sheep and goats and 80 head of cattle, all of which was taken by the military
except for five goats, which the family had to slaughter to survive. Mrs Boshoff
59 PAR, 1/LDS 3/3/14: Correspondence regarding the request by HB Cronjé to be allowed to visit his mother, 31
October 1900 to 7 November 1900.
60 RC Billington, A mule-driver at the Natal front: Transport experiences in Natal (London, Chapman & Hall,
1901), pp. 53-56.
61 PAR, HF Schoon Collection A 72: Diary entry, 9 June1900, p. 354. No amount of research could reveal where
the women were kept when imprisoned in Ladysmith and Pietermaritzburg.
62 PAR, CSO 2869: Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission: Claim by AF Byloo, 28 September 1900; PAR, HF
Schoon Collection A 72: Diary entry, 16-17 October 1900 and 22 October 1900, pp. 489-490 and p. 493;
PAR, CSO 2864: Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission: Claim by JBS Adendorff, 8 October 1902; PAR, 1/
LDS 3/1/1/17: Letter from magistrate Klip River district to LW Meyer, 24 April 1901.
63 PAR, PM 18: Request for assistance from the Natal Government in securing cattle removed by members of the
Natal Police, 19 July 1900 to 15 August 1900.
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had to go into the town to ask the commandant for some food to help her and her
children survive.64
Similar events occurred near Dundee. Mrs PC Cronjé of the farm Rest near
Helpmekaar complained in a letter to the magistrate of Dundee that soldiers of the
Imperial Light Horse had taken seven horses, 1 330 sheep and 550 goats. They had
also taken her spider and the harness for her oxen. She appealed to the magistrate
to tell her what documentation she should send him to obtain an order to stop the
looting of her remaining livestock.65 Natal Afrikaners not only lost the livestock
they had to take care of but, at times, were even turned out of their homes. FAJ van
Niekerk, AMJ Cronjé and JC Hattingh, imprisoned rebels, asked that their wives
be removed from their farms near Newcastle to the Pietermaritzburg Concentration
Camp because they were being intimidated by Africans. Mrs Cronjé and her three
children were turned out of her house on the farm Applebloom by an African who
took clothes and featherbeds. She joined the other two women on the farm Loskop
where they were also intimidated by Africans one night. The government, however,
refused to heed the call of the husbands and suggested that they be allowed to reside
in a town run by the military.66
Verbal insubordination was often the only way in which Afrikaner women could
fight back, especially against the military. In the Newcastle district, Mrs O’Reilly,
an Afrikaner woman married to an Irishman, was at the forefront of verbal abuse
and belittling of British soldiers. When her husband was arrested by the British,
she accused the soldiers of being “too cowardly to catch the Boers in the Transvaal
for you are too scared, but this you can do, arrest tame people (mak menschen)”.67
Such verbal abuse did not stop the soldiers from searching and looting the houses of
Afrikaner women in the area.68
Further south in Ladysmith, Mrs MC de Haas also ran into trouble because of
her utterances.69 The problems for De Haas began when one of the male residents
in her boarding house spat at the picture of General de Wet which she had in her
parlour. De Haas rebuked him and said the English would be glad to have someone
of that calibre.70 The outcome was that in January 1901, she was deported to

64 OE Prozesky (Private Collection), Diary of JJA Prozesky: Diary entry, 9 September 1900, p. 292.
65 PAR, 1/DUN 3/1/8: Letter Mrs PC Cronjé to magistrate Dundee, 21 May 1900.
66 PAR, CSO 1688: Application by FAJ van Niekerk, AMJ Cronjé and JC Hatting for their wives to be removed
to the Pietermaritzburg Concentration Camp, 21 October 1901 to 30 October 1901.
67 E Prozesky (Private Collection), Diary of JJA Prozesky: Diary entry, 6 July 1900, p. 238.
68 PAR, HF Schoon Collection, A 72: Dairy entry, 11 January 1902, p. 758.
69 PAR, HF Schoon Collection, A 72: Dairy entry, 4 January 1901, pp. 556-557. MC de Haas was the sister of
Otto Krogman the leader of Ladysmith Commando and daughter of the feisty Annie Krogman. See PAR, CSO
2873: Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission: Claim by MC de Haas, 12 September 1900.
70 OE Prozesky (Private Collection), Diary of JJA Prozesky: Diary entry, 12 May 1901, p. 502; OE Prozesky
(Private Collection: Letter MC de Haas to JJA Prozesky, 10 July 1901.
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Pietermaritzburg under martial law at her own cost.71 In an open-hearted letter to
Prime Minister Albert Hime, De Haas explained her predicament:72
I am a resident of Ladysmith. On the 6th Jan. last (1901) on false reports
to the commandant of Ladysmith I was reported by some men who were
living in my house as boarders, men of no reputation and who has [sic] bitter
feeling and prediuce [sic] against the Dutch nation. I being Dutch myself was
cruelly taunted and provoked several times from the men living in my house. I
admit I spoke indiscreetly several times of their insolent taints and disgraceful
language.

Her explanation fell on deaf ears. Five months after her removal, De Haas felt that
the period of separation from her husband and children was sufficient punishment
for any discretion she might have been guilty of. She therefore requested permission
to return to Ladysmith, but her request was denied by the military. This did not
deter her. She opened a boarding house in Boshoff Street in Pietermaritzburg,73
and visited rebel prisoners like the Buys brothers in the local prison, taking them
pineapples as gifts.74
Almost all aspects of the family and private lives of Natal Afrikaner women were
affected by the psychological trauma and disruptions caused by the war. LLA Zietsman
of the Dundee district was to have married fellow Natal Afrikaner, Daniel Dekker,
in October 1899. The outbreak of war put an end to this dream because Dekker
was commandeered and then continued to serve with the Vryheid Commando.
By March 1901, Zietsman had still not heard from Dekker.75 Uncertainty about
the whereabouts of family members and friends during the war was a common
occurrence. EM Botha, who went to Rhodesia prior to the war, had no idea what
had happened to Gideon Joubert and Coenraad Breytenbach, who had worked on
her farm Lekkerwater near Newcastle.76 Similarly MMCW Kemp of Kempenveldt,
Dundee, did not know the whereabouts of some of her sons.77

Natal Afrikaner women in concentration camps
The largest number of Natal Afrikaners to be detained were those in the concentration
camps. These camps, erected to pacify and care for the Boer population, resulted
71 AR, AGO I/8/76: Minute paper regarding men to be removed from Ladysmith to Estcourt, 28 December 1900
to 24 January 1901.
71 PAR, PM 22: Correspondence regarding the request by MC de Haas to return to Ladysmith, 11 June 1901 to
24 June 1901.
73 PAR, MJPW 88: Correspondence regarding the application of LJ de Jager to enter the Pietermaritzburg
Concentration Camp, 31 October 1901 to 18 January 1902.
74 WM, Dagboek van Johannes Christoffel Buys: Deel 2, 27 Januarie1901, p. 5.
75 PAR, CSO 2914: Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission: Claim by LLA Zietsman, 18 March 1901.
76 PAR, CSO 2868: Invasion losses Enquiry Commission: Claim by EM Botha, 19 January 1903.
77 PAR, CSO 2888: Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission: Claim by MMCW Kemp, 6 December 1901.
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in the creation of several camps in Natal, namely at Ladysmith, Eshowe, Howick,
Colenso, Pinetown, Pietermaritzburg, Jacobs, Wentworth and Merebank.78
The first concentration camp to be established in Natal was located at Fort Napier
in Pietermaritzburg. The camp was officially created in August 1900,79 with the first
inhabitants arriving on 10 August 1900.80 The first Natal Afrikaners to arrive were
Mrs JH Breytenbach and her seven children from Newcastle who were described as
destitute and accused of hiding dynamite on their farm. After their arrival, a steady
trickle of “undesirable” Natal Afrikaners, such as Mrs GF Maritz, Mrs M Botha and
her baby, and Mrs JB Louw and her four children, all from Newcastle, joined them.
In their wake, on 2 November 1900, the so-called undesirables, namely Mrs Gregory
and her governess, Miss Latty, and Mrs ME Kock81and her four children, all from
Dundee, followed.82
From then on until just before the war ended, hundreds of Natal Afrikaners were
deported, especially to the Pietermaritzburg Concentration Camp. The full range
of justifications for sending Natal Afrikaner women and children becomes clear
when studying the camp registers.83 Reasons offered included: “Anti British”; “For
protection”; “Undesirable”; “Destitute”; “Suspect”; “Refugee”; “Husband tried for
treason”; “Own request”; “Military reasons, farm had to be cleared”; “No reason
given”; “Cattle in the Transvaal”; “Rebel” and “Harbouring enemy”.84 Clearly there
was a large range of reasons, many punitive as part of the total war waged against
Natal Afrikaners, with others humanitarian in nature85 or motivated by martial law.
The process of removing Natal Afrikaners to the concentration camps, as explained
by CM Meyer of Gladstone, Dundee, was reminiscent of that experienced by their
republican kin: 86
At noon on the 6th of November 1900 some Policemen came to my house
and told me that my family and I must all be at the station at 3 o’clock that
78 The history of several Natal Concentration Camps is well documented, see for example: AU Wohlberg, “The
Merebank Concentration Camp in Durban, 1901-1902” (MA thesis, UOFS, 2000); AU Wohlberg, “The Durban
Concentration Camps: Merebank, Wentworth and Jacobs”, in JM Wassermann and BT Kearney (eds.), A warrior’s
gateway: Durban and the Anglo-Boer War, 1899-1902, (Pretoria, Protea Book House, 2002), pp. 272-303.
79 British Government publication, Cd. 893: Report on the Concentration camps in South Africa by the
Committee of Ladies appointed by the Secretary for War containing reports on the camps in Natal, the Orange
River Colony and the Transvaal, p. 30.
80 NAR, Director Burgher Camps (DBC) 135: Register of residents M-Z in the Pietermaritzburg Concentration
Camp, August 1900-June 1901.
81 PAR, CSO 2888: Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission: Claim by ME Kock, 24 October 1902.
82 J Ploeger, Die lotgevalle van die burgerlike bevolking gedurende die Anglo-Boereoorlog, 1899–1902, I (National
Archives, Pretoria, 1990), pp. 41.4-41.6.
83 NAR, DBC, 140: Register of residents in the Pietermaritzburg Concentration Camp, August 1900-June 1900.
84 NAR, DBC 134-142: Register of residents in the Pietermaritzburg Concentration Camp, 1900-1902.
85 PAR, PM 22: Letter HE van Vure to Lt CM Threlfill, VIII Hussars, 29 June1901. Her husband, Stephanus
Johannes, spelt his surname Van Vuuren.
86 PAR, CSO 2894: Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission: Claim by CN Meyer, 13 January 1903.
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afternoon - I had no opportunity of making any arrangements but had to leave
everything on the farm just as it was... We were sent to the Refugee Camp [in]
PMB but only remained there 3 days after which we obtained permission to
live in town. I went to a boarding House where I remained with my family for
two months when I took a house for myself. I was not allowed to go back to
my farm till 17th April 1901.

The arrival at the concentration camps of these Natal Afrikaners was an ongoing
process which continued until the end of the hostilities. The process of cleansing
the northern districts of Natal was aimed predominantly at Afrikaners who were,
with a few exceptions, all viewed as disloyal. Under martial law, it was possible for
the military to remove people at will, anyone they suspected such as, for example,
Piet Conradie and his son from the Newcastle district to the Pietermaritzburg
Concentration Camp, while leaving their wives and children behind on the farm.87
In this process, the colonial authorities had very little say. They merely had to toe
the line and try to influence the process by means of enquiries and correspondence.
Transfers of Natal Afrikaners between the various concentration camps in the
colony also took place from time to time. The rationale behind this was that allowing
people to join families and friends would alleviate the population pressure in certain
camps.88 A case in point is the transfers that took place shortly after the creation
of the Howick Concentration Camp on 2 February 1901 to accommodate some
members of the burgeoning population of the Pietermaritzburg Camp.
The concentration camp experiences of Natal Afrikaners differed very little from
those experienced by other inhabitants of the well-managed Natal Concentration
Camp system. One aspect of camp life shared by all inhabitants was death. Although
the death rate in the Natal camps does not compare to that in the camps in the
Transvaal and Orange Free State, a significant number of deaths did occur. Among
these were 28 Natal Afrikaners. The majority of the deaths of Natal Afrikaners
occurred in the camp which housed the highest number of Natal Afrikaners, namely
Pietermaritzburg. The most important causes of the death here mirrors that of the
concentration camp system in general: pneumonia, measles, and enteritis. Certain
families were also harder hit than others and the Botha/Van Niekerk, Coetzer and
Shorter families each lost several members.89 These deaths were, to a certain extent,
balanced by the births to Natal Afrikaners. Like the deaths, this occurred almost
exclusively in the Pietermaritzburg Camp.90
87 PAR, CSO 2871: Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission: Claim by P Conradie, 15 October 1902.
88 NAR, A 2030, 81: Besonderhede oor die kamp te Howick, no date.
89 PAR, AGO I/8/85: Minute paper regarding the death of Carl Posselt, 3 June 1902–10 June 1902; PAR, GH
554: Monthly reports for Natal Concentration Camps, 1901–1903; NAR, DBC 110-157: Registers for Natal
Concentration Camps, 1900–1903; Nederduiste Gereformeerde Kerk Argief – Pietermaritzburg (NGKA):
Doodslyste vir die Merebank en Jacobs Konsentrasiekampe, 1900–1903.
90 NGKA: Doopregister vir die Pietermaritzburg Konsentrasiekamp, circa 1900–1902.
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The approximate number of Natal Afrikaners who were, at one stage or another, listed
in the registers of the various Natal camps were: Pietermaritzburg 537, Merebank 130,
Howick 70, Jacobs 43, and Eshowe 1. A further 194 Natal Afrikaners resided at one
stage or another in the Volksrust Concentration Camp, and 23 were in the Standerton
Concentration Camp.91 When studying the figures, it must be borne in mind that
many individuals transferred between camps and were resident in more than one camp
before leaving to live with other members of family or friends. Some were also able to
return home.92 The approximately 900 to 1 000 Natal Afrikaner concentration camp
inhabitants constituted between 20 and 25 per cent of the Afrikaner population of
Natal. Amongst them were individuals who fulfilled important roles within the camp
system, like Mrs van Schalkwyk who acted as a midwife.93
Although Natal Afrikaners had much in common with their fellow camp
inhabitants from the two republics, such as language and culture, they were a subgroup which could be differentiated by the fact that, resident in Natal they were
British subjects who had support structures at hand, for they could appeal directly to
their government or local politicians. They could also easily call on members of their
extended families because they were geographically not far from their homes. At the
same time, unlike their republican counterparts, Natal Afrikaner camp inhabitants
did not suffer the feeling that they had “lost their independence” or that they were
imprisoned in a foreign state. As such, they were, according to Mrs Isabella Grobler
in the Pietermaritzburg Concentration Camp, referred to as the “Natal Rebels”.94

The economic experiences of Natal Afrikaner women during the war
The psychological and physical hardships imposed on Natal Afrikaner women
by the war were amplified by their economic suffering. The large-scale arrests and
surrender of Natal Afrikaner men in Northern Natal placed the economic burden
of farming and dealing with labour on the women. This generally proved to be very
difficult and at times virtually impossible. Relatively simple tasks often proved to be
very demanding,95 as explained by Vonnie Bester: 96
I have to clean the horses myself, Mag and I grind mealies & and we have
to look after the cattle and I do lots of other rough work. It is not any good
telling Mama no to go to the cattle, as she won’t listen, every morning she
takes the cattle away & at night she & I fetch the cows to milk.
91 NAR, DBC 95-98: Registers of residents in the Standerton Concentration Camp, January 1901-January 1903.
92 NAR, DBC 134-142: Registers of residents in the Pietermaritzburg Concentration Camp, August
1900-December 1902.
93 MM Postma, (versamelaar), “Stemme uit die verlede: `n Versameling beeidigde verklarings van vroue wat tydens
die Tweede Vryheidsoorlog in die konsentrasiekampe verkeer het” (Johannesburg, no publisher, 1939), p. 89.
94 MM Postma, “Stemme uit die verlede…”, p. 89.
95 P Marais, Die vrou in die Anglo-Boereoorlog…pp. 33-35.
96 PAR, HF Schoon Collection A 72: Letter Vonnie Bester to Mary Schoon, 11 September 1900.
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The women were not only burdened by their new economic roles but also had
to deal with the looting and confiscation of property by the military, members of
the Natal Police, and local Africans.97At the same time, the men, for example, CJ
Labuschagne, in a letter from the Catalonia in the Durban Harbour to his mother, J
Laas of Angora Hill, Dannhauser, placed pressure on the women by requesting them
not to let the farming “slip” in their absence.98
Many Natal Afrikaner women were unable to deal with these unfamiliar roles. The
economic experiences of the following women are cited as examples. One day, the
military and police removed all the livestock belonging to Mesdames van Niekerk,
Smit, and Adendorff, leaving them without any means of survival. All three women
immediately called on their government to intervene and assist them in the return
of their property. The Natal Government could not, however, render any support,
for, when stock was received from the military by the Derelict Stock Fund – a fund
set up for monies earned from selling looted cattle. The curator, an individual called
Charles Lloyd was guilty of a complete lack of record-keeping and the hardship
this caused families, and the trouble it meant to the government displeased both
Attorney-General Henry Bale and Governor Walter Hely-Hutchinson. The governor
tried to cover up the administrative bungling by ordering Bale to inform the three
women:99
… if any of your cattle are amongst those recently taken over by the
Commissioner of Agriculture, in his capacity of Curator Bonis, you are at
liberty, if so advised, to apply to the Supreme Court for the release and delivery
of such stock.

The letter, dated 15 August 1900 and addressed to JJ Smit, was returned unclaimed.
Possibly the most economically opportunistic and astute Natal Afrikaner woman
was 74-year-old Annie Charlotte Krogman of Driefontein, Ladysmith. Krogman
was forced to leave her farm when it became the scene of hostilities. The Boer forces
allowed her to proceed to the farm of her son, Andries Krogman, in the Orange Free
State. Krogman maintained that the seizure of her 500 mixed head of cattle, three
spans of oxen, 1 600 sheep, 500 goats, 15 horses and two wagons by the military left
her destitute. Closer inspection by the Natal colonial authorities exposed Krogman’s
claim as not entirely true. The British had only taken 281 head of cattle for which a
receipt was issued, while the Boer forces had commandeered the horses, one wagon
and the greater part of the sheep and goats. Since Krogman owned 16 000 acres, had
97 PAR, 1/DUN 3/1/8: Letter Mrs PC Cronjé to magistrate Dundee, 21 May 1900.
98 JM Wassermann, “Controlling intelligence by means of censorship”, JM Wassermann and BT Kearney (eds.),
A warrior’s gateway ..., p. 345.
99 PAR, PM 18: Request for assistance from the Natal Government in securing cattle removed by members of the
Natal Police, 19.7.1900–15.8.1900. For similar examples of suffering see: OE Prozesky (Private Collection),
Diary of JJA Prozesky: Diary entry, 20 May 1900; 26 May 1900 and 31 May 1900, pp. 194; 207; 214.
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received £250 for mining rights on one of her farms and was awaiting compensation
from the military she could hardly be regarded as destitute. Her daughter, who was
married to John de Waal, agreed fully with the Natal Government’s decision.100 This
did not break the stride of the elderly Mrs Krogman, who now claimed that five of
her oxen were running with the cattle of J van der Westhuizen,101 and that the Boers
had commandeered nine large oxen from her.102 She was also quick to intervene on
behalf of her imprisoned rebel son, Otto, demanding rent from the Africans placed
on his farm Margate, by the military.103
The sudden elevation to unaccustomed positions of economic authority of many
married Afrikaner women also caused strain and a shift in power relations with
African labourers. Ellen Hattingh of Nooitgedacht, Estcourt, whose husband
was detained by the military, complained that she was unable to cope with their
labourers,104 while the wife of Izak Meyer, who had to take over the ploughing and
stock raising, found the task very demanding since the African labourers did very little
in the absence of her husband.105 Payments and the rent collection from Africans also
proved problematic. Mrs Adrian Marais had a dispute with her African labourers.
She wanted to keep all the mealies reaped by them because she thought she was
entitled to it all, while they claimed half.106 Meanwhile, Mrs GP Kemp of Gowrie,
Dundee, had to request that the magistrate act on her earlier complaint to collect
rent money owed to her by certain Africans.107 In turn, Alfred Gasa complained to
the Umsinga magistrate that Mrs H Strydom of Uithoek owed him £4.10. for work
done. To avoid a quasi-criminal procedure, Strydom was advised to pay Gasa if she
agreed with his statement.108 Strydom was later reminded that agreements entered
into with Africans prior to the outbreak of war had to be honoured until further
notice.109
The relations between labourers and Afrikaner women, who, as matriarchs,
were already in control of farming activities from before the war, were generally
different from those described above. The labourers of 73-year-old MMCW Kemp
100 PAR, CSO 1667: Correspondence concerning the compliant of being destitute by AC Krogman, 16 January
1901 to 19 February 1901.
101 PAR, 1/LDS 3/1/1/17: Letter Magistrate TR Bennett, Klip River district, to Sergeant Reynolds, 7 September
1901.
102 PAR, CSO 2888: Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission: Claim by AC Krogman, 5 April 1901.
103 PAR, 1/NEW 3/1/1/9: Correspondence in the matter of the military placing Africans on the farm Margate, 21
August 1902–1September 1902.
104 PAR, PM 24: Correspondence to and from E Hattingh regarding the detention of her husband, 25 September
1901–2 October 1901.
105 PAR, PM 90: Correspondence regarding the removal of Izak Meyer to Ladysmith by the military, 6 November
1901– 22 November 1901.
106 PAR, 1/LDS 3/1/1/16: Letter Magistrate TR Bennett, Klip River district, to commandant, Ladysmith, 26
November 1900.
107 PAR, 1/DUN 3/1/10: Letter Mrs GP Kemp to magistrate Dundee, 16 June 1902.
108 PAR, 1/UMS 38: Letter from acting magistrate Umsinga to Mrs H Strydom, 14 December 1900.
109 PAR, 1/UMS 38: Letter from acting magistrate Umsinga to Mrs H Strydom, 19 March 1901.
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of Kempenveldt, Dundee, remained loyal in their duties.110 In like manner, EEM
Meyer of Boschberg, Dundee, maintained the allegiance of her workers.111
Married Afrikaner women, especially those whose husbands had been convicted of
high treason, also suffered because their claims for war losses were mostly refused.
They were ironically disempowered and oppressed by their marital status. The defining
decision which illustrates this was the claim by Mrs ME Labuschagne of De Waar,
Dundee. Her husband, a convicted rebel, was declared insolvent five months prior
to the war. On 14 November 1900, Labuschagne was ordered to Pietermaritzburg
by the military. She left all her property on the farm except for the horses which had
earlier been taken by the military. Soon after her deportation, all her livestock was
looted by the British Army. Labuschagne’s claim for compensation from the Invasion
Losses Enquiry Commission met with the following response: 112
After full consideration it was decided not to allow damages for property lost
by wives and minor children of convicted rebels. It will in some cases mean
that innocent persons will suffer thr’o [sic] the act of another if compensation
is not allowed it would mean that property really belonging to the convicted
person would also be claimed for by the wife. In the present case it is clear that
the property belongs to the claimant but the commission is of opinion that it
would be a mistake to break the rule even in this case.

In light of the Labuschagne ruling, claims by married women on behalf of their
children were also not honoured. As a result, Annie Elizabeth Vermaak’s claim on
behalf of her son, 13-year-old Andries Cornelius Vermaak (Jnr), for the cattle that he
had received annually since he was a baby113 and a claim by MJ Oosthuysen on behalf
of her two stepsons, both imbeciles, aged 31 and 33 respectively, were dismissed.114
All in all, only four of the 13 claims for compensation by married Natal Afrikaner
women were processed. Of these, two were from areas outside the war zone.115
In stark contrast were the experiences of Natal Afrikaner widows for whom the
lack of a husband proved to be economically beneficial. Economically empowered
before the war, these women were generally much more assertive and successful in
dealing with the Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission, a fund set up to compensate
Natalians who suffered during the war. A case in point was MMCW Kemp who for
many years had managed the farming activities because her husband was bedridden.
This continued after he passed away in 1901. Since she held the economic power,
110 PAR, CSO 2888: Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission: Claim by MMCW Kemp, 6 December 1901.
111 PAR, CSO 2894: Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission: Claim by EEM Meyer, 5 April 1901.
112 PAR, CSO 2888: Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission: Claim by ME Labuschagne, 25 October 1901.
113 PAR, CSO 2910: Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission: Claim by AE Vermaak on behalf of AC Vermaak Jnr,
9 October 1900.
114 PAR, CSO 2897: Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission claim by MT Oosthuysen on behalf of MJ and TJ
Oosthuysen, 26 November 1902.
115 PAR, CSO 2864-2914: Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission claims.
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she was paid £3 735.13.1. in compensation for losses incurred at the hands of the
British forces. This happened despite the fact that four of her sons were convicted of
treason.116 An equally economically powerful woman was EEM Meyer who managed
the farming activities on her farms Boschberg, Dundee, and one near Newcastle.
Her livestock was continually raided by the military and their African supporters.
Some of the animals were slaughtered at Elandslaagte while others were taken to
the derelict stock yards in Ladysmith and the military stock yards at Pepworth and
Reid’s farm. A determined Meyer, assisted by her labourers, managed to track some
of her livestock down and convinced the military to hand them back to her. Meyer
was eventually paid £2 447.15.11. for losses incurred.117 The largest amount paid
in compensation to a Natal Afrikaner woman was the £5 076.17.9. paid to MJ
Zietsman of Snelster, Estcourt, who not only lost all her livestock but also had her
house completely ruined.118
Widowed Afrikaner women of lesser economic means also petitioned successfully
for compensation. Anna Katrina Slabbert of Dundee, who did sewing and washing
and fled Dundee on 16 October 1899 to escape the advancing Boers, received
£111.26.9,119 while Susanah Pelster of Bergvliet who farmed with mealies, goats and
pumpkins was also fully compensated.120
Only 11 out of 39 claims from widows and unmarried Natal Afrikaner women
were not honoured. Of those, seven were disallowed because they had followed
the Boers into the republics,121 while the claim of Mrs JM Pieters of Paddafontein,
Dundee, was disallowed because she had attended “nachtmaal” at the headquarters
of the Natal Commando at Helpmekaar,122and that of Mrs ME de Waal of Carolina,
Dundee, because she had sold oxen to the Irish Brigade.123

Correspondence with men in authority
One of the few measures available to Natal Afrikaner women to voice their
opinions, raise issues and confront the Natal colonial and British military authorities
was by means of letter writing. These letters invariably followed the trials and
tribulations of their husbands, sons, fathers, and other male relatives and friends. In
the correspondence, the women often tried to convince the Natal authorities of the
innocence of their husbands or sons, asked for their release or transfer to a prison
116 PAR, CSO 2888: Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission: Claim by MMCW Kemp, 6 December 1901.
117 PAR, CSO 2894: Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission: Claim by EEM Meyer, 5 April 1901.
118 PAR, CSO 2914: Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission: Claim by MJ Zietsman, 29 May 1901.
119 PAR, CSO 2905: Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission: Claim by AK Slabbert, 6 December 1900.
120 PAR, CSO 2898: Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission: Claim by JS Pelster, 13 January 1903.
121 See for example: PAR, CSO 2899: Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission: Claim by HM Potgieter, 16. April
1901; PAR, CSO 2903: Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission: Claim by JS Schalkwyk, 16 December 1901;
PAR, CSO 2097: Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission: Claim by JMM Coke-Smyth, 11 April 1901.
122 PAR, CSO 2899: Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission: Claim by JM Pieters, 18 February 1901.
123 PAR, CSO 2874: Invasion Losses Enquiry Commission: Claim by ME de Waal, 27 February 1902.
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closer to home to prevent economic decline and ruin,124 and made other requests
to make their lives easier.125 Such correspondence, mostly subservient in nature,
invariably followed the bureaucratic process but under martial law very few of the
requests met with success. Despite this, Natal Afrikaner women persisted with their
correspondence simply because that was their only hope of finding favour with the
patriarchal government system.
A case in point is the correspondence with the authorities as soon as the British
Army started to detain suspected rebels after driving the republican commandos
from Natal. Mrs M Scheepers of Wagon Drift, Estcourt, requested the assistance of
Under-Secretary Bird in securing the release of her husband and his brother after
their arrest and imprisonment in Pietermaritzburg by the military authorities in
November 1899. In the absence of the Scheepers men, the family had their horses
commandeered and lost some cattle and sheep. Subtle pressure was, however, placed
on the military to speed up the process. This does seem to have paid dividends
because the Scheepers brothers were not charged and were released on 5 February
1900.126
A similar complaint was lodged by Johanna Meyer of Eversholt, Estcourt, in letters
to the colonial secretary, Charles Smythe. She complained that her husband and
son had been wrongfully arrested seven months earlier and they were still awaiting
trial. All their cattle as well as their wagon and furniture were taken by the military.
As a result, she and her four daughters were left destitute and had to rely on the
charity of fellow Afrikaners. The plight of Meyer failed to generate much sympathy
in government circles. Instead, Prime Minster Hime merely pointed out that the
Meyers had only been in prison for two months and not seven as claimed. He also
questioned their innocence since they were being held for looting and carrying arms
and he ordered that the matter be referred to the military. To make matters worse
for Meyer, she was informed by the authorities that the military had no record of
receiving livestock or furniture from her farm.127 No proof could be found that Izak
Johannes Meyer was ever convicted of treason vindicating Johanna Meyer’s claim
that her husband was unfairly arrested.
Not only ordinary Natal Afrikaners women like Scheepers and Meyer requested the
release of their husbands and complained about their economic plight, but also the
124 PAR, PM 24: Correspondence to and from E Hattingh regarding the detention of her husband, 25 September
1901–2 October 1901; PM 90: Letter from BA Bester to HD Winter, 22 November 1901; PM 90:
Correspondence regarding the removal of Izak Meyer to Ladysmith by the military, 6 November 1901–22
November1901.
125 PAR, CSO 1663: Correspondence regarding permission for Hendrik Buys to travel to and from Ladysmith to
the farm Rietkuil, 28 November 1900–10 December 1900.
126 PAR, CSO 1638: Correspondence regarding the detention of NB and B Scheepers by the military, 17 January
1900–19 February 1900.
127 PAR, CSO 1654: Correspondence between Johanna Meyer and the colonial authorities, 12 July 1900–4 August
1900.
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wives of more prominent Natal Afrikaners such as ME Labuschagne, the wife of one
of the most prominent Natal Afrikaner politicians of the time, CJ Labuschagne who
was a member of the legislative assembly. Mrs Labuschagne complained that after
her husband was removed as a suspected rebel, all their horses, livestock, and food
were taken by the military. Their position subsequently became so dire that she had
to borrow some oxen from a neighbour to transport herself and her two daughters
to their family at Chieveley. She claimed that she was promised that her husband
would be able to return to his farm after his parole in Durban when the Boers were
driven past Colenso. As this had happened in early March 1900, she requested that
Prime Minister Albert Hime exercise his authority and have her husband released.
Labuschagne’s letter posed a predicament for the colonial authorities since there was
no military objection to her husband’s return but merely a civil question: Was he a
rebel or not? As a result, Prime Minister Hime, in a secret despatch to the general
officer lines of communication, requested that Labuschagne and another Natal
Afrikaner politician, WJ Pretorius, be kept in Durban for a further three weeks to
allow the attorney-general to finalise evidence against them. The military granted
this request.128 As in the case of IJ Meyer, Labuschagne was never charged.
Convicted wives and families of rebels also corresponded regularly and requested
the transfer of fathers, brothers, sons, or husbands to prisons closer to their places
of residence. Anna Susanna Hogg, originally from Dundee, but residing with her
daughter, Mrs TJ Maré,129 on the farm Welgevonden near Greytown, applied to
have her husband Piet (Peter) Hogg, 73 years of age, with failing eyesight and
suffering from debility, transferred from the Eshowe to the Pietermaritzburg
Prison. Mrs Hogg had not seen her husband since his imprisonment ten
months earlier as she did not have the means to visit him and undertook “not
to trouble the gaol officials with frequent visits to my husband” should he be
transferred to Pietermaritzburg. Surprisingly her request found favour with the
authorities on condition that either Piet Hogg or his wife paid the rail and post
car fare for him and his escort for the transfer to the Pietermaritzburg Prison.130
The success of Anna Susanna Hogg’s dealings with the colonial authorities convinced
others such as Annie Vermaak, wife of PR Vermaak of Vermaaks Kraal, Helpmekaar,
then residing in Prince Street, Pietermaritzburg, to write a similar letter to Hime.
128 PAR, PM 87: Correspondence relative to the removal of CJ Labuschagne to Durban by the military authorities,
8 March1900–27 April 1900.
129 Sarie Maré [Marais?], immortalised in the Afrikaans song “My Sarie Marais”, based on the American ditty “My
Sweet Ellie Rhee”, is, according to one theory, one of the most renowned Natal Afrikaner women. The song
was apparently composed to honour Ds Paul Nel, her son, who always told stories about his mother. According
to Jac Uys she came from Greytown, Natal, and was married to Louis Jacobus Nel. Her grave can be visited
on the farm Welgegund on the D479 road 14 km outside Greytown. See Natal Witness, 8 March 1993. For a
comprehensive analysis of the various theories surrounding the song see: AC van Vollenhoven, “Die kenmerke
en herkoms van die volkslied, Sarie Marais”, South African Journal for Cultural History, 14(1), 2000, pp. 92-110.
130 PAR, CSO 1683: Correspondence regarding the removal of Peter (Piet) Hogg from the Eshowe to the
Pietermaritzburg Prison, 8 August 1901–25 September 1901.
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The policy statement issued in response was simple: The principle of allowing rebel
prisoners the privilege of moving from one prison to another was wrong. Thus, the
rebel prisoners and Annie Vermaak were informed that such requests would not be
considered in future.131 However, this decision did not prevent other Natal Afrikaner
women from applying, without success, to have their husbands transferred.132 The
tough attitude adopted by the prison authorities ended the war-time requests for the
transfer of rebel prisoners.

Conclusion
Natal Afrikaner women were not archetypical volksmoeders, as embodied by AP
van Rensburg,133 because they did not share the tradition of militarised citizenship,
as embodied by the Boer Republics, in which women were “mirrors to male war”.134
In spite of this, they, like the Boer women in the two republics, suffered much
during the war and many-a-time saw how the most important cog of Afrikaner life,
the domestic domain of the farm household, was destroyed.135 As British subjects,
however, they suffered because they were of the same ethnic origin as the invading
Boer forces.
The reaction to this was two-fold. First, it bred a resentment towards what the
British and Natal colonial authorities stood for as can be gathered from the following
incident. Mrs Walton who had just returned from Britain wrote to Mary Schoon
and her sister-in-law, Nellie Schoon, inviting them to become members of the Guild
for Loyal Women. Nellie Schoon’s reply was stinging. She proclaimed that although
she knew little of the Guild for Loyal Women she remembered the time when the
organisation was simultaneously involved in the applause for the looter and thief
Leander Starr Jameson, of Jameson Raid fame, in 1895 at the Ladysmith Station
and the booing of the representative of the Crown, the governor. If this was the
loyalty the Guild stood for, she did not think highly of it. Nellie Schoon furthermore
pointed out they had received the invitation to join with surprise, since they had
been branded and treated as rebels since the inception of the war despite the fact that
they had done nothing to deserve such treatment. In the process, the hypocrisy of
the English, in her view, was exposed “and we will despise them for that for the rest
of our lives”.136
131 PAR, PM 23: Correspondence regarding the transfer of PR Vermaak from Eshowe to the Pietermaritzburg
Prison, 4 September 1901–14 September 1901
132 PAR, PM 25: Correspondence regarding the removal of GE von Benecke and GE Jordaan from the Eshowe
to the Estcourt Prison, 20 December 1901–6 January 1902. A similar request by the 76-year-old Mrs AC
Krogman for the transfer of her son OW Krogman was also refused.
133 J Elshtain, Women and war (New York, Basic Books 1987), p. 58.
134 AP van Rensburg, Moeders van ons volk (Johannesburg, Afrikaanse Pers-Boekhandel, 1966), p. 26.
135 B Nasson, The South African War, 1899-1902 (London, Arnold, 1999), pp. 62-63.
136 PAR, HF Schoon collection A 72: Diary entry, 12 February 1901, pp. 577-578, containing a copy of the letter
of Nellie Schoon.
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Secondly the persecution of Natal Afrikaners galvanised them into the broader
nationalist Afrikaner fold. This is best described by Maggie Bester, sister of Mary
Schoon:137
How do these people feel who have brought this upon us? Have they any
shame? We are staying with relatives and kind Dutch friends, until we have a
home to go to. To-day I am proud to be called a dutch girl [sic], and hope no
more will take me for an English girl as most of the military did in Harrismith,
most of them said: But [sic’ you’re not Dutch? Most certainly I am, and proud
of it.

137 PAR, HF Schoon collection A 72: “My experiences during the Anglo-Boer War” by Maggie Bester, 26 September
1900.
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Abstract
The involvement of Cape businessmen in the ice or frozen water trade,
and their contribution to its globalisation during the nineteenth century, is
a neglected aspect of South Africa’s water history. During the period 1840
up to the outbreak of the Anglo-Boer (South African) War, Cape Townbased expatriate American and British citizen-businessmen launched at
least three attempts to establish a profitable local trade in ice-making and
its associated technology. Constrained by high input and operational costs,
limited government support, a small consumer market and high prices, these
individual initiatives had a short lifespan. This notwithstanding, it created both
an awareness and a growing market of the product’s utility and its technology
in colonial households, hospitality businesses, retailers, pharmacies and Cape
farmers. This article not only foregrounds these significant events, but also
assists in its mainstreaming within the international history of both water and
the ice trade.
Keywords: Cape Colony; South Africa; Water; Ice; Refrigeration; Food,
Lifestyle.

Introduction
The need for refrigeration of perishable goods and comfort cooling in the midst
of extreme climatic conditions is literally as old as the human race. Before the
development of refrigeration technology in the nineteenth century, the only means
of refrigeration and “comfort cooling”, was the use of blocks of natural ice, snow
or cold water.2 The commodification of natural ice and its trading on a global scale
during the course of the century, according to Nigel Isaacs, played an “unrecognised
but surprisingly important role” in creating the modern world for it “started the
demand that led to today’s omnipresent refrigerators and freezers, ready availability of

1
2
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B Nagengast, “A history of comfort cooling using ice”, ASHRAE Journal, 1999, p. 49.
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cool drinks and ice creams, and dramatic improvement in food hygiene.”3 In short, it
turned a large part of the world into a “refrigeration nation” and “revolutionised the
global food market”.4 The development of the frozen water (or ice) trade, including
the globalisation of its associated technology during the nineteenth century, was
closely connected with changes in lifestyle, especially as far as food and drink was
concerned. South Africa generally, but the Cape Colony (being part of the British
Empire), was directly affected. The progression from ‘comfort cooling’ using natural
ice, to industrial-style refrigeration utilising the artificial product, was steered by
both individual entrepreneurs and colonial businesses who had to overcome multiple
challenges in their search for profitability.
South African water history research, noted Johann Tempelhoff in 2005, is
relatively underdeveloped, and part of “less than conventional research direction”
in search of a universal template.5 Almost a decade after this observation, he notes
that not only were major strides made with regard to the advancement of inter- and
transdisiciplinary water studies with a transnational reach, but that the discipline
is backed by “a veritable cornfield of source material waiting for the historian to
harvest”.6 In addition, the concept of panarchy that emerged from this process
of intellectual contestation, offered the historian new methodological tools for
an improved and more accurate consideration of “the dynamics of fast, slow and
cross-scale interactions as well as the interdependency of social ecological systems”.7
Against this background, this article, using a combination of official state archives,
contemporary newspapers and relevant secondary literature, reconstructs the history
and development of the Cape Colony’s frozen water (ice) trade in the mid- to late
nineteenth century.
This narrative is divided broadly into three sections. The first deals with the issue
of changing lifestyles in nineteenth-century Great Britain under the influence of
the Industrial Revolution. Issues under discussion include urbanisation, new social
classes and changing lifestyles, especially the search for “comfort cooling”. The next
section investigates the various initiatives launched by Cape businesses to become
and remain active participants in what promised to be a profitable undertaking.
Throughout, the trade’s intersection with colonial politics is foregrounded. Section
three, provides a brief investigation of the intersection of the ice, refrigeration and
3
4

5
6
7

N Isaacs, “Sydney’s first ice”, Sydney Journal, 3(2), 2011, p. 26.
J Rees, Refrigeration nation: A history of ice, appliances, and enterprise in America (Baltimore, Johns Hopkins
University Press, 2013), p. 7; P Schönach, ‘“From now on we all demand: Give us pure ice!’ Natural and
artificial ice in the service of food hygiene in nineteenth and twentieth-century Helsinki, Finland”, Environment
and History, 26(4), 2020, pp. 521-548; 521.
JWN Tempelhoff, “‘n Historiografiese verkenning van watergeskiedenis.” Koers: Bulletin for Christian
Scholarship, 70(3), 2005, pp. 477; 480.
JWN Tempelhoff, “Water history and transdisciplinarity: A South African perspective”, The Journal for
Transdisciplinary Research in Southern Africa, 7(2), 2011, p. 318.
JWN Tempelhoff, “Exploring panarchy and social-ecological resilience: Towards understanding water history in
precolonial southern Africa”, Historia, 61(1), 2016, p. 97.
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cold storage industry and Cape agriculture, and pays particular attention to the early
struggle to establish freight services as an integral part of and for the benefit of both
local farming and the Cape colonial railway system.

Nineteenth-century Britain, changing lifestyle and new comforts
By the early nineteenth century, Great Britain, under the influence of the
Industrial Revolution and benefiting from new inventions such as the steam engine,
succeeded in establishing an efficient factory system and productive farming. The
former capacity allowed the country to turn imported raw materials into highlyvalued manufactured goods. This assisted in establishing a prosperous nation “full
of expertly-produced goods”.8 These advances, however, came at a price. Some of
the social consequences that followed, included a depopulation of the countryside,
significant urbanisation, and changes in lifestyle – all of which left an indelible mark
on both Britain and her colonies.
The establishment of factories resulted in the rapid movement of large numbers
of former rural dwellers to the larger towns and cities in search of work and new
opportunities. This left the British countryside significantly depopulated. The
growing urban population in turn, created the need for new forms of food production,
processing and storage.9 The new urban worker, trapped in fulltime employment
and detached from subsistence farming, was now fully dependent on cash-earnings
for the procurement of basic accommodation, food and manufactured goods. This
purchasing power boosted the growth of businesses such as grocers, confectionaries,
pubs, inns, restaurants and pharmacies. Beyond the essential providers of meat,
dairy products, fish, poultry, fruit and vegetables, a new generation of shops offered
“new ideas [and commodities] about making life more interesting and comfortable”
and in the process the concept of need emerged.10 These changes were particularly
conspicuous amongst members of the middle-classes.
The factory, hotel and business owners, and the new class of professional managers
and overseers which followed, developed as a result of industrialisation. Now there
were higher investment earnings, wages and disposable income and the new class of
shoppers “helped to fuel demand”.11 With their basic needs satisfied, they developed
an interest in indulging in the new and “flourishing leisure-time activities” (including
visiting parks and restaurants), in addition to acquiring a taste for “cool drinks and
iced delicacies”.12 This was added to the already well-developed taste for sugared tea,
8

SL Steinbach, Understanding the Victorians: Politics, culture and society in nineteenth-century Britain (London,
Routledge, 2016), pp. 84; 73.
9 BB Blain, “Melting markets: The rise and decline of the Anglo-Norwegian ice trade, 1850-1920”, Working
Paper, London School of Economics, 2006, pp.14-15.
10 K Graham, Gone to the shops: Shopping in Victorian England (Westport, Conn, Praeger, 2008), pp. 88-89.
11 K Graham, Gone to the shops:…, p. 2.
12 P Schönach, “Give us pure ice! …”, Environment and History, 26(4), 2020, p. 523.
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puddings and the old favourite – Italian ice-cream. These delicacies expanded the
developing role of food as a “medium of sociability”.13 This was, at the same time,
a direct result of the new middle-class’s growing interest “in food because of the
social rituals that surrounded it”, and the hosting of dinners “not simply a matter of
impressing one’s neighbours with the skill of the cook – who was often hired only
for the occasion – but of showing off the sophistication of one’s kitchen and diningroom and one’s knowledge of correct form”.14 Similarly, regular/daily meat, access to
varieties of bread, the practice of hosting afternoon teas, and enjoying a regular glass
of wine “with every part of a good dinner, including dessert” became the hallmarks
of the wealthier and more prosperous social classes.15

With dining a showcase, richly-decorated and heavy tableware, such as silverplated iced-water pitchers, were added with the aim of emphasising “ritual
and elaboration in dining” and adding “splendor to the middle-class dining
table”.16 Fruit, one of the more expensive products in Victorian England, for
example:17
… merited a special appearance on the table in a special serving dish called
an epergne: this centerpiece, often silver-plate and crystal, had a ´bowl of fruit
at the center and delicate arms ending in smaller crystal bowls, and literally
presented the fruit to diners.

Over the course of the century, these practices became a dominant feature of a
changing Great Britain and saw its citizens acquiring a “well-developed taste for
comfort”.18 Against this background, ice or frozen water not only became an object
of desire, but also one “that whets the appetite, inviting you to eat more”.19

Ice and the British Empire
Although Britain had a long-established tradition and acquaintance with the use of
natural ice (for both the preservation of perishable foods and in leisure drinking), its
availability to all classes of society was limited. Initially collected locally and stored in
specifically-designed ice houses, awareness about the availability of a superior quality
overseas product resulted in the importation of large volumes of ice in block format
13 BB Blain,”Melting markets…”, Working Paper, London School of Economics, 2006, pp. 14-15; M Calaresu,
“Making and eating ice cream in Naples: Rethinking consumption and sociability in the eighteenth century”, Past
& Present, 220(1), 2013, p. 38.
14 M Paterson, A brief history of life in Victorian Britain (London, Robinson, 2008), p 58.
15 K Graham, Gone to the shops…, p. 73.
16 CL Venable, “The silverplated ice water pitcher: An image of changing America, 1850-1900”, Material Culture,
19(1), 1987, pp. 41-42.
17 K Graham, Gone to the shops…, p. 65.
18 A Kerr-Jarrett, Life in the Victorian Age (London, Readers Digest, 1993) p. 50.
19 M Montanari, Food is culture (New York, Columbia University Press, 2006), p. 73.
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from Norway and the United States.20 However, high import costs, and the absence
of modern conveniences such as refrigerators for the preservation of the product,
restricted its regular use to the households of the well-to-do as well as commercial
establishments. It did, however, make a limited appearance as part of Victorian street
food.21 By and large, ice, as a food product, was “a social differentiator – [a] signifier
of class, a measure of rank” as well as a means to “solidify group membership and to
set groups apart”.22
The collection and storage of ice for domestic use, was a common practice in certain
parts of the United States of America. The collected product was then stored in
specially-constructed root cellars or ice pits.23 These, however, were far from perfect
and did not prevent food spoilage. In 1803, the first patent for an ice chest was
registered. This introduced a compact portable container for the storage of a small
volume of ice. Despite its flaws, it achieved a measure of support from the Americans
interested in ice for domestic use.
American businessman, Frederic Tudor, based in Boston was the first entrepreneur
to export natural ice collected from local lakes and ponds. Beyond developing an
overseas market for natural ice, from 1805 onwards, Tudor pursued the building of
a domestic market aggressively by offering the barkeeper of a popular establishment,
free ice for a year “on condition that he sold his liquors cold without an increase in
price”.24 Within the scope of eight years, he established storage facilities and selling
points in Calcutta (1835), Madras (1841) and Bombay (1843), as well as offloading
facilities in Cuban ports (1844), Portugal, and the West Indies. The first imported
ice, ordered and marketed by a Sydney confectionary, reached Australia in January
1839. The second load which was accompanied by 12 boxes of refrigerators, arrived
a year later. From Sydney, it was distributed by steamboat to other areas interested
in the product.25 By 1865, Tudor’s company also traded in Singapore, Manila,
and Mauritius. The Cape Colony, arguably, due to distance, was not part of these
developments.
The primary clients serviced by Tudor’s network, were members of the colonial
mercantile elite and the upper-classes residing in the different geographic localities
that constituted the British Empire.26 Throughout, there was a growing desire, that
the product’s availability would not only “render ice creams a common and constant
20 BB Blain,”Melting markets…”, Working Paper, London School of Economics, 2006, pp. 14-15.
21 K Graham, Gone to the shops…, p. 63.
22 Fernández-Armesto, Food: A history (London, Pan Books, 2002), p. 117; SW Mintz and CM du Bois, “The
anthropology of food and eating”, Annual Review of Anthropology, 31(1), 2002, p. 109.
23 J Rees, Refrigeration nation …, p. 123.
24 JM Carlin, Cocktails: A global history (London, Reaktion Books, 2013), p. 37.
25 N Isaacs, “Sydney’s first ice” Sydney Journal, 3(2), 2011, p. 26.
26 MW Herold, “Ice in the tropics: The export of ‘crystal blocks of Yankee coldness’ to India and Brazil”, Revista
Espaco Academico, 142, 2012, p. 166.
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luxury of the table”, but would be cheap and a more effective substitute for “Saltpetre,
for cooling liqueurs”, and most importantly, that more people would be experiencing
the “same delightful sensation from refreshing radiation”.27 Consequently, the market
grew for new ice technology such as ice picks, ice thongs, ice shavers, breakers, axes,
scoops and mallets.28 These items were further sold, among others, to London hotels
and taverns that used both the tools and the imported ice in the production of exotic
drinks such as “Mint-juleps”, “Sherry-cobblers” and other “American beverages of
celebrity”.29 With high prices and irregular supply, the client-base remained the
urban middle-classes which often resulted in losses as a result of excess and unsold
volumes.
Against this background, elements in the Cape Colony started to investigate the
extension of the ice trade to the southern tip of Africa.

Pioneering a Cape ice tradition – the Holmes Initiative, 1849-1952
During the nineteenth century, the Cape Colony experienced a “higher frequency of
drought and lower precipitation” and its residents had to endure long periods of dry
and warm conditions.30 According to George Nicholson, an Englishman who visited
the colony in 1848, the only consolation was that “although the sun is intensely
powerful, a man at the Cape can undergo exposure to it not only without danger,
but with less feeling of lassitude and weariness than he experiences in England under
the sickly warmth of its weak summer sun.”31 Similarly, Joseph C. Byrne, noted that
“the heat is at times extreme, but never of a humid character”.32 However, it still
lacked the cooler climates and winter ice (except for frost in some areas) of both
Europe and North America. Under these conditions there was always the need for
“frosting beverages, soothing fevered brows, and [the need for] preserving perishable
foods”.33 The latter, and specifically the need to prevent ‘flesh’ or fish from putrefying
as a result of the long, hot South African summers, was a long-felt one that dated
back to the mid-seventeen century and the early European settlement in South
Africa. Colonial businesses, particularly those involved in overseas meat exports,
had a need for refrigeration and “effective cold storage, both on shore at either end
of the voyage and on board [a] ship while travelling”. One of the first attempts to
27 G Weightman, 2001, The frozen water trade (London, Harper Collins, 2001), pp. 101-104.
28 D Wondrich, Imbibe! From absinthe cocktail to whiskey smash, a salute in stories and drinks to “professor” Jerry
Thomas, pioneer of the American bar (New York City, Tarcher-Perigee, 2015), p. 47.
29 JM Carlin, Cocktails: A global history …, p. 39.
30 C Ballard, “Drought and economic distress: South Africa in the 1800s”, The Journal of Interdisciplinary History,
17(2), 1986, p. 361.
31 G Nicholson, The Cape and its colonists: With hints to settlers in 1848 (London, H Colburn, 1848), p. 23.
32 JC Byrne, Emigrant’s guide to the Cape of Good Hope... With a map of the colony (London, Effingham Wilson,
1848), p. 6.
33 DG Dickason, “The nineteenth-century Indo-American ice trade: An hyperborean epic”, Modern Asian Studies,
25(1), 1991, p. 53.
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design a technological means of cooling the air down albeit for domestic use, were
the experiments conducted by Charles Piazzi Smyth, an assistant astronomer at the
Royal Observatory in Cape Town. In the 1840s he produced ‘a small and effective
air-cooling apparatus which some claimed was one of the “first air-conditioners in
the world”.34
By the 1840s, the Cape Colony with its Mediterranean climate, still had no
businesses engaged in the import and sale of natural ice (or frozen water as it was
often referred to) or ice-related appliances and household utensils (technology) such
as ice refrigerators, ice decanters, ice butter pots, ice plates and ice boxes, all of which
had entered the European and American markets during the preceding period.
Items of this nature, however, were used in some Cape households as evidenced by
a listing of a patent ice pail (and some freezing powder) in an auction catalogue of
the household content of HC Barwell of Woodstock, on 12 August 1847, prior to
his departure from the Colony.35 A year later, in August 1848, the Eastern Cape
newspaper, the Grahamstown Journal, advertised the local availability of samples
of appliances and a prospectus for items such as patent refrigerators, ice safes, an
apparatus for making ice cream, metal ice-boxes, an ice-making apparatus, butter
coolers, etc. from the London-based business of Lings & Keith Ice Machines &
Patentees. Imported by local businessman, TP Hill, the advertiser claimed that these
items were not only “admirably adapted for the Cape climate, during the summer
months”, but “indispensable for the mansion”, “every family residence”, club, hotel,
and confectionery.36 To ensure optimum exposure throughout the colony, this
advertisement was repeated in consecutive editions of the newspaper. This attempt
to establish a new market for ice technology on the African content, attracted the
attention of Cape Town-based entrepreneur and former New Yorker, Gideon Skull
Holmes, owner of the GS Holmes & Company, an enterprise with interests in
merchandising and shipping as well as being an established commission agent. This
was probably motivated by the prevailing price of ice and the profitable trade thereof
in overseas centre such as Havana where it traded at 6½ cents per pound a year
earlier.37
Due to his acquaintance with the American ice trade and its associated benefits, and
with natural ice selling at attractive prices, Holmes identified the importation and sale
of natural ice from the United States, a frequent destination for his ships, as a viable
option.38 With a sizeable property portfolio, including land eastwards of the Castle of
Good Hope, the Zonnebloem Estate in Sir Lowry Road, and portions of land in New
34 PB Simons, Ice cold in Africa: The history of the Imperial Cold Storage & Supply Company Limited (Vlaeberg,
Fernwood Press 2000), pp. 20-23.
35 “Publieke verkooping van Fraaije Meubelen”, De Zuid-Afrikaan, 12 August 1847, p. 1.
36 TP Hill, “Ice! Ice! Ice!”, Grahamstown Journal, 5 August 1848, p. 1.
37 MW Herold, “Ice in the tropics...”, Revista Espaco Academico, 142, 2012, p. 166.
38 KAB, MOOC 6/9/175:429, Death Notice, Gideon Skull Holmes, 26 July 1880.
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Market and Rutgers Street which accommodated a variety of businesses (a soap factory,
general merchant stores, wool and skin stores and offices), Holmes was regarded
as part of Cape Town’s influential business elite.39 Like his local peers and overseas
contemporaries,40 which Firth’s in a different context designated as men of influence
and perseverance,41 Holmes was a profit-driven businessmen adept at using existing
business networks to promote interdependence, cultural convergence, transnational
diffusion of new entrepreneurial knowledge (economic ideas, technologies and
commercial practices) and the establishment of mutually-beneficial partnerships, to
their long-term benefit.42 Possessing strong business links with his homeland due to
his specialised products importation business, Holmes was, therefore well-positioned
to capitalise on the increasing availability of ice-related equipment and appliances for
both retail and domestic use, produced by American companies.
Capitalising on his noteworthy public profile, and a strong business-presence within
the colonial economy, in January 1848 Holmes directed a petition to the colonial
government via the office of Colonial Secretary Montague, requesting permission to
import natural ice from the United States of America where it was harvested from the
lakes and ponds.43 He was at pains to present his proposal of pioneering the trade as
being in the public interest. He suggested “that every encouragement should be given
to this undertaking”,44 but his appeal, beyond attracting a certain measure of interest
in government circles, failed to illicit the desired permission. From the available
information, the reason for withholding approval of the initiative is unclear. It is
possible that the high price of the product and its affordability only to the moneyedclasses, probably played a role. Not only was the presence of ice-trading common
throughout the British Empire by this time, but the product had also penetrated
the British market as early as 1822 with imports from Norway. By the 1840s, and
the addition of American imports, the product also won endorsement from Queen
Victoria.45 Thus when Holmes, resubmitted the same appeal during the latter part
of the year, aided by the growing knowledge of the social and economic benefits
of ice within the echelons of power and influence, his application was favourably
considered and the necessary permission was granted.
39 KAB MOOC 13/1/392: 24, Distribution Account: Estate of G.S. Holmes – Mortgage Bond, 3 September
1873.
40 These included businessmen such as John Owen Smith, Elias De Pass, and Benjamin Norden (all Cape Town),
and their foreign counterparts such as W Grace (USA) and JT Arundel (of New Zealand) who were also active
in the shipping of the maritime trade.
41 S Firth, “The Pacific Islands and the globalization agenda”, The Contemporary Pacific, 12(1), 2000, pp. 178192.
42 A Thompson, “The power and privileges of association: Co-ethnic networks and the economic life of the British
imperial world”, The South African Historical Journal, 56, 2006, p. 46.
43 Western Cape Archives and Record Service (hereafter KAB), Colonial Office (CO) 4046, Memorials vol. 3,
G–J, GS Holmes to John Montagu, Secretary to Government, 30 January 1848.
44 KAB, CO 4046/89, Memorial, GS Holmes to John Montagu, Secretary to Government, 11 January 1849.
45 J Rees, Refrigeration nation …, p. 26.
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Having accepted Holmes’ designation of the industry as strategic, the colonial
government finalised the paperwork in correspondence signed by Colonial Secretary
Montagu. It granted permission for the importation of 280 tons of ice, the landing of
materials for the erection of an “ice house” and land for the erection of the same. In
February 1849, mere months after the scheme received government permission, the
Australian newspaper, the People’s Advocate and New South Wales Vindicator, reported
on “the first investment, received at the Cape, of cool comfort, for which a few
melting days will doubtless procure a warm demand.”46 The arrival of the vessel Kate
Hastings with his valuable cargo from Boston were mentioned in the Natal Witness as
a “most seasonable notion’”, causing a “distracting excitement”. 47 This historic event,
noted Donald McIntyre, would sooth “the fevered brows of invalids and [would
soon be] tinkling in goblets of White Constantia”.48 In addition to blocks of ice, the
newly-arrived cargo also included additional products such as jars of iced butter.49
Despite its obvious profit-potential, the business of importing ice presented its own
challenges, especially with regard to issues on the possible location of the ice-house,
import duties, wharfages and storage facilities. One of the first matters that Holmes
had to deal with, was the issue of import duties and wharfages. In the course of
his early interaction with the colonial administration, and their acceptance of his
contention of the strategic nature of the trade, he was under the impression that
the landing of ice imports would be duty-free – which was the standard practice in
India, from about 1833, the product being exempt from harbour duties.50 One of
the main reasons for the exemption was the need to facilitate the speedy unloading
of the shipment during the cooler evening to prevent it from melting. Behind all of
this, was the need to secure the shipment and concomitantly the trade’s continued
profitability. The situation in the Cape Colony, however, proved tricky. Contrary to
Holmes’s expectation, he was charged the amount of £51.13s. 6d for wharfages and
customs duties.51
This situation was prompted by the fact that the administration, led by Governor
Maitland inherited a significant debt and, with no expectation of extra funding
from the metropolis, he was hard-pressed to find new sources of income to fund the
colonial state’s operations.52 The Cape Colony was still an evolving fiscal state and
far from “fiscal modernity” and in terms of the basic principles of such a state, he
chose to centralise and multiply government revenue from all available sources at all
46 “Cape of Good Hope”, People’s Advocate and New South Wales Vindicator (Sydney), 24 February 1849, p. 2.
47 “From the Cape Town Mail’s mail bag”, Natal Witness, 2 March 1849, p. 4; “The ice trade”, South Australian
Register (Adelaide), 31 January 1851, p. 4.
48 D McIntyre, The Diocesan College: A century of ‘Bishops’ (Cape Town and Johannesburg, Juta, 1950), p. 9.
49 GS Holmes, “Iced bitter and apples”, De Zuid-Afrikaan, 1 February 1849, p. 3.
50 G Weightman, The frozen water trade…p. 101.
51 CO 4046: Memorials vol. 3, G–J, GS Holmes to John Montagu, Secretary to Government, 30 January 1848.
52 RW Murray, South African reminiscences: A series of sketches of prominent public events which have occurred in
South Africa within the memory of the author during the forty years since 1854 …, (Cape Town, Juta, 1894), p. 99.
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cost.53 The revenue generated by import duties on ice, like the income derived from
the import and export of guano during this same time, offered the administration
a “fortunate addition” to the colonial coffers.54 The colonial state, therefore had a
direct financial stake in the maintenance of the status quo, much to the detriment of
entrepreneurs such as Holmes. Despite regular appeals to the governor for exemption,
he had no success during the early stages of his new enterprise.
In addition to coping with the matter of custom duties, Holmes also had to establish
the required infrastructure for the new trade. In line with the established practice in
the USA and elsewhere, an ice house was needed for the storage of the imported
product. Ideally, it was supposed to be housed within a harbour area protected by
a breakwater. With Table Bay lacking a breakwater wall, the ice house had to be
established on the open coastline in Rogge Bay. This location was far from ideal and
exposed the facility to what was called the “effects of the sea” which impacted severely
on the general conduct of the business.55 Access to more land for expansion and
by implication also for a better location of the facility, became a necessity. Holmes
applied for a larger portion of land closer to the beach and with due consideration to
the practicalities of the application, also included a request to re-purpose the old Port
Offices.56 This application was followed by further correspondence asking for the
repayment of the original custom charges and exemption from harbour dues. These
requests, however, remained unresolved for a substantial period of time.
During the intervening period, a notice was placed in the Eastern Province Herald
by a Port Elizabeth hotel owner, Francis Wasley, proprietor of the Wasley Hotel,
informing the public of the scheduled arrival of a load of imported ice on the steam
ship Phoenix. The origin of the ice is not mentioned, but the landing of a load of the
product by any party other than Holmes, suggests that interested parties were able
to side-step the existing monopoly and include natural ice as part of their general
cargo with the full compliance of some shipowners.57 GS Holmes & Company, in
turn, imported 178 tons of ice and a machine for lifting the same from Boston
during July 1851.58 This load arrived on the American ship Suwarro during May and
was widely welcomed. It would seem that the “utility …[was] gradually becoming
appreciated” and soon became the object of new speculation with indications that it
was to be engaged as the transporter of Cape ice for England.59 The various requests
from Holmes, however, remained unresolved for almost three years. By 1852, the
application for more land for the expansion of the ice house, was finally granted
53 A Gwaindepi, “State building in the colonial era: Public revenue, expenditure and borrowing patterns in the
Cape Colony, 1820–1910” (PhD, Stellenbosch University, 2018), p. 17.
54 J Burman & S Levin, The Saldanha Bay story (Cape Town & Pretoria, Human & Rossouw, 1974), p. 97
55 KAB, CO 4059:37, Memorial, GS Holmes to Sir H. Smith, Secretary to Government, 26 April 1851.
56 KAB, CO 4046:90, Memorial from GS Holmes to John Montagu, Secretary to Government, 3 January 1849.
57 “Ice”, Eastern Province Herald, 9 February 1850, p. 1.
58 KAB, CO 4059:40, Memorial from GS Holmes to John Montague, Secretary to Government, 16 June 1851.
59 “Ice”, Friend, 16 June 1851, p. 3.
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and approved by both the governor and the legislative council. The request for the
reimbursement of the original wharfages, however, remained outstanding. When the
request for exemption was eventually granted, it was merely a once-off concession
aimed at facilitating the consolidation of the business.60
Two years after obtaining the right to import ice, Holmes was appointed as the
US consul in the Cape Colony.61 Accepting this important post, and becoming a
crucial link in the economic relationship between the Cape Colony and the United
States, was a step towards stabilising the still-nascent enterprise. In line with his
acknowledgement the venture was an experiment and that that the exemptions
granted would (hopefully) contribute “much to the health of the inhabitants”,62
Holmes imported four further shipments of natural ice totalling over 1 400 tons
by the end of 1854. In order to increase sales, the “Ice House”, as the business
was officially known, operated “from 6’o’clock in the morning, till gun-fire in the
evening”.63 However, the market for the available volume of ice remained small
because it was pricey. The markets for industrial cooling appeared to be in their startup phase and Holmes & Co struggled to dispose of its stock. To aggravate matters,
new competitors began to enter the market.

The first to challenge the Holmes monopoly was the business G. Hein’s
Chemist & Druggist of Adderley Street in Cape Town. In February 1854 it
issued a prospectus for the establishment of an ice-manufacturing enterprise
to be called “The Ice Company”. The main objective of the proposed company
with its intended share capital of £1 000, was to ensure “a regular and constant
supply of ice in this Colony” – a product which, according to the proposers:64
... the want of ...in this City, has been very severely felt, the inhabitants
having learnt to appreciate it, not only as an article of luxury, but also as a
most-useful remedy in many cases of illness.

To attract interested investors, the prospectus offered an investment in any
of 200 shares at a value of £5 each. The emergence of a competitor placed
significant pressure on Holmes who was already struggling to build a proper
client base for the disposal of his imported product. In May 1855, with little
prospect of reversing the situation, he opted to terminate his business and
tried to recoup some of his expenses which amounted to over $4 000. He
reluctantly acknowledged that he had failed in his attempt to introduce ice
60 KAB, CO 4064:185, Memorial from GS Holmes to Sir HG Smith, Secretary to Government, 13 March 1852.
61 KAB, CO 4059:39, Memorial from GS Holmes to John Montague, Secretary to Government, 15 February
1851.
62 KAB, CO 4064:185, Memorial from G.S. Holmes to John Montague, Secretary to Government, 6 April 1852.
63 “The Ice House”, Mercantile Advertiser, 13 December 1852, p. 3.
64 “Prospectus of a company to be entitled ‘The Ice Company’”, The Mercantile Advertiser, 25 February 1854, p. 4.
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into the colony for general consumption.65 Ironically, shortly after his exit,
ice, in addition to guano (fertiliser), live animals and diamonds, were all
exempted from custom duties.66 Having left the frozen water trade altogether,
Holmes concentrated his efforts on his other business interests, including
expanding his already substantial property portfolio.67
Following Holmes’s exit from the frozen water trade, the market for ice and
ice-related products was thrown open. In the absence of an official supplier of
natural ice, the product entered the Cape Colony in a variety of ways, including
via the sale and auction of the cargo of wrecked ships. In the latter case, the
cargo of the American vessel, Sea Eagle which ran aground at Murray Bay, close
to Robben Island was carrying 535½ tons of ice that were disposed of.68
Beyond natural ice, this period saw the announcement in the United States
by Scientific America of “a novel and elegant method of serving ice water for
the use of guests on their table”. According to this report:69
... a glass bottle is filled with Croton water, and then placed in a freezing
mixture of ice and salt; in about two hours the contents of the bottle will have
become one mass of clear, beautiful ice, possessing all the properties and flavor
of Croton water. These bottles of ice are placed on the table, and the warmth
of the atmosphere gradually melts it, and from it you pour your glass of ice
water, and leave behind a hard mass of ice, which has to liquify for the next
customer.
In addition, the Natal Witness, a local newspaper, reported the invention of a “steam
machine for manufacturing ice” in London in 1858,70 while the Grahamstown Journal
carried an advertisement by the local auctioneering company, Pote & Brother,
offering a Keith Patent Ice-making Machine, for sale.71
A close study of auctioneer’s notices in various local newspapers of the time,
further indicates that ice making equipment, and the pre-requisite salts to produce
the product, was an integral part of the domestic utensils of the higher middle-

65 KAB, CO 4074, H45, Memorial from GS Holmes to Rawson & Rawson and the Colonial Secretary, 17
October 1854.
66 “From the shipping gazette, May 11”, Friend, 19 May 1855, p. 3.
67 KAB, CSC 2/6/1/71, 107: Motions – Holmes Family [Boston] to the Hon. the Court at Cape Town, Cape
Colony, 10 July 1878.
68 “Wrecked ship Sea Eagle”, De Zuid Afrikaan, 20 November 1856, p. 4.
69 “Ice water”, Scientific American, 13(2), 19 September 1857.
70 Natal Witness, 1858.
71 “Pote & Brother: Sale by Auction”, Grahamstown Journal, 24 September 1859, p. 1.
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class Cape households and some farming operations at the end of the 1850s.72 With
reference “ice-making salts”, the Cape Town Mercantile Advertiser in December 1859
informed the general public that local businessman, Charles Slingsby, in Darling
Street, Cape Town, had imported a load of “freezing powder”, which in the hot
season would supposedly be “found a valuable substitute for ice, for cooling all kinds
of drinks”.73 It was therefore no surprise that ice cubes became an essential part
of colonial entertainment events, ranging from official state dinners to post-racing
evening balls.74 These advances in both science and technology, laid the basis for
the first local attempt to establish a new industrial-type ice-manufacturing plant.
This pioneering initiative in the early 1860s, was initiated by the partnership of
two local companies: De Pass, Spence & Co and Robert Granger of Granger & Co.
Both concerns were managed and owned by well-known and influential maritime
entrepreneurs, landowners and political opinion-formers within the colony at large,
and Cape Town in particular.75

De Pass ice-making plant venture, 1861-1863
By 1860, the worldwide ice market in terms of tonnage was dominated by New
Orleans where 60 000 tons of Boston ice was consumed, while a further 20 000 tons
went to the East Indies. In a period of about 50 years, the Boston export trade increased
from one cargo of 130 tons in 1805, to 353 tons in 1847 and 129, 403 tons in 1859.76
These figures are indicative of the increased popularity of the product over a wide front.
Ironically, Mrs Isabella Beeton’s popular Book of Household Management published in
the United Kingdom in 1861, cautioned “that ices, a standard finale to a dinner, should
not – because their coldness may be a shock to the system after several hot courses – be
eaten by elderly people, children (!) or those of delicate constitution”.77
The initiator of the new venture was De Pass and Granger who, as mentioned
above were actively involved in the export of fish and guano to Mauritius and other
markets. They were also prominent co-directors of the Marine & Fire Assurance
Company, and the Cape Town Patent Slipway, through which they undoubtedly also
became aware of the growing popularity of ice as a source of comfort cooling and
refrigeration. In addition, ice en route to India and other parts, passed the Cape of
Good Hope and with Table Bay Harbour being an important replenishment station,
the locals were further acquainted with the product and its utility.78 Alfred De Pass,
72 “Ice machine”, Cape Mercantile Advertiser, 20 June 1857, p. 1; “Sales by auction”, Cape Mercantile Advertiser, 21
March 1860, p. 1.
73 “Substitute for ice”, Cape Town Mercantile Advertiser, 28 December 1859, p. 4.
74 “The race ball”, Natal Witness, 2 June 1854, p. 2.
75 “Ice-making: Opening of the patent ice-making factory”, South African Advertiser and Mail, 20 November
1861, p. 3; Also see Mercantile Advertiser.
76 MW Herold, “Ice in the tropics …”, Revista Espaco Academico, 142, March 2012, p. 168.
77 M Paterson, A brief history of life in Victorian Britain…, p. 59.
78 G Weightman, The frozen water trade …, p. 95.
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of Spence & Co. was an avid user of ice-related appliances and household utensils
(technology) which he imported from abroad, and together with Robert Granger
he launched the new ice-making plant in Cape Town on 19 November 1861.79
This establishment was adjacent to the patent slipway located in the harbour and
close enough to the other trading establishments controlled by these same business
partners.
The inaugural event was attended by about 300 guests and included some of the
most influential members of Cape society. They were hosted at a luncheon “at which
the excellence of the luxury which is now manufactured at our doors could be
fairly tested”. The lieutenant-governor was there, as were many of the top colonial
businessmen. According to the information provided to the assembled dignitaries
this “novel” ice-making facility, when fully operational, had the capacity to produce 2
400 pounds of ice within a 24-hour period. The speeches described ice as a “luxury”,
as being “conducive to pleasure [and] health”, and an absolute necessity “in various
sicknesses”. These claims were probably motivated by the regular advertisements of
products such as “iced soda water” and “ice! a la vanilla” in local newspapers like the
South African Advertiser and Mail, and which suggested that Cape consumers had
started to develop a taste for the new and emergent consumer goods. These claims,
especially the suggestion that ice was a commercial necessity, were not however,
universally accepted. Lieutenant-Governor Wynyard on this auspicious occasion,
expressed scepticism and noted that the venture was “perhaps not too important but
at all events, no less [an] interesting undertaking”.80 This notwithstanding, soon after
the opening of the new facility, ice was exempted from custom import duties under
the Customs Tariff Act of 1855 and Customs Tariff Amendment Act of 1861.
Despite the high hopes expressed at the inauguration, the Cape market for general
consumer ice does not appear to have grown significantly. In addition, the new
plant, according to a public notice in the Cape Mercantile Advertiser, was only
formally declared fully functional (“now at work”)81 in January 1862, more than a
year after its inauguration.82 In the meantime city-based retailers obtained their ice
supply from a variety of ad hoc suppliers. Amongst these were James Stevens, and
confectioners WA Knoops and CH Martino who offered ice as well as ice-creams.
Whereas Stevens’s advertisement indicated that he had “a constant supply of ice at his
own premises” at 81 Loop Street,83 Martino’s advertisement for “ices! a la Vanille!”
claimed that their product was “prepared after the most approved Continental
79 The catalogue of De Pass’s furniture when he left the colony a few months later, included an ice refrigerator, ice
decanters, an ice butter pot, and ice plates. See for example “Catalogue of MA De Pass’ Furniture”, Cape Town
Mercantile Advertiser, 22 January 1862, p. 1.
80 “Ice-making: Opening of the patent ice-manufactory”, South African Advertiser and Mail, 20 November 1861,
p. 3. Also see Mercantile Advertiser.
81 De Pass, Spence & Co., “Ice! Ice, Ice!”, Cape Mercantile Advertiser, 6 December 1862, p. 3.
82 A De Pass, “Notice”, Cape Mercantile Advertiser, 6 January 1862, p. 2.
83 “Ice! Ice! Ice!”, Cape Mercantile Advertiser, 11 December 1861, p. 4.
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method” – without indicating any specifics of its true origin.84 In Port Elizabeth,
Wasley’s Hotel, continued to receive the product (“a small quantity”) from Cape
Town, which enabled the establishment to serve iced-drinks, with the sherry-cobbler
in particular, a firm favourite.85 This suggests that the De Pass initiative started with
a real backlog and had to work hard to satisfy the existing and future needs of elite
Cape society. Importantly, it was doubtful whether supplying individual households
directly would be the ideal business strategy.
Against a background of competition from ad hoc suppliers with independent
procurement channels, the De Pass-Granger initiative turned to targeting retailers
involved in general trading. Among them were established traders such as Anderson
& Murison, who like De Pass, Spence & Co, were involved in multiple enterprises
including whaling and the export of guano and fish. The availability of an industrialtype supplier of ice ignited a price-war among the small group of grassroots retailers.
This led to the sale of bulk ice, with volumes being offered at between 2½ pence
per pound for purchases larger than 5 pounds, and 2 pence for any that exceeded 10
pounds.86 Barely a year later, just as this contest entered its first phase, a new competitor
and supplier of imported natural ice, William L Avery & Co, entered the market.

WL Avery Initiative, 1864-1867
During March 1864, an American expatriate called Avery, who was resident in
Cape Town, publicised his intentions to initiate new and enabling legislation
which would allow the importation of natural ice from the United States. Avery,
a merchant, shipping agent, and a former judge of the Federal Court in the USA
had been a longstanding resident of the city for a decade.87 Over his long residency,
Avery, a Freemason, joined the Lodge de Goede Hoop.88 Undoubtedly attracted by
the possibility of importing ice duty-free, and the experiences of his compatriot,
Holmes, Avery’s approach and business strategy with regard to the ice or frozen
water market differed markedly from those of his predecessors. Approaching the
matter from a legal angle, he publicised his intentions to initiate new legislation
(an Ice Bill), with a view to secure a 10-year importation monopoly, to provide the
product to the wholesale and retail sector, and to establish ice depots in Cape Town
and Port Elizabeth.89 This proposal differed materially from that of the De Pass84
85
86
87

For these advertisements see the Cape Mercantile Advertiser, 2 December 1861, p. 4.
“Miscellaneous intelligence”, Cape Mercantile Adviser, 9 December 1861, p. 3.
“Ice”, Cape Mercantile Advertiser, 23 January 1869, p. 2.
JP van Niekerk, “British, Portuguese, and American judges in Adderley Street: The international legal background
to and some judicial aspects of the Cape Town Mixed Commissions for the suppression of the transatlantic slave
trade in the nineteenth century (Part 3)”, CILSA, 37, 2004, p. 434; KAB, Cape Town Directory for 1865 (Cape
Town, Cyrus J Martin, no date), p. 287.
88 “Masonic”, Eastern Province Herald, 6 July 1866, p. 6.
89 “Miscellaneous intelligence”, Cape Mercantile Advertiser, 9 March 1864, p. 3; WL Avery, “Ice Bill”, Cape
Mercantile Advertiser, 28 March 1864, p. 4.
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group who did its business exclusively from Cape Town and had no depots or points
of sale in the rest of the colony. Following his formal public notifications: In 1864,
Avery petitioned the Legislative Council to adopt legislation that would allow the
importation of natural ice into the Cape Colony.

The petition, which was tabled on 29 April 1864, was followed by the
establishment of a Select Committee two months later to investigate the
matter. This committee consisted of Messrs Godlonton, Tucker, Busk and
Barry and within a short space of time after receiving testimony, recommended
the adoption of a new law.90 Opposition to the proposed measure was minimal
and took the form of objections to the monopolisation of ice imports. While
this was presented as a concern for public health, including the availability of
sufficient ice for medical application, fear of poison contamination during its
sea journey, and a suggestion that the product was devoid of any real utility
value, it also included a certain measure of anti-Americanism. A report in the
Fort Beaufort Advocate, a local regional newspaper, following a particularly
cold Karoo night which left the environment covered under winter frost, a
correspondent wrote: 91
... perhaps the Hon. Mr. Woods will consider this an additional reason why
Mr. Avery’s Ice Bill shall be thrown out, and a citizen of the murdering Yankee
nation, as he termed the Americans, prevented from importing with spiders
and poisonous tobacco, ice blocks for the Eastern Province.

This objection notwithstanding, new legislation, namely an Act to Encourage the
Importation into the Colony [The Ice Act, No. 35 of 1864], was tabled and after debate,
promulgated as law. It effectively gave Avery exclusive rights to import and sell ice for
a period of 10 years.92 Avery not only ‘accepted the privileges and liabilities provided
by the said act’ with enthusiasm but established his formal business premises at 2 Spin
Street Cape Town.93 In addition, a sales depot was established in Port Elizabeth. By
September, the colonial newspapers reported that the essential materials required for
the construction of an ice-house on the beach in Rogge Bay were on hand and the first
shipment of ice from Boston in the US was dispatched in June and August respectively.
A load of 300 tons of ice and “sundries”, arrived in Table Bay Harbour on 30 November
1864.94 Days later, Cape Town was finally in a position to witness the arrival and was
beginning to enjoy a new cargo of the product which one newspaper described as
90 KAB, CCP2/1/1/10, Cape of Good Hope: Votes and Proceedings of the Legislative Council, p. 13.
91 “Fort Beaufort”, De Zuid-Afrikaan, 20 June 1864, p. 3.
92 KAB, AMPT PUBS (Official publications) CCP 6/2/1/6/: Act to Encourage the Importation of Ice into this
Colony (Act no. 35 of 1864).
93 KAB, CO 4133: A23, William A Avery to Hon. R Southe, Colonial Secretary, 3 September 1864.
94 “Local and general”, Eastern Province Herald, 6 December 1864, p. 2.
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“ponderous in mass and clear as crystal”.95 As from 1865, the Cape Directory also
formally listed Avery as an Ice Merchant and Importer.
The distribution of the first consignment of Avery-ice, judging from an anonymous
letter of complaint to the Eastern Province Herald, barely 30 days after its arrival,
attracted an almost immediate complaint. Signed by “A Consumer”, the anonymous
writer pointed out that contrary to Avery’s previous commitment to fairly serve both
Cape Town and the eastern districts fairly, only an estimated nine tons were released
to the sales agent in Port Elizabeth. This “miserable portion”, complained the writer,
was not only inadequate and quickly exhausted, but exposed the inability of the
local agent to project interest accurately, and further demonstrated a lack of business
foresight which, according to his/her reasoning, left the distant consumer “debarred
by sheer negligence from the enjoyment of the grateful luxury”.96 This, concluded the
complainant, bordered on a transgression of the legal obligation which compelled
the concession-holder to service both Cape Town and Port Elizabeth equally and
regularly. Similarly, a complainant to the Cape Mercantile Advertiser also protested
against the shortages, irregular supply and high prices, and noted:97
... the demand here last summer always exceeded the supply, and we would
respectfully submit to Mr. Avery, that if he do justice to himself and save
the inhabitants of Port Elizabeth from much disappointment and annoyance
during the approaching summer, he should at once make arrangements for
keeping a large quantity of his crystal blocks here. We may get on very well
without the luxury while we are ignorant of the bliss of swallowing endless glass
fillings, sherry-cobblers, and cocktails, but once we have become accustomed
to these delicious drinks, we rebel against the man who, having the power,
neglects or refuses to supply them.

Furthermore, these were not the only complaints. According to the local agent, the
initial orders were as high as 50 but due to the availability of only 27 blocks of ice,
not everybody could be serviced. Given the prioritisation of serving the city’s hotels
and restaurants, very little remained for other retailers or for household use. Some
people started to agitate for Avery’s business to relocate to Port Elizabeth and very
ambitiously, for that city to become the “emporium of ice”.98 This was, however,
easier said than done since the profitability of the business depended not only on
accurate and sustained sale figures, but also on the almost universal availability of
stock. This was by far the most difficult challenge given the long time-delay between
its export from the United States and its arrival in the Cape Colony. The persistence
of these complaints further suggested that the De Pass, Spence & Co ice-factory,
was neglecting a potentially lucrative market outside the colonial metropolis and
95
96
97
98

“Miscellaneous”, Eastern Province Herald, 17 December 1964, p. 3.
“A consumer”, letter to the editor re “The Ice Famine”, Eastern Province Herald, 5 January 1865, p. 3.
“Eastern Province Herald”, Cape Mercantile Advertiser, 4 October 1865, p. 3.
“Ice”, Eastern Cape Herald, 7 March 1865, p. 3.
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therefore was not making any inroads beyond its city-based clientele.

Mindful of the need to expand his market, increase his supply and eradicate
the problems of delivery while still retaining the duty-free import and supply
of his product, Avery deliberately cultivated a market amongst colonial
bureaucrats and in so doing hoped to secure their continued support. In
this he was assisted by the ongoing advertisements in local hotels such as the
Fountain Hotel in Hout Steet, Cape Town that promoted cold drinks such
as sherry-cobbler, cocktails, punches and others – using plenty of ice. One
advertisement for example, noted: 99
... cool drinks, judiciously taken, are the best tonic in hot weather; while
they sustain the system, they promote a gentle perspiration, and counteracted
the injurious effects of the heated air. There is no danger at any time from
imbibing the most intensely cold drinks if they are not taken with too great
rapidity. To prevent this, always take your cold drinks in hot weather, through
a reed or straw.

Against this background, Avery arranged a social gathering involving the
members of the colonial legislature, the United States consul-general (GS Holmes,
coincidentally), the chief justice and a number of colonial bureaucrats at his Cape
Town business premise. The idea was for them, to see and sample the joys of ice and
its various applications in a true “trans-Atlantic fashion”. Hosted in November 1865,
the occasion provided two hours of pleasant and friendly socialising and speeches
while the assembled group enjoyed the iced-sherry cobblers and glasses filled with
champagne.100 This type of event was important for countering the persistent
complaints and appeals from some members of the public for the enforcement of the
penalty for non-performance in ensuring a regular ice supply.
Despite these public relations exercises, persistent shortages resulted in an increase
in the number of complaints. These were accompanied by an increasingly vocal
demand for the enforcement of the penalty clause for Avery’s failure to ‘supply Port
Elizabeth “fairly”. One critic, writing under the nom de plume “Cold Comfort”,
accused the businessman of doing barely enough to prevent punitive sanctions
and of “tantalising” the public while releasing just enough ice to the market to
“save his bacon and frizzle ours”.101 They directed their complaints via their local
representatives to the Cape legislature. Having secured the ear of the colonial
parliament, four tons of extra ice were dispatched to Port Elizabeth in November
with a further load following in December.102 These were stopgap measures aimed at
99 Fountain Hotel, “Keep cool”, Cape Mercantile Advertiser, 27 September 1865, p. 1.
100 “A treat for MP’s”, Eastern Province Herald, 29 July 1865, p. 2.
101 “Cold comfort, “Ice! Ice!”, Eastern Province Herald, 14 November 1865, p. 3.
102 “Ice”, Eastern Province Herald, 21 November 1865, p. 2.
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appeasing an increasingly restless public.
In the midst of his arm-wrestling with the household consumer, and arguably, also
to deflect public criticism of his continued inability to supply sufficient volumes of
ice, Avery dispatched six tons of Cape grapes, packed in ice, to the United States in
early 1866.103 This was followed by an additional load to Great Britain, earmarked
for sale at the Covent Garden Market.104 These initiatives were aimed at developing
new export markets and was particularly significant for local farmers, given the
struggling state of the local wine industry at the time. De Zuid-Afrikaan newspaper
the mouthpiece and active campaigner for colonial farming interests, watched this
development with increased interest. With a view to the future potential of these and
similar actions, it remarked:105
... we sincerely trust that the adventure made by Mr. Avery, of shipping grapes
to England may turn out favourably. Should that be the case, even that little
would afford considerable relief to those in the immediate neighbourhood of
Cape Town, while though it may not directly, it certainly would, indirectly
benefit the wine interest throughout the Colony. But this scheme of Mr.
Avery’s, even if successful beyond all expectations, would not do very much to
improve the general condition of our wine farmers.

Despite these understandable reservations, some Western Province farmers were
more than willing to explore and participate in this new initiative. By March 1866,
a further shipment of grapes, totalling 4 000 pounds (2 tons) enclosed in tin cases
and for additional safety, packed in ice, was dispatched to the United States.106 This
effectively laid the foundation for the export of refrigerated produce from South
Africa to overseas markets. These were positive developments, but unfortunately of
short duration, because of Avery’s changed personal and business circumstances.
By 1867, barely two years after securing the ice import concession, Avery disappeared
from the pages of the Cape Town Directory. This coincided with his involvement as
United States arbitrator in the Mixed British and United States Court of Justice under
the direction of the Admiralty Court for the suppression of the African slave trade,
established under a Treaty of 7 April 1862.107 Although he was subsequently re-listed
in the Cape Town Directory, he appeared as an arbitrator without any reference to
any merchant activities. A notice in the Cape Mercantile Advertiser of 8 May 1868
further informed the public that some of the property in the Avery estate, located
in Plein Street, was put up for sale.108 Whether this was a transaction involving the
disposal of excess property, a business premise or a primary resident, or whether it
103 “Miscellaneous”, Eastern Province Herald, 9 February 1866, p. 2.
104 “Agriculture”, Grahamstown Journal, 7 February 1866, p. 2.
105 “Hints to a wine farmer”, De Zuid-Afrikaan, 26 February 1866, p. 3.
106 “Local and General”, Eastern Province Herald, 23 March 1866, p. 2.
107 KAB, The Cape Town directory for 1867 (Cape Town, Cyrus J. Martin, no date), p. 67.
108 “Sales announced for the week”, Cape Mercantile Advertiser, 18 May 1868, p. 3.
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was prompted by sudden financial difficulty, was unclear. Avery’s departure from the
frozen water trade, however, opened the way for others to exploit the benefits offered
by it.

Expansion from Cape Town to Kimberley, 1870-1880
During late January of 1869, an advertisement in the Cape Town Mercantile
Advertiser, notified the public that ice was being offered for sale by Thomas J.
Anderson of the company Murison & Anderson in volumes of 10 pounds (10lbs)
at £2 per pound. In response to consistent and growing customer support and sales,
the company also started to sell the product at 2½ pence per pound from its ice
house near the Alfred Docks. In addition, the company maintained a satellite depot
with sales at the same price. The price for mobile sales from their horse-drawn ice
cart was pegged at 2½ pence per pound for volumes over five pounds.109This service
in particular was offered for home deliveries in both the central city and southern
suburbs.110 Given the seasonal demand for the product, Murison & Anderson was
also the first to begin an advertising campaign in October 1870. As a means to grow
their business, the company added a note that in its catalogue that ice chests were also
for sale.111 Similarly, confectioners Daniel Dix in Longmarket Street, and Cornelius
H Marting in Plein Street, Cape Town, continued to advertise the availability of ice
cream and vanilla per glass. In Port Elizabeth, Ryan’s Restaurant prided itself on its
ability to provide not only ice but also iced drinks.112 This supplier was joined by
the company of MH Wilhelm, that in addition to selling ice, was also a chemist and
druggist active in retail and wholesale.113

Further afield in Kimberley, the centre of the developing diamond industry,
attempts were made to introduce new innovations into the evolving business
environment. A space described as being characterised by “dust, drought
and flies” as well as “crippling heat”, it was an ideal market for the selling
of “cool comforts”.114 Further, “since drinks at all hours were Kimberley’s
biggest industry after diamonds”, ice and Kimberley were a perfect match.115
Businessmen such as Cecil John Rhodes and Charles Rudd were among the
first to initiate steps to exploit the emerging opportunities. By 1872, Messrs
Baily & Anderson of Du Toitspan, was servicing the needs of the mining
community and purchased a steam-driven ice-machine similar to the one
109 “Ice! Ice! Ice!”, Cape Town Mercantile Advertiser, 9 October 1871, p. 4.
110 “Ice”, Cape Town Mercantile Advertiser, 23 January 1869, p. 2.
111 “Ice”, Cape Town Mercantile Advertiser, 22 October 1870, p. 2.
112 “Ryan’s Restaurant”, Cape Mercantile Advertiser, 3 December 1870, p. 2.
113 “Ice, Ice”, Eastern Province Herald, 4 July 1871, p. 1.
114 B Roberts, Kimberley: Turbulent City (Cape Town, David Philip, 1976), pp. 53-91.
115 B Roberts, Kimberley … (Cape Town, David Philip, 1976), p. 109.
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used by De Pass, Spence & Co. This was a most welcome addition to life in
the mining community. In this vein, “Ice Ready”, wrote a tong[ue]-in-cheek
piece that epitomised the positivity that followed the news of the introduction
of ice to the community. He wrote to the Grahamstown Journal: 116
... we shall have ice in blocks brought to our doorstep every morning...The
idea of having of a dish of ice every morning! Then the breakfast butter dish,
instead of being full of oil, will look tempting; and ice pudding for dinner,
and ice fizz after ice creams at Thomas; and at Jubber’s a knob of ice in the
water we drink; a piece of ice in the morning bath; meat that now offends the
palate with its freshness, may be kept until it is edible; and a hundred other
advantages may be catalogued as about to emanate from Baily & Anderson’s
ice machine...

This was followed somewhat later by an initiative led by Rhodes and Charles
Rudd, a partner in the firm, R.E. Wallace & Co., “which speculated in numerous
ventures ranging from an attempt to buy 200 claims in De Beers Mine to a telegraph
between Du Toitspan and Kimberley to an ice-making business.”117 Rudd, in turn,
was married to the grand-daughter of Cape Town guanopreneur, Antonio Chiappini
and a business associate of the De Pass brothers and Granger who were early entrants
into the Cape frozen water or ice industry.
With their customary speed, the Rhodes-Rudd partnership imported an ice-making
machine and a bucket ice-cream machine from abroad. In addition to using ice in
their drinking holes and similar establishments, they also produced and sold ice cream
which was priced at sixpence a wineglass and an extra sixpence for a slice of cake.118
This noted, Robin Brown, “in the heat of Kimberley... was hugely successful”.119 In
addition, the company exported ice, wrapped in blankets, by cart to Bloemfontein
where according to local resident, Sophie Leviseur, it was used for medical purposes.120
However, when the initiative failed to produce the desired results, the partnership was
sold and the proceeds were used to buy more diamond claims.121 From the available
evidence it would seem that Rhodes and Rudd never planned to establish a full-scale
industrial-type business. Instead they were geared to quick profits. Furthermore, the
high import costs of imported ice-making technology and competition from suppliers
from neighbouring provinces such as Natal, where there was an established network
116 “Ice”, Grahamstown Journal, 6 December 1872, p. 3.
117 RV Turrell, Capital and labour on the Kimberley diamond fields, 1871-1890 (Cambridge, Cambridge University
Press, 1987), p. 83.
118 AP Cartwright, Gold paves the way: The story of the Goldfields Group of Companies (Johannesburg, Palgrave
Macmillan, 1967), p. 9.
119 R Brown, The secret society: Cecil John Rhodes’s plans for a new world order (London, Penguin Random House,
2015).
120 K Schoeman (ed.), Sophie Leviseur: Memories (Cape Town, Human & Rousseau, 1982), p. 51.
121 AN Wilson, The Victorians (London, Arrow Books, 2003), p. 604; J McDonald, “Rudd: The search for a Cape
merchant”, South African Historical Journal, 66(1), 2014, pp. 192-196; 194.
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of clients in hotels and households being served on a daily basis, made things difficult
for start-ups.122 Equally problematic was the shortage of operating and maintenance
personnel for both ice and mineral water machines.123
By the late 1870s, the Cape Times noted that “ice has made its appearance”, and,
reporting on a luncheon held by the Table Bay Harbour Board, further reflected “that
its presence was immensely appreciated, and we presume that the hotels are already
alive to its seductive influence”.124 Amongst the new generation of ice providers
that entered the market over the intervening period, was Messrs Johnson & Co. of
Hout Street and the Pekin Hotel on the corner of Mostert and Zieke Streets who
proclaimed that they always had “ice … on hand!”125 Similarly, the Good Templar
Café managed by Richard J. Claridge in Mutual Hall, proudly displayed ice cream
as part of its “first-class temperance refreshments”.126 In addition, some chemists
provided “a certain mixture of soda water in ice and ice cream”,127 presumably (in
modern parlance) “ice-cream sodas”,128 and American-imported “delicious & novel
summer luxuries” with powdered ice.129
In addition to the continued availability of ice and related ingredients to
manufacture product variations, the colony saw an influx of new ice-making
technology for domestic and low-volume manufacturing (“make your own ice”).
Businesses like Samuel Cox & Co, for example, sold the piston freezing machines, in
addition to chemical freezing mixture “for the making and moulding of dessert ice in
one operation”. They further offered, “great desideratum, direct agitation, and hence
simplicity, economy, and effectiveness”.130 This allowed small-scale manufacturers
such as Stephen Woolven of the “Ice Wagon” to acquire technology to establish a
home-based manufacturing enterprise that combined daily ice-delivery service per
cart to the residents of Sea Pont, Green Point and Gardens in direct opposition
to established retailers.131 Further, engineering companies such as James Flower &
Sons of Burg and Castle Streets, specialists in the installation of ice manufacturing
machinery, started to advertise their services in the Cape Town newspapers.132 Thanks
to the increased availability of heavy and industrial-type equipment, a number of ice
factories requiring more substantial capital outlay were established in Cape Town.
These included Combrinck & Co., Albion Ice Factory, Kamp & Co. and De Beers
& Co ice factories which used water from Table Mountain in their operations. This
122 “Advert: Fruit, vegetables and ice”, Natal Witness, 5 February 1881, p. 2.
123 “Wanted”, Natal Witness, 20 December 1882, p. 2.
124 “Local and general”, Cape Times, 18 November 1876, p. 3.
125 “Pekin Hotel”, Cape Times, 10 December 1878, p. 4.
126 “The Good Templar Café”, Cape Times, 16 December 1878, p. 4.
127 “Local and general”, Cape Times, 18 November 1876, p. 3.
128 “Ice cream sodas”, Cape Times, 5 September 1879, p. 2.
129 “Delicious and novel summer luxuries”, Cape Times, 26 September 1879, p. 2.
130 “Ice! Ice! Ice! – make your own ice”, Cape Town Mercantile Advertiser, 27 October 1877, p. 3.
131 “Ice, Ice, Ice”, Cape Times, 25 January 1879, p. 1.
132 “James Flower & Sons”, Cape Times, 2 May 1877, p. 2.
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water, claimed one manufacturer, made “the finest ice in the world”.133 Kamp & Co
also established a factory in Port Elizabeth. The presence of more ice-manufacturing
factories that also set up satellite ice depots, directly impacted on the Cape farming
sector.134

Ice, refrigeration and Cape agriculture to 1899
By the last decade of the nineteenth century, significantly more businesses were
acquainted with the usefulness of ice and refrigeration. Although progress with the
use or refrigeration for the export of products overseas since the time of Holmes was
slow, the Cape agricultural sector in particular, was strongly attracted to its use. Some
farmers went out of their way to acquire small ice-making machines to manufacture
their own ice which they used for packaging their products intended for dispatch
to their intended market. Normal practice was to send perishable products such as
butter in accordance with railway recommendation. This stipulated that it was to be
dispatched in a particular way, namely: 135
… in parcels of 1lb or 2lbs weight, and covered with linen steeped in a
solution of Liverpool salt. These small parcels should be wrapped in a blanket
or woollen cloth, steeped in a similar solution. The blanket containing the
butter should be placed inside a box, which should be covered with gunny or
grain bags or similar materials, also steeped in a solution of salt.

By the late 1870s, following the first successful overseas transport of 150 tonnes
of meat at a temperature of 27-30 degrees Fahrenheit from France to Argentina and
back as well as the introduction of the Bell-Coleman refrigerating machine which
enabled the safe transport of frozen produce from the USA to the United Kingdom,
the world entered a new development phase.136
The practice of using “refrigerated rail cars” for the dispatch of meat products in the
Cape Colony was formally inaugurated in 1884, without ice being universally used.
The system began with four cars which were later increased to 28 by the end of the
century. The 24 ventilated trucks were “ordinary box cattle trucks with the windows
and other openings lined with perforated zinc” and fitted with movable beams as
well as “furnished with hooks from which the meat is suspended”. These trucks did
not necessarily require ice and were mainly used over short distances during summer.
The colonial railways also had 44 refrigerating trucks using ice for the conveyance
133 “Ice from the Albion factory”, Cape Times, 13 December 1879, p. 3.
134 “Ice”, Cape Times, 24 December 1878, p. 4.
135 KAB, Official Publications (AMPT PUBS) CCP 1/2/2/1/55, Minutes of Evidence: Select Committee on
Railway Cold Storage (A11 –‘1900), Evidence of Charles Bletterman Elliot (General Manager of the Cape
Railways), 25 September 1900, p. 3.
136 E Domisse, “Sir David Peter de Villiers-Graaff: Sakeman en Politikus aan die Kaap, 1859-1931(PhD thesis
Stellenbosch University, 2011), p. 22.
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of meat and fish, “as well as Wicke’s patent car which also uses a good deal of ice”.137
These cars were provided with a double lining of insulating material in-between as
well as being fitted with ice-boxes. There were also experiments carried out with a
range of other mediums such as “coarse canvas or sacking kept moistened by water
circulating through pipes from a tank on the roof of the car”.138
Provision for cold storage at stations during the 1880s and 1890s was equally
rudimentary and typically consisted of a room under a water tank that used “the
constant trickling of the water and the evaporation serving that purpose”. It did
not make provision for the accommodation of “dead cattle or sheep” but merely
for the preservation of butter, vegetables, milk and similar perishables. Kimberley
Station, for example, had an ice house for fish “but it proved a failure, because the
people did not seem to care to keep their fish there. Practically it was not used, and
it was taken down.” Given this combination of practices, the safe transportation of
perishable products was not fully guaranteed since such items were sometimes placed
with other produce in non-insulated rail cars and in hot rooms.139
Thanks to the advancement in ice-making technology and the improved availability
of ice provided by the various factories in Cape Town and in Port Elizabeth as well as
the establishment of satellite depots, it was possible to provide more of the product
to the railway system.140 By March 1896, Combrinck & Kie of Cape Town, ordered
a number of ice containers from New York and the first ammonia-compressor from
Glasgow. This enabled the company to establish eight ice and refrigeration plants
within 12 months. Six of these facilities were within the Cape Colony (Aliwal North,
Kimberley, Beaufort West, Gouda and Cape Town, with two more planned for Port
Elizabeth and Johannesburg.141 A rinderpest pandemic among game and cattle
during 1897, however, created an acute meat shortage and high prices had to be paid
by both retailers and households.
On 4 May a new company, the South African Supply & Cold Storage Co. Ltd,
controlled by the De Graaff family of Cape Town was registered in London. This
was followed in June 1899 by an announcement by De Beers Consolidated Mines,
with prominent businessmen such as Cecil John Rhodes in its ranks, that it was
in the process of establishing cold storage facilities (De Beers Cold Storage) in
Cape Town and Kimberley for the express purposes of keeping “down the price

137 KAB, Official Publications, CCP 1/2/2/1/55, Minutes of Evidence, Select Committee on Railway Cold Storage
(A11–1900), Evidence of Charles Bletterman Elliot (general manager, Cape Railways), 25 September 1900, pp. 2-3.
138 KAB, Official Publications, CCP 1/2/2/1/55, Minutes of Evidence, Select Committee on Railway Cold Storage
(A11 –‘1900). Evidence of Charles Bletterman Elliot, 25 September 1900; p. 7.
139 KAB, Official Publications, CCP 1/2/2/1/55: Minutes of Evidence, Select Committee on Railway Cold Storage
(A11 –‘1900): Evidence of Arthur John Fuller (MLA Stutterheim), 27 September 1900, p. 23.
140 “Ice”, Cape Times, 24 December 1878, p. 4.
141 E Domisse, “Sir David Peter de Villiers-Graaff…”, pp. 58-59.
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of meat”.142 While the expansion of storage capacity, enabled increased imports
of foreign consumer goods, including dairy products such as butter and cheese, it
also introduced competition between Afrikaners and English-speakers for control
of the refrigeration industry. These developments notwithstanding, prices over the
short to medium-term remained reasonably stable. Matters were not helped by high
rail tariffs and a shortage of proper cooling trucks, By 1900, ice still retailed at
3d per pound, for large quantities and 2d or 1½d per pound was charged, with
the, lowest price pegged at 1d per pound.143 In Kimberley the product was sold
at ½d per pound.144 Commercial farmers involved in the meat and fruit industry
and businessmen involved in refrigeration and cold storage, consequently started
to push for the provision of cold storage at select railway stations within the Cape
Colony. This was also in reaction to the occurrence of natural ice-theft while freight
was en route to its destination and therefore was often subjected to spoilage and
contamination.145
Not all parliamentarians supported the idea or were convinced about the long-term
benefits of the ice trade. This division, noted the Grahamstown Journal, was along
cultural / language lines with Dutch-speaking parliamentarians generally opposed to
the idea, seemingly motivated by fear from competition by imported products, while
the English-speakers were more in favour of expansion.146 Some of those in opposition
argued that such an undertaking would not only prove too expensive, but that in the
absence of any guarantee, that such facilities would also be used for the storage of
imported produce, which “would do the farmers more harm than good”. Dr Thomas
Smartt, the commissioner of railways one of the strongest advocates of the initiative,
however, while supporting the exclusion of imported produce, he motivated strongly
for the erection of “small cold storage sheds” to give “moderate protection for products
of the soil”.147 Such government intervention would also prevent private monopolies.
This reasoning swayed members sufficiently to vote for the establishment of a Select
Committee on Railway Cold Storage on 12 September 1900.
The Select Committee with its mandate to investigate the question of the provision
of cold storage accommodation for all South African produce at the more important
railway stations and the provision of suitable “cool cars for railway use”, consisted
of the commissioner of Public Works, Messrs Sauer, Lee, Weeber and Wienand and

142 De Beers Consolidated Mines Ltd, “Report of the Directors of De Beers Consolidated Mines to 30 June 1899”,
Cape Daily Telegraph, 27 February 1900, p. 3.
143 KAB, Official Publications, CCP 1/2/2/1/55, Minutes of Evidence: Select Committee on Railway Cold Storage
(A11 –‘1900): Evidence of Elliot (GM of Cape Railways), 25 September 1900, pp. 1, 10.
144 KAB, Official Publications, CCP 1/2/2/1/55, Minutes of Evidence: Select Committee on Railway Cold Storage
(A11 –‘1900), Evidence of J. Lawrence MLA for Kimberley, 25 September 1900, p.16
145 E Domisse, “Sir David Peter de Villiers-Graaff...”, p. 74.
146 “Journal”, Grahamstown Journal, 13 September 1900, p. 2.
147 “Parliament, House of Assembly”, Cape Daily Telegraph, 13 September 1900, p. 5.
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General Brabant.148 As part of its investigation, it was decided to send an official to
Australia to study their approach to cold storage on the railways.149 This coincided
with public reports that the opening of the De Beers storage facility in Cape Town had
already contributed to a price-reduction of one penny on a pound of meat and that
voices were emerging pleading for the establishment of the same arrangement in Port
Elizabeth.150 Five months later, the Grahamstown Journal reported the purchase of a
Port Elizabeth building by a local businessman, JH Webber, with a view to converting
it into a cold storage and refrigeration plant.151 This plant came into operation in
August after the required machinery arrived from overseas. In addition, the De Beers
Company, in order to increase its delivering capacity of frozen meat in Cape Town,
transferred its depot to a private firm, named the Distribution Syndicate for De Beers
Cold Storage.152 As a result of the continued war, and the suspension of parliamentary
sittings, the investigation stalled and remained incomplete, only to be restarted after
the end of the South African War and the conclusion of peace in 1902.153

Conclusion
The general use of ice for the purposes of comfort cooling, and the establishment
of refrigeration in South Africa, was undoubtedly the result of the initiative of a
number of farsighted but profit-driven businessmen, who laboured on despite
the constraints of capital and the variable market. However, progress was also the
result of the push and pull effects of global forces such as the Industrial Revolution,
that shaped local economies, social conditions, lifestyles and politics, far from its
epicentre. Unsurprisingly, and mediated by the actions of the middle-classes in their
continuous search for a regular supply, the Cape ice trade, over time, displayed
the same features and to a large extent followed the same development path of its
overseas counterparts.

Despite its popularity over a wide front, irregular supply, high import duties
and freight costs, and the cost of infrastructure turned natural ice into a
high-priced commodity that was out of reach for the average colonial citizen.
Under these circumstances, the importation of high volumes of the natural
product proved uneconomical. The colonial state, due to its own systemic
limitations and financial shortages, was in no position to subsidise the nascent
ice trade for the benefit of its citizens. Consequently, private efforts to initiate
industrial-scale production with the aid of modern technology, did not
148 “Parliament, House of Assembly”, Cape Daily Telegraph, 13 September 1900, p. 5.
149 “Railway changes”, Cape Daily Telegraph, 20 September 1902, p. 4.
150 “Frozen meat”, Cape Daily Telegraph, 25 September 1900, p. 4.
151 “Local cold storage: A Grahamstown enterprise”, Grahamstown Journal, 26 February 1901, p. 3.
152 “De Beers Cold Storage”, Grahamstown Journal, 11 April 1901, p. 2.
153 KAB, Cape Government Railways (CGR), 2/1/458: 522/64/37882C- Naauwpoort. Ice-making plant for
Refreshments Department, 1903-1907.
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produce the desired result immediately as far as increased volumes and lower
prices were concerned. Colonial society was thus serviced by groups of ad hoc
suppliers ranging from general merchants, visiting shipping crews, hoteliers,
druggists and confectioners. However, far-sighted entrepreneurs persisted and
established more expensive manufacturing and production facilities to ensure
a regular supply, and in so doing laid the foundation for the cold storage
industry. This benefited the Cape agricultural sector in particular. Thanks
to the improved ability to transport perishable products over long distances
utilising special refrigeration railcars, a new innovation, the Cape colonial
economy was placed on a whole new growth trajectory.
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Visiting the train is exhilarating. It is just a wonderful experience and one is thrilled. I am thrilled to see so many young
people (students) particularly, who are ready to give of their skills, many of them voluntarily and some come back after they
have qualified because they want to come and do this kind of work. It shows me that our country actually has wonderful
resources. Its people are its best resources and [the project] … should become a scintillating success.1
The train is so exciting that each single visit seems like the first one. I always get so thrilled because the people you meet,
doing different types of work, to me signify… how people can work and live happily together.2

Abstract
This article explores the significance of the Phelophepa train, also known
as the Phelophepa Health Care Train (HCT). This train started out with
only three coaches but because of the need for its services and its subsequent
success, it expanded to sixteen coaches in a very short period of time. Due to
the lack of primary health care services in rural areas in South Africa, Transnet
decided to introduce the train to assist in providing much needed primary
health care in remote rural areas where it is often the case that there is only one
doctor for plus/minus 5 000 patients. Good medical care is either unavailable
or unaffordable for many people due to limited infrastructure and the meagre
financial position of the majority of people in these remote areas. It was for
this reason that Transnet identified a niche in the primary health care system
and decided to invest in a project that would benefit the rural communities
who required medical care. Transnet, in conjunction with the South African
government and private companies, embarked on the Phelophepa HCT
project to provide much needed medical care in such areas of South Africa.
The name Phelophepa is derived from the Sotho and Tswana languages which
are two of the eleven official languages spoken in South Africa, and roughly
translated means “good, clean health”. It is a train that has become a wellknown and trusted beacon of hope in providing much needed medical care in
rural South Africa.
Keywords: Phelophepa Health Care Train; Health; Medical care; Patients;
Private sector; Rural areas; South Africa; South African government; Students;
Transnet; Volunteers.
1
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Transnet Heritage Library/Archive (THL/A), Johannesburg (Jhb), Cabinet 1, Booklet Phelophepa News,
Headlines, 2002, p. 32. The voice of Nobel Peace Prize winner, Archbishop Desmond Tutu.
THL/A, JhB, Cabinet 1, Booklet, Phelophepa News, Headlines, 2002, pp. 32-33. The memory of Mrs Leah
Tutu, Phelophepa American Board member.
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Introduction
The early 1990s was marked by violence, anger and despair, but also by hope and
the pursuit of change and dreams in South Africa. It was a time preceded by the
turbulent 1980s which were marked by growing African resistance against the policy
of apartheid and, subsequently, major political change and development. Some
scholars describe this period as “the worst of times but also the best of times”. It was
a period which embraced the awakening of a new political dispensation in South
Africa.3 Many political developments created hope, such as the move to the final
breakdown of the apartheid system by the mid-1990s through a negotiated political
settlement. However, there was also widespread despair and anger caused by events
such as the assassination of Chris Hani, a leading political figure at that time in the
ANC Alliance. He was a popular leader and a strong contender to succeed Nelson
Mandela. Hani was killed in front of his home in Boksburg at the hands of Janusz
Waluś, a Polish immigrant and far-right anti-communist.4
Despite these negative developments, the 1990s were also a time of hope for many
poverty-stricken South Africans living in remote rural areas in South Africa. This took
the form of medical care provided on the railroad tracks − a health care train. The
Transnet Phelophepa Health Care Train (Phelophela HCT) was introduced in South
Africa in 1994 as a response to the inadequate and often inaccessible primary health
care services offered in rural South Africa at the time, which left many communities
without access to reliable affordable health care.5
In the majority of these remote areas mobile health care clinics are the only source
of medical care but these were often negatively affected by the government’s lack of
financial commitment, resulting in poor infrastructure such as bad roads.6 Needy
South Africans sometimes had to wait for months before primary health care was
provided. This lack of medical care often resulted in discomfort, severe pain, a total
loss of hope and even death. The Phelophela HCT provides hope for many rural
communities in areas such as Arlington, Thaba’Nchu, Noupoort, Kakamas and even
as far afield as Grahamstown, Dundee, Dalton, Ulundi, Mafikeng and many more.
Thirty-eight rural towns are visited for nine months of the year.7 The train covers a
vast distance of about 13 000 to 25 000kms and the on-board medical practitioners
attend to thousands of patients by offering them cheap but reliable medical care.8
3
4
5
6
7
8

D Welsh, The rise and fall of apartheid (Johannesburg, Jonathan Ball, 2009), pp. 481-486.
A Guelke, “Political violence and the South Africa transition”, Irish Studies in International Affairs, 4, 1993, p.
60; D Welsh, The rise and fall of apartheid..., pp. 480-486.
AA Morris-Paxton, S Reid, R and G Ewing, “Primary healthcare services in the rural Eastern Cape, South
Africa”, African Journal of Primary Health Care and Family Medicine, (online), 12(1), 2020, pp. 2-3.
AM Tshabalala, “Health and wellbeing of the Transnet-Phelophepa Health Care Train community: A mixed
methods case study” (PhD thesis, University of the Witwatersrand, 2016), pp. 1-2.
“Health-Care Train schedule”, The Star, 4 January 1994, p. 9.
THL/A, JhB, Cabinet 2, “Report: Transnet Ltd: Community based health care clinic on rails”, p. 16.
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Section 27(1) of the Constitution of South Africa (Act No.108 of 1996) guarantees
the right of access to healthcare for all South Africans and Section 27(3) states that
no one should be refused emergency medical treatment. Statistics given in the article
Primary healthcare services in the rural Eastern Cape, South Africa, indicate that by
2010 approximately half the world’s population live in remote rural areas. Despite
the increase in South Africa’s urban population since 2012, about 38 percent of
South Africans still live in rural areas.9 In many cases these people are the poorest
members of society who are in dire need of medical services.
Shown in Image 1 below, Phelophela is a name derived from a combination of
Tswana and Sotho South African languages and translates as “good, clean, health”.
The great need for effective health services and the despair suffered by rural South
Africans has meant that they describe the Phelophela HCT as the “miracle train” or
the “train of hope”.10
Image 1: The Phelophepa Health Care Train (HCT)

Source: Transnet Heritage Library/Archive, Johannesburg, Picture file 5, cabinet 2.

Despite the positive reports by people who have benefited from the medical care
provided by this train, there are also critics who describe the train as just another
“academic-collateral outreach clinic”.11 The only difference is that this “clinic” is on
rails distinguishing it from other mobile health-care clinics scattered around the rural
areas. However, the Phelophela HCT and the services it renders, have proved to be
far more successful than traditional mobile clinics. Through its work the Phelophela
HCT represents a tangible “spirit of healing” which can be sensed in the cubicles and
passages of this train. It is a worthy humanitarian undertaking. In simple terms this
train gives hope. The services offered are upgraded regularly and continue to evolve
and expand. The Phelophela HCT is not just a vehicle that gives final year students
9

AA Morris-Paxton, S Reid, R and G Ewing, “Primary healthcare services…”, African Journal of Primary Health
Care and Family Medicine, (online), 12(1), 2020, p. 2.
10 AM Tshabalala, “Health and wellbeing of the Transnet-Phelophepa Health Care Train community…”, p. 1;
THL/A, JhB, Cabinet 1, Phelophela, Roche Health Clinic, 2003, p. 4.
11 THL/A, JhB, Cabinet 1, Booklet, Phelophepa News, Headlines, 2002, p. 4.
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from different universities in South Africa much needed practical experience, but it
is also a train that provides healing and hope to many needy community members.
Image 2: The crowded Phelophepa HCT waiting room

Source: Transnet Heritage Library/Archive, Johannesburg, Picture file 5, cabinet 2.

This article will discuss the motivation for the introduction and establishment
of the Phelophela HCT, its significance, as well as the nature of the much-needed
primary health care services it provides in certain rural areas of South Africa.

The Phelophepa HCT, Transnet’s aims and the role-players involved
The Phelophela HCT was initiated because of the inadequate primary healthcare
provided in rural areas in South Africa in the late 1980s and beginning of the 1990s.
A report produced by Transnet in the mid-1990s states that by 1988 there were
only 2 218 health care clinics in the public sector in South Africa. Each clinic had
to accommodate as many as 16 190 patients. If the World Health Organisation’s
(WHO) recommended ratio of around 10 000 patients per clinic is used as a
guideline, the shortfall in the number of clinics needed in South Africa in 1988 was
1 373. According to this report, if the mid-1990s rate of population growth is taken
into account, South Africa needed an additional 2 541 clinics by the year 2000.12

12 THL/A, JhB, Cabinet 2, “Report, Transnet Ltd: Community based health care clinic on rails”, p. 1.
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This figure is provided in the ANC’s National Health Plan for South Africa of 1994,
which is referenced in this report.13
Consequent upon the projected figures above, there is an extensive lack primary
health care and accordingly, the Phelophela HCT was introduced. The name
Transnet was chosen to indicate the organisation’s aim of traversing South Africa
with a network of different forms of transport, including the railroad, airways and
shipping. Transnet, as a company, has existed for more than 100 years, commencing
as the South African Railways and Harbours Company. In this period it has become
an important component in the South African economy.14 This company was thus
well equipped to provide and sustain the Phelophela HCT. It is the only primary
health care train in Africa, a concept that was borrowed from existing trains elsewhere
in the world, such as a train in India which became the first hospital on wheels.15
The Indian hospital train, which is known formally as the Jeevan Rekha Express
or the Lifeline Express, started operation in July 1991 and is run by the Mumbaibased charity, the Impact India Foundation. It is the world’s first hospital train and
covers India’s remote areas. It provides primary medical assistance to India’s rural
poor, including services such as immunisation, nutritional assessments and healthcare
awareness. It also offers surgical interventions for rural communities for the restoration
of hearing, sight and movement. All services are rendered free of charge.16
China’s Lifeline Express “eye train” is modelled on the Indian Lifeline Express.
This train began its journey in 1997 and was so successful that three more trains
were launched in 1999, 2002 and 2009 respectively. The main aim of these trains
is to restore sight to people with cataracts in the poverty-stricken areas of China.
The medical personnel on the trains treat 14 000 cataract patients per year and over
100 000 patients received free operations in the period between 1997 and 2009.
In Argentina, another similar locomotive, known as the Alma Train, has been in
operation since 1980 and focuses mainly on providing medical and social assistance
to children in the very poor areas of this South American country.17
At the time of the train’s introduction in South Africa, Transnet made it clear that
the Phelophela HCT was not an attempt to “take over” the primary health care
13 AM Tshabalala, “Health and wellbeing of the Transnet-Phelophepa Health Care Train community…”, pp. 1-2;
B Ruff, M Mzimba, S Hendrie and J Broomberg, “Reflections on health-care reformers in South Africa”, Journal
of Health Policy, 32, 2011, p. 184; A Whiteside, South Africa’s key health challenges, The Annals of the American
Academy of Political and Social Science, 652, 2014, pp. 166-170; B Harris, J Gouge, JE Ataguba, et al, “Inequities
in access to health care in South Africa”, Journal of Public Health Policy, 32, 2011, pp. 102-103.
14 THL/A, JhB, Cabinet 1, Transnet: A leadership corporate profile (Cape Town, Transnet, 1990), pp. 2-3.
15 AM Tshabalala, “Health and wellbeing of the Transnet-Phelophepa Health Care Train community….”, p. 1.
16 “The lifeline express: The world’s first hospital train in pictures”, available at https://www.business-standard.
com/article/current-affairs/the-lifeline-express-the-world-s-first-hospital-train-in-pictures (accessed 8 January
2021); https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lifeline_Express (accessed 23 September 2021).
17 THL/A, JhB, Cabinet 2, Engineering News, 31(1), January 2011, p. 17.
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system in rural South Africa but that Transnet had seen a niche in the market and
realised there was a definite ‘gap’ in the health care needs in rural areas in South
Africa.18 The organisation wanted to make a strong contribution in the field of
medical care and was hoping to lessen the plight of many needy people. Transnet
believed that it was in a good position to address the need to provide reliable heath
care to isolated communities in the rural areas because of its existing infrastructure
(railroad tracks, railroad stations and trains) and specialised human resources.19
Against this background Transnet introduced the Phelophepa HCT in different
phases, each phase providing different services.
Before the introduction of the Phelophepa HCT, Transnet ran a welfare scheme
from about 1992 in which it sponsored various organisations such as schools and
hospitals in rural areas. However, Dr Lynette Coetzee, (see Image 3 below) who
was the Transnet Foundation’s Health Portfolio Manager at that time, had other
ambitious initiatives in mind. It was during this time that she was approached by
the Department of Optometry of the then Rand Afrikaans University (RAU), now
known as the University of Johannesburg (UJ), to bring basic ophthalmological care
to many disadvantaged patients in the rural areas of South Africa.20 This proposal
led to the development, between July and November 1992, of a train with three
coaches which were converted and refurbished as an eye clinic. This train was later
known as the “eye care train”. This collaboration sparked the beginning of a much
larger project that not only proved vitally necessary but also very successful. The
success of this train and the work that was completed was later described by Minister
Stella Sigcau of the Department of Roads and Public Works, as “magical” and the
extension and further development of this train was encouraged.21 It is clear that the
government took a great interest in the success of this eye-care train because it helped
to provide much needed primary eye care in the isolated rural areas. The African
National Congress (ANC) government fully supported this initiative and there was
further extension of the service in the form of a second train.22
Dr Coetzee’s dedication and effort paid off. Subsequently she received due
recognition in being awarded the Royal Society for the Promotion of Health’s
inaugural Queen Elizabeth Medal in London at the society’s annual award ceremony
held at Claridges Hotel in 2004. It was during this ceremony that she described the
Phelophepa train as an enigma, and went on to say: 23
18 THL/A, JhB, Cabinet 2, “Report, Transnet Ltd: Community based health care clinic on rails”, p. 1,
19 Transnet Heritage Library/Archive, JhB, Cabinet 2, “Report, Transnet Ltd: Community based health care clinic
on rails”, p. 2.
20 THL/A, JhB, Cabinet 1, Information booklet, Phelophepa, Roche Health Clinic, pp. 8-9.
21 THL/A, JhB, Cabinet 2, General Correspondence file, Part 5, Letter, Ms R Ross, General Manager (Mobile
Health Care) / T Deguchi (Manager Machinery), 16 October 1995, p. 2.
22 THL/A, JhB, Cabinet 2, Correspondence file Part 5, Letter, Minister S Sigcau / Ms R Ross (General manager,
Mobile Health Care), 16 October 1995, p. 1.
23 THL/A, JhB, Cabinet 2, Amspar Professional, December 2004, 19(4), p. 14.
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…from a small project, the train – through sheer desperate demand – has
grown into a very large undertaking, impacting on the lives of millions of
people. While South Africa has seen a tremendous improvement in the daily
lives of people since the country’s first democratic election in 1994, people’s
needs still outstrip the provision of health care services in the remote, poorly
resourced and far-flung regions of the country. The Phelophepa Train takes
advanced medical and information technologies into communities where
some children have never ridden in a car, and never seen television. Yet whole
communities welcome the train as though it is an old, familiar and trusted
friend. The train is my passion, and its effects never cease to amaze me.

In 1993, the Phelophepa HCT started to operate after a long period of development
from January to September and was initially known as the “Eye Care Train”.24 As
stated above, the train began by working in cooperation with the Department of
Optometry at the then RAU, and played an important role in providing eye health
care to many needy South Africans in the rural areas. By 1996, it had provided
eye heath care services to about 25 000 patients, showing RAU’s Department of
Optometry’s commitment in providing assistance and eye health care to rural
communities.25 Many senior medical students accompanied this train for a twoweek period, undertaking practical work and providing much needed care to a large
number of people. In so doing they also improved their own medical knowledge and
gained much practical experience.
Because of the extent of the primary health care needs in these Isolated rural areas,
eleven more coaches were converted and refurbished in July of 1993 as part of the
Phelophepa HCT. This extended train operated from January to September 1994.
During this same year an additional rail coach providing accommodation for medical
staff was introduced, followed in 1995 with the introduction of one additional coach
converted and refurbished into a dental and radiography X-ray unit.26 Since the
Phelophepha HCT was extended from a three (3) to a 16-coach train in January
1994, it has treated 42 000 patients.27 By converting the Eye-care Train into a fullyfledged primary healthcare train, Transnet aimed to involve the community but,
at the same time, wanted to boost this market. Many role players were consulted
including the Department of National Health and Population Development, the
Medical Association of South Africa, the Pharmacy Council and Association, the
National Health Forum, the Health Department of the African National Congress
(ANC), the Nursing Council and Association, as well as universities and Technikons,28
among others.
24
25
26
27

THL/A, JhB, Cabinet 2, “Report, Transnet Ltd: Community based health care clinic on rails”, p. 1.
UJ library Special Collections, Doornfontein Campus, JhB, RAU Rapport, 20(1), p. 10.
THL/A, JhB, Cabinet 2, “Report: Transnet Ltd: Community based health care clinic on rails”, pp. 1-2.
THL/A, JhB, General correspondence file, Part 5, Cabinet 2, Letter from Ms R Ross, to T Deguchi, 16 October
1995, p. 1.
28 SA Retail Chemist, Journal for the Community Pharmacist, February 1994, p. 3.
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Image 3: The Transnet Foundation’s Phelophepa HCT managers (from the left): Lillian
Cingo and Dr Lynette Coetzee

Source: Transnet Heritage Library, JhB, Picture file 5 cabinet 2.

The involvement of private companies in the project
The reasons why Transnet became involved with primary health care was its belief
that the health, productivity and economic growth of the individual is interlinked
with South Africa’s wellbeing and progress. Not only would a healthier population
be beneficial to the whole of South Africa, but it would also go far in eliminating
the discomfort and suffering of its poorer citizens.29 This fact in itself contributes to
the significance of this train. Transnet relaised that if the organisation was to flourish
it needed further financial assistance. It therefore approached a number of private
companies to assist in this endeavour. These companies included the Canon Collins
Educational Trust of South Africa. This trust enabled the management of Phelophepa
HCT to develop and also helped to sustain an educational clinic on board the train. A
number of volunteers, including students from different South African universities,
were trained in a specially developed Phelophepa HCT basic health care programme.
In 2000, the East London Rotary and the Small Projects Foundation provided not
only funding but also human resources to undertake hearing tests in the Eastern
Cape and during this time more than 2 000 children were tested.30

29 THL/A, JhB, Cabinet 2, “Report, Transnet Ltd: Community based health care clinic on rails”, pp. 2-3.
30 THL/A, JhB, Cabinet 1, Booklet, Phelophepa News, Headlines, 2002, p. 1.
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Another company called the Snappi Holdings, a company that specialises in baby
products, became part of the Phelophepa HCT in 2001. The main aim here was to
assist in compiling a comprehensive mother and baby care manual. It was anticipated
that this manual would provide much needed assistance in mother and baby care
training. Importantly, HIV/AIDS education was then also introduced by the
Phelophepa HCT team, joining up with the Order of St John Foundation in 2001.
This foundation trained edu-clinic students to enable them to care for ill patients.
Other companies that became involved in the Phelophepa HCT project included
Roche and Colgate Palmolive, which are companies that produce pharmaceutical
goods. Roche has subsequently taken total ownership of the Roche Health Clinic and
Colgate Palmolive has increased its sponsorship by paying the salary of an infection
control nurse in the Colgate dental clinic on the Phelophepa HCT.31
Transnet believes that taking the lead in the primary health care of the poor in
rural areas will assist in addressing this “gap” in the healthcare of South Africans.
Transnet’s capability in the rail network has been remarkable. An extensive number
of coaches have been made available and highly qualified and skilled employees
have been appointed to convert and refurbish existing coaches to meet the needs of
the Phelophepa HCT. Transnet also has skilled entrepreneurs who understand the
health care market and have established relationships between important role players
to make this particular train a reality. Furthermore, Transnet has highly motivated
employees who understand effective management and are capable of driving and
managing the complex logistics of this demanding but worthwhile project. It has also
developed a communication strategy to cope with the rural people who are, relatively
speaking, poorly educated. This communication strategy is important as a means to
“invite” these communities to make use of the PHCT and the services it provides.32
This is at the core of Transnet’s community involvement mission and makes the
Phelophepa HCT a resounding success story.33

Difficulties encountered and resounding success stories
The involvement of many different companies, universities, students and volunteers
since its inception has made the Phelophepa HCT a success story, but its progress
has not always run smoothly. Technical difficulties and breakdowns have sometimes
caused problems – or have simply stopped the health care train because of the need to
replace a missing railroad track. Politics have also intervened. One such an example
took place at the time of the first democratic elections scheduled for April 27 1994,
a time when apartheid thinking was still alive and well. The management of the
Phelophepa HCT was implementing strategies to register community members and
31 THL/A, JhB, Cabinet 1, Booklet, Phelophepa News, Headlines, 2002, p. 2.
32 THL/A, JhB, Cabinet 2, “Report, Transnet Ltd: Community based health care clinic on rails”, pp. 3-4.
33 THL/A, JhB, Cabinet 2, “Report, Transnet Ltd: Community based health care clinic on rails”, p. 4; AM
Tshabalala, “Health and wellbeing of the Transnet-Phelophepa Health Care Train Community…”, pp. 2-4.
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blacks and whites were all welcomed warmly and directed to the queues of waiting
community members, to the correct clinic, etc. On alighting from the train, Dr
Lynette Coetzee, Transnet Foundation’s Health Portfolio manager, discovered that
there were two queues, one for black people and another for Whites. She quickly
saw to it that the two queues were merged to form one long line. She remarked: 34
It was deadly quiet; you could have heard a pin drop. Nobody said a word,
not even me. What was I supposed to say? After I finished, I stood in front
of the Black and White queue and said: ‘it’s great to have you here. This train
belongs to the people and that means all of us: first come, first treated.

Because of the apartheid mentality still imbedded in some minds, a few people
decided to leave – but most of them stayed.
Another example of politics hindering the train’s mission to provide much needed
medical services to rural communities was the cancellation of the train’s visit to
Grahamstown in August 1994. This withdrawal occurred because of a statement
made by the ANC representative for Albany, a Mr Phila Nkayi, who informed
the ANC Youth League in the run-up to the first democratic election: “Rumours
abound that the train is coming with trickery, and there is suspicion by many Black
community members that a substance will be administered that would disqualify
patients from voting. 35 It was feared that if the train came it would result in violence.
The stopover was subsequently cancelled, which meant that the delivery of much
needed medical attention to this particular rural community was disrupted.
Despite these challenges the Phelophepa HCT has done outstanding work and
continues to do so. It has had a profound impact on the lives of the many volunteers
and students working on the train and thousands of people have had their health
concerns addressed. Some examples of this impact upon the problems suffered by
community members is accurately described by a senior student, Ms S. Praget, who
worked on the train in September 2003. She states as follows: 36
The temperature on this freezing June morning in Matatiele in the KwaZulu
Natal Province is 0 degrees Celsius. Nevertheless, close to a hundred people
spent the night outside on chairs lining the platform and the waiting rooms
(Black and White) of the old station. Those people who can afford it are
wrapped in thick blankets. The rest of them are freezing yet still, they wait
patiently. The train’s director did not sleep well. [As Lillian Cingo puts it]
“When I see these people freezing outside, I cannot sleep” Sometimes she gets
up during the night to make them some soup or tea…

34 THL/A, JhB, Cabinet 1, Information booklet, Phelophepa, Roche Health Clinic, p. 13.
35 “Health care train cancelled because of rumours of trickery”, Grocott’s Mail, 15 April 1994, p. 1.
36 THL/A, JhB, Cabinet 2, S. Praget, The Hope Express, peace written by this student who worked on the train on
the 15th of September 2003, p. 1.
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The note above, written by a medical student who was working on the train,
describes how desperate the community members were to seek medical help. This is
also evident in Image 2 above where people are shown waiting patiently in the chilly
early hours of the morning. The dedication of the personnel who work long hours
on the Phelophepa HCT to provide basic medical help gives meaning to the name
“train of hope” but it also contributes to the “spirit of healing” which is experienced
by the thousands of community members who have received medical treatment on
this train over the years.37
Nikola Scheidner, a final year pharmacy student from the University of Port
Elizabeth who spent from 1 to 5 March 2004 on this train of healing, remarks that
this experience filled her with a feeling of satisfaction and was so rewarding to her.
She felt she had made a difference in this community. But this emotion was soon
replaced with a feeling of despair and helplessness which was provoked by the level of
grinding poverty experienced by the rural communities, and the extent of work which
still lies ahead for South Africa in its process of uplifting these poor communities.
The unending queues of people seeking help and having to turn people away because
for the lack of time and/or was heart-wrenching for her.38
The commitment of these students and other volunteers who work on the train is
also evident in the remarks made by Sam Hlogoame, an optometrist who joined the
train for two years but stayed for a further two years. He says: “I cannot resolve to
leave. Seeing these people’s faces when they are receiving much-needed medical care
fills me with a love for life, every day, every hour, with each smile”.39
The importance of the medical services provided by this healthcare are explained
by Magdeline Ntikinca, the previous deputy director who headed the Phelophepa
HCT clinic. She explains that because of a lack of medical care in the rural areas
many children have hearing defects or develop abscesses or even meningitis. It is for
this reason that essential medical care should be provided to help as many patients
as possible. Help must be provided to prevent them from suffering the effects of
untreated health issues.

Phelophela HCT: A combination of primary medical services on wheels
Although there are other examples of health care trains elsewhere in the world, the
Transnet Foundation’s Phelophela HCT which started in 1994 has become known as
the first and only primary health care train in the world. This train operates as a health
and education facilitator that provides a number of different and essential medical
37 THL/A, JhB, Cabinet 1, Booklet, Phelophepa News, Headlines, 2002, p. 4.
38 THL/A, JhB, Cabinet 2, N Schneider, “The Phelophepa Health Care Train” 1-5 March 2004, pp. 1 and 11.
39 THL/A, JhB, Cabinet 2, S Praget, “The Hope Express”, piece written by a student who worked on the train, 15
September 2003, p. 3.
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services to numerous needy community members, a practice that would not have been
possible without the support and investment of a number of private companies.
The services rendered on this train are not only professional but very focused. In
an article published in the Transnet’s official mouthpiece/newsletter, called ONE,
it was reported that in its17 years of operation, no less than an 1 330 522 people
received some form of medical care in the first 10 years of the train’s service. Since
its inception in 1994, the Phelophepa HCT has now treated 5 582 400 people and
provided them with much needed medical treatment.40 This treatment includes the
following specific types of services.

Health clinic functions and services
The first service is provided in coach 2 of the Phelophepa HCTCT. In this coach all
patients are registered, and their blood pressure is taken and recorded. Community
nurses on board the train then conduct additional heart, lungs, eye and/or hearing
tests for referral to the various other coaches of the train depending on their
symptoms.41 The clinic focuses mainly on health education and the treatment of
minor illnesses. Special attention is given to mother and baby care education and
guidance is given on healthy eating habits. As regards its educational function the
clinic provides guidance on taking medication correctly as well as the side-effects of
not doing so. This education is conducted on a one-to-one basis by the residential
pharmacist.42 It is important to ensure that the patients understand the nature of the
medical services being provided.

Medicine clinic (pharmacy)
In coach 3 the emphasis is on pharmacy/medicine. The medicine clinic is an
important part of the Phelophepa HCT because the dispensing of medicine not only
provides comfort to patients with illnesses and pain but also ensures healing. The
pharmacist discusses the patient’s diagnosis with another medical professional, for
example the dentist or optometrist, and will then dispense the prescribed medicine.
The personal contact with the patient has a further educational impact on the patient
because it provides comfort in the sense that healing will take place and that the long
period of waiting for healing is over.43

40
41
42
43

THL/A, JhB, Cabinet 2, ONE, official newsletter of Transnet, November 2011, p. 5.
THL/A, JhB, Cabinet 2, Engineering News, 31(1), January 2011, p. 16.
THL/A, JhB, Cabinet 1, Transnet-Phelophepa News, 1(1), 1998, p. 6.
THL/A, JhB, Cabinet 2, “Report, Transnet Ltd: Community based health care clinic on rails”, p. 6; and THL/A,
JhB, Cabinet 1, General correspondence file, Part 5, Memorandum from R Ross to W Coetzee, ‘Mobiele
Gesondheidsorg; Uitbreiding van mediese dienste, No date.
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Eye clinic
In eye clinic is located in coaches 4 and 5. Here instrument-screening and testing
is done, and the fitting of spectacles is organised, Alternatively, the patient is referred
to an ophthalmologist or to the nearest hospital. The eye clinic is fully equipped with
projection charts and bio-microscopes. It also has a workshop where custom-made
spectacles are assembled. This clinic is so advanced that its services include visits to
schools in the area for screening and educational purposes and the provision of the
prescribed spectacles on the same day.44

Dental clinic
In coach 6 the dental clinic is located. This is a very important clinic because the
attention is focused on a variety of dental issues. In most cases the patients are children.
For the most part the dental programme is run along the principles of primary oral
health care. It is a programme developed in consultation with all the dental faculties
in South Africa and it focuses on both dental repair and dental education. This
programme includes the services of final year students in oral hygiene, dentistry and
dental therapy under the guidance of qualified dentists. In addition to these dentists,
there are staff involved in Colgate’s dental educator programmes and nurses dealing
with the Colgate Company’s infection control.45

X-ray clinic
The x-ray clinic is also located in coach 6 and focuses on chest problems and the
determining of cancer or tuberculosis spots in patients. Once identified, the patients
are referred to local authorities and specialists.

Edu-clinic
The Edu-clinic is located in coach 7 and is staffed by community nurses who are
primarily concerned with primary health care education. This clinic is very involved
with patients who suffer from TB and/or HIV/AIDS, as well as preventative medical
care, cleanliness and general health care.46

44 THL/A, JhB, Cabinet 1, Transnet Phelophepa News, 1(1), 1998, p. 6.
45 THL/A, JhB, Cabinet 1, Transnet Phelophepa News, 1(1), 1998, p. 5; THL/A, Cabinet 2, JhB, “Report, Transnet
Ltd.: Community based health care clinic on rails”, p. 6.
46 THL/A, JhB, Cabinet 1, Transnet-Phelophepa News, 1(1), 1998, p. 7; THL/A, Cabinet 2, JhB, “Report,
Transnet Ltd: Community based health care clinic on rails”, p. 6.
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Conclusion
From the information provided, and discussed earlier it seems clear that the
Phelophepa HCT provides a crucial service. To its credit, Transnet took the lead and
became involved with this project once it realised that it had identified a ‘niche’ in the
health care market. It realised that primary health care in deep rural areas in South
Africa is in most cases problematic. In this important initiative Transnet works in
collaboration with the South African government and private companies to provide
health care in the rural areas. The significance of this health care train is not only
found in the important services it renders for nine months of every year but also the
practical experience medical and para-medical students from different universities
receive when they work on this train. The experience these students gain cannot be
acquired from books; it is also an experience that makes a significant difference in the
lives of people who believe they have been forgotten by the rest of society.
The Phelophepa HCT provides health care at every one of the stops it makes in 38
different locations for nine months of every year. The Ethekwini (Durban) mayor
Mxolisi Kaunda is enthusiastic about the service offered, saying: 47
We are happy that communities are starting to realise that the government,
with the private sector and with the public entity Transnet, can do wonders
when we collaborate. The impact this programme is making is huge and it’s
positive. People are starting to receive [the] glasses [they need]. They get
assessed today and get their glasses today.

The Phelophepa HCT has not only excelled in providing health care and assisting
those with medical needs, but it has also, since 2020, taken up its role in the fight
against the Corona virus pandemic that has spread throughout the country.48 The
well-perceived track record of the Phelophepa HTC and the medical work it has
been doing since its inception will endure for years to come and it will, no doubt,
continue to provide much needed medical care to those who believe they have been
forgotten.

47 K Singh, “Mayor says Phelophepa Healthcare Train is making a huge impact”, 14 April 2021, available at
https://www.iol.co.za/mercury/news/watch-mayor-says-phelophepa-healthcare-train-is-making-a-hugeimpact-ebcde72e-98cf-4d1b-8b35-24ee2a7a4055 (accessed 26 June 2021).
48 S Nxumalo, “Transnet’s Phelophepa train arrives to fight coronavirus” 20 May 2020, available at https://www.iol.
co.za/mercury/news/transnets-phelophepa-train-arrives-to-fight-coronavirus-48205561(accessed 30 September
2021).
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Abstract
This article is a foray into the field of anthropology (“volkekunde” in
Afrikaans) and sport history. It examines aspects of the sport-related thinking
of a noted luminary in South Africa’s rugby world, Dr Danie Craven of
Stellenbosch. He was not only an outstanding rugby player but also for
many years an influential chairperson of the South African Rugby Board.
The possibility is probed that his outlook was at least in part informed by his
background as an anthropologist or the Afrikaans variant of a “volkekundige”
with its own emphases. It is argued that to some extent his academic exposure
to “volkekunde” heightened for instance his understanding of the role of the
New Zealand Māori in that country’s rugby culture and some insights spilled
over into his attempts to bring coloured South African players closer to the
mainstream of rugby in South Africa, not always with the necessary political
sophistication or finesse. Finally, it is argued that what he called the “spirit” of
rugby, might have been informed by anthropological precepts.
Keywords: Sport and anthropology; Rugby culture; Maori; Fandom;
Apartheid; “Volkekunde”; Stellenbosch.

Introduction
There are a fair number of publications on the anthropology of sport in South
Africa, dealing for example with acculturation, fandom, identity, and the internal
properties of certain sporting codes.4 This essay hopes to expand on the literature
1
2
3
4

The authors wish to thank Rob Gordon and Mike de Jongh for their astute comments on a draft version of the
article.
Orcid number: orcid.org/0000-0001-5001-5946
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through a historically grounded exploration and an informed anthropological
analysis pertaining to the outlook of a prominent South African sportsperson, Dr
Danie Craven, who had a background in “Volkekunde”.
Born in 1910, Craven had gained his reputation as South Africa’s Mr Rugby, first as
a rugby player and later as captain of the national team, then as an outstanding coach
and eventually as an influential and long-serving chair of the South African Rugby
Union from 1956 to 1993. During these tumultuous apartheid times he attracted
fire from the political left and right, and at times also made himself a target because
of his ill-conceived judgements that rugby transcends formal apartheid structures.5
Conceptually, our specific focus is on the possible nexus between the discipline
of “Volkekunde” and the way in which Craven came to understand certain wider
dimensions of rugby and society in South Africa. Whereas Craven had a huge
reputation in rugby, he does not feature in the pantheon of luminaries or villains of the
discipline. This is not surprising as he did not publish academically in “Volkekunde”;
for all intents and purposes he was a far lesser known “volkekundige” than his peers.
It does not, however, preclude the possibility that the knowledge and insights he had
gained during his early grounding as an academic, even if dormant, later heightened
his sensibilities for a deeper understanding of some sports issues and functioned as
conceivable wellsprings of his outlook. If that was indeed the case, Craven would
have been in good company. None other than the renowned Max Gluckman, the
South African/ British anthropologist, has analysed his favourite British soccer team,
Manchester United, along anthropological lines, focusing especially on the dynamics
of interaction between fans and players.6
It is important to note a key difference between “Volkekunde” as it used to be
taught at Afrikaans-speaking universities and anthropology at English-speaking
universities. “Volkekunde” during the embryonic years of Afrikaner nationalism
focused broadly on the notion that each “volk” or “nation” in South Africa, possessed
a sense of ethnos which determined its innate characteristics as opposed to the more
individualistic and broader societal concerns emphasised by social anthropology.7
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“Volkekunde’s” general point of departure was described as a quest “towards the
identification of core differences between Self and Other” rather than a focus on
cultural adaptions and interaction”.8 Perceived as fundamental shortcomings these
approaches were over time castigated mainly by English speaking anthropologists
working with a wider lens. The criticisms became even more strident as a number
of “volkekundiges” were drawn to the apartheid project with its ethnic emphases.
Whilst obviously an important issue in the discipline, in its more extreme form it
ran the risk of what has been called “primordial paranoia”, where ethnic dimensions
of whatever kind are de facto regarded as suspect.9

Academic beginnings in Stellenbosch
Danie Craven arrived at Stellenbosch in 1929, eleven years after the establishment
of the university. The university has initiated a reputation for becoming the Athena
of the south – a place of excellence and also of a unique student life amidst scenic
natural surroundings. In terms of intellectual life what Oxbridge universities were to
the national life of Britain and the Ivy League universities to America, Stellenbosch
was to Afrikaners. From its inception it subscribed to an Afrikaner ethos in
contradistinction to the nearby University of Cape Town which was imbued with
more of an imperial ambience. In political terms, the establishment of Stellenbosch
was to be closely allied to the emergent Afrikaner nationalism of the time.10
Craven’s decision to come to Stellenbosch was not necessarily based on political
considerations, but rather on the fact that it was the only tertiary institution where he
could pursue theological studies with a view of becoming a Dutch Reformed Church
minister of religion. Closely related to this was the young Craven’s infatuation with
rugby at which he had excelled from a young age. The university had already by
then developed a reputation for its rugby prowess under the guidance of a crusty
but astute coach, AF Markötter, widely known as “Oubaas Mark”. From the deep
interior of the Eastern Free State, in the town of Lindley where Craven went to
school, word was sent to “Oubaas Mark” that the young rugby prodigy was on his
way to Stellenbosch. Markötter took him under his wing, well aware of his sporting
talent and without pampering him, sought to develop his abilities further.
In contrast to his rugby feats, Craven had a rather spotty academic record at school
and in his final year, his parents had some doubts whether he would meet the
university entrance requirements. They were relieved when he did. It took a while
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for him to adapt to Stellenbosch, but once he had found his feet the university held
a special appeal. One of his biographers remarked: “Life suddenly opened up, as he
came into contact with men of the world, scholars who were in contact with the rest
of the world. His academic awakening took some time in coming, but when it did it
had the force of a sudden revelation”.11 Linking up with this, a journalist graphically
described that that “he has spent really all his life buried in a rugby scrum or a heavy
tome in the library”. Significantly it was added that these two sets of interests were
not separated and influenced “his judgement enormously”.12
Craven’s intention, however, to study as a minister of religion came to an abrupt
end in 1932 when he received a hard blow to his vocal cords during a rugby match
for South Africa against Scotland. At the time it was thought that the injury could
damage his career as a preacher. Craven was not too perturbed – he seemed to have
outgrown his sense of calling – and preferred to carry on with what was known as
“Volkekunde” at the time.13
Initially in the 1920s, “Volkekunde” was looked at somewhat askance in statusconscious Stellenbosch, where the study of black people which also entailed
doing fieldwork amongst them, was in some quarters considered infra dig.14 This
changed with the appointment in 1926 of the competent Werner Eiselen, the son
of a German missionary, who had studied in Germany in linguistics and ethnology
(as “Volkekunde” was also known) under the renowned “Bantuist” Carl Meinhof.
Eiselen was not only an inspiring lecturer, but also a productive researcher and
between 1928 and 1932 had written four books. With him as head of department,
the student numbers for the subject grew exponentially.15 Eiselen has also been
exposed to a broader education and was knowledgeable about British, American,
and German anthropological theories. Intellectually he was not one-track minded.
At Stellenbosch there was some distance between him and purveyors of idealist
nationalist thinking.16 Eiselen, however, later joined the civil service and under
Prime Minister Hendrik Verwoerd became so-called secretary of Native Affairs, and
gained some notoriety for promoting separate education and the homeland system
under apartheid.
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Craven and Eiselen: Student and supervisor and the politics of the time
Craven came to “Volkekunde” not as an Afrikaner nationalist, but as a supporter
of General Jan Smuts. Craven later recalled that Smuts had visited the Stellenbosch
campus and impressed upon them that they should study “Volkekunde” with the
view of finding a “solution to the native question”.17 Craven who also studied African
languages in his undergraduate years, and like many of his “Volkekunde” peers, had
grown up in rural areas and had plenty of interactions with black people, which in
some respects would have him well placed to embark on studies pertaining to African
societies.
Craven had to juggle his time between playing international rugby and studying.
Eiselen as his supervisor for both his MA and PhD was surprised at how diligently
Craven managed to stick to his task. He obtained the MA with distinction and
after two years finished his PhD in 1935. The title of his doctoral dissertation
was “Ethnological classification of the Southern African Bantu” (translated from
Afrikaans). He literally worked himself to a standstill and collapsed from fatigue
immediately after he had submitted the dissertation and had to be revived by a
medical doctor.18
His thesis was mainly a classificatory description of cultural similarities and
differences between various African groupings. Writing in general on the kind of
theses produced during this time at Stellenbosch, W.D. Hammond Tooke from the
University of the Witwatersrand commented that whilst these theses imparted solid
ethnographic information, they lacked theoretical content and were based on limited
fieldwork and relied mainly on informers instead of extended periods of participant
observation.19 These criticisms would also have applied to Craven’s work. He finished
in record time and during the viva deliberately shied away from questions with too
much of a theoretical bent.20 It was a thesis cast in the ethnographical mould of the
time. However, it also has to be borne in mind that ethnographic studies such as
Craven’s were not necessarily beyond the pale; the discipline in South Africa was
in its infancy but such studies nevertheless at least contributed towards an initial
academic understanding of the basic structures of some black communities and
variations in between.
Scholars differ on the extent to which Eiselen, as an academic, subscribed to race
as a biological determinant as opposed to culture. In part this was the case because
Eiselen has shifted his position after his appointment in 1926, and in the early 1930s
gave greater prominence to culture. Andrew Bank, however, in examining this trend
17
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has warned against an interpretation which overemphasises the “contrast between
his [Eiselen’s] “racial discourse” in the late 1920s and his ‘“cultural discourse’ of the
1930s”. According to Bank “[d]ifference and hierarchy remained at the core of his
thinking”.21 Craven held Eiselen in high regard and later claimed that as supervisor
he left a lasting impression.22
Bank has characterised Eiselen’s graduate students as a cohort of young men from
farming backgrounds, born a few years after the Anglo-Boer War (or the South African
War of 1899-1902), went to Afrikaans schools, came to Stellenbosch at a young
age, many of them to study as a minster of religion and belonged to Stellenbosch
University’s BTK (“Berg en Toer Klub”) or Outdoor Society, of which Eiselen was
the head or “Kaptein”.23 Craven’s life history seems to adhere to Bank’s framework
as he hailed from a farm, was born in 1910 and initially came to Stellenbosch for
theological studies and also joined the BTK.
He was, however, not part of the inner circle of Eiselen’s protégés. Here men such as
PJ Coertze, later to become particularly influential at the University of Pretoria, and
others like PJ Grobler, PJ Schoeman, HF Prinsloo and AA van Schalkwyk loomed
large and were also set to make their mark later in “Volkekunde” and nationalist
government circles. During the late thirties, they all joined right-wing Afrikaner
organisations such as the Ossewa Brandwag (Oxwagon Sentinel) for which their
mentor Eiselen had developed a predilection. Craven was the dog that did not bark,
or at least not in the manner of the rest of his pack.
He did, however, wish to work in the Department of Native Affairs. On a rugby
tour to Pretoria, Craven had personally approached the department with a view of
obtaining a position. He was rudely shown the door with an official telling him that
they did not need men with doctoral degrees to tell them how to resolve the “native
problem” and that they were perfectly capable of doing it on their own. Craven left
in in a huff, telling the official: “Thank you very much, I am glad that you have
solved the native question. I was under the impression that it still exists. Thank you
and good-bye”.24

His career took a different trajectory after the completion of his doctorate. In
1936 he accepted a teaching position at St Andrew’s College in Grahamstown
(currently Makhanda). His teaching career was to be of short duration, and he
left in 1938 to join the Union Defence Force as Director of Physical Training.
This position took him to Germany for a study visit of six months, exposing
21 A Bank, “Fathering volkekunde: Race and culture in the ethnological writings of Werner Eiselen, Stellenbosch
University, 1926–1936”, Anthropology Southern Africa, 38(3/4), 2015, p. 177.
22 Matieland, 3, 1982.
23 A Bank, “Broederbande [brotherly bonds]: …”, Anthropology Southern Africa, 38(3/4), 2015, pp. 181-182.
24 H Gerber, Craven (Cape Town, Tafelberg, 1982), p. 74 (Translated).
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him to different training methods. Craven respected the rigour of German
physical training, but rejected the fanaticism and at times vindictiveness with
which it was pursued. He experienced this first-hand. A German instructor
who had taken a dislike to Craven, maliciously exhausted him physically with
a torturous gym routine. To the instructor’s ire, Craven managed to survive
the ordeal. Craven then spoke up and said: 25
I will tell you one thing, you may well have tried to break me today, but I
believe in my principles just as you do. You may well be the master here and
I the student, but in South Africa I have a position to uphold. I have some
status, and a man like you would never be able to live in my country. We don’t
take stock of rubbish such as you.

Craven also clashed with a fellow South African, the rabid Nazi supporter, Robey
Leibrandt. They were often at loggerheads and on several occasions, the antagonism
between the two almost spilled over into fisticuffs. Intellectually he also failed to
get much of value. One of the subjects he was exposed to was called “Politische
Antropologie”, but he was disappointed as the course did not really deal with
“Volkekunde” as he had expected but had more to do with Nazi propaganda. At times
when the lecturers discussed material that they considered sensitive, the foreigners
were asked to leave the classroom.26
The fact that Craven had signed up in the Defence Force and stayed throughout the
duration of the Second World War and till 1949, marked him as a committed Smuts
man. This was in contradistinction to Eiselen’s position and those of his students who
were opposed to South Africa’s participation in the war against Germany. He had to
pay a price for involvement in the Defence Force. At the time there was considerable
animosity directed against Afrikaners who had joined up. Craven experienced this
when he entered the Dutch Reformed Church in uniform and as he recalled, was
looked upon as if he were “rubbish”. It was an experience that rankled for a long time
and although he remained religious, he decided not to go to church again.27
Craven came from a family that was loyal to the notion of a broader white South
Africanism. Despite the fact that his father fought in the Anglo-Boer War on
the side of the Free State commandos, the Cravens did not subscribe to the deep
resentments towards Britain that animated many of their Afrikaner counterparts.
South Africanism at the time, found a ready home in the United Party, and was
an ideology that purportedly supported voluntarism, cooperation, consensus, and
harmony amongst whites in contrast to narrower ethno-nationalism promoted

25 T Partridge, A life in rugby (Cape Town, Southern Book Publisher, 1991), p. 45.
26 H Gerber, Craven, …, pp. 110-115.
27 Vrye Weekblad, 5 October 1990.
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by the National Party.28 In terms of racial policy segregation, the forerunner of
apartheid, held sway under a patchwork quilt of “benevolent paternalism”. Craven
was not given to the niceties of unpacking the ideology of South Africanism and had
an almost intuitive understanding of what it constituted. “My politics was South
Africa”, he said, “Whatever was good for South Africa, that was my politics”.29 Such
an uncomplicated view of the many interests submerged under the notion of South
Africanism was later to come under heavy fire as Craven had to face up to the fact that
his idea of what constituted South Africa’s best interest was much more complicated
than what he was aware of.
In the thirties though, the fact that Craven steered a different career direction from
that of Eiselen and his protégés, was enough of an indication that he was his own
person. He thought that South Africa’s interests were best served by someone like
General Jan Smuts and that the robust nationalism of the National Party had too
much of a sectional ring to it which might divide white South Africa. The way the
Dutch Reformed Church treated him during the war provided him with ample proof
of the negative consequences of forging sectional interests.30 Similarly, although he
regarded himself as an Afrikaner, he stayed well clear of Afrikaner political pursuits.
He is on record as saying in 1985 that “Afrikaners ruined our country and are now
not prepared to step off the throne they had built for themselves”.31
Craven’s case illustrates that tutelage, even if vigorously pursued, is not an assembly
line for producing exact replicas. Craven had the same supervisor and followed the
same courses as his fellow students, but the impact of that exposure was not so
powerful as to push him into the directions they pursued. His keen interest in sport
which opened up a different professional avenue and his early perception of white
South Africanism most likely played a part in him ultimately not following the
standard route of his “Volkekunde” contemporaries. He never openly complained
about this, nor did he begrudge his peers their career paths. He maintained a healthy
respect for Eiselen and the possibility of questioning the validity of his mentor’s
decisions, not to say his academic paradigms, did not occur. Regardless of what the
shortcomings of “Volkekunde” might have been, for Craven the discipline did open
the door to learning. In 1949, on the basis of his strong sporting background and his
known academic proclivities, he was appointed as Professor of Physical Education at
Stellenbosch, a position he held for more than 25 years.

28 A Grundlingh, “The King’s Afrikaners? Enlistment and ethnic identity in the Union of South Africa’s Defence
Force during the Second World War, 1939-145”, Journal of African History, 42(1), 1999, p. 359.
29 P Dobson, Doc: The life of Danie Craven, p. 10.
30 Vrye Weekblad, 5 October 1990.
31 South Africa Rugby Archives, DH Craven Personal correspondence, 3. 10, 1985-1987, DH Craven to E Jokl,
27 November 1985.
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Intellectual fermentation and applied knowledge
In one of the biographies written on Craven, there is a reference to an
apocryphal conversation about Craven that could have taken place in certain
English-speaking quarters in South Africa, it went something like this: 32
That man Craven hasn’t a brain in his head.
But hasn’t he several degrees?
Yes, but all in rugby. Hardly an academic achievement.
But he’s a university professor, isn’t he?
Oh, yes – at Stellenbosch. That’s like being a high school teacher. Anyway,
they’re so mad about rugby at Stellenbosch they’d do anything to get the great
high priest of rugby there – including dishing out professorships for all sorts
of tinpot subjects. He’s probably professor of rugby!

Whether such an exchange actually took place as reported, is not the central point
here; more important is the message it conveyed. Such a sneering attitude did Craven
an injustice. He maintained a lifelong interest in research. In 1990 in his eightieth
year, he could with justification proclaim that he had remained a student and
academic, and that he also proudly regarded rugby as his field of study. Knowledge,
he liked to argue, also had to have a practical application.33 He had strengthened
the academic contents of the physical education courses at Stellenbosch and was
regarded as “academically adventurous”.34 A teammate of Craven and a lecturer in
Psychology, JN Smit, also recalled that Craven had an insatiable thirst for knowledge
and was keen to explore new avenues.35
Besides his doctorate in “Volkekunde”, he also completed two other doctorates, one
in Psychology (1973) on personality traits and sport participation, and the other in
Physical Education in 1978. The latter dealt with the evolution of major games. The
thesis was well received by the external examiner, Prof. Maxwell Howell of Santiago,
California. He regarded the work “as a brilliant, in my opinion the most definitive
work ever written on the origins of games. There is, simply, no thesis in the Western
World in sport and games that matches it in quality. It is the most extensive work
attempted and will reflect most favourably on the University of Stellenbosch”.36
This was high praise indeed, even too fulsome. A perusal of the thesis reveals that
whilst it is extensive and wide-ranging in its approach, it lacks analytical depth. It
32 P Dobson, Doc: The life of Danie Craven, p. 20.
33 Vrye Weekblad, 5 October 1990.
34 Stellenbosch University Archives, Senate Papers, “Motivation for an Honorary Doctorate for Prof. DH Craven”,
1979.
35 South African Rugby Archives, Stellenbosch University, Craven personal correspondence, 5.3, Interview with
JN Smit, 2 February 1979.
36 Quoted in Stellenbosch University Archives, Senate Papers, “Motivation for an Honorary Doctorate for Prof
DH Craven”, 1979.
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is mainly descriptive in providing information of different sports codes according
to a classificatory system. In his work, he classified and described what he termed
four sport “families” which shared similar characteristics and rules. Those included
racket, target, batting and goal families. In this one can find echoes of his early
“Volkekunde” thesis which also worked with the idea of classifying characteristics
and practices in an orderly fashion without much evidence of deeper interpretation.
The basic approach seemed to have cast a long shadow.
Besides his formal academic work, Craven was also an astute observer during his
travels as a player and coach. Amongst his teammates, he stood out for his scholarly
interest in the countries they visited.37 On a student tour to Kenya in 1935 Craven
who at the time was busy with his doctorate, keenly observed the landscape and
took elaborate notes on the cultural practices of local inhabitants.38 It was, however,
especially the Springbok tour to New Zealand in 1937 which heightened Craven’s
insight and interest in cultural variations. In contrast to South Africa, New Zealand
sport, by and large, functioned as an integrative force, with the Māori’s since the
late 19th century being part and parcel of the country’s rugby landscape.39 The tour,
though was dogged with controversy on whether the Springboks should play against
a Māori team.
These issues stretched back to the 1921 South African tour to New Zealand when
claims of racial antagonisms between a Māori team and the Springboks during a
game which the Springboks narrowly won, surfaced in the press. In 1936 there were
outspoken reservations on the part of prominent members of the South African
Rugby Board that the Springboks should not play against the Māori as a separate
team. The argument was put forward that the parents of the players would not
countenance their sons playing against Māori’s and that players themselves had
reservations. In contrast to this, it was argued the Māori’s were treated on an equal
footing in New Zealand and that the local “custom” should be respected. This view
prevailed.40 The New Zealand rugby authorities though, eager to prevent possible
further repercussions did not include a match against a Māori team in the itinerary.
Individual Māori’s did, however, play against the Springboks in provincial teams and
as members of the New Zealand rugby team.41

37 H Gerber, Craven, …, pp. 91-92.
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Springbok tours to New Zealand,” Journal for Contemporary History, 27(1), 2011, p. 40.
40 South African Rugby Archives, Stellenbosch University, Board Minutes, Confidential Council minutes, 12
August 1936.
41 G Ryan (ed.), Tackling rugby myths: Rugby and New Zealand society 1854- 2004 (Dunedin, University of Otago
Press, 2004), p. 120; P Dobson, Doc: The life of Danie Craven, pp. 157-158.
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The Springboks played three such matches in Gisborne, Rotorua, and Auckland.
While the team had frequent interactions with Māori’s, both on and off the field.
Craven, the vice-captain of the Springbok team at the time, was taken aback when
upon arrival at Auckland a Māori walked up to him, stuck out his hand and asked:
“I am a Māori. Will you shake my hand?” Craven immediately responded with an
outstretched hand and said: “I am very pleased to meet you”.42 Such little social
exchanges underlined the sensibilities of the time. On the whole, a Springbok
rugby player and a good acquaintance of Craven, Dawie Snyman, later remarked
significantly on how the 1937 tour contributed to the fusion of sport and academe
in Craven’s outlook. In conversations with Craven, he was struck by the way the tour
had “left an indelible impression on Craven – specifically because of his background
in anthropology and the complexity of South Africa’s future”.43
Craven himself later recalled that his background in “Volkekunde” came into good
stead as he had read a great deal about Māori culture before the tour to New Zealand.
He learnt about the Māori’s Polynesian ancestry and that they had come to the two
volcanic islands of New Zealand in the late 900s. He continued:
What I wasn’t quite prepared for, however, was the beauty and grace of
the Māori’s – particularly the young girls, who can be stunningly beautiful.
Although most Māori’s today live in the cities of north island where they
are totally integrated with the white people, there are many traditionalists
who have kept alive much of the traditional culture – the age old Māori lore,
customs and credo.

He embroidered on the culture he encountered: 44
Much of the custom and tradition is embodied in the smallish, multifarious
and in many ways unique town of Rotorua, which is the centre of New
Zealand’s geothermal area. The Maoris read many things into the volcanic
explosions of sulphur steam they call geysers, and those eerie bubbling mud
pools, which sometimes explode with powerful force, spreading the grey,
gooey mud all over the place with a loud plop.

Craven also had a comparative view. After having had frequent contact with Māori
players and administrators, he stated that “it is in the South African blood to be
prejudiced against natives, because the natives we have are very primitive. It would
be ridiculous to compare them with the Māori’s. To be candid, we came here with
some prejudices against the Māori’s. I am glad to say that prejudice has been removed
as a result of our tour to Rotorua where we were able to see the Māori at home and
enjoy their genuine hospitality and kindness”.45
42
43
44
45

P Dobson, Doc: The life of Danie Craven, p. 158.
Die Burger, 29 September 2018 (translation).
T Partridge, A life in rugby…, p. 91.
Quoted in G Ryan (ed.), Tackling rugby myths: …, p. 120.
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Craven’s outlook, however appreciative of Māori culture, should not blot out
his comment pertaining to South Africa’s black people, framed in the familiar
terminology of the time of “levels of civilisation” and smacking of supremacist
thinking. The notion of “civilisation” was a common debate among anthropologists,
but was usually couched in more careful language.46 The statement is furthermore
important as it was wrapped up in the dualism of culture on the one hand, and
difference and hierarchy on the other which constituted much of Eiselen’s academic
probing. This thinking, as formulated by a former student in a setting far away from
South Africa, carried a further irony. Intriguingly there was also a sense amongst
the Māori themselves, similar to that of Craven, that they were a “proud people,
proud of their age-long traditions, and their standard of intelligence and culture is
far beyond that of any other native race”.47
Craven maintained close relationships with some of the Māori families he had
befriended during the tour and continued to make private visits to Rotorua to
visit them, even later in life. During the Springbok tour to New Zealand in 1965
Craven also saw to it that some impecunious Māori’s who could not afford test
tickets, were able to watch the game.48 He was particularly riled by National Party’s
government policy under prime minister’s Hendrik Verwoerd’s sway in the midsixties that Māori’s were not welcome to tour South Africa as part of the All Black
team.49 During the political transitions in South Africa in the early 1990s, Craven
made sure, shortly before his death in 1993, that an apology reached the Māori
people for the embarrassment and humiliation they had to endure by not being
allowed to tour South Africa.50
The issue of culture had further ramifications. In the late twenties, Eiselen was
adamant that South African coloureds were part and parcel of Afrikaner culture
and should be treated accordingly.51 Craven held a similar view and rejected the
ongoing exclusion of coloureds from mainstream South African rugby. As early as
the 1950s he was explicit: “Whites and coloureds speak the same language. The
coloured people are our people, and therefore we must also play together on the
rugby field”.52 It was almost a throwback to Craven’s view of the Māori’s; the same
way the Māori’s were integrated in New Zealand should also apply to coloureds in
South Africa. Culturally he regarded the two groups as on par. Without wishing to
imply that Craven’s views on coloureds were singularly determined by his initial
training under Eiselen, it is surely more than coincidental that his outlook dovetailed
46 RJ Gordon, “Apartheid’s anthropologists: …,” American Ethnologist, 15(3), 1988, p. 540.
47 G Ryan (ed.), Tackling rugby myths: …, p. 115.
48 G Ryan (ed.), Tackling rugby myths: …, p. 120; L Blom & H Swart (eds.), Craven stories (Sun Media,
Stellenbosch, 2019), p. 8.
49 T Partridge, A life in rugby…, pp. 91-92.
50 SA Leadership, 1 September 2010.
51 RJ Gordon. “Apartheid’s anthropologists: …”, American Ethnologist, 15(3), 1988, p. 540.
52 L Blom and H Swart (eds.), Craven stories…, p. 107.
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so neatly with that of Eiselen.
As chairman of the South African Rugby Board, Craven was very active in organising
rugby clinics across the colour line. Between 1982 and 1991 more than 314 clinics
were held and these were attended by over 88 000 players. The clinics involved
children from all races and also led to senior feeder teams mainly from the platteland,
comprising white as well as African and coloured players. They took place within the
general ambit of the government’s sport policy pertaining to sport at lower levels.53
For Craven, it can be argued, these events centred primarily on rugby as a common
denominator. He recalled that in part it was informed by his youthful experience as a
youngster in rural Free State where black and white often without any tension at all
played rugby together.54 On the rugby field, of course, they might have been equals,
but once they left the field a completely different situation prevailed.
Craven’s general outlook was fatally devoid of a sense of political power and the
overall nature of political differentials in South Africa. From a relatively early age
he had a disdain of politics; in the mid-thirties he dismissed attempts by the United
Party to recruit him as an organiser. “Be damned with politics”, he said, “I won’t be
drawn into it”.55 Craven can, as one commentator observed, be regarded as “political
ingenu[e] who would rather stroll through Milton’s Groves of Academe than walk
CP Snow’s Corridors of Power”.56
Whilst Craven publicly took an anti-apartheid stand and regularly opposed
the government, he was in certain respects essentially conservative. He readily
acknowledged the wrongs of apartheid, but as far as politics was concerned, as late
as 1987 he was only prepared to support a qualified franchise for black people, an
option which the Progressive Federal Party, as the white opposition in parliament
for the greater part of the 1980s, had already abandoned in 1978. Craven’s position
on the vote indicates that he was out of touch with the dynamics of South African
society during the 1980s as the country went through a period of dramatic and often
traumatic upheaval. Support for a qualified franchise, amidst these circumstances,
showed a limited understanding of the nature of black aspirations and the process
of change that was underway. Indeed, in a biography of Craven, P Dobson, in an
otherwise flattering portrayal, is not far off the mark in describing Craven’s political
outlook as naive.57 Craven also battled to fully understand the South African
Congress of Sport’s (SACOS) and its affiliate the South African Rugby Union’s
(SARU’s) position of “no normal sport in an abnormal society” and their principled
resistance to have any dealings with the Rugby Board or the coloured and black
53 A Grundlingh. Potent pastimes: Sport and leisure practices in modern Afrikaner history (Pretoria, Protea Books,
2013), p. 103.
54 T Partridge, A life in rugby…, p. 120.
55 H Gerber, Craven, p. 80.
56 Sunday Times, 23 October 1988.
57 P Dobson, Doc: The life of Danie Craven, p. 135.
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federations associated with the board. Although Craven was on a good personal
footing with certain individuals from SARU, he failed to assess the logic and depth
of their position properly.58
What is of particular interest here, is how actively Craven worked within the cultural
space of rugby and managed to draw in various groupings with rugby affinities across
the colour line. To him, rugby was primarily a “pure” cultural formation that had
the potential to function optimally across boundaries without political interference.
As this was his basic point of departure, he was much more at sea when it came to
dealing with wider political dimensions. One can even argue that as a result of his
earlier studies he was more in tune dealing with cultural expressions per se, while
politics was a necessary evil and a different arena.

Genealogy and lineages of rugby players, ritualistic behaviour and the
“soul” of the game
Craven’s roots in “Volkekunde”, arguably also led to his interest in tracing the
personal histories of players. He accumulated detailed genealogical charts of
Springbok rugby players, and recorded statistics on their biographical details (see
Images 1 and 2). There are over a hundred files on specific rugby players, in which
he recorded their family lineage. He went about collecting family history data of
players and sent out an information sheet requesting that family members of players
provide information on their lineage. His office boasted a map of South Africa on
which drawing pins were inserted to indicate the geographical areas where Springbok
rugby players came from.
Although Craven’s interest in the kinship structure was not based on understanding
stateless societies, he was able to transfer his understanding of family networks to rugby
players and the probability of them playing competitive rugby. His research on the
lineage patterns of Springbok teams incorporated not only a rugby player’s physical
capabilities and skill, but was also informed by his personal history and lineage. His
thinking on this later appeared in print.59 Furthermore Craven was not shy, in a jocular
fashion, to encourage liaisons between young male and female students who according
to him had the potential to produce outstanding rugby off-spring.60 Of course, all
of this would nowadays be frowned upon as an intolerable discourse that unduly
foregrounds genetic elements, but Craven’s explorations in a singular way, had in mind
a better understanding of the sport he was so enthusiastic about.

58 A Grundlingh. Potent pastimes: …, p. 102.
59 H Gerber, Danie Craven se top Springbokke (Cape Town: Tafelberg, 1977), pp. 102-103.
60 L Blom and H Swart (eds.), Craven stories…, p. 15.
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Image 1: Examples of family trees (kinship charts) of rugby players, produced by Danie Craven

Source: South African Rugby Board Archives, Box B 1.17, Craven Collection, Stellenbosch.

He was also pertinently aware of the importance of social factors in producing
excellent rugby players and singled out some prominent rugby schools to make
his point.61 What he missed, however, were the wider implications of what Pierre
Bourdieu has called the dynamics of “habitus”, which provided accumulated social
capital and operated almost invisibly for those in the loop. In doing so it tended to
shut out those who were not part of the network.62
Craven’s view of rugby as a communal affair is also of interest and his metaperspective on this is reflected in the title of his 1980 book, Die Groot Rugby Gesin
van die Maties (The Big Rugby Family of the Maties). To him “the rugby ground was
only a starting point of an educational process embodying the whole community”.63

This included spectatorship, as he explained in 1977: 64
If only people can realize rugby is a medicine, not only for the players, but
for the spectators and when we have internationals in this country, they are in
actual fact reunions of thousands and thousands of people. It boils down to
this that such occasions take people away from themselves, from the routine
work and from boredom and anybody that gets away from himself gets a
greater benefit than is generally realized.

61
62
63
64

H Gerber, Danie Craven se top Springbokke…, p. 104.
B Cros, Rugby in South Africa, Unpub Manuscript Private Collection, p. 15.
P Dobson, Doc: The life of Danie Craven, p. 224.
South African Rugby Archives, Stellenbosch, Craven Collection, Box 1.17 Craven to Myers, 13 September 1977.
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This view holds various interpretative possibilities. The “therapeutic” effect of sport
as a release valve for wider societal tensions, can certainly be one way of looking at
the nature of fandom. Of no lesser importance though, are the ritualistic behaviour
patterns of fandom weekend after weekend. The spectators themselves lacked
introspection, but an outside observer with a trained eye might well have been able to
assess the meaning of such repetitive group performances. Craven, it can be argued,
was one such person; he understood the game and its cultural appeal from the inside,
and as an academic, he was also sufficiently primed to assess its dynamics from the
outside. His “Volkekunde” doctorate is replete with descriptions of the functions of
a variety of African rituals. This is not to say that he necessarily consciously recalled
his doctoral work when he penned this observation. But it might just have been so
ingrained in him that he almost subconsciously made such a comparison. This is
akin to the observation of a young South African anthropologist, Shannon Morreira
in 2012 “that the field is not something we enter and leave but rather a state of mind
and a place we continually inhabit”.65
Image 2: Example of a letter sent to family members of rugby players, requesting information
about family lineage

Source: South African Rugby Board Archives, Box B 1.17, Craven Collection, Stellenbosch.
65 S Morreira, “Anthropological futures? Thoughts on social research and the ethics of engagement”, Anthropology
Southern Africa, 35(3/4), 2012, p. 103.
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In similar vein it is instructive to look at Craven’s view on what he described
as the “soul of the game”: 66
It may sound strange to assert that rugby, or any game for that matter, has
a soul. But it has. The soul does not die. Neither does the soul of rugby die
…The soul of the game is the law of God engrained [sic: ingrained] in
everything that exists and which has a potency for development which has
no end. When that potency is discovered, it must be developed and will not
develop if incorrectly used.

Shades of his research can be detected here. In his thesis, Craven was keenly aware
of the salience and importance of ancestral spirits and the way in which certain
rituals were required to keep the spirits alive and satisfied. The “spirit” of rugby as
projected here, it can be argued, likewise demands sacrifices. The dynamics which
Craven used to describe as the “soul” of the game, resembled the way he perceived
the overall symbolism and role of ancestral spirits to function in certain African
societies. In essence, it is seen to revolve around the need to ensure immortality and
potency.67 The term “law of God” which Craven uses and the way he deploys it,
has less to do with Christian beliefs than with the conceptual way ancestral spirits
operate in an all-consuming and regenerative fashion. The “soul” of rugby then, is
recycled from generation to generation and kept intact, often through ritualistic
transference from father to son, reminiscent of the way cattle and chiefs were imbued
by ancestral spirits as continuing life forces. Of course, one does not wish to imply
that Craven necessarily drew a linear comparison, but the similarities in discourses
do point to a certain anthropological sensibility and agreement.

Conclusion
Historical documentation hardly says “no” to “yes” type questions. Yet, while bearing
this in mind, it can be concluded in a qualified way that Craven’s “Volkekunde”
background, at times perhaps even unwittingly, impinged on the way he perceived
certain dimensions of the rugby world. His academic exposure, it is argued,
heightened his understanding of New Zealand Māori culture and alerted him to
possible linkages with South African coloured people. Equally so, it is possible to
draw some inferences between the study of “Volkekunde” and Craven’s interest in
the lineages of Springbok rugby players, his sense of a rugby community and the
nature of the so-called “soul of rugby”.

This is not to say that his “Volkekunde” exposure was the only factor at play
here; undoubtedly his personal outlook, the other disciplines he studied and
66 South African Rugby Archives, Stellenbosch University, Undated private notes, Box B 1.17, Craven Collection.
67 D Craven, “Volkekundige indeling van die Suid-Afrikaanse Bantu” (PhD, thesis, Stellenbosch University,
1935) p. 39.
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his wide-ranging knowledge of rugby also played a role. But the most pertinent
application in terms of understanding the wider cultural dimensions of the
game with its distinct properties, was probably “Volkekunde”. He might
not have been a practising career anthropologist, but one can claim with a
certain degree of conviction that there was a curious connection between
his fascination with sport and in his own way he refracted some sporting
configurations in an anthropological manner or more precisely along the lines
of “Volkekunde” as practised at the time.
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Abstract
This article examines the cultural experiences of the M’mbelwa Ngoni who
occupied the modern Mzimba District in Malawi from 1964 to 1994. Using
written (primary and secondary) and oral sources, the article argues that
although Dr Hastings Kamuzu Banda (the first president of the Republic of
Malawi) seemed to favour the Chewa people in his cultural policy, he was also
on good terms with the M’mbelwa Ngoni compared to other groups in the
country. Besides, the article argues that the M’mbelwa Ngoni took advantage
of the seemingly dictatorial cultural policy under Dr Banda to preserve their
unique traditions such as Ingoma (traditional Ngoni war dance but now
performed during political and public events) among others. The article, thus,
demonstrates that Banda’s cultural policy also allowed some cultural groups
such as the Ngoni of Mzimba to promote their culture.
Keywords: Malawi; Mzimba District; M’mbelwa Ngoni; Cultural policy;
Ingoma dance; Kamuzu Banda.

Introduction
This article discusses the way the M’mbelwa Ngoni of Mzimba District2 were
consolidated in Malawian culture between 1964 and 1994. These M’mbelwa Ngoni
are mainly found in the northern region of Malawi (but few of their kinsmen are
in Dowa and Ntchisi Districts in central region) hence their reference as Northern
Ngoni.3 The article argues that the M’mbelwa Ngoni4 capitalised on the cultural
1
2

3
4

Orcid number: https://orcid.org/ 0000-0002-6594-4403.
Malawi National Archives (Hereafter MNA), NNM1/24/10 Mzimba District Book Volume 1, 1 January 1949,
notes that Mzimba District and its administrative headquarters take their names from the Mzimba river; Y
Chondoka and F Bota, A history of the Tumbuka from 1400 to 1900: The Tumbuka under the M’nyanjagha,
Chewa, Balowoka, Senga and Ngoni chiefs (Lusaka, Academic Press, 2007), p. 18, who say the word Mzimba
means the “body” in Ngoni language and had its origins when the Ngoni used to say “Tiyogeza mzimba
mumufuleni” meaning “we are going to bath our bodies in the river”.
M Read, The Ngoni of Nyasaland (London, Oxford University Press, 1956), pp. 3-4.
J Thompson, “The origin, migration and settlement of the Northern Ngoni”, The Society of Malawi Journal,
34(1), 1981, pp. 6-35.
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policies of Dr Hastings Kamuzu Banda, the first president of the Malawi Republic,
to maintain their cultural practices between 1964 and 1994. Within the period in
question, Banda developed a consistent cultural philosophy which centred on turning
people into a tradition-bound nation. Banda shaped the policy through authoritarian
strategies to the extent that scholars often criticised him for superimposing a national
and yet divisive cultural identity in the country.5 What scholars fail to acknowledge
is how Banda’s cultural policy also allowed some groups such as the M’mbelwa
Ngoni to promote their cultural identity. This article challenges aspects in Malawian
historiography during Banda’s rule (1964-1994) which has analysed the subject
under discussion in terms of cultural dictatorship and divisive policies of Banda.
However, it has inadequately acknowledged the general outlook of Banda’s cultural
policy of allowing some cultural groups such as the Ngoni of Mzimba in promoting
their cultural sentiments.6

A brief history of M’mbelwa Ngoni up to 1964
The M’mbelwa Ngoni, who today are found in Mzimba District in the northern
part of Malawi, were originally one of the several branches of Zwangendaba’s
followers formed out of a motley gathering of ethnic groupings. The name Ngoni
was derived from Nguni, a term of salutation (isithokozelo) common to many agnatic
clans in the modern KwaZulu-Natal Province region in South Africa.7 However, the
term “Ngoni” (which means foreign people) was given to them by the Thonga of
Mozambique.8 Later on, they also came to be referred to by a wide variety of names
such as Batuta/Watuta or Bututa, Mafiti, Mavitu, Magwangwara, Mazitu, Zowa,
Wapoma, Wajoja, Landeens and Wamachonde9 by the Ngoni conquered or raided to
describe Ngoni’s predatory and murderous methods of warfare.10

5

L Vail and L White, “Tribalism in the political history of Malawi”, L Vail (ed.), The creation of tribalism in
Southern Africa (London, James Currey, 1989) pp. 151-184; P Short, Banda (London and Boston, Routledge
and Kegan Paul, 1974); PG Forster, “Culture, nationalism and the invention of tradition in Malawi”, Journal
of Modern African Studies, 32(3), 1994, pp. 477-487; J Lwanda, Kamuzu Banda of Malawi: A study in promise,
power and paralysis (Glasgow, Dudu Nsomba Publications,1993).
6 Scholars such as B Mkandawire, “Ethnicity, language, and cultural violence: Dr Hastings Kamuzu Banda’s
Malawi, 1964-1994”, The Society of Malawi Journal, 63(1), 2010, pp. 23-42; T Moyo, “Language politics and
national identity in Malawi”, South African Journal of African Languages, 4, 2002, pp. 262-272, have attacked
Dr Banda’s divisive and dictatorial tendencies.
7 J Barnes, Politics in a changing society: A political history of the Fort Jameson Ngoni (Manchester, Manchester
University Press, 1967), p. 9.
8 D Fraser, Winning a primitive people (London, Seeley Service and Company, 1914), p. 311; E Ebner, The history
of the Wangoni, reprint (Peramiho, Benedictine Publications, 2009), p. 148.
9 J Pike, “A Pre-colonial history of Malawi”, The Nyasaland Journal, 18(1), 1965, p. 48; E Ebner, The history of the
Wangoni…, pp. 148-149.
10 MNA, S1/112F/34, District administration annual report, Northern Province-Mzimba-introductory notes by
I O’Brien, the District Commissioner of Mzimba District in 1933.
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The Ngoni, led by Zwangendaba, were one of the products of mfecane (unlimited
warfare or great crushing) in Zulu language or difaqane in Sotho.11 Mfecane was
an upheaval in the modern Kwazulu-Natal Province region of South Africa where
different leaders were fighting over the control of trade towards the route to Delagoa
Bay and also over grazing land for their cattle herds among others.12 In particular, the
Ngoni left South Africa after the rise of Shaka Zulu who defeated the Ndwandwe
under Zwide where Zwangendaba was one of his generals at the battle of Mhlatuze
River in 1819. This forced a number of Nguni groups to flee northwards.13 During
their trek northwards (passing through modern Mozambique, Zimbabwe and
Zambia), Zwangendaba and his followers assimilated many ethnic groups.14 The
M’mbelwa Ngoni emerged as a distinct group from the succession crisis that erupted
after the death of Zwangendaba in 1848 in the Ufipa (at Mapupo to be specific) area
in the south western part of modern Tanzania.15 After the crisis, the M’mbelwa Ngoni
moved southwards passing through the Nyika plateau and came into Henga Valley at
Ngo’nga in modern Rumphi District in Malawi. It was at Ng’onga where M’mbelwa,
the son of Zwangendaba, was installed as their leader. From here, M’mbelwa Ngoni
moved to several places until they reached Njuyu where the Livingstonia missionaries
found them.16
The M’mbelwa Ngoni, led by Chimtunga Jere (a son of M’mbelwa I), came under
the British protectorate rule on 24th October 1904, following a meeting between
the then Governor Sir Alfred Sharpe and Ngoni leaders at Ekwendeni in Mzimba
District.17 Chimtunga Jere had succeeded his father (M’mbelwa I) in 1898 who had
died in 1891. At this meeting, the eight Ngoni chiefs agreed to submit to British
administration in return for certain privileges including the right to spread out over
the Tumbuka area.18 They also agreed that the authority of the hereditary chiefs
would be upheld and decide minor disputes among their people but would assist
colonial government officials in administration and tax collection.19 The Ngoni’s
entry into the treaty agreement with the British administrators can be compared
to the British colonial rule in the Bechuanaland Protectorate (modern Botswana)
11 JD Omer-Cooper, History of Southern Africa, second edition, (London, James Currey Ltd, 1994), pp. 52-71.
12 JD Omer-Cooper, History of Southern Africa…, pp. 52-53; L Thompson, A history of South Africa, 3 (New
Haven and London, Yale University Press, 2001), pp. 81-83; J Wright, “‘If we can’t call it the mfecane, then what
can we call it?’: Moving the debate forward” (Paper, Institute for advanced Social Research Seminar, University
of Witwatersrand, 29 August 1994), pp. 18-20; J Mvenene, “A social and economic history of the African
people of Gcalekaland, 1830-1913”, Historia, 59(1), 2014, pp. 59-62.
13 J Thompson, “The origins, migration…”, The Society of Malawi Journal, 34(1), 1981, p. 10.
14 K Rennie, “Ngoni states and European intrusion”, E Stokes and R Brown (eds.), The Zambezian past…, p. 303;
JD Omer-Cooper, History of Southern Africa…, pp. 54-58.
15 Y Chibambo, My Ngoni of Nyasaland (London, Macmillan, 1952), pp. 31-35; Y Chondoka and F Bota, A
history of the Tumbuka…, pp. 191-193.
16 Y Chibambo, My Ngoni of Nyasaland…, pp. 54-64.
17 MNA, S1/61H/32, Mzimba district administration annual reports, 1931.
18 MNA, S1/112 F/34, Mzimba district administration annual reports, 1934.
19 MNA, NNMI/24/1 Mzimba (Mombera) district book, 1 April, 1905.
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where some Tswana groups such as the Bangwato incorporated the Babirwa (who
were non-Tswana) into their communities and began collecting tax and purported
to represent them to the British colonial government resulting into invisibility of the
Babirwa to the colonial eye.20 This kind of superiority was also noted in Maun where
another Tswana group called the Batawana imposed their authority over other nonTswana groups like the Wayeyi, Herero, Mbukushu among others.21
Later on during the independence struggle the Ngoni were part of those fighting
for independence of Nyasaland (Malawi). This was also observed by the Mzimba
District Commissioner who on 11th January 1961 reported to the Provincial
Commissioner of Northern Province that “Mzimba had become considerably more
politically conscious and active than hitherto”.22 Thus, by the time the country
became independent in 1964, the M’mbelwa Ngoni had (culturally and politically)
aligned themselves to the would-be leader, Banda for their identity’s survival.

The M’mbelwa Ngoni in Malawi’s cultural historiography
The M’mbelwa Ngoni cultural identity, like that of the Chewa, Tumbuka and
Lomwe, has been a subject of scholarly attention, both from Malawi and abroad.
In the colonial period, one argument has been that Christianity and colonialism
weakened the strength of the Ngoni kinship, legal and administrative systems of
justice and undermined their determination to stay together. For example, M Read
who focussed on the socio-cultural ways of the Ngoni, attributed the decline of
Ngoni culture in general to the influence of Christianity and Western education.23
This view is also shared by K Rennie who argued that it was the advent of the
European missionaries which upset the balance of power in Ngoniland whereby
their subordinates such as the Tumbuka became very influential since they were the
first to acquire Christianity and Western education.24 Moreover, the Livingstonia
mission, which established itself in the area, concentrated its efforts in the Northern
region with the Tumbuka language as its chief means of communication.25 Lastly,
L Vail has attributed the decline of the Ngoni to their failure in adaptation to their
20 P Molosiwa, “‘The tragedy of the Ababirwa’: Cattle herding power and the socio-environmental history of the
ethnic identity of the Babirwa in Botswana, 1920 to the Present” (PhD Thesis, university of Minnesota, 2013),
p. 48.
21 L Nyati-Ramahobo, “Minority tribes in Botswana: The politics of recognition”, Minority Rights Group
International, 2008, p. 3.
22 MNA, PCN1/1/11 administration, annual reports for all districts, instructions and correspondence- Northern
Province, 1962.
23 M Read, The Ngoni of Nyasaland (London, Oxford University Press, 1956), p. 24; DD Phiri, “Some notes on
the Ngoni clans of Malawi and the Ngoni celebrations held at Mabili in September 2001”, Society of Malawi
Journal, 55(2), 2002, p. 67.
24 K Rennie, “Ngoni states…”, E Stokes and R Brown (eds.), The Zambezian Past…, pp. 303-311.
25 P Forster, T Cullen Young: Missionary and anthropologist (Blantyre, Christian Literature Association in Malawi,
2003), p. 7; J McCracken, “Religion and politics in Northern Ngoniland, 1881-1904”, B Pachai (ed.), Early
History of Malawi (London, Longman, 1972), pp. 216-231.
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new permanent habitat as manifested by environmental degradation, rebellions
by the indigenous Tumbuka, rinderpest disease outbreak in 1894 and western
capitalism and colonialism which facilitated the disintegration of the Ngoni society.26
However, scholars such as B Pachai have challenged the above by arguing that the
M’mbelwa Ngoni were incorporated into colonial administration without losing
much of their political authority.27 This view was also corroborated by K Phiri who
argued that the Ngoni have been responsible for forging a degree of political and
cultural unity among themselves in the country since 1904.28 Besides, J Thompson
also argued that the Ngoni were able to manipulate the missionary and colonial
political setup to fulfil their cultural traditions such as infusing their traditional songs
into church hymns.29 On her part, A Quinn observed that the Ngoni managed to
manipulate their traditional values such as Ncemo (literally meaning “calling”) into
Christian teachings of the Livingstonia Synod which became a symbolic concept of
Ngoni marriage with the Synod.30
For the post-colonial period, most scholars have focussed on Malawian cultural
identity in general. In this regard, some scholars have argued that Dr Hastings Kamuzu
Banda, the first president of the Republic of Malawi, promoted his own Chewa
cultural identity as the national identity at the expense of other ethnic identities in
Malawi.31 This made other scholars such as D Kaspin and A Thorold link historical
experiences of Banda’s ethnic favouritism with the modern behaviour of Malawians
to vote presidential candidates (since 1994) based on regional and ethnic affiliations.32
This view has also been corroborated by B Osei-Hwedie who compared tribal cleavages
in politics in Malawi and Zambia where she concluded that Malawi political divisions
26 L Vail, “The making of the dead North: A study of Ngoni rule in Northern Malawi, 1855-1907”, JB Peires (ed.),
Before and after Shaka: Papers in Nguni History (Grahamstown, Rhodes University Press, 1981), pp. 230-255.
27 B Pachai, “African initiatives in local administration: The case of the M’mbelwa African Administrative
Council”, RJ MacDonald (ed.) From Nyasaland to Malawi (Nairobi, East African Publishing House, 1975),
pp. 189-212; B Pachai, “Ngoni politics and diplomacy in Malawi, 1848-1904”, B Pachai, (ed.) Early history of
Malawi (London, Longman, 1972), pp. 179-207.
28 K Phiri, “Something for which to remember them: The concepts of political unity and cultural identity in the
history of the Ngoni in Mzimba District since 1904” (Paper, Local History and Culture conference, Mzuzu
University, 28-30 August 2007).
29 J Thompson, “Donald Fraser and the Ngoni” (PhD Thesis, Edinburgh University, 1982), p. 213; J Thompson,
Ngoni, Xhosa and Scot (Zomba, Kachere Series, 2007), where the Ngoni interacted with the Scottish and Xhosa
missionaries for their religious, cultural and political survival.
30 A Quinn, “Holding on to mission christianity: Case studies from a Presbyterian church in Malawi”, Journal of
Religion in Africa, 25(4), 1995, pp. 387-411.
31 B Mkandawire, “Ethnicity, language, and cultural violence…”, The Society of Malawi Journal, 63(1), 2010, pp.
23-42; T Moyo, “Language politics…”, South African Journal of African Languages, 4, 2002, pp. 262-272; L
Vail and L White, “Tribalism…”, L Vail (ed.), The creation of tribalism in Southern Africa…, pp. 151-184; P
Short, Banda…; P Forster, “Culture, nationalism…”, Journal of Modern African Studies, 32(3), 1994, pp. 477497; J Lwanda, Kamuzu Banda of Malawi: A study in promise, power and paralysis (Glasgow, Dudu Nsomba
Publications, 1993).
32 D Kaspin, “The politics of ethnicity in Malawi’s democratic transition”, The Journal of Modern African Studies,
33(4), December 1995, pp. 595-620; A Thorold, “Regionalism, tribalism and multiparty democracy: The case
of Malawi”, South African Journal of International Affairs, 7(2), 2000, pp. 135-139.
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were already deep before and after 1994 elections.33 On his part, D Posner specified
that the Chewas and Tumbukas of Zambia (unlike their Malawian counterparts) have
been united due to President Kenneth Kaunda’s commitment to national unity in
Zambia as compared to divisive politics of Malawi’s President Kamuzu Banda.34 Most
recently, some scholars have debated on the resurgence of ethnic associations in the
country which they feel would pose a threat to Malawi’s future unity. For example,
G Kayira et-al have been sceptical about the future peaceful coexistence of the several
ethnic associations in Malawi due to the view that some, such as Mulhako wa Alhomwe,
have been an avenue of both cultural unity and political mobilisation.35 However, M
Lusaka has contended that the ethnic associations stimulate ethnic competitions,
conflicts, and divisions in contemporary Malawi.36
Image 1: A map of Malawi showing the Ngoni and other ethnic groups

Source: PG Forster, T Cullen Young: Missionary and anthropologist (Blantyre, Christian Literature
Association in Malawi, 2003), p. xiv.
33 B Osei-Hwedie, “The role of ethnicity in multi-party politics in Malawi and Zambia”, Journal of contemporary
African Studies, 16(2), 1998, pp. 228-247.
34 DN Posner, “The political salience of cultural difference: Why Chewas and Tumbukas are allies in Zambia and
adversaries in Malawi”, The American Political Science Review, 98(4), November, 2004, pp. 529-545.
35 G Kayira, P Banda and A Robinson, “Ethnic associations and politics in contemporary Malawi”, Journal of
Eastern African Studies, 13(4), 2019, pp. 718-738.
36 M Lusaka, “Dividing the nation or promoting unity? Ethnic based associations and production of heritage in
Malawi”, K Ross and W Mulwafu (eds.), Politics, christianity and society in Malawi: Essays in honour of John
McCracken (Mzuzu, MZUNI Press, 2020), pp. 372-395.
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While the earlier scholars have contributed enormously to the ethnic and cultural
history of Malawi, they have not focused on the relationship between Banda and the
Ngoni culture in the Malawi historiography which is the centre of attention of this article.

Banda’s cultural policy
At independence, personal characteristics of the national leader were extremely
important determinants of government policies in the new African states. For
example in Tanzania, Julius Nyerere (the first president of Tanzania) was honoured
as Mwalimu (teacher) while his counterpart in Ghana, Kwame Nkrumah was hailed
as Osagyefo (the redeemer).37 In Malawi, Kamuzu Banda was hailed as Mpulumutsi
(“messiah” or “saviour”) as somebody who possessed supernatural or divine wisdom,
and as Ngwazi (conqueror) meaning he was brave and invincible in his destruction of
colonial rule.38 However, it should be noted that Banda’s political ideology was not
clear as was the case with Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia’s humanism which was based
on Marxism-Leninism or Socialism.39 Despite the above scenario, Banda’s cultural
policy needs to be critically analysed in order to understand the history of Malawi.
In appreciating Banda’s cultural policy, one also needs to understand various
factors that influenced his decisions which in the long run became controversial,
as observed by some scholars.40 Among the factors, George Shepperson (a British
historian) observed:41
… Banda’s consciousness in his Chewa identity is manifested in the 1930s
in Chicago where he provided four Chewa songs to be included in the
massive Negro anthology made by Nancy Cunard… Banda’s passion for his
culture grew even more to the extent that in 1951 he wrote to J Rangeley, the
Provincial Commissioner from his London address discussing Chewa history
where he boasted of knowing Chewa customs better than the younger men
born in twenties or thirties and accused them of imitating the incorrect use of
Chichewa words instead of correcting those Europeans.

Banda’s own cultural consciousness was also influenced by his stay in Britain and
Ghana. After qualifying as a medical doctor in the United States of America in 1938,
37 F Stark, “Theories of contemporary state formation in Africa”, Journal of Modern African studies, 24(2), 1986,
pp. 335-338; A Mazrui, “Cultural forces in African politics: In search of a synthesis”, I Mowoe and R Bjornson
(eds.), Africa and the West (New York, Greenwood Press, 1986), p. 45.
38 R Chirambo, “A monument to a tyrant, ‘or remonstrated nationalist memories of the father and founder of the
Malawi Nation’”, Africa Today, 56(4) 2010, pp. 2-21.
39 O Kalinga, “The production of history in Malawi in the 1960’s: The legacy of Sir Harry Johnston, the influence
of the Society of Malawi and the role of Dr Kamuzu Banda and his Malawi Congress Party”, African Affairs,
97(389), 1998, p. 544; KY Best, a news correspondent, The African Newspaper, 30(22), 9 November-22
November 1979, pp. 1-2 where Kaunda’s ideology is challenged by the Church Council of Zambia in July 1979
for its much focus on scientific socialism at the expense of Christian values.
40 D Kaspin, “The politics of ethnicity…”, The Journal of Modern African Studies, 33(4), 1995, pp. 595-620.
41 G Shepperson, “Memories of Dr Banda”, The Society of Malawi Journal, 51(1), 1998, pp. 74-84.
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Banda moved to Britain to obtain a medical license for him to practice as a physician
in the British Empire. While in Scotland, Banda was amazed by the hypocrisy of the
Scottish missionaries with regard to what they could term as “evil” in Nyasaland but
cherished in Scotland such as beer drinking and dancing of married men while holding
the wives of other men.42 With his cultural consciousness in mind, Banda later met
and befriended Thomas Cullen Young, a Scottish missionary during Banda’s school
time in Nyasaland. Among others, Cullen Young influenced Banda by suggesting the
name Maravi to would-be independent Nyasaland. In 1953, Banda left Britain for
Gold Coast (later Ghana) in disgust about the British imposition of the Federation
of Rhodesia and Nyasaland.43 During Banda’s stay in Gold Coast between 1953
and 1958, he witnessed the country attaining independence where its founding
President Kwame Nkrumah changed it to Ghana, the name of an ancient empire.44
It seemed certain that Banda was already thinking of pressing for such a change if
given opportunity in Nyasaland. Indeed, when Nyasaland attained independence in
1964, it also changed the name to Malawi.45 The name Malawi means flames of fire
and traces its origin from the earliest Bantu immigrants called the Maravi or Malawi
from the modern Democratic Republic of Congo in the thirteenth century AD.46
The last factor was Banda’s heroic welcome from Ghana at Chileka Airport in
Blantyre, Nyasaland on 6th July 1958 and his relations with young nationalists.47
The young nationalists who became Banda’s cabinet ministers regarded headmen
and chiefs as “stooges” of colonial government but Banda soon found himself
uncomfortable with such “new men” as political colleagues, hence gathered support
from the older Malawians.48
By the time Banda returned to Malawi in 1958, he was a man who had struggled
with significance and importance of his African heritage.49 Banda pursued the idea
of creating a composite culture as reflected in his dressing where he used to put on
western suits, representing European (English in particular) lifestyle,50 but with a
flywhisk which symbolised his African identity.51 In promoting Malawian culture,
President Banda made populist appeal that Malawi would obtain democracy based
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

P Forster, “Culture, nationalism…”, Journal of Modern African Studies, 32(3), 1994, pp. 485-486.
O Kalinga, “The production of history in Malawi in the 1960’s...”, African Affairs, 97(389), 1998, p. 539.
P Forster, “Culture, nationalism…”, Journal of Modern African Studies, 32(3), 1994, pp. 483-485.
O Kalinga, “The production of history in Malawi in the 1960’s…”, African Affairs, 97(389), 1998, p.539.
YM Juwayeyi, Archaeology and oral tradition in Malawi: Origins and early history of the Chewa (Cape Town,
University of Cape Town Press, 2020), pp. 36-39.
P Forster, “Culture, nationalism…”, Journal of Modern African Studies, 32(3), 1994, p. 488.
P Forster, “Culture, nationalism…”, Journal of Modern African Studies, 32(3), 1994, pp.488-489.
K Phiri, “Dr Banda’s cultural legacy and its implications for a democratic Malawi”, KM Phiri and KR Ross
(eds.), Democratisation in Malawi: A stocktaking (Mzuzu, Luviri Press, Reprint, 2020), p. 177.
L Mphande, “Dr. Hastings Kamuzu Banda and the Malawi writers group: The (un)making of a cultural
tradition”, Research in African Literatures, 27(1), 1996, p. 81
K Phiri quoting Crosby, “Dr Banda’s cultural legacy…”, KM Phiri and KR Ross (eds.), Democratisation in
Malawi: …, p. 171.
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on the old African institutions such as that of chieftainship.52 This attitude prompted
Banda to establish the Censorship Board in 1972 to screen out extreme Western
influences in the areas of literature, films and other related mediums.53 Apart from
that, Banda also facilitated the enactment of the decency in Dressing Code Act in
1973 which banned the western concepts of wearing of miniskirts and bell-bottomed
trousers, and disallowed men from keeping long hair.54 Banda encouraged women
to put on duku (head scarf or wrap) and chitenje (wrapper)55 whereas men were
expected to be presentable enough. Banda was, thus, determined to create not only
an “African” or “Malawian” culture that would to be free from Western infiltration,
but also a single Malawian culture out of the country’s many cultural traditions.
However, to come up with a standardised Malawian culture out of different cultural
traditions in the country, Banda singled out Chewa culture of central Malawi to
represent the so called ‘Malawian’ culture.56 This could be compared to Seretse
Khama, the first president of Botswana, who also promoted and recognised his
Tswana cultural identity as synonymous with Botswana nationhood. In this regard,
any non-Tswana cultural agitation was viewed as divisive and contrary to Botswana
national building.57 For Banda, his argument was that having a common language
would weld Malawi’s ethnic cultures into one national culture. Banda’s own 1966
speech corroborates this view:58
There will always be tribes in this country... [and] there will always be
regions.... But these tribal designations, these regional designations, must
exist, and we must recognise them, only as a means of identifying ourselves
as true Malawians.... I value my being a Chewa from Kasungu in the Central
Region, only because and only as ... (it) [sic] stamps on my forehead the sign
that I am a true Malawian... We have no longer a collection of tribes in this
country now. We are a nation. Therefore, we must think more of ourselves as
Malawians and less, much less, as Nkondes, Tongas, Ngonis, Chewas, Yaos,
Nyanjas, Senas.

52 P Forster, “Culture, nationalism…”, Journal of Modern African Studies, 32(3), 1994, p. 489.
53 P Short, Banda…, pp. 279-280.
54 R Rose, “Malawi in the 1970s: Official attitudes to dress and appearance and the drafting of legislation to ban
‘bell bottom’ trousers”, The Society of Malawi Journal, 56(2), 2003, pp. 28-36; C Kambili, “Ethics of African
tradition: Prescription of a dress code in Malawi 1965-1973”, The Society of Malawi Journal, 55(2), 2002, pp.
80-99; P Short, Banda…, pp. 279-280.
55 KM Phiri, “Dr Banda’s cultural legacy…”, KM Phiri and KR Ross (eds.), Democratisation in Malawi: …, p. 180.
56 L Vail and L White, “Tribalism…”, L Vail (ed.), The creation of tribalism in Southern Africa…, p. 182; B
Mkandawire, “Ethnicity, language, and cultural violence…”, The Society of Malawi Journal, 63(1), 2010, pp.
23-42; T Moyo, “Language politics…”, South African Journal of African Languages, 4, 2002, pp. 262-272, for
detailed accounts on Banda’s divisive and dictatorial policies.
57 L Nyathi-Ramahobo, “The language policy, cultural rights and the law in Botswana”, M Putz, J Fishman and
J Neff-van Aertselaer (eds.), Along the routes of power: Explorations of empowerment through language (Berlin,
Walter de Gruyter and Company, 2006), pp. 285-303.
58 Malawi Parliamentary Hansard, 20th May 1966, Cited in Short, Banda…, pp. 266-267.
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Despite the sentiments on Malawi’s national identity, Banda imposed Chewa
culture on Malawians which became synonymous with Malawian cultural identity.
The initial step began with the elevation of Chichewa as a national language because
Banda held a belief that the Nyanja and Mang’anja peoples, whose ChiNyanja
language was predominantly spoken in the Southern region of the country, were
basically all Chewas.59 Banda also felt that ChiNyanja language was fully anglicised
by the Blantyre missionaries.60 He, therefore, desired to use a “pure” Chewa language
which he spoke as a young man in the villages of Kasungu District of central Malawi.61
As a result, Banda demanded for orthographic standardisation of Chichewa to take
out “western” excesses. Consequently, in 1972, the government of Malawi instituted
the Chichewa Board to do this work of language standardization. This led the Chewa
culture considered synonymous with Malawian culture by virtue of being the most
ancient and least influenced by colonialism.62

Ngoni search for a cultural space
Although Banda seemed to favour the Chewa in his cultural policy,63 he was also
in good terms with the M’mbelwa Ngoni compared to other groups in the country.
Banda’s admiration and love for the Ngoni manifested through political rallies and
national celebrations where the most favoured groups performed last.64 For example,
in the Central Region, the entry of Gulewamkulu (literary “big dance”) or Nyau (the
Chewa’s secret society dance where dancers hid in masks to depict ancestral spirits or
wild animals)65 and Malawi Congress Party (MCP) women dances popularly known as
Mbumba za Kamuzu (Banda’s women) in the dancing arena were always indicating the
closure of dancing ceremonies. In the case of the Northern region, Ingoma dance of the
Ngoni from Mzimba was performed last and Banda was always joining and dancing
with them in the arena.66 Gradually, Ingoma became a source of pride even to Banda’s
foreign dignitaries. For instance, in 1988 Margaret Thatcher, the then British Prime
Minister, was entertained to this Ngoni dance during her official visit to Malawi.67
59
60
61
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P Short, Banda…, p. 273.
L Vail and L White, “Tribalism…”, L Vail (ed.), The creation of tribalism in Southern Africa…, p. 166.
P Short, Banda…, p. 273.
L Vail and L White, “Tribalism…”, L Vail (ed.), The creation of tribalism in Southern Africa…”, p. 182.
KM Phiri, “Dr Banda’s cultural legacy…”, KM Phiri and KR Ross (eds.), Democratisation in Malawi: …, pp.
182-184.
J Nyirenda, “Ngoni culture, missionary Christianity, and the modern state: The case of Mpherembe’s area in
Mzimba district, 1899-1994” (MA Thesis, University of Malawi, 2011), pp. 69-70.
H Kachapila, “’Remarkable adaptability’: Gender, identity and social change among the Chewa of central
Malawi, 1870-1945” (PhD Thesis, Dalhousie University, 2001), p. 31.
J Nyirenda (Personal Collection-Hereafter JNPC), interview, K Nkosi (local historian, Mzimba district), 30
March 2021; GC Jere (member of royal Jere family and Ex-Malawi Young Pioneer, Mzimba district), 16 July
2021; H Hara (local historian, Mzimba District), 16 July 2021; O Kalinga, “The production of history in
Malawi in the 1960’s...”, African Affairs, 97(389), 1998, pp. 523-549.
BF Kandoole and KM Phiri, Twenty-five yars of independence in Malawi (Blantyre, Dzuka Publishing Company,
1989), p. 38.
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Additionally, whenever Banda was on a visit to the Northern region of Malawi, he
would be met by Ngoni men dressed in what was considered traditional attire such
as animal skins of lions or leopards (similar to Zulu traditional wear),68 singing and
chanting war songs praising him.69 In short, Banda had a partiality for the M’mbelwa
Ngoni who were favoured more than other ethnic groups in Northern Malawi.
The Ngoni search for cultural space was as old as their settlement in Malawi.
The Ngoni enjoyed a reputation as historical effective soldiers and administrators.
Cultural brokers like Yesaya Chibambo and Charles Chidongo Chinula celebrated
and publicised the Ngoni achievements tracing their migration from Natal in South
Africa, victories in battlefields, capacity to build highly-centralized states, and their
seemingly unified culture, among others.70 This made M’mbelwa Ngoni attract cordial
relations with Banda until he was edged out of power in 1994 despite his government’s
constantly attacking the vested interests of the northern petty bourgeoisie. Among
the vested interests of the north were the removal of Chitumbuka language from the
press and schools in 1968 and the imposition of a quota system in education which
was viewed as a means of punishing the North.71 Moreover, in 1989, the Malawi
government blamed teachers from the north for poor education standards in other
regions hence ordered all teachers to teach in their respective regions.72 As that was
not enough, on 9th February 1989, Boma Lathu, a Malawi government newspaper,
published Banda’s speech at Kasiya in Lilongwe denouncing proud behaviour of
some people of Northern region.73
Banda’s earlier relations with the Ngoni can be traced back between 1947 and
1950. For instance, he wrote a letter to M’mbelwa II in 1947.74 Furthermore, Banda’s
close ties with M’mbelwa Ngoni can also be detected in his letter dated 26 July 1950
to his uncle Hannock Msokera Phiri and he wrote:75
Dear Uncle,
Thank you very much for your letter, of 10th July. I am very glad that you
68 DD Phiri, “Some notes on the Ngoni Clans of Malawi and the Ngoni celebrations held at Mabili in September
2001”, Society of Malawi Journal, 55(2), 2002, p. 69, for the picture of Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi’s Zulu
cultural attire.
69 O Kalinga, “The production of history in Malawi in the 1960’s...”, African Affairs, 97(389), 1998, p. 543.
70 L Vail and L White, “Tribalism…”, L Vail (ed.), The creation of tribalism in Southern Africa…”, pp. 160-162.
71 B Mkandawire, “Ethnicity, language, and cultural violence…”, The Society of Malawi Journal, 63(1), 2010, pp.
29-35.
72 J Davison, Gender, lineage, and ethnicity in Southern Africa (Colorado and Oxford, Westview Press, 1997), p.
156.
73 Boma Lathu Newspaper, 17(2), February 1989, p. 1.
74 JNPC, interview, N Thole (co-founding member of Mzimba Heritage Association, Mzimba District), 1 March
2021; B Soko (co-founding member of Mzimba Heritage Association, Mzimba district), 3 March 2021; B Jere
(member of royal Jere family and member of Mzimba Heritage Association, Mzimba district), 5 March 2021.
75 Archives online at Indiana University, HK Banda archive, African Studies Collection Indiana University,
Bloomington, Indiana, Dr HK Banda Correspondence, Folder 4, 26 July 1950, a letter from Banda to Hannock
Msokera Phiri written on 26 July 1950 (Available at https//purl.dlib.indiana.edu, as accessed on 12 June 2021).
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went to Mzimba to see Rev. Chinula and Mberwa (sic). I am also glad to think
that the land given me by Chief Mbelwa (sic) is very good. I shall begin work
ther (sic) next year. It is too late this year and I have not budgeted for it this
year...
It is my intention to have a large farm there in Mzimba District. It is a very
good land for maize and beans and there are many people who could work
for me…

So from the letter, it can be deduced that Banda had good relations with M’mbelwa
Ngoni to the extent that he was given land for his farming enterprises.
In 1952, Banda found an opportunity to meet the paramount chief Inkosi
M’mbelwa II in London. This was after M’mbelwa II had raised funds in Mzimba
(each household contributing three pence) for the trip to London to meet the Queen
of United Kingdom to express the Ngoni’s displeasure about the federation.76 While
in London, Banda and M’mbelwa II agreed on a number of issues such as agriculture
and strategizing self-government status for Nyasaland.77
After few days of his return to Malawi on 6th July 1958, Banda and Kanyama
Chiume went to Edingeni (Inkosi Mmbelwa’s headquarters) and spent ten days with
Mmbelwa II. While at Edingeni, Banda was offered a shield, spear and knobkierrie
signifying him as a prowess fighter against the Central African Federation.78 Later
on, Banda and M’mbelwa II left Edingeni for Hora area (still in Mzimba district) to
look for land to open an agricultural scheme (as part of their agreement in London in
1952) which marked the beginning of the M’mbelwa Farm Institute where farmers
were trained in livestock and other agricultural productions.79 Then on 3rd March
1959 state of emergency was declared in Nyasaland and Banda was arrested and
sent to Gweru prison in Southern Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe).80 In the same year
on 19th November, M’mbelwa II died.81 After Banda was released from Gweru
prison on 1st April 1960,82 the M’mbelwa Ngoni accorded him a Ngoni military
title Ngwazi, (meaning a “fierce and invincible warrior” ) because he had destroyed

76 JNPC, interview, SM Nkosi (local historian, Mzimba district) 10 May 2021; E Mgomezulu (counsellor on
Ngoni traditions, Mzimba district), 16 July 2021; N Thole, 1 March 2021; B Soko, 3 March 2021; B Jere 5
March 2021.
77 JNPC, interview, H Nkhambule (Inkosana-a Ngoni political position below chieftainship level, Mzimba
district), 14 June 2021; N Thole, 1 March 2021; B Soko, 3 March 2021.
78 JNPC, interview, B Jere, 5 March 2021; H Hara, 16 July 2021.
79 JNPC, interview, N Thole, 1 March 2021; B Soko, 3 March 2021; B Jere, 5 March 2021; W Mkandawire (local
historian, Mzimba district), 16 March 2021; SM Nkosi, 10 May 2021 (For years about its establishment see:
https://cals.arizona.edu>malawi>Plus>appb Malawi’s agricultural schemes, as accessed on 20 August 2021).
80 KM Phiri, J McCracken and WO Mulwafu (eds.), Malawi in crisis: The 1959/60 Nyasaland state of emergency
and its legacy (Zomba, Kachere Series, 2012).
81 JNPC, interview, B Soko, 3 March 2021; B Jere, 5 March 2021; C Tembo (retired teacher and a historian,
Mzimba district), 28 May 2021.
82 J McCracken, A history of Malawi 1859-1966 (Woodbridge, James Currey, 2012), p. 364.
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the hated Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland.83 In return, Banda reciprocated
by enthroning M’mbelwa III (born Mackson Makamaka Mthusane Jere) in 1961 as
leader of the northern or Mzimba Ngoni.84
Banda also showed his passion for the Ngoni as a great people, especially in his
public rallies, by citing Ngoni history beginning from Shaka Zulu’s biography, Ngoni
migration under Zwangendaba and their settlement in Malawi.85 In addition to the
above, Banda made M’mbelwa III become the chief judge of Malawi’s Traditional
Court seconded by Chief Mzukuzuku of Embangweni of Mzimba District.86 As
that was not enough, M’mbelwa III was treated with special attention as he would
sometimes fly to Lilongwe or MCP conventions using Malawi Army’s Dornier plane
sent by Banda.87 Banda also made sure that all regional ministers for the north were
coming from Mzimba District only.88
Furthermore, Banda also appointed one of the Ngoni chiefs, Inkosi (chief ) Mzikubola
III (born Chifwede Jere) to be one of his trusted diplomats to Germany and later on
to the United States of America.89 This was testified by Chifwede Jere’s widow who
said that they had lived abroad from 1973 to 1990.90 The M’mbelwa Ngoni chiefs
also benefitted a lot from Banda as he built them houses.91 All M’mbelwa Ngoni
chiefs such as Mtwalo, Mpherembe, Chindi, Mabilabo, Muzukuzuku, Mzikubola,
and their paramount, M’mbelwa were beneficiaries to such a scheme. This project
started in 1977 as narrated by late Chifwede Jere’s son Masabane Jere:92
The Ngoni chiefs’ houses project was initiated by my father Chifwede Jere
who was by then working in the United States of America as a diplomat. My
father requested an audience with Kamuzu Banda who was then on a holiday
in the United Kingdom. He reminded Kamuzu of promising to take care of
all the widows left by M’mbelwa II. Chifwede felt that the promise was not
83 JNPC, interview, B Soko, 3 March 2021; B Jere, 5 March 2021; K Nkosi, 30 March 2021; H Hara,16 July
2021; RM Chirambo, “‘A monument to a tyrant’, or remonstrated nationalist memories of the father and
founder of the Malawi nation”, Africa Today, 56(4), 2010, pp. 2-21.
84 JNPC, interview, B Jere, 5 March 2021.
85 O Kalinga, “The Production of History in Malawi in the 1960’s…”, African Affairs, 97(389), October 1998, pp.
542-543.
86 JNPC, interview, M Jere, (incumbent chief Mzukuzuku, Mzimba district), 1 May 2021; E Mgomezulu, 16 July
2021.
87 JNPC, interview, B Soko, 3 March 2021.
88 JNPC, interview; N Thole, 1 March 2021; B Jere, 5 March 2021; C Tembo, 28 May 2021; Also see HC Banda,
Malawi Parliament: Origins, reforms and practices, (Lilongwe, Pan African Publishers Limited, 2014), pp. 206215 for details about such regional ministers’ names.
89 JNPC, interview, B Soko, 3 March 2021; B Jere, 5 March 2021.
90 JNPC, interview, M Makwakwa (widow to late Chifwede Jere, Chief Mzikubola III, Mzimba district), 30 April
2021.
91 JNPC, interview, W Shumba, (woman counsellor and local historian, Mzimba district), 4 May 2021; SP Jere
(member of royal Jere family and a commercial farmer, Mzimba district), 15 July, 2021; P Forster, “Culture,
nationalism…”, Journal of Modern African Studies, 32(3), 1994, p. 491.
92 JNPC, interview, M Jere (‘incumbent’ Mzikubola IV and son to late Chifwede Jere, Mzikubola III, Mzimba
district), 30 April 2021.
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fulfilled because the widows of M’mbelwa and all other chiefs were living in
dilapidated houses. So the project started and by 1984 all Ngoni chiefs were
built a house.

The M’mbelwa Ngoni enjoyed good relations with Banda save for one incident
around late 1980s when Inkosi (chief ) Chindi III, Chrispine William Jere, of Euthini
section complained about habitual or forceful gifts to Banda while on his official
visits.93 Chindi’s remarks irked Banda to the extent that he wanted to dethrone
him and evict him from the house constructed by Banda’s government. But Chindi
resisted and even refused eviction by arguing that ‘the land belonged to his forefathers
hence they should just demolish the house but leave the land’.94 This wrangle went
on but the Ngoni chiefs stood firm to the extent that the Chindi chieftaincy was
restored.95
In return, the M’mbelwa Ngoni tried to align themselves with Banda by adapting
their songs and praise poems for Zwangendaba and other heroes to praise Banda
during mass rallies.96 Most of their Ingoma songs were now changed to Chitumbuka
language in order to accommodate the Tumbuka people who had already
outnumbered the Ngoni due to their numerical strength, while maintaining the
original tunes of their songs.97 Among the songs was one titled, ‘aNgwazi wayowoya
limaninge chomene ndalama zili mudongo’ (the Ngwazi is saying that we should focus
on farming because our wealth is generated from soil).98 This song was also sung to
please Banda who regarded agriculture in high esteem.99
The Ngoni also composed vilifying songs to Banda’s enemies after the cabinet
crisis of September 1964 when the Prime Minister Banda disagreed with his cabinet
which led to dismissing some while others resigned in sympathy of their dismissed
friends.100 Among them was that which attacked Kanyama Chiume and went like:101
Leading vocals (men): Inkosi yetu ngu Kamuzu Yedwa! (Our only 		
King is Kamuzu!) x2
Backing vocals (both men and women): Inkosi yetu ngu Kamuzu
93 JNPC, interview, C Nyirenda (retired worker in the banking sector, Mzimba district), 29 March 2021; C
Mahobe (farmer, Mzimba district), 30 April 2021; H Nkhambule, 14 June 2021.
94 JNPC, interview, C Nyirenda, 29 March 2021; E Mgomezulu, 16 July 2021.
95 JNPC, interview, M Nyirenda (villager, Mzimba district), 30 March 2021; BN Tembo (Group Village
Headman, Mzimba district, 28 May 2021.
96 B Soko, “Innovation and change: The survival of Ngoni oral traditions in Malawi” (Paper, Oral Tradition and
Innovation Conference, University of Natal, 8-11 July 1991). pp. 17-23; DD Phiri, “Some notes on the Ngoni
clans of Malawi and the Ngoni celebrations held at Mabili in September 2001”, Society of Malawi Journal,
55(2), 2002, p. 70.
97 B Soko, “Innovation and change…”, p.16.
98 JNPC, interview, W Shumba, 4 May 2021; BN Tembo, 28 May 2021; Steven Nkosi interviewed on 10th May 2021.
99 JNPC, interview, GC Jere,16 July 2021.
100 J McCracken, A history of Malawi 1859-1966 (Woodbridge, James Currey, 2012), pp. 429-460.
101 JNPC, interview, W Mkandawire, 16th March 2021; W Shumba 4 May 2021; H Hara,16 July 2021.
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Yedwa! (Our only King is Kamuzu!) x2
Chorus (both men and women): Cha Kanyama phuma Uhambe! (You,
bad Kanyama, be banished!) x2.

Thus, the Ngoni composed the above song to assure Banda of their allegiance
and loyalty under his leadership while at the same time disparaging the ex-cabinet
minister Kanyama Chiume.102 In this way, the M’mbelwa Ngoni took advantage of
preserving their unique traditions, such as Ingoma dance among others as long as
Banda continued admiring their cultural traits.

Conclusion
This article has examined and historicised the cultural experiences of the M’mbelwa
Ngoni who occupy the modern Mzimba District in Malawi. The article has
demonstrated that Banda’s cultural policies allowed some cultural groups such as
the Ngoni of Mzimba to promote their culture. This made the M’mbelwa Ngoni,
apart from the Chewa, enjoy cordial relations with Banda unlike other groups. In
search for their cultural space, the M’mbelwa Ngoni aligned themselves with Banda
by adapting their old and composing new songs to praise Banda during mass rallies.
This sort of alliance between the M’mbelwa Ngoni and Banda continued until
Banda was edged out of power in 1994. Conclusively, this article has challenged the
earlier Malawi’s historiography which failed to acknowledge Banda’s cultural policy
of allowing some cultural groups such as the Ngoni of Mzimba in promoting their
cultural sentiments.

102 JNPC, interview, W Mkandawire, 16th March 2021; W Shumba 4 May 2021; H Hara,16 July 2021.
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Abstract
As a social institution that permeates almost all societies, marriage trends and
practices are studied across the social sciences. Yet South African marriages,
past and present, remain understudied, notably because of a lack of adequate
source material. This paper contributes to a better understanding of marriage
trends in the South African past by offering a new dataset of more than 55 000
marriages solemnized in the Anglican church of Cape Town between 1865
and 1960. We show how these records can both reveal new evidence to test
existing hypotheses and expose trends that open new questions for historical
inquiry.
Keywords: Marriages; Church; Parish; Marriage trends; Anglican; Cape
Town; South Africa.

Introduction
Studying marriage provides useful insights into the nature of societies, and
approaching it as a historical subject can offer valuable perspectives on the past
that speak to the present. In South Africa there is much opportunity to investigate
marriage as it remains a relatively uncharted area of historical research. Debbie
Budlender et. al. explain that the lack of academic attention on marriage in South
African history is caused by a number of factors which include a lack of accessible
data, difficulty in the interpretation of sources, and the “wide diversity in marriage
forms, cultures, religions and languages.”4 This paper introduces a new source for
studying marriage and, more generally, the social, economic and family histories
of Anglican Capetonians during the first half of the twentieth century. We begin
with a discussion of why marriage is an important focus of research. Secondly, we
1
2
3
4

This paper was made possible with the generous support of the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, as part of the
Biography of an Uncharted People project (www.unchartedpeople.org).
Orcid number: https://orcid.org/0000-0002-7341-017X.
Orcid number: https://orcid.org/0000-0002-8867-3124.
D Budlender, N Chobokoane and S Simelane, “Marriage patterns in South Africa: methodological and
substantive issues”, Southern African Journal of Demography, 9(1), 2004, p. 1.
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explore current research to determine what can be achieved using marriage records
and thirdly we present a newly transcribed data set of records from the Anglican
church in Cape Town from 1865-1964. In the fourth section we showcase some of
the potential uses of this dataset and finally we conclude.
The port city of Cape Town has roots in the seventeenth-century activities of the
Dutch East India company. By the 1920s it was home to a racially and culturally
diverse population of over 200 000 inhabitants and shaped by its heritage of
Dutch and British colonialism.5 More than 55 000 newly transcribed marriage
records covering nearly a century, from 1865 to 1960, provide a snapshot of
literacy attainment, interracial marriages, white flight, the seasonality of weddings,
occupational assortment and migration flows. These are trends that are difficult
to establish with sources commonly used for historical analyses. Marriage records
combined with the quantitative social scientist’s standard toolkit, we argue, can help
to write a “history from below” that not only provides answers to old questions, but
also exposes intriguing new trends that warrant further investigation.

Why marriage matters
Marriage, marriage patterns and marital status garner interest from a diverse range
of disciplines including economics, sociology, anthropology and demography.6
Generally in the Western world today, love-marriages, where the partners involved
form a union based on ideas of romantic love, are viewed as the preferred, if not ideal,
form of marital union. It is easy to interpret the past in relation to this contemporary
viewpoint. However, Stephanie Coontz argues that this understanding of marriage
is relatively new in human history. For thousands of years marriages involved whole
families and communities, and the decision of who to marry was not left up to
individuals. Marriage was based on pragmatic political and economic advancement;
it could forge new allegiances and ensure economic stability for whole communities.7
Although love-marriages are praised today as the best form of union, especially in
Western contexts, beneath our ideas of “love” lie similar forces. Instead of the focus
solely being on the match that would be most advantageous for the community,
though, the individual chooses a person who would most benefit them. Research on
assortative matching shows that, even with this idea of “love” motivating decisions of
who to marry, when given a choice, people tend to choose marriage partners of a very
similar social status, whether that status be defined by religious and/or educational
and/or cultural factors. Marriage preferences can ultimately affect when people leave
school, their occupations, where they live and their religious and political affiliations.
5
6
7

Union of South Africa, Union Census, Population, 1946 (Pretoria, Government Printer, 1954), Table 9 – Population
of the Principal Towns and Their Suburbs by Race and Sex – Census 1921, 1936, 1941and 1946, p. 78.
D Budlender, N Chobokoane and S Simelane, “Marriage patterns in South Africa: Methodological and
substantive issues”, Southern African Journal of Demography, 9(1), 2004, p. 2.
S Coontz, Marriage, a history: How love conquered marriage (Penguin Books, New York, 2005), p. 7.
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Marriage, and laws concerning marriage, can shape the nature of a society. Coontz
argues that changing ideas about marriage can lead to a series of unexpected
repercussions:8
No sooner had the ideal of the love match and lifelong intimacy taken hold
than people began to demand the right to divorce. No sooner did people agree
that families should serve children’s needs than they began to find the legal
penalties for illegitimacy inhumane. Some people demanded equal rights for
women so they could survive economically without having to enter loveless
marriages. Others even argued for the decriminalization of homosexual love,
on the ground that people should be free to follow their hearts.

Some scholars argue that the practical value of marriage has decreased in places
where laws have changed to allow for economic and social stability without
marriage. But despite this decline, there is still enormous symbolic importance
placed on the concept of marriage. Andrew J. Cherlin argues that marriage has been
deinstitutionalised in the latter part of the 20th century in America. By this he means
that there has been a “weakening of the social norms that define people’s behaviour
in a social institution such as marriage”.9
It is important to note that, as sociologist Peter C Smith put it in 1980, “[s]ignificant
changes in social or economic structure eventually generate pressures for change in a
society’s marriage regime; in turn, the marriage institution is pivotal in demographic
change, more so perhaps than any other component of social organization.”10 This is
evident in the case of East Germany just after reunification in 1989. Marina A. Adler
finds that marriage and fertility rates dropped to unprecedented lows in Eastern
Germany for the period 1989-1994. She argues that this occurred because during
this period Eastern German women’s position in society changed, specifically in that
they had less support from government. This change left them hesitant to commit to
marriage and having children.11
Many economic, social, political, demographic and environmental factors affect
the decision to marry. For instance, research has shown that levels of education
determine the age at which people marry. The more educated they are, the older
couples are when they get married and the smaller the age gap at marriage between
spouses.12 In countries with high levels of education and equality between sexes more
people delay marriage than those with lower levels of education and equality between
8
9

S Coontz, Marriage, a history: …, p. 8.
AJ Cherlin, “The deinstitutionalization of American marriage”, Journal of Marriage and Family, 66(4), 2004, p.
848.
10 PC Smith, “Asian marriage patterns in transition”, Journal of Family History, 1980, p. 58.
11 MA Adler, “Social change and declines in marriage and fertility in Eastern Germany”, Journal of Marriage and
Family, 59(1), 1997, pp. 37-49.
12 S Carmichael, “Marriage and power: Age at first marriage and spousal age gap in lesser developed countries”,
The History of the Family, 16, 2011, pp. 416-436.
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sexes. These delays in marriage result in decreasing population sizes because usually
with the delay of marriage comes a delay in having children. Age at marriage and age
gap at marriage are two indicators of women’s agency within those marriages and the
broader society. The younger women are and the bigger the age gap between husband
and wife, the worse off they are believed to be.13
Marriage is not only used as an indicator of a society’s wellbeing, it also plays
important roles in governing human behaviour. Sociologist Göran Therborn outlines
five different functions of marriage in a society. Firstly, he argues that it regulates
sexuality. Secondly, it is a way of organising procreation and the care of children.
Thirdly, it is a means of uniting or dividing societies and the final two are what
Therborn calls “social status” and “householding”. That is to say that marriage is an
important determinant of social status and the management of households.14
The timing of marriage can affect the whole course of an individual’s life and social
norms at different times can determine whether the timing of the marriage is correct
or not. Glen Elder and Richard Rockwell explain that the consequences of marriage
timing include, firstly, “the marriage market, mating options, and their resulting
patterns”, secondly, “the asynchrony of events across career lines (marital, parental,
and socioeconomic) as expressed in the economic squeeze of early marriage and the
advantage of late marriage” and finally “the interpretation of experienced eventstiming variations have consequences that shape the meaning of events”.15
As mentioned in the introduction, marriage has existed in many different forms
over time, but two broad distinctions have been drawn, firstly, between Western and
Asian forms, and secondly, between monogamous and polygamous forms. With
the spread of Christianity in Europe came an emphasis on the consent of the two
individuals entering into a union. And in the last two centuries in the West, as
mentioned earlier, the idea has developed that couples should marry for love, as
opposed to economic and social advantage. The European Marriage Pattern was first
mapped out by John Hajnal in 1965. He found that it was characterised by two
things that set it apart from marriage in other parts of the world: firstly, a high age
at first marriage, and secondly, a large proportion of society that never marries at all.
Tine De Moor and Jan Luiten Van Zanden argue that women delaying marriage
in the early modern period in Northern Europe formed a specific marriage pattern
which ultimately promoted economic development in Western Europe.16 Together,

13 S Carmichael, “Marriage and power: Age at first marriage and spousal age gap in lesser developed countries”,
The History of the Family, 16, 2011, pp. 416-436.
14 G Therborn, Between sex and power: Family in the world, 1900-2000 (Routledge, London and New York, 2004),
pp. 131-133.
15 GH Elder and RC Rockwell, “Marital timing in women’s life patterns”, Journal of Family History, 1(1), 1976, p. 34.
16 T De Moor & JL Van Zanden “Girl power: The European marriage pattern and labour markets in the North
Sea region in the late medieval and early modern period”, Economic History Review, 63, 1, 2010, pp. 1-33.
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these two articles show that marriage lies at the centre of the Great Divergence.17
Speaking in broad terms, marriage in the East has traditionally been seen as
vastly different to marriage in the West. However, Raymo et. al. argue that today
phenomena such as later marriage, avoidance of marriage and lower fertility rates
have increased dramatically in the East, in countries such as Japan, South Korea,
Taiwan and China, to such an extent that these low rates are more pronounced than
in the West. They also find that there are other elements of East Asian families that
have hardly changed. For example, East Asian families still include high rates of coresident multigenerational families.18
In Africa a plethora of different marriage traditions exist. Ideas about marriage
were at the forefront of the concerns of early Christian missions and Douglas Falen
argues that this has led to a “conceptual divide between monogamous Christian
marriage and African polygyny”.19 Polygamy, although not unique to Africa, has
attracted particular interest. The continent has been portrayed as a place where
most of society is polygamous, although this is not the case.20 Polygamy has been
linked to “slow growth, including low savings rates, reduced investment in girls’
human capital, and diminished labour supply of unmarried men”.21 Economist
James Fenske finds that polygamy rates have dropped significantly in Africa and
attributes this decline to colonial education. He concludes that “ethnic institutions
are shaped by history”.22 Bride wealth, or the tradition of a groom or his family
paying a particular fee to the bride’s family in order to secure a union, has also
received attention. Social Anthropologist Jack Goody argued that marriage in Africa
is ultimately very different to forms of marriage in Eurasian contexts. He explained
that “[o]ut-marriage [exogamy] and bridewealth in Africa stand in contrast to inmarriage [endogamy] and dowry in Eurasia”.23 While the dowry and in-marriage
were means of maintaining existing levels of wealth and property ownership, he
argues that out-marriage and bride wealth spread or share them.24
In the recent South African context Posel et. al. have linked ilobolo or bride wealth
payments to declining rates of marriage amongst black South Africans in the postapartheid era. They find that especially amongst black groups in South Africa
17 K Pomeranz, The Great Divergence: China, Europe, and the making of the modern world economy (Princeton
University Press, Princeton and Oxford, 2000).
18 JM Raymo, H Park, Y Xie and W Jean Yeung, “Marriage and family in East Asia: Continuity and change”,
Annual Review of Sociology, 41, 2015, pp. 471-492.
19 DJ Falen, “Polygyny and Christian marriage in Africa: the case of Benin”, African Studies Review, 51(2), 2008,
p. 51.
20 DJ Falen, “Polygyny and Christian marriage in Africa: the case of Benin”, African Studies Review, 51(2), 2008,
p. 51.
21 J Fenske, “African polygamy: Past and present”, Elsevier, 117, 2015, p. 58.
22 J Fenske, “African polygamy: Past and present”, Elsevier, 117, 2015, p. 72.
23 J Goody, “Class and marriage in Africa and Eurasia”, American Journal of Sociology, 76(4), 1971, p. 585.
24 J Goody, “Class and marriage in Africa and Eurasia”, American Journal of Sociology, 76(4), 1971, p. 593.
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with very high rates of ilobolo payments, such as the amaZulu, the percentage of
women who remain unmarried, or choose cohabitation over marriage, are higher
than amongst other groups in the population.25 Another work by Posel and Casale
confirms that ilobolo acts as a financial deterrent to marriage and that marriage rates
amongst black women in South Africa are largely determined by the economic status
of men.26

Using marriage records
Because of the pervasiveness of the institution of marriage in social relations,
marriage records have been used in different fields of research to answer a variety
of questions. Economists, for instance, have used them to understand standard of
living and demographers have asked questions concerning demographic transitions.
Marriage records have been used in a variety of ways to extract obvious information,
such as age at marriage and marriage age gap, but also to draw conclusions on literacy,
work seasons, empowerment, social mobility, remarriage, employment and widows/
widowers. In this section we provide a brief survey of research that has been done
using marriage records.
Economist Felix Meier zu Selhausen used Protestant marriage records from Uganda
from 1880-1945 to measure a change in women’s literacy rates over time in order
to measure the impact of missionaries on their empowerment.27 A working paper
by Meier zu Selhausen uses Anglican marriage records to research intergenerational
social mobility. By using the occupations of men in the records, he finds that despite
the common understanding that British indirect rule led to the perpetuation of
existing pre-colonial power structures, the colonial labour economy empowered
previously lower-class men.28
Demographer Jan van Bavel and Historian Jan Kok used marriage records in
combination with birth and death certificates to understand birth spacing in the
Netherlands in the nineteenth century. They used marriage records for women’s age
at marriage to determine whether or not the length of marriage has an effect on
fecundity.29 Frans van Poppel and Marloes Schoonheim used information about
witnesses in civil marriage certificates to build a foundation on which to compare
25 D Posel, S Rudwick and D Casale, “Is marriage a dying institution in South Africa? Exploring changes in
marriage in the context of ilobolo payments”, Agenda: Empowering Women for Gender Equity, 25(1), 2001, pp.
102-111.
26 D Posel & D Casale, “The relationship between sex ratios and marriage rates in South Africa”, Applied Economics,
45(5), 2013, pp. 663-676.
27 F Meier zu Selhausen, “Missionaries and female empowerment in colonial Uganda: New evidence from
Protestant marriage registers, 1880-1945”, Economic History of Developing Regions, 1, 2014, pp. 74-112.
28 F Meier Zu Selhausen, M Van Leeuwen, J Weisdorf, “Social mobility among Christian Africans: Evidence from
Anglican marriage registers in Uganda, 1895-2011”, Economic History Review, 71(4), 2018, 1291-1321.
29 J Van Bevel and J Kok, “Birth Spacing in the Netherlands. The effects of family composition, occupation and
religion on birth intervals, 1820-1885”, European Journal of Population, 20, 2004, pp. 119-140.
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distinctions between religious groups. They found that Jews had a far broader
network, geographically speaking, and greater family involvement than Catholics
and Protestants.30
Marriage records can also be used to trace the seasonality of weddings over time.
Economic Historian Martin Dribe and Sociologist Bart van de Putte studied 120 000
marriage records across 117 parishes in Sweden over two hundred years from
1690-1895 to understand the effects of the Industrious Revolution31 on marriage
seasonality. They found that the seasonality changed drastically over the time period,
and that there was a shift from most marriages adapting to lifecycles associated with
grain production (most marriages in late spring and very few marriages in summer)
to a very varied pattern with marriages being spread throughout the year.32
Biologists have also made use of marriage records. Castilla et al. used civil marriage
certificates in Argentina to determine the frequency of marriages between first
cousins. In 1968 the Argentinian government made a change to the marriage
certificate to include a section where the marriage officer could indicate whether
or not the couple were first cousins.33 Other research has linked marriage records to
sources of biographical data. Economist David Mitch studied marriage registers and
census records in England for the nineteenth century in order to observe changes in
literacy and occupational mobility over time in rural and urban contexts.34
Little such work has been done in a South African context. Natasha Erlank uses
diocesan records to study African weddings in the Eastern Cape during the late
nineteenth century, although her interest is in the wedding ceremony and its
meaning.35 While Posel et. al. have studied contemporary marriage trends using
quantitative methods, we find none of the kind of social science history research that
has been done elsewhere. Such projects require the transcription of large numbers of
historical marriage documents.

30 F van Poppel and M Schoonheim, “Measuring cultural differences between religions using network data. An
example based on nineteenth-century Dutch marriage certificates”, Annales De Démographie Historique, 1(109),
2005, pp. 173-197.
31 The Industrious Revolution, to be distinguished from the Industrial Revolution, is identified by Jan de Vries
as the changing patterns in consumerism, consumer desires and “new industrious behaviour” in which the
Industrial Revolution occurred. J De Vries, The Industrious Revolution: Consumer behaviour and the household
economy, 1650 to the present (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2008).
32 M Dribe and B Van De Putte, “Marriage seasonality and the industrious revolution: Southern Sweden, 16901895”, Economic History Review, 65(3), 2012, pp. 1123-1146.
33 EE Castilla, MA Gomez, JS Lopez-Camelo and JE Paz, “Frequency of first-cousin marriages from civil marriage
certificates in Argentina”, Human Biology, 63(2), 1991, pp. 203-210.
34 D Mitch, “Literacy and occupational mobility in rural versus urban Victorian England: evidence from the
linked marriage register and census records for Birmingham and Norfolk, 185 and 1881”, Historical Methods: A
Journal of Quantitative and Interdisciplinary History, 38(1), 2005, pp. 26-38.
35 N Erlank, “The white wedding: Affect and economy in South Africa in the early twentieth century”, African
Studies Review, 57(2), 2014, pp. 29-50.
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A new source
We have constructed a new dataset which provides information about Anglicans
living in Cape Town from 1865 to 1964. This dataset has been transcribed from
records found on Family Search which were digitised by the Church of Jesus Christ
of the Latter-day Saints. The Anglican church was the single biggest denomination/
religion for both coloured and white people in Cape Town for the time period. In
the census of 1936, there were 54 839 white Anglicans in Cape Town, representing
36% of the city’s population. The next most common religious group for white
people in the city was Dutch Reformed, with 28 981 identifying as such. In the
same census, there were 60 086 coloured Anglicans. The next most common group
was also Dutch Reformed, with 28 232 coloured members, representing 21% of the
city’s population.36 Coloured and white citizens of Cape Town are the focus of this
dataset as there are just over 1000 black couples that appear. These lower numbers
are, on the one hand, because of a very low black population in the city for the
period covered by the dataset and, on the other, because the Anglican church was
not as popular amongst the black population as it was for coloured and white. The
black population was only 14 160 in 1936, representing 7% of the city’s inhabitants
in that year.37
How representative, then, are these records of the population of Cape Town
residents? The Union censuses of 1911, 1936 and 1951 all contained information
about the religions of the population of the Union and the city of Cape Town.
Unfortunately, each of these presented figures according to different classifications
of geography as well as different types of analysis. We do, however, see the Anglican
church decreasing in size over time by looking at those who reported themselves
as Anglicans as a percentage of the total religions reported. Despite a decline in
membership, the Anglican church remained the single-biggest religious affiliation
for the first half of the twentieth century for both coloured and white people in
the city. This was only the case for Cape Town though. In the Union as a whole
the Dutch Reformed church was the most common religious affiliation. According
to the censuses, membership in the Anglican church amongst white Capetonians
dropped from 36% of all those that report religions in the city in 1936 to 29%
in 1951. For coloured people in the city there is no figure available for 1951, but
there is for 1946 and the figure dropped from 39% identifying as Anglican in 1936,
to 35% in 1946. The three biggest religious affiliations for coloured and white
36 Union of South Africa, Sixth Census, Volume VI, Religions, 1936 (Pretoria, Government Printer, 1941), Religions
(Europeans), Religions(Coloureds), Table C.3., Denominations in the Principal Towns and Their Suburbs,
Census 1936, p. 96; Union of South Africa Sixth Census, Volume VI, Religions, 1936 (Pretoria, Government
Printer, 1941), Religions (Europeans), Table A.3., Denominations in the Principal Towns and Their Suburbs,
Census 1936, p. 9; 1946 Union Census, Population, p. 78.
37 Union of South Africa, Union Census, Population, 1946 (Pretoria, Government Printer, 1954), Table 9 – Population
of the Principal Towns and Their Suburbs By Race and Sex – Census 1921, 1936, 1941 and 1946, p. 78.
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Capetonians saw decreases during this period and the censuses indicate a greater
spread across denominations and religions as well as an increase in denominations
and religions.38 The censuses reported the religions of black people even more
haphazardly and the 1946 census is the first to contain the relevant information.
In 1946, the most common religious affiliation for black people in the city was
Methodist at 30% and Anglicans were the second most common, representing 20%
of the black population.39
These numbers suggest that the Anglican records reflect a large proportion of Cape
society, even if there may still be selection effects at play. It is likely, for example,
that more affluent, English-speaking members attended the Anglican church vis-àvis the Dutch Reformed or other denominations or were married in the civil court
as was the case for Jewish or Islamic affiliations or those without religions affiliations.
Without additional transcription, the extent of this bias remains unknown.
Before the first British occupation of the Cape of 1795, the only Anglican services
held on its shores were conducted by Naval chaplains when resting on the way to a
different destination.40 The Anglican church in South Africa initially consisted of various
independent churches in the Cape, and later Natal, loosely affiliated with the Church
of England. They were linked to the Governor in Council (the Queen’s representative)
at the Cape and the churches were protected by the law of the Cape Colony and
Britain.41 English-speaking churches in South African history, including the Baptists,
Congregationalists, Methodists and Presbyterians, were united in their loyalty to the
British Empire.42 The first Bishop at the Cape, Robert Gray, was appointed in 1848.43
From 1870 the Anglican church organisation developed in a systematic and unified
way, unlike its early roots in the Cape Colony.44 Our records precede this era; our first
38 Union of South Africa, Sixth Census, Volume VI, Religions, 1936 (Pretoria, Government Printer, 1941),
Religions (Europeans), Table A.3., Denominations in the Principal Towns and Their Suburbs, Census 1936,
p. 9; Union of South Africa Sixth Census, Volume VI, Religions, 1936 (Pretoria, Government Printer, 1941),
Religions (Europeans), Religions(Coloureds), Table C.3., Denominations in the Principal Towns and Their
Suburbs, Census 1936, p. 96; Union of South Africa, Population Census, Volume III, Religions, 1951 (Pretoria,
Government Printer, 1956), Religions (Coloureds), Table 9.-Denominations in the Principal Towns and their
Suburbs, Census, 1946, p. 58; Union of South Africa, Population Census, Volume III, Religions, 1951 (Pretoria,
Government Printer, 1956), Table 4.-Denominations in Metropolitan and other Principal Urban Areas-Census,
1946 and 1951, p. 26.
39 Union of South Africa, Population Census, Volume III, Religions, 1951 (Pretoria, Government Printer, 1956),
Religions (Coloureds), Table 9 -Denominations in the Principal Towns and their Suburbs, Census, 1946, p. 58;
Union of South Africa, Population Census, Volume III, Religions, 1951 (Pretoria, Government Printer, 1956),
Religions (Natives), Table 15.-Denominations in Metropolitan and other Principal Urban Areas-Census, 1946,
p. 74.
40 OM Suberg, The Anglican tradition in South Africa: A historical overview (Unisa Press, South Africa,1999) pp. 10-11.
41 OM Suberg, The Anglican tradition in South Africa…, p. 30.
42 JW De Gruchy, “Grappling with a colonial heritage: The English-speaking churches under imperialism and
apartheid”, R Elphick and R Davenport (Eds.), Christianity in South Africa: A political, social & cultural history
(David Philip, Cape Town, 1997), p. 156.
43 OM Suberg, The Anglican tradition in South Africa…, p. 38.
44 OM Suberg, The Anglican tradition in South Africa…, p. 43.
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record is of Godfrey Armytage, a lieutenant in the 6th regiment, marrying Charlotte
Emily Blackburn, a minor, on 18 February 1849 in St. John’s, Wynberg. Because we
lack information on age for most of these early marriages–the couples only reported
‘full’ or ‘minor’ in the age column–our analysis begins in 1865. Before 1935, the legal
age of marriage at the Cape was 14 for boys and 12 for girls.45
The marriage records provide extensive information on couples in the Anglican
church. Each record provides details about the bride and groom, including their
names, races, ages, places of residence at the time of the wedding, relationship statuses
before marriage, occupations and the date of their marriage. All parishes within the
current borders of Cape Town have been transcribed representing all parts of Cape
Town society. Image 1 provides an example of a marriage record for a couple from
Athlone. The top left corner of the image shows that both the bride and groom were
“mixed” race. They got married at St. Mark’s Church in the district of Athlone in the
Cape Province and their marriage took place on the 25th of June 1932. The groom’s
full name was Frank Henry George van der Speck, and the bride was Henrietta Jane
Stellenboom. They were both twenty years of age and both born in South Africa.
Neither of them had been married before. At the time of their marriage Frank was a
cabinet-making apprentice and Henrietta a school teacher. Before their marriage Frank
had been living in Crawford Road in Kromboom, while Henrietta lived in Klipfontein
Road in Athlone. They had the Banns read (their intention to marry was announced
in church services) before their wedding day and consent for the union was given by
Henrietta’s mother and Frank’s father. They married without an antenuptial contract.
The handwriting of the couple is clear to see next to the phrase “This Marriage was
contracted by us” and it seems that Henrietta’s family acted as witnesses.
The size and shape of the marriage records changed somewhat over the hundred
years we study. In the nineteenth century race was not recorded; the category was
added in 1910, presumably because of legislation within the new Union of South
Africa. Country of birth was added in 1924. Although male occupations are listed
from the earliest records, female occupations are only included consistently from
1939, presumably as more women entered the labour market in preparation for war.
On their own, these records provide little that is of value to the historian.
Genealogists, of course, will find them useful in reconstructing family histories; for
this reason, the full dataset is now available online. But combining the information
contained in these records, we argue, provides historians with new insights into the
social, economic and even political lives of ordinary men and women who lived in
Cape Town during a period of remarkable social, economic and political change.
This is important. According to Neil Roos, “[h]istorians know remarkably little
about the lives of [ordinary] white people in twentieth-century South Africa, or
45 HR Hahlo, The South African law of husband and wife (Juta & Co. Limited, Wynberg, 1973), p. 8.
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how they reproduced, maintained, and negotiated successive racial regimes.”46 This
is even more true of coloured people in twentieth-century South Africa. Much of this
is due to a lack of source material; Roos calls for “subaltern studies” to mend the gap.
We propose, instead, that innovative approaches from the data revolution47–such as
the aggregation of thousands of marriage records over more than a century–offer a
more useful way of understanding these histories from below.
Image 1: An example of an original marriage register record

Source: William Cullen Library (Wits University, Johannesburg), “Church of the Province of South
Africa, Parish Registers, 1801-2004”. Database with images. FamilySearch, available at https://
FamilySearch.org (accessed on 14 June 2016).

Aggregation
From the 49 parishes for which marriage records are available between 1849 and
1972, we transcribed 55 279 marriage records. Each marriage record was manually
transcribed, a time-intensive process that took almost two years. Of course, manual
transcription has the potential to create errors if, for example, the handwriting is
of poor quality, as is often the case. To avoid this, we followed a rigorous process
of double-checking the transcribed records. We also benefitted from the fact that
some of the records were already partially transcribed on the FamilySearch website.
Nevertheless, we acknowledge that mistakes could easily creep in, especially where
46 N Roos, “South African history and subaltern historiography: Ideas for a radical history of white folk”,
International Review of Social History, 61(1), 2016, pp. 117-150.
47 J Fourie, “The data revolution in African economic history”, Journal of Interdisciplinary History, 47(2), 2016, pp.
193-212.
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names are concerned. Given that our analysis below relies almost entirely on
numerical or standardised observations (race and place-of-origin, for example), we
believe these errors are of minor concern. Moreover, given that we assemble a dataset
of more than 55 000 records, any individual errors are unlikely to affect our results in
any meaningful way. This is also why we begin the analysis, as stated above, in 1865
and end it in 1960. After 1960, the records fall in number. We cannot determine
the reason for this; the most likely reason seems to be the ad hoc nature of archiving
church records after 1960. If the available records are not a true reflection of all
Anglican marriage records in Cape Town, it is likely to lead to sample selection bias.
We therefore end our analysis in 1960.

Literacy
Even though these marriage records provide a wealth of genealogical information,
their main benefit is in aggregation. Image 2 plots the number of marriage records
available by year between 1865 and 1960. The most obvious trend is the rapid
increase during the 1890s, notably in the final years of the South African War, and
the decline that set in thereafter. A second noteworthy observation is the sudden
decline in 1918 owing to the Spanish Flu that swept South Africa and much of the
world. A third outlier is 1940, as couples presumably married in anticipation of
military service.
The shades denote literacy in the records. Literacy is measured as a score between zero
and four. The marriage record required the signature of the bride and groom as well
as two witnesses to the marriage. Four would indicate that all four of these individuals
could sign their own name on the marriage record; zero would indicate that none of
them could sign the document. A cross usually replaced the signature when the bride,
groom or witnesses could not sign. What is clear from Image 2 is the high number of
crosses in the early period–in 1892, for example, at least one in two marriage certificates
included at least one cross. This changed significantly in the early twentieth century
and by the 1950s, almost no marriage certificates included any crosses.

Race
Race classification was prevalent in the marriage records of the Anglican church
even before the introduction of the Population Registration Act of 1950. This Act,
according to Deborah Posel, “made the apartheid system of racial classification
notoriously distinctive”.48 Race categories used in the marriage records varied and
coloured Anglicans were identified as “mixed”, or “Cape Coloured”, or “Cape
Malay”, to name a few examples.
48 D Posel, “Race as common sense: racial classification in twentieth-century South Africa”, African Studies Review,
44(2), 2001, p. 89.
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The race category was standardised using the four race categories of the 1950 Act–
white, coloured, black and Indian. Because the definition of Indian/Asian changed
over the twentieth century, and because there were very few individuals classified
under this category, we combined Indian with coloured. The standardisation allowed
us to investigate interracial marriages across time. Image 3 shows the decline in
interracial marriages (marriages between Anglicans identified as white, coloured and
black) from 1910 (when the race variable was included) to 1960. It shows a steady
decline in the share of marriages, from as high as 8% of all marriages soon after
unification to almost zero after the 1949 Prohibition of Mixed Marriages Act which
effectively banned interracial marriages. Fourie and Inwood use a subsample of these
marriage records to investigate the reasons for this sharp decline.49
The Anglican Church in South Africa did not initially resist segregation policies. It
did, however, continue to train clergy and run churches of all races under the same
denominational structure. By 1949, with the National Party gaining power over the
Union of South Africa, various Christian denominations, including the Anglican
church, became more outspoken against the segregation of society.50 Despite the
imposition of the Prohibition on Mixed Marriages Act, for example, a few interracial
marriages were still sanctioned after 1949, providing some evidence of resistance
against apartheid doctrine.
The impact of the Group Areas Act, one of the most infamous apartheid policies,
is also clearly visible in the records. Image 4 shows the decline in the number of
marriages of white couples in the Woodstock parish after 1948. Woodstock was
classified as a coloured neighbourhood under apartheid, causing many whites to
move to so-called whites-only suburbs.51

49 J Fourie and K Inwood, “Interracial marriages in twentieth-century Cape Town: Evidence from Anglican
marriage records”, The History of the Family, 24(3), 2019, pp. 629-652.
50 JW De Gruchy, “Grappling with a colonial heritage: The English-speaking churches under imperialism and
apartheid”, R Elphick and R Davenport (Eds.), Christianity in South Africa: A political, social & cultural history
(David Philip, Cape Town, 1997), p. 159.
51 Of course, even if an area was restricted to one racial group, reality was often more complex.
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Image 2: Number of marriage records and literacy by year, 1865-1960

Source: William Cullen Library (Wits University, Johannesburg), “Church of the Province of South
Africa, Parish Registers, 1801-2004”. Database with images. FamilySearch, available at https://
FamilySearch.org (accessed on 14 June 2016).
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Image 3: Interracial marriages in Cape Town, 1910-1960

Source: William Cullen Library (Wits University, Johannesburg), “Church of the Province of South
Africa, Parish Registers, 1801-2004”. Database with images. FamilySearch, available at https://
FamilySearch.org (accessed on 14 June 2016).

The Group Areas Act had profound consequences for those residing in the “wrong”
areas. Evidence of this can be found in the marriage records. Mildred Francina Fester
and Alexander George Thomas married on the 16th of December 1950. Both listed
their race as coloured. They married in Athlone. Mildred was 20 at the time and
working as a machinist. Alexander was 24 and listed his occupation as a tailor. The
marriage record states that in 1965, this couple changed their race to white. When
they married in 1950 Alexander gave his town of residence as “Claremont” and
Mildred’s town was “Gleemoor”. In the 1960s, Claremont was cleared of all “nonwhite” residents. There had, until this time, been clusters of coloured people living
amongst wealthier whites in the area. It seems likely that a couple like Mildred and
Alexander, faced with the prospect of losing their home and being forced out of
the community, took a chance and applied to change their race–a move which, if
successful, would enable them to live in a safe neighbourhood, where their children
could attend good schools and receive access to all the other benefits of being white
in apartheid South Africa. Gleemoor, Mildred’s place of residence at marriage, was,
however, a coloured area near to Athlone.52
52 V Bickford-Smith, E Van Heyningen and N Worden, Cape Town in the twentieth century (David Philip
Publishers, Claremont, 1999), pp. 183;141.
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Image 4: Number of marriages in Woodstock, by race and year, 1910-1960

Source: William Cullen Library (Wits University, Johannesburg), “Church of the Province of South
Africa, Parish Registers, 1801-2004”. Database with images. FamilySearch, available at https://
FamilySearch.org (accessed on 14 June 2016).

Seasonality
Aggregating the marriage records also allows us to observe seasonal patterns of
marriage, providing a glimpse into the social and wedding conventions of the time.
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Image 5 splits the observations by race–coloured and white–and plots the number
of marriages by season between 1910 and 1960. What is clear is that, for white
marriages, there is almost no difference in the number of marriages by season before
1940. A statistically significant gap, however, opens up after the Second World War:
summer marriages become far more numerous than marriages during the other
seasons. The same is true for coloured marriages, although autumn marriages seem
to be unpopular from the 1930s already. The discrepancy between summer marriages
and marriages during the other seasons also seems to be larger towards the end of
the period. From this brief analysis, it would seem that weddings became more
important events during the 1950s as both white and coloured couples began to
show a clear preference for summer wedding dates.
Image 5: Number of marriages, by season, race and year, 1910-1960

Source: William Cullen Library (Wits University, Johannesburg), “Church of the Province of South
Africa, Parish Registers, 1801-2004”. Database with images. FamilySearch, available at https://
FamilySearch.org (accessed on 14 June 2016).

Occupations
The occupations of brides and grooms also provide useful insights into their lives
and position in society. Winifred Kitty Neilson Kemp, for instance, was a 36-year-old
bride who appeared in the marriage records. She listed her occupation as “surgeon”
in 1925, ten years before it became common for women to list an occupation on
the marriage certificate. Her country of origin is listed as “England” and she married
a 35-year-old merchant from Scotland, James William George Home. Unusual
occupations found in the records include rat catcher, professional cricketer (in 1929)
and toilet roll assistant. A helpful means of organising and analysing occupations is
the historical international standard classification of occupations (HISCO), which
provides ten major groups into which all occupations can be divided. Groups 0 and 1
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are for professional, technical and related workers; 2 is administrative and managerial
workers; 3 is clerical and related workers; 4 is sales workers; 5 service workers; 6
agricultural, animal husbandry and forestry workers, fishermen and hunters; groups
7, 8 and 9 are production related workers, transport equipment operators and
labourers.53
Image 6: Number of female occupations by HISCO category and race, 1939-1960

Source: William Cullen Library (Wits University, Johannesburg), “Church of the Province of South
Africa, Parish Registers, 1801-2004”. Database with images. FamilySearch, available at https://
FamilySearch.org (accessed on 14 June 2016).

We classify 3 246 unique occupations for women into these categories, and then
further group categories 0, 1, 2 and 3 into professional, managerial and administrative
workers (PMA), categories 4 and 5 into sales and service workers, categories 6, 7, 8
and 9 into agricultural, production, transport and general labourers (APTG), and
all unpaid labour as U. We do not include students, retirees and others outside the
labour market. Image 6 reports the results, by race.
Coloured female workers dominate sales and service work as well as agriculture,
production, transport and general labourers. White women are most commonly
employed in professional, managerial or administrative work, including clerical
workers. The shift towards these occupations before, during and after the Second
53 HISCO Tree of Occupational Groups (available at https://historyofwork.iisg.nl/major.php, accessed on 19
September 2019).
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World War is discussed by Rommelspacher.54

Foreign
It was not only South Africans that married in Cape Town’s Anglican churches.
Image 7 shows a map of the countries where non-South African grooms were born,
as recorded by the Anglican marriage records from 1924 to 1960. It reveals a wide
range of origin countries. The United Kingdom, as expected, is the most common
origin region, with more than 2 000 grooms originating from there. Southern African
countries and colonies, notably Southern Rhodesia (127), St. Helena (80), South
West Africa (49), Basutoland (40), Northern Rhodesia (33) and Nyasaland (18), also
feature prominently. Yet there are also grooms from several lesser-known territories,
including Iceland (1), Honolulu (1), Burma (1), Nigeria (1) and Suriname (1).
Image 7: Map of foreign grooms’ place-of-birth, 1924-1960

William Cullen Library (Wits University, Johannesburg), “Church of the Province of South Africa,
Parish Registers, 1801-2004”. Database with images. FamilySearch, available at https://FamilySearch.
org (accessed on 14 June 2016).

Conclusion
Writing about ordinary people in history is never easy. Many people leave no trace
of their thoughts or their actions in places where historians may traditionally search
for them. One way to address this lacuna is by reading against the grain of the
archive, either through personal memories, or oral histories or literary sources that
54 A Rommelspacher, ““Too delicate to work”? women and work in Cape Town 1938-1939”, mimeo.
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can be criticised for their subjectivity or, as we show here, through a combination
of newly transcribed sources at the individual level and the quantitative tools of the
social scientist.
In this paper, we used more than 55 000 marriage records to reveal the patterns
in the social lives of people who married in the Anglican church in Cape Town
between 1865 and 1960. Marriage is an ancient institution and therefore provides
a wonderful lens to view the changing literacy, racial, segregation, occupational and
migration trends in the city over almost a century. We are not the first to employ
marriage records to understand social change, but we are the first to do so on such a
large scale for one city at the southern tip of Africa.
Our new source addresses some previously unanswered questions. Interracial
marriages declined in Cape Town well before the imposition of the 1949 Prohibition
on Mixed Marriages Act. Racial reclassification, as recorded by these records, reveals
the tragedy and the fluidity of apartheid-era race categorisation. The records also
expose new trends that necessitate further investigation. Why did summer become
the season of choice for weddings by the 1950s, for white but especially for coloured
couples? When did white women enter professional occupations, and why? And
were migrants more likely to marry other migrants or did they assimilate into Cape
Town society by marrying locally-born spouses?
The sources do, of course, also have limitations. They only provide a snapshot of
the lives of mostly young men and women. By linking the marriage records to other
sources, perhaps death notices, one would be able to track individuals over time.
A further possibility is to match marriage records to baptism records to measure
bridal pregnancy.55 And, of course, it would be illuminating to compare the Anglican
church to other denominations in Cape Town or Cape Town to other towns in the
Cape hinterland, to other regions of southern Africa and the British Empire, and
to the Anglican Church in the United Kingdom. There is still much to learn about
marriage trends and the social histories of ordinary people they can tell.

55 L Richardson, “Measuring illegitimacy and bridal pregnancy in Cape Town” (MA in History, Stellenbosch
University, 2020).
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Abstract
Should the luxury we currently enjoy of focusing our research mainly on debating and/or
philosophising about the discipline of History in centres of Higher Education and Training
(HET) not be transformed in the 21st century? Recently, the trend is that community
engagement in these environments should become infused with the tertiary education sector
vision by means of engaged research; and engaged, teaching and learning, and that HET
scholarship should focus on community engagement that complements sustainable livelihoods.
With this in mind a webinar was organised by North-West University’s Regional History
Research Group. This was held on 29 November 2021, with the title “Engaging community/
ies in regional histories research: Sharing experiences and best practice.” Prof Sulevi Riukulehto
(Finland), and Prof Sekibakiba Lekgoathi (University of the Witwatersrand) were among the
prominent speakers. Interesting ideas and experiences of working with communities were
discussed and ideas were put forward on community engagement in the process of fieldwork.
Historians are familiar with working in communities and engaging with them proactively,
especially with selected individuals in communities. However, for the most part this tends
to remain a one-directional process with the purpose of reaching a specific research goal
and often has little community agency. In this discussion – here viewed as a commentary –
my aim is to instil debate; to rethink the historian’s involvement in communities and how
this can encourage the involvement of the wider community. Therefore, this discussion will
be presented in two major parts. In the first, a brief discussion is inspired by the Annales
approach, and this is then infused with ideas from several theoretical approaches that are
more recent. These will be considered for their possible role in historical analysis and how
they might be useful to historians as historical tools. In the second part I argue for a 21stcentury approach to historical research that requires that historians associate more widely
with communities close to their particular institutions/universities which will then function
as spaces to allow students to learn from and to give back to the communities concerned.
Thus, the positioning of (traditional) History in this visionary space for research, is linked
to teaching and learning practices, particularly in undergraduate and honours modules. It
is hoped that this will be a learning curve to gain and implement new, refreshing ideas that
will contribute towards community sustainability and also create new research opportunities.
Keywords: Community engagement turn; Historians; History research; History education;
Higher education.
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Community engagement studies and History
Conducting research with members of a community can be very useful as a form of
service learning and also has the potential to serve as a practical outlet in the teaching
process.2 It can be agreed on that historians, and researchers in other disciplines,
should give serious consideration to engaging with communities as a means of
migrating knowledge by teaching and learning. However, recent studies indicate
that top - down research efforts, the traditional research approach, are not the
ultimate way forward for studying 21st-century communities. The historiography of
historical method and research techniques and a range of other possibilities must be
revisited and refreshed to arrive at a modern-day approach. In the subsections below
it is therefore appropriate to think about re-visiting History method and theory and
examining modern research practices, teaching and learning with(in) communities.
The work of pioneer Annales historians of the 1920s comes to mind when thinking
about proactive research initiatives in the community setting.

The Annales historians and engaging with communities
For the Annales historians “traditional” histories were those dealing mainly with
political matters and public institutions. These theorists claim to have redirected their
research by resorting instead to quasi methods designed to be more directly involved
with local communities or those at the regional level, rather than on countrywide
scale. In 1968, Gailanpiu Gonmeih re-visited the Annales method and outlined its
original intention of creating what he called “a new reality” in understanding past
societies:3
Febvre … studied the nature of unbelief. The Annalistes [were] building on
their nature of unwritten assumptions that dominate the decisions of social
groups, elucidating their attitudes to life, death, and time, their conceptions
of the role of children and of the character of childhood, their concept of
the family, their assumptions about the interaction of generations, and their
thoughts and feelings about work and money. The search was for a structure
of “collective mentality”…

To create a “collective mentality” in research the Annales proponents emphasised the
village community in multidisciplinary and scholarly collaborative ways. Gonmeih
continues:4

2
3
4

ES van Eeden, I Eloff & H Dippenaar (Eds), Community engagement research in South Africa: Histories, methods,
theories, and practice (Pretoria, Van Schaik, 2022).
G Gonmeih, “Annales Scholl of thought and its contribution”, Agricultural History, 52(4), 1978, pp. 538-548
(with emphasis on pp. 542-543).
G Gonmeih, “Annales Scholl of thought and its contribution”, Agricultural History, 52(4), 1978, pp. 542-543;
T Stoianovich, French historical method. The Annales paradigm (London, Cornell University Press, 1976).
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In the village all the “structures” that fascinate the Annalistes – spatial,
psychological, economic – can be studied. Individual villages provide the sources
in parish registers that make possible “family reconstitution” over centuries
from baptism, marriage, and death records. Tax rolls throw light on income,
land distribution, and regional product.Folklore, passed on through written
records or oral testimony, illustrates popular culture and throws light on hidden
assumptions, on the mental structure, that governed village society. Linguistics,
social anthropology, and a host of other social sciences could be utilized…

The influence of the Annales paradigm on historical thought globally, has
without doubt been significant. Since the 1970s, South African historians have
also contributed to their own versions of the Annales approach. Yet contributions
seemingly remained versions of the “me” (historian) mostly directing the research
goal about a community and not the “you” as (community member) knowing from
experience, memory, and lifelong wisdom on a particular place, or a community
perhaps? The Annales historians might perhaps not have engaged with communities
as it’s done in 2021, but what they did and how they thought about it, surely was a
huge leap in thought about community at the time.
For historians the current HET vision on community engagement might be a
challenge, if viewed in scholarly terms, or if thought of in a practical sense. Some
academics might well see community engagement as having features of hybridity
and can be viewed as government related,5 which means having a political end.
The criticism despite, and which may carry some merit, it should be noted that
in 21st-century postcolonial democratic Africa and the wider world a transformed
academic paradigm with(in) community is encouraged, and very necessary. This
implies thinking about engaging with communities in academic fieldwork rather
than merely “utilising” individuals as mainly subjects in research. Understanding and
conceptualising this need has been recognised by some scholars who have written at
length on sustainable development, and these should not go unnoticed.6 The crucial
issue is how to re-position the traditional approach to History, with perhaps some of
the more progressive (for its time) ideas of the Annales, and to integrate them into
the 21st-century HET visionary space.
In the next section some recent research is shared for the reader to discern whether
historians should think about communities differently rather than studying them on
a purely academic level.

5
6

L Lange, “The public purposes of the university: A historical view, 1995-2010”, B Leibowitz, (Ed), Higher
education for the public good: Views from the south (Stoke on Trent, Sun Press, 2012), p. 53.
I Eloff, “The sustainable development goals and community-based collaboration and research”, Elize S van
Eeden, Irma Eloff & Hanlie Dippenaar (Eds), Community engagement research… , Chapter 26.
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Some 20th to 21st-century voices on community engagement and History
Participating in research projects and experiencing inclusive community
engagement in Africa as part of the mission statements in higher education and
training (HET) has a history. Formal scientific theoretical research on community
engagement surfaced from about the late 20th century. In South Africa, its visibility
in HET is associated with the “White Paper on the Transformation of Higher
Education” of 1997,7 which indicates that studies are required on the “potential
of community service in higher education”. This resulted in the establishment of
many service partnerships across the country, and some collaborative conference
discussions on what might be expected from academia.8 Problematic, however, is
that some scholarly initiatives at the time were perceived as politically inspired,
activistic and radical, rather than scholarly. In assessing the value of these early (for
at least two decades) hardcore community engagements, serious researchers felt that
caution should be exercised because research done “in” community settings did not
necessarily imply input and collaboration “with” community members.9

The political-ideological nature of community engagement
The political undercurrents of understanding community engagement may perhaps
be a reason why many HET institutions are cautious in their approach towards
communities. For example, in the case of Argentina, compulsory community
engagement was introduced in the 20th century, with the Argentinian Ministry
of Education as the dominant patron. A solidarity organisation, known as Centro
Latinoamericano de Aprendizaje y Servicio Solidario (CLAYSS), was co-founded in
2002 by a historian, Professor Nieves Tapia. CLAYSS was tasked with contributing
to “the growth of a fraternal and participative culture in Latin America through the
development of educational, social engagement projects”. However, the organisation
operates in a socialist political framework, and funding for research appears to be
made available only if it does so under this philosophical banner.10
Some academics may view the historical trends in community engagement
undertaken in South Africa since the 1960s as being similar in nature to the example
given above. In the 1970s and 1980s, there were some community-based projects
which featured political activism, lacked empathy and showed limited evidence of the

7

Notice 1196 of RSA, Ministry of Education. White Paper No. 3: “A Programme for the Transformation of
Higher Education”, Pretoria, July 1997.
8 ES van Eeden, H Dippenaar and I Eloff, “On responses of Higher Education and Training with(in) society
through research, teaching and community engagement”, Educational Research for Social Change, 19(26), 2021.
8 ES van Eeden, “Mirroring 25 years of community engagement research and practice in South Africa”, ES van
Eeden, I Eloff & H Dippenaar (Eds), Community engagement research in South Africa:…, pp. 14-15.
10 ES van Eeden, “Mirroring 25 years of community engagement, ES van Eeden, I Eloff & H Dippenaar (Eds),
Community engagement research in South Africa:…, pp. 9-10.
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necessary scholarly requirements.11 One of the pioneers of community engagement
practices in the country, Johan Muller,12 remembers academia’s engagements with
community about peoples’ education and apartheid that was “savagely opposed.
The engagements of especially academics at the University of the Witwatersrand
during the politically turbulent mid-1980s are recalled. Muller claims that there
was a conscious strategy by academics to rather follow a socio-politically engaged
approach than a conceptually and empirically knowledge-based method that HET
is known for. However, Muller feels that this pretext was not bearing fruit because
of a shortage of qualified people to create vigorous educational knowledge. In his
opinion, contextual (historical and theoretical) knowledge was lacking. This view
was also expressed by other scholars.13
By the 1990s another negative trend became apparent in community engagement.
It was a decade of academics and students being more prominent in community
under the banner of “in-service to the community”, but critically viewed by some
as tutors and students receiving more benefits (funding from projects and reaping
the rewards) instead of being the “benefit-bringers”.14 Thinking about community
engagement in a broader disciplinary sense has since rapidly transformed.15 Becoming
aware of community and community needs was engendered by research and HET’s
commitment to an array of projects.16

By 2018, demands were “growing for universities to do more in contributing
to development drives beyond their immediate sphere of operation”. The
idea was that within its mission, the university should “foster sustainable
development” and that “local voices [should be] assimilated within its
knowledge creation”, thereby leading to “diffusion, and societal engagement”
with the objectives of the particular community concerned. According to
Mbah “this has the potential to instigate the university’s engagement to address
11 From a historical point of view discussion is possible on the rise in popularity of social history at the time,
although infused with other radical debates. This led to a rise works on local and regional histories and is
new field in research. In particular the Wits History workshop and the HSRC division of Regional History
fall within the ambit of the most prominent debates. At the time the Wits History Workshop expressed an
emotional kind of political activism with limited scholarly direction. This while the HSRC regional history
section indulged in finding a scholarly direction structurally but possibly with a limited or selective community
vision.
12 J Muller, “Engagements with engagement”, Council on Higher Education and Training (CHET), 2009, pp.
1-13; Council on Higher Education (CHE), “Community engagement in South African higher education”, The
Kagisano Series, 7 (Auckland Park, Jacana Media, 2010), p. 70.
13 MJ Young, “Discussion suppers as a means for community engagement”, The Journal of Rural Health, 2006, in
CHE, Community engagement…, 2010, p. 3.
14 CHE, “Community engagement in South African higher education”, The Kagisano Series, 7, 2010, pp. 72-75.
15 RW Riley and JA Winston in DL Featherman, M Hall and M Krislov (Eds), The next 25 years: Affirmative action
in higher education in the United States and South Africa (Michigan, University of Michigan Press, 2010), pp.
277-285.
16 See several examples of disciplinary and collaborative contributions related to communities in ES van Eeden, I
Eloff & H Dippenaar (Eds), Community engagement research in South Africa:….
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local and regional concerns and promote relevant development underpinned
by mutual trust”.17
Disciplines and community engagement
Although community engagement is not necessarily only a collaborative
disciplinary effort,18 one particular aspect that still requires more robust academic
intervention in Africa and indeed globally, is how each discipline reflects on its
standing and purpose with and within the community.19 Others relate community
engagement to “pan-African action research” in various research formats.20 This way
forward for articulating research with communities has become pivotal in giving
more consideration to the distinctive needs of local spaces on the African continent.
Furthermore, in the process, it contributes to a more “Africanised” knowledge
system21 and an educational approach, one that is able to serve Africa.
To elaborate on community engagement from an academic historian’s angle, the
critical question is: “where” and “how” does History as a discipline fit into the
community engagement vocabulary and then into research per se? It has become
necessary that historians who undertake research in communities and engage in
teaching should discuss their findings and engage in constructive discussion, learning
to think together. Shared experiences and ideas should be viewed as best practice
with(in) communities.

A glimpse into the role of historians and community engagement: The
historiography
In the past decade, certain history departments in HET environments in the
United States of America have put forward thoughts on how researchers in the
17 M Mbah, “Can local knowledge make the difference? Rethinking universities’ community engagement and
prospects for sustainable community development”, Journal of Environmental Education, 50(1), 2018, pp. 1-12.
18 See, as examples, the Japanese machizukuri model in community engagement that reminds one of the
ethnographic method of Sulevi Riukulehto at the Ruralia Institute, Helsinki in Finland. While the machizukuri
model emphasises community design and development, the Finnish model accentuates the community
experience of home towards initiatives of design and development. On this see Shigeru Satoh, Japanese
Machizukuri and community engagement: History, method and practice (Routledge, 2020), pp, 270; S Riukulehto
& T Suutari, “Studying processes and experiences: Ethnographic tools for experiential field research in
communities”, ES van Eeden et al (Eds), Community engagement research in South Africa:…, Chapter 23.
19 In this regard the contribution by B Jacoby, Service-learning essentials: Questions, answers and lessons learned (San
Francisco, CA, Jossey-Bass, 2015), pp. 1-25 (and chapter 5).
20 Compare with the contributions of NN Mtawa, Human development and community engagement through servicelearning: The capability approach and public good in education (New York, Palgrave Macmillan, 2019), Chapter
2-3; TS Mudau & S Makgatho, “Community engagement: An instrument for applied rural-based research and
development in (South) Africa”, in MA Mafukata & KA Tshikolomo (Eds), African perspectives on reshaping
rural development (Hershey, IGI Global, 2020), Chapter 13; J Preece, University community engagement and
lifelong learning: The porous university (Johannesburg, Palgrave Macmillan, 2017), pp. 117-118.
21 J Preece, University community engagement and lifelong learning:…, pp. 116-118.
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field of History can be more participatory when undertaking community research
rather than just moving in and out for research purposes. Historical research should
also reach the lecture hall and classroom: not only to debate community issues but
also to consider local opportunities that may arise and, to also interrogate practical
possibilities “benefitting” communities.
For example, the students at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst in the
Department of History in the College of Humanities and Fine Arts, are committed
to outreach and community engagement. They do so through public events, adult
education programmes, running online classes, engaged scholarship, and conducting
community-based history projects.22 In 2018, a member of staff at the Columbia
University, New York City, Prof Barry Goldenberg, authored an article that might
be perceived by historians and educators of History as somewhat controversial.
Goldenberg’s work is entitled: “Rethinking historical practice and community
engagement: Researching together with ‘youth historians’”, and this is one of the first
research disseminations by a historian in which the academic discipline of History is
challenged to think about community engagement in a different, rather unusual way.23
Goldenberg views his article as an experimental contribution towards collaboration.
His intention is to spark dialogue on how to combine traditional ideas on History
with hands-on community involvement by students “for the purposes of rethinking
traditional historical processes”.24 For Goldenberg, it is about changing the way
historians think about teaching and learning. His aim is to instil another angle on
historical tradition. The community engagement emphasis of the University of
Massachusetts, as mentioned above, seems similar, but Goldenberg indulges in a
more diverse approach.
Another example of historians and community engagement is showcased by
archivists Pam Hackbart-Dean,25 and Walter Ray,26 who write about community
engagement practice as locating history where it “lives”. The reporting deals with an
initiative undertaken by activists from an African American community that became
involved to ensure that the University of Carbondale’s Special Collections Research
Center (SCRC) which has been collecting local histories since its installation in 1956),

22 University of Massachusetts Amherst, “Community engagement”, available at https://www.umass.edu/history/
community (accessed 1 November 2021).
23 BM Goldenberg, “Rethinking historical practice and community engagement: Researching together with
‘youth historians’”, Rethinking History. The Journal of Theory and Practice, 23(1), 2019, pp. 52-77.
24 BM Goldenberg, “Rethinking historical practice and community engagement: …’”, Rethinking History, The
Journal of Theory and Practice, 23(1), 2019, pp. 52-77.
25 Pam Hackbart-Dean is the head of Special Collections and University Archives, University of Illinois-Chicago.
26 Walter Ray is from Southern Illinois, University Carbondale.
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was preserved intact.27 This collection “represents [the] diversity of race, economic
status, gender and sexuality, religion, and politics in southern Illinois”. HackbartDean and Ray explain that a “directed effort to be more proactive in community
engagement beyond town and gown, as well as to diversify the local collection, began
in [southern Illinois in] the 2000s”. 28 Although museologists and the local archivist
might be associated more with the field of Public History it is of interest to note that
Hackbart-Dean and Ray choose to use the term “community engagement”, rather
than “public history”, a term coined by Robert Kelley in the 1970s.29
Paul Ashton and Alex Trapeznik acknowledge the first British International Conference
for Public History in 2005, but note that “these public history practices were part of a
radical tradition which took root in labour, local, oral and community history related
to the Workshop Movement which [Raphael] Samuel co-founded in the late 1960s.”30
Ashton and Trapzenik then add to their observations some information on the
reasoning behind the recent developments of establishing an International Federation
for Public History. Tertiary institutions, they say, are “under increasing pressure to meet
competing goals…”31 among which, community engagement is actually prominent.
With the creation of the International Federation of Public History in 2010,
some refreshing views have come to the fore from conferences (and have seemingly
orchestrated the creation of many published works)32 on how to see, think and
engage with the public about public history. Ashton and Trapeznik call for a
“public turn”.33 In some of these recent works, leading South African scholars
like Natasha Erlank and Julia Wells make significant contributions. Julia Wells
views public history as “A tool for recovery”, which apparently relates to what she
calls “justice history”. Public historian Tanya Evans sees public history as being
linked to local and community history,34 while David Dean of Canada35 leads
27 In a broader sense the 1950s represent the establishment of local and regional history centres in the United
Kingdom, other parts of Europe and in the United States, among others. See ES van Eeden, “Pioneering
regional history studies in South Africa: Reflections within the former Section for Regional History at the
Human Sciences Research Council (HSRC)”, Chapter 16, C Souradien, S Swartz and G Houston (Eds.),
Society, research and power. A history of the Human Sciences Research Council from 1929 to 2019 (Pretoria, Human
Sciences Research Council, 2021), pp 257-272.
28 P Hackbart-Dean and Walter Ray, “Community engagement. Finding history where it lives”, College & Research
Libraries News, 82(8), 2021
29 T Cauvin, “The rise of Public History: An international perspective”, Historia Critica, 68(1), 2018, pp. 3-26.
30 P Ashton and A Trapeznik (Eds.), What is public history globally? Working with the past in the present (Great
Britain, Bloomsbury, 2019), Introduction, p. 3.
31 P Ashton and A Trapeznik (Eds.), What is public history globally?..., p. 5.
32 DM Dean (Ed), A companion to public history (USA, Wiley Blackwell, 2018), pp. 1-12; International Federation
for Public History, available at https://ifph.hypotheses.org/ (accessed December 2021); J Wojdon, D Wiśniewska
(Eds), Public in Public History (New York, Routledge, 2021); P Ashton & A Trapeznik (Eds.), What is public
history globally?….
33 P Ashton & A Trapeznik (Eds.), What is public history globally?..., Introduction, p. 8.
34 See the Ashton book and the publication by Dean.
35 Among his publications are DM Dean (Ed), A companion to public history (New York, Wiley Blackwell, 2018),
pp. 1-12.
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with some very recent ideas in an international journal on best practice in public
history. He sees it as being “for”, “by”, “with” and “about” the “public”, a theme
that emerged from the 2018-2019 International Public History conference.36
Though not all public histories are viewed by academic historians as scholarly and
appropriate, it is exciting to observe from recent contributions that public history
can take a role in community engaged research, and in teaching and learning.
Furthermore, there is a definite trend globally from scholars in HET to gain a
better understanding of how formal science can infuse with(in) communities and be
applied appropriately, refraining from a one-way research mode.37

Getting practical in HET with History: Community engagement in local
and regional community context for teaching and learning opportunities
and research projects
Like public history, the roots of regional history studies also date back to the 20th
century and were beginning to emerge as early as the 1950s. A radicalism in its practice
was the result of the Marxist ideology imposed in British labour history from the
1960s. It is therefore hardly surprising that there was activity by regional historians on
the debates concerning community engagement. Dealing with this rich historiography,
is for another day. Rather, the practical or applied community engagement side of
History as discipline, is touched upon very briefly in this discussion, by emphasising
History’s positioning in the three visionary pillars of HET (see Image 1).

Community engagement in teaching and learning
It seems vibrant from recent debate in the available sources that in the teaching
and learning component of history, “community engagement” with people in a
nearby community and those at a local/regional level is to be encouraged. Public
histories, histories on heritage and histories of local and regional spaces encourage
the development of an engaged academic community. This is especially true if these
communities are in close proximity to educational institutions, thereby facilitating
experiential or practical assessments such as oral history projects; exploring community
archives; community-based history projects such as the preservation of historical
structures and places that require maintenance and/or storage of historical data. The
Goldenberg project, for example, as mentioned above, refers to “challenging the
norms of history research through co-conducted oral histories”38 in communities.
36 DM Dean, “Publics, public historians and participatory public history”, J Wojdon, D Wiśniewska (Eds), Public
in public history, pp. 1-15 (published in 2021)
37 Compare the contributions by J Wojdon, D Wiśniewska (Eds), Public in public history.
38 BM Goldenberg, “Rethinking historical practice and community engagement: ...”, Rethinking History, 23(1),
2019, pp. 52-77.
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Image 1: Practical options in all three HET visionary principles

Source: Regional history webinar on “Engaging Community/ies in regional histories research: Sharing
experiences and best practise”, Presentation, Elize S van Eeden, “Community engagement studies and
History: Sharing moments of conflict and collaboration in research”, 29 November 2021.

Community engagement in research
Research projects in the vicinity of an HET institution where history students
are able to engage with communities can make a valuable contribution to undergraduate and post-graduate studies. For example, they could encourage creative
ideas for area-specific museum themes, or lead to the presentation of a community
seminar in which students share their ideas on the current project being studied in
their module with the residents of a neighbouring community. The responsiveness of
the community should instil further action and debate and possibly lead to a joint
initiative such as identifying historic sites in the area,39 and compiling a narrative on
the area’s history as a community contribution. This will equip students to observe,
research and record history and encourage collaborative initiatives.
In the past, research projects undertaken in communities took a one-way approach.
Firstly, oral interviewing was used as a research tool to gather information. The idea
behind this was to give residents a voice in the project, although compiling the
written memory remained the domain of the historian. The interviewing was usually
39 J Tosh, The pursuit of History, aims, methods and new directions in the study of History (London & New York,
Routledge, Taylor & Francis, sixth edition, 2015), pp. 1-22.
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conducted in the traditional way and the argument given that the residents were
“consulted” and that knowledge was indeed shared but the formulation of ideas and
the written treatise – the “science” – was the work of historians. For the most part
this was tolerated within HET structures in the past, but more recently, within the
last two to three decades, this type of community engagement has been questioned
as inadequate. The enrichment of disciplinary debate is necessary, but it must not be
“dormant”, with hardly any “proactive outlet.
Society requires that academia across the board (and not only a selective few
disciplines) should think more creatively and robustly from within the confines of
their own disciplines. Careful consideration should be given and steps taken on how
to do the following:
•

Ensure that research is undertaken in an appropriate community (and who should
participate in the project). Engage with a view to i) provide insight and ii) help participants
solve practical issues that have arisen within that specific society. – Thus, engaged research.

•

Ensure long-term community assistance and initiatives based on the research
undertaken with(in) the community. These should be continuous initiatives that are
supported and funded by stakeholders in the community and government. Thus,
engaged communities.

•

Ensure a continuous refreshing of a discipline such as History’s teaching and learning
content at an under-graduate level, complemented by research done with(in)
communities. For example, students in the discipline should not only study theoretical
material provided by their lecturers. There should also be assessments and assignments
that relate to current societal issues in the community rather than focusing on the
past.40 In essence its engaged teaching and learning.

There have been several significant contributions by historians in South Africa in
which historical knowledge supported communities in the practical sense, but also
learnt from the past. One example is Martin Legassick’s history of Gordonia that
covers land issues,41 and another is Howard Phillips’s publications on pandemics,42
which feature creative information sharing. Works of this nature have a definite place
in History’s positioning in academia as well as in community engagement. Yet, if senior
undergraduate and honours students cannot learn from past knowledge and thereby
gain constructive hands-on experience with(in) a community, then many lecturing
efforts may be of short durée. A truly engaged teaching and learning environment in
40 Ideas of the author. See Regional history webinar on Engaging community/ies in regional histories research –
Sharing experiences and best practise, Presentation: ES van Eeden, “Community engagement studies and History:
Sharing moments of conflict and collaboration in research”, 29 November 2021. Link: https://drive.google.
com/file/d/1G13Y_jqsAKO_iKsUqLKFzy6xFKawU4sC/view?usp=drive_web.
41 M Legassick, Hidden histories of Gordonia. land possession and resistance in the Northern-Cape, 1800-1990
(Johannesburg, Wits University Press, 2016), pp. 124-126; 136-138.
42 H Phillips, Epidemics: The story of South Africa’s five most lethal human diseases (Ohio, Ohio University Press,
2012).
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the discipline of History will not only create opportunities to transform education,
into an Africanized way of doing, but will ensure that the scholarly community of
historians in the making, will become more observant when engaging with local
communities for the purposes of learning, mutual need, and co-shared “lekgotla”43
actions. The aim must be to strive for engaged teaching and learning.44
These are but a few ideas on how to consider reorientating traditional history to
become more participatory and collaborative.

To conclude
This commentary touches upon the Annales paradigm towards community
research and then focuses on recent international trends to position History as
discipline with(in) the community setting. The discission points to a history that
is indeed deeply rooted in community but one that is awakening as part of the
three-tier vision of HET. It is argued that History also accommodates communityengaged historical research, its purpose being to serve its lecture-venue outcomes in
modules, and eventually hold the possibility of hands-on utility. This approach will
not only allow HET assignments in the discipline of History to become “alive”, but
also serve as an experiential contribution created with(in) the specific community.
With community engagement as focus, it might very well become a new turn for
History in its many fields of focus, and for African historians it will hold the promise
of Africanising history teaching and research and making it more appropriate for
the African continent. In closing, the discussion emphasises that communities are
indeed a vital part of the historian’s ambit.

43 It is said that a lekgotla [also called a ‘Bosberaad’ in Afrikaans] in South Africa refers to a meeting or gettogether, and is based on the traditional concept of elders gathering to ponder and question. ... This is a way
of providing individuals with the resources and space to define their place in a changing South Africa. This
programme often includes school tours. See also https://www.unisa.ac.za/sites/corporate/default/About/Whatwe-do/Community-engagement/Community-Engagement-and-Outreach-Projects , 2019.
44 KT Motumi, “Practicalising the significance of the ‘history-is-all-around-us’ approach in and out of the
classroom”, PhD thesis, NWU, 2021.
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editor, but unsolicited reviews may also be considered. New Contree has an interdisciplinary outlook and welcomes suggestions of historically significant works
written by scholars in other disciplines. The review should be submitted to the
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substance. The reviewer should assess the extent to which the author achieves
the stated aim of the book. It is important that the reviewer should engage
the material instead of simply reporting the book’s contents. For this reason,
the reviewer should try to avoid summations of book chapters or the separate
contributions in an edited collection. Instead, the reviewer should assess the
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of the book. Reviews should be written in a style that is accessible to a wide
and international audience.
Any use of references or additional references from other sources must be
informed on in footnote style.
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liographic details of the source. The review should begin with a heading that
includes all the bibliographic data. The elements of the heading should be
arranged in the order presented in the following example:
The early mission in South Africa/Die vroeë sending in Suid-Afrika, 1799-1819.
Pretoria: Protea Book House, 2005, 272 pp., map, chronology, bibl., index.
ISBN: 1-9198525-42-8. By Karel Schoeman.
Do not indent the first line of the first paragraph, but indent the first line
of all successive paragraphs. Use double spacing for the entire review. Add
your name and institutional affiliation at the end of the review. Accuracy of
content, grammar, spelling, and citations rests with the reviewer, and we encourage you to check these before submission. Reviews may be transmitted
electronically as a Word file attachment to an email to the review editor. If
you have additional questions, please contact the Book Review Editors.
To submit a Book Review article, see:
https://newcontreejournal.co.za/new-contree-journal-articlesubmission/#submit

Charles Warren: Royal Engineer in the Age of Empire

(Protea Book House, Pretoria, 2021, 486 pp. ISBN: 1839521872)
K Shillington
Andrew Manson
University of South Africa
andrew.manson0148@gmail.com
Most readers will be familiar with Kevin Shillington’s work on the southern
Tswana from his two previous publications, The Colonisation of the Southern
Tswana, 1870-1900 (1984) and his subsequent biography of Luka Jantjie,
Resistance Hero of the South African Frontier (2011). Both publications were
ground-breaking in that they focused a level of attention on the region, and
its African population and leadership that had been eclipsed by affairs and
conflicts elsewhere in southern Africa and the British Empire. One of the
main actors in the unfolding drama in the territories north of the Orange
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River after the discovery of diamonds in what was to become Griqualand
West, was Captain Charles Warren, sent to the Cape in 1876 to survey the
recently discovered Diamond Fields with the intention of securing the region
for Britain and ultimately to bolster British economic interests. A few months
later, he was despatched to what was now the Crown Colony of Griqualand
West to head up a Land Commission to help sort out the claims of the various disputants to its diamondiferous lands. No sooner was the ink dry on
his report than he took up the role of soldier, raising a force of volunteers (The
Diamond Fields Horse) to quell a rebellion in Griqualand West by disaffected
Griqua and Batswana who felt with good reason cheated by the land settlement process.
Having excelled in the execution of his duties, the promoted Lt-Colonel
Warren returned to England. This was not to be his final role in the history of
Bechuanaland, however. He returned in late 1884 to lead the largest expeditionary force to leave the Cape Colony. Its intention was to remove the freebooter Republics of Stellaland and Goshen that had forced the major Tswana
diKgosi (chiefs) in southern Bechuanaland to surrender territory to the white
(mainly Boer) interlopers. This was achieved with hardly a shot being fired in
anger, thereby eliminating possible German competition from modern Namibia and ensuring British control over the “Road to the North” and colonial
control of today’s Botswana and Rhodesia. He returned to England with a
considerably enhanced reputation.
With this familiarity and understanding of Chares Warren as a background,
Shillington has embarked on a more ambitious project that takes us way beyond the semi-arid landscape of the Northern Cape in modern South Africa –
that of a full biography of a man who played a significant role in the progression of British Imperial policies in the late Victorian era. Warren has certainly
attracted a fair amount of attention from other writers, for which he elicited
either renown or damning indictment, but Shillington’s book undoubtedly
provides us with the complete picture. Born into a privileged aristocratic
family, Warren’s interests and his career choices were manifold and diverse.
His primary love and ability was for mathematics and even before he was 18
years of age, he earned a commission into the Corps of Royal Engineers. He
was soon able to indulge his passion and recently acquired skills in surveying
when he was deployed to Gibraltar to conduct an Ordinance Survey of the
famous “Rock”. Six years later, this experience was to lead him to the project
for which he is most probably and rightfully remembered. Under the aegis of
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a committee known as the Palestine Exploration Fund, Warren was selected
to undertake an excavation of Jerusalem. His interest was spurred by the fact
that he was both a committed Christian and a keen Mason (for most of his
life). As Shillington remarks, It is for his drawings, “together with the sheer
range of his work….that his name is so widely respected…within the wider
Jerusalem archaeological community, even to the present day” (p 124) and
was to earn him the sobriquet of “Jerusalem Warren”.
Warren’s broad range of interests and his propensity for adventure and risktaking took him to several intriguing places within the Empire, apart from
South Africa of course. For example, in 1879, back from soldiering in Bechuanaland, and after a short stint of teaching at the School of Military Engineering
in Chatham, Warren was chosen to lead a rescue mission to find Professor Edward Palmer, a professor of Arabic at the University of Cambridge. An authority of the Sinai Bedouin, Palmer was sent on a secret mission to determine the
political loyalties of the Bedouin at a time of resistance to the British invasion
of Egypt. In brief, the foolhardy Palmer’s party was murdered by opportunist
Bedouin robbers. Shillington provides a fascinating story of the “Man Hunt”
led by Warren that followed his blatant challenge to British authority in the
region and the punishment meted out to the perpetrators.
Two other periods of Warren’s career are worthy of mention so as to whet
readers’ appetites. The first is Warren’s appointment as Commissioner of the
Metropolitan Police in 1886. It is indeed something of a surprise that he was
ever selected for the post, but Warren was not one to turn down a challenge.
His selection was based more his organisational skills at a time when the Met
was desperately in need of reform (in which he was moderately successful)
than his actual policing experience. Unfortunately for Warren his stint as
commissioner coincided with two crises in late Victorian London. The first
was the rise in the number of homeless and impoverished people in the capital
especially and the concomitant rise in political agitation led by led by political
groups such as the Social Democratic Movement. The rising radical nature of
public demonstrations coupled with police inexperience with riotous mobs
led to the event known as “Bloody Sunday” on 20 November 1887 or the
“Battle of Trafalgar Square” that led to few deaths and about 200 injuries.
The police were ridiculed in the press for their inept and violent reactions and
Warren had to bear much of the responsibility for the outcome. The second
was the infamous (or famous) murderous spree of the man known as Jack the
Ripper whose horrors coincided with Warren’s term. Unfamiliar with such
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circumstances Warren was out of this depth and took inappropriate steps and
actions to resolve both of them leading to constant denigration in the press.
“Ripper” enthusiasts will learn something about these never resolved murders
from the perspective of the Met.
Relieved of his duties as Police Commissioner and probably with a degree
of relief, Warren was appointed the General Officer Commanding (GOC) of
the Singapore fortress with the aim of strengthening the defences of this important outpost of the Empire. Here his efforts were fully appreciated by the
Singapore residents. However, most damning for Warren’s partly tarnished
reputation occurred when he returned to South Africa for the last time during the Anglo-Boer war (now more commonly called the South Africa War).
He left England in November 1899 to command a division under Sir Redvers
Buller, a man whom he had known from his past in South Africa. At the time
efforts were underway to relieve the Siege of Ladysmith which was severely
taxing British military prowess. This culminated in the disastrous (for the invading infantries) Battle of Spioen Kop. General Warren was basically made
the scapegoat for the failure of the attack, a severe dent to British morale and
sense of military superiority. Shillington’s careful account and examination
shows that the situation was a lot more complex and that blame cannot be attached to any one individual. Moreover, circumstances conspired against the
British as in many theatres of war. Buller simultaneously took active measures
to exonerate himself from any blame. Shillington’s account shows how Warren took steps later to secure his reputation.
Shillington has achieved his intentions admirably in writing this book. Utilising a vast array of sources including Warren’s own witness and the quite
voluminous historiography on Warren himself, he provides readers with a full
account and balanced analysis of his subject’s life and achievements. Warren
of course served in many corners of the Empire and Shillington offers us an
impressively clear and informative background and context to all of the places
where Warren served and built his reputation. He also gives a just and openminded analysis of Warren as an individual, focusing on aspects such as his
tremendous self-will and bravery, his broad range of interests (that included
hot air ballooning – then in its early stages of development), his commitment
to a humane form of imperialism and his religious faith, underscored by his
membership of the Masonic Lodge and his loving relationship with his wife
Fanny and his children; this all balanced against his failures. Charles Warren
was fundamentally an engineer, but the title may be a little misleading – he
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was a man of any parts, though he never lost his interest in engineering which
stood him in good stead during critical times in his life. The author has made
use of a wide range of photos, illustrations and newspaper clippings from the
Warren family archives well as many other images and maps that enhance to
book enormously. Most impressively, Shillington has written a most readable
biography on a very interesting personality during the heyday of the British
Empire. This is a book accessible to a wide readership which will surely find
much to enjoy and savour within its pages.

War party: How the ANC’s political killings are breaking South Africa
(Cape Town, Tafelberg, 2020, 255pp, ISBN: 9780624088233)
G Arde
Collin Olebogeng Mongale
North-West University
olebogengmongale0@gmail.com
In his monumental book War party, journalist Greg Arde takes readers to the
controversies in KwaZulu-Natal as he reveals the deadly nexus between politics, organised crime and the notorious taxi industry. In so doing, Arde tries
to tie together all the strands of the stories on political killings – especially
those that are as yet unknown to the general public. He tells us that it is only
a few journalists and researchers who have this information. The book is clustered into three parts. The first discusses the killing fields of KwaZulu-Natal,
while part two delves into the violent actions of the taxi industry. Part three
of the book looks into the African National Congress (ANC) and its control
of the city of Durban.
It is key to mention that all the three parts are complementary to one another, because they resonate around the relationship between the ANC, the
ruling party, which by collective action – be it through commission or omission – is instigating and perpetuating violence as a means of exerting its power
and thereby gaining material benefits. The reviewer thus takes the position
that for anyone who is interested in truly understanding the current issues
in the ANC and why things began to fall apart during Jacob Zuma’s tenure,
this book is a vital source. Arde’s publication is not only relevant but it is vital
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reading because it explains how the ANC has changed from being a liberation
movement into being what he calls a “war party”.
KwaZulu-Natal has been plagued by political violence since the 1980s and
early 1990s and Arde takes the reader back to the Inkatha Freedom Party
(IFP) versus ANC conflicts when the parties fought one another for political
dominance in the province. Arde then goes on to highlight how inter-party
conflict between two antagonists later changed into intra-party warfare, with
members of the ANC fighting each other for positions in government institutions and party structures. Furthermore, political violence in KwaZulu-Natal
(KZN) can be traced to the assassination of Sifiso Nkabinde, a wealthy political strongman and warlord who once served as member of the ANC KZN
provincial legislature. Arde explains that Nkabinde’s death in 1999 served as a
starting point and breeding ground for revenge killings which took hold from
the early 2000s.
The dominance of the ANC in KZN from 2004 onwards exacerbated political violence in the province. Arde’s book notes that killings associated with
intra-party killings in KZN began as a result of contestation for political positions such as ward councillor and mayoral posts especially after 2007 when
Jacob Zuma became the president of the ANC. Although Arde doesn’t dwell
much on the socio-economic status of these hopeful ANC councillor candidates, the reviewer is of the opinion that many have little in the way of a
formal educational background and do not possess administrative or managerial skills. Furthermore, they have large and extended families of dependants
who rely on them for support. Thus, holding public office is seen as a way of
amassing wealth by looting state resources at the expense of ordinary citizens.
At the epicentre of these killings is ANC-factionalism. Allegedly, the party
has divided itself into sub-groups and Arde points out how the events of the
ANC’s 2007 National Elective Conference held in Polokwane paved the way
for factional politics in the ANC. For instance, the eThekwini Municipality
was the primary political support base for the Zuma faction. Arde and others
have highlighted that there was indeed a widespread sense in South Africa
that the country was being run from Durban during Zuma’s presidency. This
reviewer is reminded of the words spoken in 2014 by President Thabo Mbeki,
Zuma’s predecessor. Mbeki indicated that when a minister is appointed in a
certain region, officials from the same region will almost certainly be appointed in that department. This practice was termed the “homeboy’’ phenomenon
by Mbeki.
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Arde’s War party reveals that factionalism and intra-party killings are heavily
influenced by corruption committed by government officials, and that those
who do not approve of such corrupt practices are intimidated and even assassinated. He provides a case study of the African National Congress Youth
League (ANCYL) general-secretary, the late Sindiso Magaqa who was assassinated for voicing his grievances about corruption in the uMzimkhulu Local
Municipality. Drawing from Arde’s analysis throughout the book, it is clear
to the reviewer that politicians in KwaZulu-Natal tend to eliminate everything or anyone who is an obstacle to the exploitation and squandering of
state resources. Political killings occur frequently in KwaZulu-Natal as a result
of contestation for tenders and government contracts from different factions
within the party, and this also includes ineffective policing. Because one faction wants to “eat”, members of an opposition faction are targeted ruthlessly.
This practice received its nickname from Senzo Mchunu who is reputed to
have said: “…my turn to eat has come”.
The KwaZulu-Natal provincial government established a commission of inquiry chaired by advocate Marumo Moerane, to investigate the factors perpetuating political violence in the province. Sadly, many of the findings by
the commission made no difference at all to the widespread corruption. Arde
quotes Bheki Cele who dismissed the commission as mere “storytelling, … a
waste of money’’.
This reviewer argues that in his publication Arde neglects to discuss the proliferation of firearms and ammunition in KZN and the reality that this leads
to countless assassinations. There were certainly weapons that came into KZN
during the conflicts of the 1980s and 1990s. Apart from those supplied to the
ANC by solidarity movements and overseas anti-apartheid organisations weapons were also provided by various sources such as the apartheid government’s
police (known as the Vlakplaas weapons), from the South African Defence
Force and also weapons associated with the Afrikaner Weerstands Beweging
(AWB). We are told that the AWB distributed weapons to IFP members with
the sole intention of destroying the ANC and its supporters. However, after
1994, many of these weapons were never recovered by the ANC government.
Today they haunt KZN and lead to uncontrollable killings.
Arde provides an analysis of another site of violence in KwaZulu-Natal – the
taxi industry. This is the most vital industry in the country and it serves as
cover for all sorts of criminals, including taxi bosses, politicians, influential
and prominent families in KwaZulu-Natal. This is the industry that moves an
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estimated 75% of the population every day. Without it, the economy would
grind to a halt and decline drastically. It is clear that the taxi industry generates a great deal of money, most of it is not touched by the South African
Revenue Services (SARS). This being so, competition for the control of the
strategic taxi routes has led to spiralling violence and assassinations.
The taxi industry is controlled by greed. Members of the different taxi associations fight each other for long distance routes and government tenders.
Arde goes as far as tapping into the GO! It is a Durban initiative, the public
transport system involving buses and taxis. Arde reveals how contracts for this
initiative were awarded without any consultation with other taxi associations.
This serves as evidence that government contracts and tenders are frequently
awarded unfairly through patronage networks. In his fearless analysis of the
taxi industry politics, Arde mentions names of most feared taxi families and
individuals such as the Gcaba family, Elias “Sputla’’ Mpungose, Qithi Khumalo, Romeo Mbambo, and the Mpisane family. As a means of dominating
the industry, taxi bosses tend to make use of contract killers, “izinkabi”, famously known as hitmen, who are employed to carryout assassinations. These
hitmen allegedly work as private security/bodyguards to some of the local
politicians in KZN.
Arde’s stories in chapter after chapter are linked to particular events and named
people; they highlight that the controversial KZN province is a hotbed of political violence, one that has become institutionalised in South Africa. The politics
of patronage and impunity continue to compromise South Africa’s constitutional state and break it down. Countless crimes committed have never been
accounted for. The ANC has indeed turned into a “war party” and South Africa
is increasingly becoming a mafia-state where might is right, and big guns are
calling the shots.
The plague of violence has become a defining aspect of the ANC-led government and sadly, this reviewer feels compelled to conclude that never in their
wildest dreams, did the founding fathers of the ANC ever imagine, when
they met in Mangaung (Bloemfontein) in 1912, that they were in actual fact
creating a monster, a criminal enterprise of syndicates. The post-apartheid
ANC-led government seems to exist for no other reason or purpose than to
loot squander state resources.
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One may quote the United States Republican Party strategist, Stuart Stevens, who wrote: “A party without a governing theory, a higher purpose or
a clear moral direction is nothing more than a cartel, a syndicate that exists
only to advance itself. There’s no organised, coherent purpose other than the
acquisition and maintenance of power.” This reviewer draws the conclusion
that when Stuart made this statement, it was as if he was looking at the present day African National Congress.
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New Contree
Template guidelines for writing an article
(To download templates, visit: https://www.newcontreejournal.co.za)
1.

Font type: Adobe Garamond Pro (throughout document)/Arial (if the first font type is
unavailable).

2.

Font size in body text: 12pt.

3.

Heading of article: 14pt, bold.

4.

Author’s details: ONLY provide the following: Title, Campus & University and Email address.
Title: 10pt, regular font; Campus & University: 10pt, italics; and E-mail address: 10pt,
regular font. (Consult previous articles published in the New Contree journal as an example or as a practical guideline). Example: Pieter van Rensburg, Vaal Triangle Campus,
North-West University, p.vanrensburg@gmail.com.

5.

Abstract: The abstract should be placed on the first page (where the title heading and
author’s particulars appear). The prescribed length is between a half and three quarters
of a page.
The abstract body: Regular font, 10pt.
The heading of the Abstract: Bold, italics, 12pt.

6.

Keywords: The keywords should be placed on the first page below the abstract.
The word ‘Keywords’: 10pt, bold, underline.
Each keyword must start with a capital letter and end with a semi-colon (;). Example:
Meters; People; etc. (A minimum of six key words is required).

7.

Main headings in article: ‘Introduction’ – 12pt, bold.

8.

Sub-headings in article: ‘History …’ – 11pt, bold, italics.

9.

Third level sub-headings: ‘History ...’ – 10pt, bold, underline.

10.

Footnotes: 12pt, regular font.
The initials in a person’s name (in footnote text) should be without any full stops. Example: LC du Plessis and NOT L.C. du Plessis.

11.

Body text: Names without punctuation in the text. Example: “HL le Roux said” and
NOT “H.L. le Roux said”.

12.

Page numbering: Page numbering in the footnote reference text should be indicated
as follows:
Example: p.space23 – p. 23. / pp. 23-29.

13.

Any lists in the body text should be 11pt, and in bullet format. NO numbers must be used.
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14.

Quotes from sources in the body text must be used sparingly. If used, it must be indented and in italics (10pt). The source reference of a quote should not be in the quote
itself but annotated in the last sentence before the quote. Quotes less than one line in
a paragraph can be incorporated as part of the text via paragraph, but within inverted
commas; and NOT in italics. Example: An owner close to the town stated that: “the
pollution history of the river is a muddy business”.

15.

Abbreviations and titles:
* Abbreviations of companies and institutions are allowed after having provided the
meaning BUT abbreviations as rule in the article narrative is strongly discouraged.
Write words full out. Examples are:
i.e.: Rather use, ‘that is’
eg.; Rather use, ‘for example’
s.l.; s.a; s.n.: Rather say in brackets ‘without place, publisher and date’
* No punctuation with titles is required in the text, such as Dr P Moloto (in the
English narrative) BUT dr P Moloto (in the Afrikaans marrative).
* The abundant use of Latin forms in the text and footnotes are not encouraged.
So for example is Ibid and Passim not allowed.

15.

Quotes (as part of the body text) must be in double inverted commas: “…and she”
and NOT ‘…and she’.

16.

Images: Illustrations, pictures, photographs, tables and figures: Submit all pictures
for an article in jpeg, tiff or pdf format in a separate folder, and indicate where the
pictures should be placed in the manuscript’s body text. All visuals are reffered to as
Images.
Example: Image 1: ‘Image title’ (regular font, 10pt) in the body text.
Sources of all images should also be included after the ‘Image title’.
Example: Source: ‘The source’ (regular font, 9 pt). Remember to save and name pictures in the separate folder accordingly.
Important note: All the images should be of good quality (a minimum resolution of
200dpi is required; if the image is not scanned).

17.

Punctuation marks should be placed in front of the footnote numbers in the text.
Example: the end.1 NOT …the end1.

18.

Single and left spacing between the sentences in the footnote.

19.

Dates: All dates in footnotes should be written out in full. Example: 23 December 2010;
NOT 23/12/2010 [For additional guidelines see the New Contree Reference guidelines].

20.

Language setting in Microsoft Word as English (South Africa); do this before starting with the word processing of the article. Go to ‘Review’, ‘Set Language’ and select
‘English (South Africa)’.
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New Contree
Reference guidelines for writing an article
(To download templates, visit: https://www.newcontreejournal.co.za)

FOOTNOTES
Only the footnote method for references is accepted in articles for New Contree.
Footnote references should appear at the bottom of each page. Footnotes should be
numbered sequentially throughout the article and starting with 1. No other numerical system is allowed. Archival sources/published works/authors referred to in the
text should be cited in full in the first footnote of each new reference. Thereafter it
can be reduced to a shorter footnote reference (See example later on).
No exact repetition of a footnote reference on the same page is allowed. For example, if you refer to Y Krone’s source as in footnote 1 and then also in footnote 2, the
page references must at least differ. They can’t reference the same pages.
No use of the Latin word “Ibid” allowed. Rather refer to the actual reference again
(or in its shortened version).
The titles of books, articles, chapters, theses, dissertations and papers/manuscripts
should NOT be capitalised at random. Only the names of people and places (and in
some instances specific historic events) are capitalised. For example:
P Erasmus, “The ‘lost’ South African tribe – rebirth of the Koranna in the Free State”, New
Contree, 50, 2005, p. 77;

NOT
P Erasmus, “The ‘Lost’ South African Tribe – Rebirth of The Koranna In The Free State”,
New Contree, 50, 2005, p. 77.

PLEASE NOTE: Referencing journal titles imply that every word of the journal
must start with a capital letter, example: Yesterday&Today Journal.
Only the first letter of the surname of authors should be capitalized, not the complete surname. No names of authors, in full, is allowed. The following practical examples will help:
Avoid punctuation between initials IN footnotes (and in the article text).
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Examples of an article in a journal
R Siebörger, Incorporating human rights into the teaching of history: Teaching materials,
Interdisciplinary Science Review, 2, 2008, pp. 1-14.
S Marks, “Khoisan resistance to the Dutch in the seventeenth and eighteen centuries”, Journal of African History, 3(1), 1972, p. 76.

Example of a shortened version of an article in a journal after the first full
reference
From:
P Erasmus, “The ‘lost’ South African tribe – rebirth of the Koranna in the Free State”, New
Contree, 50, 2005, pp. 77-80;84-86.

To:

P Erasmus, “The ‘lost’ South African tribe…”, New Contree, 50, 2005, pp. 77-80;84-86.

[Please note: ONLY the title of the article is shortened and not the finding place]
Examples of a reference from a book
WF Lye & C Murray, Transformations on the Highveld: The Tswana and the Southern Sotho
(Cape Town, David Phillip, 1980), pp. 7; 10.
JJ Buys, Die oorsprong en migrasiebewegings van die Koranna en hulle rol in die Transgariep tot
1870 (Universiteit van die Vrystaat, 1989), pp. 33-34.

Example of a shortened version of a reference from a book after the first
full reference
From:
JA Conforti (ed.) or (eds.), Samuel Hopkins and the New Divinity Movement: Calvinism, the
congregational ministry, and reform in New England between the Great Awakenings (Washington, Christian University Press, 1981), p. 23.

To:

JA Conforti (ed.), Samuel Hopkins and the New Divinity Movement…, p. 23.

Example of a reference from a chapter in a book
S Brown, “Diplomacy by other means: SWAPO’s liberation war”, C Leys, JS Saul et.al.,
Namibia’s liberation struggle: The two-edged sword (London, Oxford University
Press, 1995), pp. 19-39.
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Shortened version after the first full reference:
S Brown, “Diplomacy by other means…”, C Leys, JS Saul et.al, Namibia’s liberation struggle…, pp. 19-39; 45-90.

Example of a reference from an unpublished dissertation/thesis
MJ Dhlamini, “The relationship between the African National Congress and the Pan Africanist Congress, 1959-1990” (PhD, NWU, 2006), pp. 4; 8; 11.

Shortened version after the first full reference:
MJ Dhlamini, “The relationship…”, pp. 4; 8; 11.

Examples of a reference from a newspaper
P Coetzee, “Voëlvlugblik ATKV 75 op ons blink geskiedenis”, Die Transvaler, 6 Jan 2006,
p. 8.

Or when no definite author
“What went wrong?”, Zululand Times, 19 July 1923.

Shortened version after the first full reference:
P Coetzee, “Voëlvlugblik ATKV 75…”, Die Transvaler, 6 Jan 2006, p. 8.

Archival references
• Interview(s)

Provide at least key details such as: Name of interviewee and profession; the interviewer and profession and date of interview
• Example of interview reference
E Schutte (Personal Collection – hereafter ESP), Interview: K Kotzé (CEO, Goldfields, Johannesburg Head Office)/E Schutte (researcher, NWU, School of Social Science), 12 Mar 2018.

or

K Rasool (Personal Collection – hereafter KRP), Interviews: R Vahed (housewife,
Gugulethu)/S Dlamini (researcher), 13 August 1948; JA Conforti (policeman,
Vaalwater)/S Dlamini (researcher), 13 Aug 1948.
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• Shortened version after the first full reference:
ESP, Interview: K Kotzé/E Schutte , 12 Mar 2018.
• Example of an Electronic Mail - document or letter
T Nyamunde, (Personal Collection – Hereafter TNP), E-mail: W Pepler (Bigenafrica,
Pretoria)/T Nyamunde (Researcher), 22 Oct 2019.
• Shortened version after the first full reference:
TNP, E-mail: W Pepler/T Nyamunde, 22 Oct 2019.
• National Archive of South Africa (or any other archival repository)
Examples:
National Archive of South Africa (NASA), Pretoria, Department of Education (DoE),
Vol.10, Reference 8/1/3/452: Letter, K Lewis (Director General) / P Dlamini
(Teacher, Springs College), 12 Jun 1960.
Western Cape Archives and Records Service (WCARS), WCARS, 3/BFW, Vol. 1/1/1/11,
Minutes of a Council Meeting, 19 Sept 1899, pp. 437-438; Vol. 1/1/1/12,
Minutes of a Council Meeting, 20 May 1902, p. 162; 29 Sept 1902, p. 216;
16 Oct 1902, p. 224; Vol. 1/1/1/14, Minutes of a Council Meeting, 22 Oct
1912, p. 494.
Western Cape Archives and Records Service (WCARS), 3/BFW, Vol. 1/1/1/18, Minutes of a
Special Meeting of the Council for the purpose of discussing the augmentation
of the town’s water supply, 18 Jan 1927, p. 448.
• Shortened version after the first full reference:
WCARS, 3/BFW, Vol. 1/1/1/18, Minutes of a Special Meeting…, 18 January 1927, p. 448.

A source accessed on the Internet
A Dissel, “Tracking transformation in South African prisons since ancient times to the 21st
century”, Track Two, 11(2), April 2002, available at http://ccrweb.ccr.uct.ac.za/
two/11-2transformation.html (accessed 14 Jan 2003), pp. 1-3.
• Shortened version after the first full reference:
A Dissel, “Tracking transformation in South African prisons…”, Track Two, 11(2), April 2002,
available at http://ccrweb.ccr.uct.ac.za/two/11-2transformation.html (accessed
14 Jan 2003), pp. 1-3.
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A source from conference proceedings
D Dollar, “Asian century or multi-polar century?” (Paper, Global Development Network Annual Conference, Beijing, Jan 2007), p. 7.
B Sautmann, “The forest for the trees: Trade investment and the China-in-Africa discourse”
(Paper, Public Seminar: China in Africa: Race, relations and reflections, Centre
for Sociological Research, University of Johannesburg, 28 Jul 2007), p. 7.
Shortened version after the first full reference:
D Dollar, “Asian century...”, p. 7.
B Sautmann, “The forest for the trees: ...”, p. 7.

SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS
Professional Language editing
Articles finally submitted to the New Contree for publication, after approval, must
be editorially revised and a submission must be accompanied by a letter of confirmation from a qualified language practitioner. No article will be published without an
official letter of confirmation that professional language editing of the article had
been done.
Page fees obligation
The author/the author’s institution on behalf of the author is liable for page fees.
An invoice reflecting the page fee will be prepared prior to the publication of the
article for an edition. The payment of this invoice is required prior to publication.
Unfortunately, no publication will be considered without proof of payment of the
page fees.

ILLUSTRATIONS
Photographs, sketches, tables, diagrams; graphics, maps etcetera should all be referred to as Images (Eg. Image 1; Image 2 etcetera). The appropriate positioning of
the illustration should be indicated in the text. High quality Jpeg images are preferred above Word created images.
Authors, PLEASE obtain copyright and reproduction rights on photographs
and other illustrations, if required.
Copyright on all material in New Contree rests within the Editorial Advisory Board
of New Contree. Inquiry can be done by communication to the Editor-in-Chief.
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Please visit the New Contree website for more information:
https://newcontreejournal.co.za/

Article submissions can be uploaded on the New Contree website:
https://newcontreejournal.co.za/new-contree-journal-article-submission/#submit

For more information regarding the journal and its requirements:
https://newcontreejournal.co.za/new-contree-journal-article-submission/

You can view all editions from 2006-2021 at:
https://newcontreejournal.co.za/new-contree-journal-download/
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